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ArcSDM3 in ArcMap Overview

●     ArcMap differences from Arcview3: Overview 
●         Migration from Arcview3 to ArcSDM3 in ArcMap  
●     New and Changed Features in ArcSDM3 
●         Highlights 
●         What is new 
●             Starting a new modeling project 
●             New Rules for ArcSDM Projects 
●             Buffering tool replaced with ArcMap Buffering tools 
●             Reclassification tool replaced with ArcMap Reclassification tool 
●         Terminology Changes 
●     Join Management 
●     Limitations of Identify tool 
●     Symbolization 
●     Working with tables in ArcMap 

Overview

In implementing ArcSDM3 to run in ArcMap 8.3 it was our intent to translate the Arcview3 Avenue code 
to VB to operate with ArcMAP. We intended to fix known bugs in the Arcview3 version and to follow the 
look and feel of the Arcview3 version as closely as possible. In the implementation of the raster 
processing extension, Spatial Analyst, ESRI has made decisions that significantly change how 
ArcSDM3 is implemented. The most significant change is that attributes cannot be added to the VAT of 
a raster file. The solution we have adopted is to create tables that must be joined to the VAT of the 
evidential raster. Thus, when an evidential raster is generalized a new table, a GEN table, is created. 
The use of a joined table with the VAT requires the user to be familiar with the Join tools, which have 
been significantly enhanced in ArcMap. Associated with the use of joined tables with rasters is that 
ESRI does not provide the tools in version 8.3 to symbolize a raster in code. So the user has to 
symbolize after the tables are programmatically joined. 

The Identify tool in ArcMap8 did not include the joined attributes for rasters. Similar problems continue 
with ArcMap 9.0

Because of these differences between rasters in Arcview3 and ArcGIS, projects created for ArcSDM in 
Arcview3 cannot be directly used in ArcSDM3 for ArcMap. It is best to recreate all the rasters to be 
used because the added attributes in the VAT of Arcview3 rasters cause conflicts when used in 
ArcSDM3 for ArcMap.

All of these issues are discussed below, and workarounds for these problems are described.

Software Requirements: ArcSDM3 requires ArcMap 9.0 and Spatial Analyst. Also, when installing 
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ArcSDM3 do not update any files when requested during the install, always select to Keep existing 
files.  Such updating is a feature that only a System Administrator should indulge as it can mess up 
system files. You may have to reinstall/update both Windows, ArcMap, and ArcSDM3. Or try the 
installations on a clean computer.

For ArcMap9 use ArcSDM3. There are essentially no differences between ArcSDM3 for ArcMap8.3 
and ArcSDM3 for ArcMap9, except that ESRI reorganized the ArcObjects DLL library so modified VB 
code has to be appropriate for the ArcMap version. 

It is critical that ArcGIS Service Packs should be installed. This software was developed with 
Service Pack 3 for ArcGIS 9.0 and will not work properly without this Service Pack. 

The operating system should have current service packs installed. It is recommended that ArcSDM3 
be used with XP

Next Section Contents Home

Migration from Arcview3 to ArcMap

Rasters from Arcview3 with additional attributes cannot be used in ArcMap while using 
ArcSDM3. A raster in ArcMap made from a character attributed shapefile or coverage, will have a 
value, count, and a third attribute, which is named the same as the source attribute. These three 
attributes are all that is allowed in a raster derived from a character source. A raster made from a 
integer or floating valued shapefile or coverage will have only a value and count attribute. These two 
attributes are all that is allowed in ArcMap while using ArcSDM. Users will note, ESRI allows extra 
attributes in the output from the raster command COMBINE. These extra attributes are the values from 
the input rasters to the COMBINE command. So ESRI can add extra attributes, but the users cannot in 
ArcMap 8.3.

It is not advised to use a raster made in ArcMap in Arcview3 with ArcSDM. Errors in calculation 
have been observed in Arcview3 when training site files made in ArcMap with the associated metadata 
are used in Arcview3. So do not attempt to go back to Arcview3 to do an ArcSDM analysis with things 
created in ArcMap.  

For using spatial data in ArcMap it is advised that at least the projection metadata information should 
be completed before a shapefile, raster, or other type of layer is used in ArcMap. This will automatically 
assure that the projection information is in the Data Frame. ArcSDM3 does not support projection 
on the fly. All rasters and training site shapefiles must be in the same projection. This is 
because ESRI has not included projection on the fly in many of their VB implementations of 
Spatial Analyst functions. 

Next Section Contents Home
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New and Changed Feature in ArcSDM3

Highlights

●     Reorganized main Spatial Data Modeler with drop-down menus. The menus are now organized 
into Preprocessing, Weights of Evidence (WofE) and Logistic Regression (LR), Fuzzy Logic, 
Neural Networks, and Post Processing submenus. The Preprocessing menu is where the 
modeling method and the necessary parameters are defined. This selection then activates the 
menus for the selected methods. 

●     All parameters entered are stored in permanent memory so ArcSDM3 remembers your setting 
when you restart ArcMap.

●     Project management is now simplified because ArcSDM3 remembers where you normally store 
files. Thus the constant process of navigating around your computer that was so common in 
Arcview 3 with ArcSDM1 is now unnecessary in ArcSDM3.

●     The preprocessing menu includes two data preprocessing tools, Bearings and Extract Contacts. 
The Buffer and Reclassify preprocessing tools from ArcSDM1 are now replaced with ArcMap 
Spatial Analyst's Distance and Reclassify tools. 

●     Expert WofE has been revamped so pre-existing models can be used and the prior probability 
can be adjusted.

●     WofE and LR will now both deal with large unique conditions rasters and multi-class 
generalization of evidence.

●     Generalization of evidence is now stored in a Gen table, due to the new raster table structure 
required by ArcMap. This change requires that the user to be familiar with and use ArcMap's 
improved join tools.

●     The Generalization process has a unique function that uses all unique classes in a raster as the 
generalization. This is particularly useful for the neural network tools.

●     ArcMap does not allow for programmatic symbolization of rasters based on joined attributes. 
Thus the user now has to symbolize the response maps, the models, when they are completed.

●     A new, more rigorous test of conditional independence has been implemented.
●     The process to define fuzzy membership functions has been completely redesigned to utilize 

fuzzification functions for ordered data. This simplifies creating fuzzy memberships and greatly 
simplifies the reporting of the membership function. All that is needed is to report the function 
applied and its parameters. These fuzzification functions will not deal with negative values 
in an evidence layer; so all evidence layers must be positive integers.

●     The array size limitation for the neural networks has been replaced by unlimited arrays sizes. 
Thus very large unique conditions rasters can be used in the neural networks.

●     The Training sets for the neural networks can now have fuzzy memberships. For example in a 
mineral resource application, the deposit training set might have fuzzy memberships based on 
the size of the mineral deposit. This results in better classification results.

●     As in Arcview3, the response themes will be given a name, such as SDMUC1, but in the 
Properties/Source this raster will be seen to point at a raster that is a temporary raster stored in 
the ~sdmtemp folder in the ArcSDM workspace. Therefore, when the user decides that a 
response theme should be kept and before the project is saved, it is a good practice to make 
the raster permanent but leave the name such as SDMUC1. At this time the file can also be 
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relocated into a ArcSDM workspace folder with the associated tables.  It is best to keep this 
SDMUC name because all the associated tables will have this prefix in their name. Then if the 
project MXD file is lost or corrupted the response-theme rasters will still have recognizable 
names.

●     ArcSDM3 no longer deals with coverages and shapefiles as evidence layers. All evidence 
layers must be integer rasters.

●     ArcSDM3 requires that training sites are point shapefiles.
●     ArcGIS9 does not automatically make new rasters created by ArcSDM3 permanent. It is 

necessary to make the results (SDMUC rasters) permanent by right clicking on the raster 
in the Table of Contents and selecting the Make Permanent option. This will provide an 
opportunity to move this SDMUC-results raster to the working folder. It is recommended 
that you keep the default names to keep the association with tables and so ArcSDM3 can 
recognize file types.

●     The evidence rasters used to make a unique conditions raster are now also recorded in the 
Description box of the General tab in the Properties window.

What is new

The design concept in ArcSDM3 for ArcMap has been to translate the Arcview 3 implementation. Thus, 
we have attempted to implement the Arcview 3 approach as closely as possible. This may not be the 
best way to implement our spatial modeling methods in ArcMap.

 The ArcSDM3 menu has been reorganized in submenus. The submenus are Preprocessing, WofE – 
LR, Fuzzy Logic, Neural Networks, and Postprocessing. The Preprocessing submenu includes Set 
Analysis Parameters, Add Bearing, and Extract Contact. The design concept is still that you should 
start modeling with the top selection and progress to the bottom. Thus modeling starts with the 
Preprocessing submenu in which the modeling method and the analysis parameters are selected. 
Then in the selected modeling method submenu, the process is to proceed from the first menu option 
through the last, sequentially.

ArcSDM3 no longer allows evidence layers to be coverages and shapefiles. All evidence layers must 
be integer rasters. Evidence that is to be used for proximity to something, such as proximity to faults, 
can be made into a raster by buffering the selected features with the Spatial Analyst Distance tool, 
which creates a raster with values of distances around the selected features. Such a raster has floating 
or real values so it must be converted to an integer raster before it can be used by ArcSDM3. This 
conversion can be done with the Spatial Analyst Reclassify or Raster Calculator using the integer 
function.

ArcSDM3 requires that the training points be a shapefile. Points in a coverage or other format 
must be converted to a shapefile.

Training points can be given a fuzzy membership attribute that is used by the neural networks. The 
fuzzy membership can be thought of as a ranking from [0,1] indicating the quality of the training site. 
For example, large deposits might be given a larger membership than small deposits in "Deposits" 
training sites and some "Not Deposit" training sites might be somewhat similar to a "Deposit" training 
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point. 

Starting a new modeling project

See the instructions for starting a new modeling project in the Installation instructions.

 WorkSpace

After loading the study area and training points, the map document must be saved. ArcSDM3 will use 
the location of the map document (the MDX file) as the place to store all files created by ArcSDM3. All 
ArcSDM save operations will be directed to this workspace independent of all other system explorer 
operations. To change the workspace for the ArcSDM model, it is necessary to save a new map 
document with Save As.

There can be problems with long paths. It is recommended that the path to the workspace is 
short.

 You can control where ArcMap Spatial Analyst writes temporary files in the Spatial Analyst Options 
menu.

 Preprocessing Submenu

The selections in the Preprocessing submenu work the same as they did previously. Buffering of 
features and reclassification are now done with the ArcMap tools. The Add Bearing and Extract 
Contacts works as before. 

Before starting a model, it is assumed you will have a training set, a study area raster that is an integer 
raster, and some evidence layers that are integer rasters for all methods except fuzzy logic. All 
evidence layers, except for the fuzzy logic method, need to be preprocessed to integer rasters. Shape 
files and coverages are no longer recognized as viable inputs. Previously shapefiles and coverages 
were converted to rasters during the weights of evidence processing. This significantly increased the 
processing time and complexity of the programming. 

The proper way to start a new modeling project is out lined below

●     Invoke ArcMap
●     Open a new document
●     Rename the Data Frame (Map)
●     Populate the Data Frame with training points shapefile, evidence rasters, and the studyarea 

raster. The first layer added determines the coordinate system of the Data Frame. If your 
data lack metadata, you should interactively set the Coordinate System in the Data 
Frame properties. If you intend to share your project with others on a different computer 
all the data should be in one folder and the MXD File Map Properties should have the 
Data Source Options set to Relative Paths.
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●     Save As the document in the folder were the modeling results are to be stored. This is the 
workspace for this model. Input data can be stored anywhere. 

●     Set the ArcSDM Analysis Parameters and Save them. Note the ArcSDM Analysis 
Parameters are independent of the Spatial Analyst Options mask, extent, and cell size.

●     You can now begin ArcSDM processing. 

 Remember that any rasters used in ArcSDM must be permanent rasters.

 Add Azimuth

The Add Azimuth function has been improved so the reported azimuth is the northern hemisphere 
azimuth. Optionally the azimuth may be reported as a bearing between -90° and +90°. 

 Study Area Raster

The study area raster defines the extent, mask, and cell size for the area to be analyzed and should 
define the projection of the Data Frame. This raster must an integer raster with a cell size equal to 
or less than the cell size of the evidential raster with the smallest cell size. This is because the 
study area raster is also used to find the area of missing data.

When making the study area raster, make a raster with only positive integer values greater than 
0, that is unsigned pixel type.  The study area raster can be multi-valued positive integers.

The simplest way to create a studyarea raster is to create a polygon shapefile outlining the study area. 
Add a text or character attribute to the shapefile. Then convert the shapefile to a raster using the text 
attribute to create an integer-valued raster. If a numerical attribute of a polygon shapefile is used to 
create the raster; this will produce a floating point raster. ArcSDM requires an integer raster. The 
floating-point raster can be converted to an integer raster using the Spatial Analyst Raster Calculator 
with the integer function. The equation for a raster file called temp, would be int([temp]).   

If you create a studyarea raster from another raster, such as a 16-bit raster, make sure that the 
attribute table opens. There is a known bug in ArcMap 8.3 that does not allow ArcMap to see a 
attribute table with only 1 record. This problem seems to only occur if the source of the study area 
raster is a 16-bit raster. It does not matter how many records are in the study area raster attribute 
table. So verify that the Study area raster exists by opening it. 

WofE-LR

This modeling submenu includes the data-driven and expert weights-of-evidence method and logistic 
regression. The major change in this submenu is first encountered in the Generalize Evidential Theme 
submenu selection. The generalization is now stored in a generalization table. The user should be 
familiar with the method to join tables and to manage table joins. The Conditional Independence Ratio 
and chi-squared test for conditional independence have been replaced by the new Agterberg-Cheng 
conditional independence test.
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 Create Chart

ArcSDM uses simple default settings to create graphs or charts. Because of the many possible 
selections by the user and the potential wide range of values, the graphs as initially defined are 
somewhat crude. If you want to refine the graph, it is necessary to edit the properties of the graph. The 
graph property window can be opened by right clicking on the title bar at the top of the graph and 
selecting properties. 

You can modify colors with the following steps.

1.  If you have multiple curves plotted on one graph, it is necessary to move the curve you want to 
modify to be the first selected curve. This is done by moving the desired curve up on the y axis 
selection on the Data Tab. This will then be set 1.

2.  On the Appearance tab, select the Advanced Options.
3.  To change the color, select the Markers tab and change the properties of set 1.
4.  Click the apply buttons to apply these changes.

You can modify tic marks with the following steps.

1.  To add tic maps to the X axis, select the Axis tab and click the Apply to X axis radio button.
2.  Click the User Defined radio button under Scale and then enter the desired min and max values 

under Range.
3.  The Tics box is the number of tic marks desired. So for example if your min and max Range is 0 

to 16 and you want a tic mark at each unit, then put 16 in the Tics box. A 2 in the Tics box will 
give a tic mark at 8 and 16.

4.  Click the apply buttons to apply these changes.

Generalize Evidential Themes

This submenu selection works the same as in the previous version except in one important aspect. It is 
no longer possible to add additional attributes to a VAT; so the generalization process now creates a 
generalization file, known as a GEN file. The naming convention for the GEN file is Gen-evidential 
raster weight table.dbf. For example if the kbgeol evidential raster, which uses a weights table kbgeol-
CT.dbf, then the generalization file created would be named GEN-kbgeol-CT.dbf. The characters 
through the evidential raster name, “GEN-kbgeol-“, should not be modified by the user because this is 
what the software uses to associate GEN files with evidence layers. The user is free to modify the 
name following the second dash as they see fit.  

When the Gen table is created, it is joined to the evidential raster. ESRI has not allowed for 
programmatic symbolization on an attribute in a joined table. Therefore it is necessary to interactively 
symbolize by one of the generalization attributes.

Calculate Response Theme
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This submenu selection works the same as in the  previous version except it is necessary to select a 
GEN file instead of a attribute in the VAT to define which generalization to use.  

The conditional independence test now utilizes the Agterberg-Chang conditional independence test in 
addition to the conditional independence ratio, CI ratio.

When the calculations are complete, the area (e.g. SDMUC001-Tbl.dbf) and wofe tables (e.g. wofe001.
dbf) will be joined to the unique conditions raster. ESRI has not allowed for programmatic 
symbolization on an attribute in a joined table, therefore it is necessary to interactively symbolize by 
one of the posterior probability attributes.

The response theme will be given a name, such as SDMUC1, but in the Properties/Source this raster 
will be seen to point at a raster with a name like RASTER9, and this raster will be a temporary raster 
until it is made permanent or the project is saved. Therefore, when the user decides that a response 
theme should be kept and before the project is saved, it is a good practice to make the raster 
permanent and give it the name such as SDMUC1. It is best to keep this SDMUC name because all 
the associated tables will have this prefix in their name. Then if the project MXD file is lost or corrupted 
the response-theme rasters will still have recognizable names.

ArcGIS9 does not automatically make new rasters created by ArcSDM3 permanent. It is 
necessary to make the results (SDMUC rasters) permanent by right clicking on the raster in the 
Table of Contents and selecting the Make Permanent option. This will provide an opportunity to 
move this SDMUC-results raster to the working folder. It is recommended that you keep the 
default names to keep the association with tables and so ArcSDM3 can recognize file types.

Symbolization has to be done interactively. For WofE and LR models, symbolization by natural 
breaks seems to work well. 

 Fuzzy Logic Submenu

The fuzzy logic submenus still include a Fuzzy Membership and a Fuzzy Logic submenus. The Fuzzy 
Membership submenu is used to create a new raster representing the fuzzy membership values for an 
evidence layer. The naming convention for an evidential raster named kbgeol, is Fmkbgeol. Fmkbgeol 
is a floating point raster with values ranging from [0,1]. The Fuzzy Logic submenu is a fuzzy operator 
calculator. A fuzzy model DBF file is still created to store the parameters of a fuzzy logic model. We 
have not implemented the tools to draw a fuzzy-logic inference net nor to run an existing fuzzy logic 
model. The Fuzzy Membership values are now created by functions for ordered data and by a table 
method for categorical data. A table is created from the table method to record the fuzzy membership 
values assigned to the categorical data. These fuzzification functions will not deal with negative 
values in an evidence layer; so all evidence layers must be positive integers.

 Neural Network Submenu

The neural network functions work the same except that it is necessary to create a generalization file 
before creating the unique-conditions raster, that is the Response Theme. The menu selection 
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Generalize Evidential Theme has been added to the Neural Network submenu. This selection is the 
same as in the WofE menu. The Map Classes method of generalization has been modified to include a 
Unique button. Left clicking the Unique button will activate the OK button so a generalization file can be 
created that reproduces the original classes. There is also a Unique method on the main 
Generalization window. If for some reason another type of generalization is desired, for example one 
with fewer classes maybe to speed the neural network calculation, then other methods of 
generalization could be used.

A new feature to be added to the neural networks is the ability to assign fuzzy membership values to 
the deposit and ‘not deposit’ training sites. Previously, these were assigned fuzzy memberships of 1 or 
0, but Carl Looney has advised us that the neural RBFLN will work better if the training sites have 
fuzzy membership values other than just 0 or 1. Fuzzy membership values might be defined on deposit 
size, for example. This fuzzy membership of the training sites opens many new options for creating 
models.

ArcGIS9 does not automatically make new rasters created by ArcSDM3 permanent. It is 
necessary to make the results (SDMUC rasters) permanent by right clicking on the raster in the 
Table of Contents and selecting the Make Permanent option. This will provide an opportunity to 
move this SDMUC-results raster to the working folder. It is recommended that you keep the 
default names to keep the association with tables and so ArcSDM3 can recognize file types.

Symbolization of the results from GeoXplore have been a problem. It has been found that 
symbolization works best using the quantile method with a larger number of classes. Fifteen to 
20 classes is often a good starting place.

 Post Processing Submenu

In the previous version, most of the post processing functions had to do with symbolization. ESRI has 
not allowed for programmatic symbolization on an attribute in a joined table. Therefore, these 
symbolization selections cannot be implemented. 

 The following methods have been implemented and are the same as before: Compare Results, 
Associate Response with Point Theme,  and Areas vs. Probability. In addition a new function, Create 
Raster has been added to Post Processing.

There is a known bug in Compare Results when used to compare responses within a SDMUC 
raster, for example to compare a logistic regression response with the associated weights-of-
evidence response in the same SDMUC file. The Spearman's correlation will be reported as 1. 
While this number is generally about right for logistic regression and weights of evidence from 
the same evidence, the correlation between a Fuzzy Neural Network and RBFLN responses are 
often highly noncorrelated. So Compare Response only works properly when comparing 
between difference SDMUC files. A work around is to run a model twice so the weights-of-
evidence response and the logistic-regression response or Fuzzy Neuraal Network and RBFLN 
responses are in separate SDMUC rasters. 
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 Create Raster is used to create a floating-valued raster from a attribute in a table joined to the raster, 
such as the calculated posterior probability or some integer-valued raster from a generalization. One 
use of such rasters would be as inputs to a cross tabulation (Tabulate Area in Arcview 3) for correlation 
analysis. Another use would be make a raster to mask out areas with values less than or equal to the 
prior probability or a confidence mask as in the previous version. 

 New ArcSDM Rules for Version 3.

1.  Must use version 9+ of ArcMap.
2.  An Arc/Info license is not required.
3.  There can be problems with long path names. Short paths to the work space are best. It is best 

if the work space is at or close to the root.
4.  All evidence rasters should have names of 9 characters or less. These names are used in 

DBF files as attributes and long names will cause problems.
5.  The cell size of the study area raster should be equal to or smaller than the smallest cell size of 

all the evidential rasters. This raster is used to define areas of Missing Data in each evidential 
theme. This process requires a small cell size to accurately measure of the area of missing data 
or area of no data within the study area.

6.  When making the study area raster, make a raster with only positive integer values greater than 
0, that is unsigned pixel type.  The study area raster can be multi-valued positive integers.

7.  After changing the Data Frame name to a meaningful name and adding the study area raster 
and the training sites, the map document should be saved in the folder that will be used for the 
workspace folder for the output from the modeling. Then the ArcSDM/Analysis Parameters can 
be entered. Problems have been encountered if you start a new project in an old 
workspace. ArcSDM saves a lot of files with specific names. It seems to get confused 
because of naming conventions if a lot of files already exist.

8.  The Analysis Parameters that are set in Spatial Data Modeler/Preprocessing/Set Analysis 
Parameters are completely independent of the raster analysis environmental parameters of cell 
size, extent, and mask, which are set in the Spatial Analyst/Options menu. In Spatial Data 
Modeler/Preprocessing/Set Analysis Parameters, the cell size defaults to the cell size of the 
study area, and the study area raster defines the extent and mask.

a.  The location of temporary files written by Spatial Analyst is controlled in the Spatial 
Analyst Options menu.

9.  The Data Frame should be given a unique name. The ArcMap Data Frame name is used to 
associate ArcSDM Analysis Parameters with a particular Data Frame. Note the Data Frame has 
the unfortunate default name Layers when ArcMap is first started. This name can be changed in 
the Data Frame Properties menu. Thus, each Data Frame maintains its own ArcSDM Analysis 
Parameters.

10.  The projections of all layers must be the same. We cannot utilize ArcMap’s projection-on-the-fly 
capability because of routine required by ArcSDM to calculate the number of training points in 
the classes of a raster.

a.  It is best that all feature and raster layers have a defined coordinate system (Projection) 
in their associated metadata. Use ArcCatalog to add a coordinate system to a layer.

b.  If any of the evidence layers have metadata about the projections, all layers must 
have the same projection name. Even if all of the projection parameters are the 
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same, but the projection names are different, the ArcSDM tools will not work 
properly.

11.  New evidential rasters created by Spatial Analyst must be made permanent before ArcSDM will 
recognize them. This is done by right-clicking the temporary raster and selecting the Make 
Permanent menu selection.

12.  ArcSDM will only deal with integer rasters and point shapefiles. Problems will be avoided, the 
modeling is done in a data frame with only acceptable rasters and points. Do all other 
processing of data in another data frame or MXD. Placing an unacceptable raster in the data 
frame for ArcSDM, for example a multiband integer raster, will cause potentially fatal 
problems for ArcSDM.

13.  The error message that comes up infrequently after ArcMap is closed is sometimes due to a 
form that is still loaded.  Avoid closing forms (dialogs) with the X button in the upper right 
corner, but use the proper CANCEL, OK, DONE, etc button.  These buttons are programmed to 
unload the form and forms that it is the parent of.

 

Next Section Contents Home

Buffering tool has been replaced.

The Buffer tool available in the ArcView3 version of ArcSDM has been eliminated and replaced with 
the ArcMap Spatial Analyst buffer tool, Straight Line Distance (which is also called Euclidean 
Distance). The Spatial Analyst buffer or straight line distance tool for creating rasters of distance from a 
selected vector or raster class can be found in the Spatial Analyst Distance submenu by selecting the 
Straight Line tool. Information on this tool is found in the ArcMap Help by searching on Euclidean 
Distance tool/command and select the help in the Spatial Analyst Toolbox.

The Straight Line tool creates a raster of cells with the value in floating map units of the distance to the 
nearest occurrence of the object buffered. In order to use these distance rasters for buffer or proximity 
evidence in a model, it is necessary to convert the floating valued raster to an integer raster.  Typically 
the units of distance will be in meters, which might be a finer resolution than the data supports; so in 
this conversion to integers the units are often rescaled to kilometers. The ArcMap Raster Calculator 
tool is useful for this rescaling and conversion to integer using the integer function, INT. Do not forget 
to set a mask in the Spatial Analyst Option submenu to limit the calculations to the study area.

Next Section Contents Home

 

Reclassify tool has been replaced. 
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The Reclassify tool available in the Arcview3 version of ArcSDM has been eliminated and replaced 
with the ArcMap Spatial Analyst Reclassify tool. The Spatial Analyst reclassify tool for reclassification 
of rasters can be found in Spatial Analyst menu by selecting the Reclassify tool. For guidance on this 
tool see the ArcMap Help and search for Reclassify tool/command and select the help in the Spatial 
Analyst Toolbox. This tool provides many of the standard reclassification methods of ArcMap and 
produces an integer raster that can be used as evidence. In ArcMap8.3, the load and save buttons do 
not function, but this problem is fixed in the ArcMap9 version. These buttons are useful for saving a 
record of the reclassification and using it again later. It is necessary to make this raster permanent, 
rename it with a 9-character or less name, and store it in the ArcSDM3 work area folder.  Do not 
forget to set a mask in the Spatial Analyst Option submenu to limit the calculations to the study 
area.

Next Section Contents Home

 

Note on terminology differences between old and new versions 

Arcview 3 ArcMap Comment 

‘old’ term ‘new’ term   

theme layer May consist of shapefiles or rasters

Grid raster Gridss now termed rasters *

 *Whereas ArcSDM Version 1 (for Arcview 3) allowed input themes (termed evidential themes) to be 
either shapefiles or rasters, ArcSDM Version 2 (for ArcMap) will only work with input layers that are 
rasters. Accordingly, documentation for ArcSDM version 2 will refer to what was termed ‘evidential 
themes’ in ArcSDM version 1 as ‘evidential rasters’. However, this change may be not be consistently 
applied, so for example ‘response theme’—the term for an output map, often a posterior probability 
map-- is equivalent to the term ‘response raster’, and both are used in the current documentation 
interchangeably..

Next Section Contents Home

Join Management
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ArcSMD2 creates GEN tables to store the generalization of rasters (evidence layers). These GEN 
tables are automatically joined to the raster to be generalized so the user can view the generalization. 
When the user performs a Calculate Response in the weights-of-evidence tools or Generate Input 
Files in the neural network tools, the generalization to be used is selected by the user. Then ArcSDM3 
automatically unjoins previously joined tables and joins the selected GEN table. If for some reason the 
user has several tables joined to the raster, all of the previously joined tables will be unjoined. 
Consequently, while exploring data and deciding which generalizations to use, the user will have to 
make use of the Join tool.

Join management turns out to involve some interesting quirks. The way ArcMap deals with joins is 
when a second join is added to a raster, which already has a join, the two joined tables are put into a 
Rel-Query table. Then if a third table is joined to the same raster, this third table is actually joined to 
the Rel-Query table. Consequently, if the user wants to unjoin the second joined table, all of the tables 
will be unjoined. So joins are managed by ArcMap, by creating a hierarchy of joins. Only the last table 
joined can be individually unjoined. Any unjoining of tables joined in the middle of the sequence will 
delete at least all of the tables at lower levels in the hierarchy.

More information about table joins can be found in the ArcMap help file under the Contents tab, then 
open ArcMap, Working with tables, Joining attribute tables. This section will provide an overview of the 
join tools, but it give no insights into the limitations and differences when joining tables to rasters.

Next Section Contents Home

Limitations of Identify tool:

ArcMap8.3 will not identify attributes in tables joined to rasters. Thus, it is impossible to see any 
attribute other than the value attribute. To see the unique-conditions attributes, it is necessary to use 
the identify to get the value attribute and then to manually inspect the unique-conditions raster attribute 
table.

This limitation is gone in ArcMap9.

Next Section Contents Home

Symbolization:

ArcMap9 will not allow for symbolization of a raster based on an attribute in a joined table 
programmatically with VB code. Therefore, when a model is completed the user is informed the raster 
is ready for symbolization. This will typically be the top raster in the tables of contents and it will have 
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as name like SDMUC001. A convenient way to symbolize this raster is to create a color ramp with the 
colors you typically like to use. For example, flipping the Full Spectrum color ramp that come with the 
ESRI style is a common color ramp to apply to a posterior probability attribute. This color ramp can be 
save to your personnel style or saved in a modeling style; so it is always available. Search ArcMap's 
Help file on Styles and Creating and Style Manager to find guidance on this process.

There is a known bug in ArcGIS9.0 that causes improper symbolization of attributes in a table 
joined to a raster by the Classified methods. Thus, the posterior probability will symbolize 
improperly if symbolized by Natural Breaks. Typically the error is seen as the highest value is 
symbolized in the lowest color class. The work around for this bug is to symbolize by Unique 
values for the joined attributes. We are told this known bug will be fixed in ArcGIS9.1.

Next Section Contents Home

Working with Tables in ArcMAP

In order to modify tables in ArcMap, one way to to change text and values in a table simply by opening 
the table, selecting the rows and single column to be modified, and then right-clicking on that row to 
select Calculate Values. Then you can calculate new values or text for the selected rows in that 
selected column. The calculator can be used to calculate a new value based on other values in the 
table or simply to add a number by putting that number in the calculator. To calculate a character 
value, enclose the characters in quotes ("xyz").

If you want to add an attribute field to an existing table, it is quite simple; however there are some 
confusing properties of the numerical attributes for which the documentation is difficult to find. First, it is 
not possible to add a field to an attribute table of a raster. You can only add fields to DBF tables and 
attribute tables of shapefiles. To add a field, open the table, and select Add Field... in the Options 
menu. If you are adding a integer field, the form asks for the precisions. If you adding a floating or 
double numerical field, the form asks for precision and scale. The definitions of precision and scale are 
found in "Building a Geodatabase" by Andrew MacDonald on pages 57-58. This book is on the Digital 
Books CD-ROM that comes with the installation disks for ArcMap. 

The precision and scale of a field describe the maximum size and precision of data that can be stored 
in it. The precision describes the number of digits that can be stored in the field, while the scale 
describes the number of decimal places for float and double fields. When creating a new field in a 
geodatabase feature class or table, you can specify the field’s type, precision, and scale. When the 
field is actually created in the database, the field type may be changed based on the precision and 
scale values you specify.

 Use the following guidelines for choosing the correct field type for a given precision and scale: 

●     When you create a float, double, or integer field and specify 0 for precision and scale, the 
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geodatabase will attempt to create a binary type field if the underlying database supports it. 
Personal geodatabases support only binary type fields, and precision and scale are ignored. 

●     When you create float and double fields and specify a precision and scale, if your precision is 
greater than 6, use a double; otherwise, use a float. If you create a double field and specify a 
precision of 6 or less, a float field is created in the database. If you create a float field and 
specify a precision greater than 6, a double field is created. 

●     If you specify  a scale of 0 and a precision of 10 or less, you should be creating integer fields. 
When creating integer fields, your precision should be 10 or less or your field may be created as 
double. 

Next Section Contents Home
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Installation of ArcSDM3 

●     Installation of program files 
●     Starting a modeling project 
●     Files to be installed 
●     On-line Help 

Unzipping files

Files provided on the web site have been compressed into zip files. A directory structure has been 
written to the zip file for the documentation files and the sample data sets that needs to be 
reconstructed by your unzip utility. If you are using WinZip, ensure that you have selected the option to 
'Use folder names'. It's can also be useful to NOT have the 'Overwrite existing files' selected because a 
prompt asking you if you want to overwrite an existing file will usually signal a problem with the 
reconstruction of the directory structure. 

Installation of program files

To install ArcSDM3, a setup.exe is provided along with all of the necessary files in a zip file. The 
following steps are recommended.

1.  Create a folder named ArcSDM3 under the ArcGIS folder in your C directory where your 
ArcMap software is installed.

2.  Extract all of the files listed below from the zip file into the ArcSDM3 folder.
3.  If you have a previous version of ArcSDM3 for ArcMap installed, it is necessary to uninstall that 

version before installing a new version. To uninstall a previous version, do the following step: 
4.  Go to the Start Menu on your Windows Toolbar and select Settings/Control Panel
5.  From the Control Window, select Add/Remove Programs.
6.  Select and remove the ArcSDM3extension.
7.  Then to install the new version of ArcSDM3, double click on the setup.exe in the ArcSDM3 

folder. If the setup gives a message that some file, such as an OCX or OLB files, are 
newer on your system than the one being installed, always accept to keep your newer 
file. Do not overwrite your newer file with an older file from the setup.

8.  Start ArcMap and activate the Spatial Analysis extension
9.  In order to see the ArcSDM3 menu, it is necessary to install a customization. Select the Tools 

menu and then the Customization submenu to install ArcSDM3 from a file. Select the 
SDMextension.dll for the file to install from the folder Program Files/ArcSDM3extension folder. 
The ArcSDM3 menu should now appear as a floating menu. It is sometimes necessary to also 
check on the Spatial Data Modeler in the Toolbars menu under View drop-down menu.

10.  Before using any of the ArcSDM3 menu functions, it is necessary to create a mapping project 
as described next.
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Starting a Modeling Project

1.  Before you can start your modeling project in ArcSDM3, it is necessary to add a point shapefile 
with the training sites and a study area grid that defines the area to be analyzed. It is important 
that the first data added to your project have at least the projection information in the 
metadata. This will setup the projection and units parameters for your data frame. The 
training-point shapefile is assumed to be the top-most layer and the study area grid is assumed 
to be the bottom-most layer in the Table of Contents. The cell size of the study area grid 
should be equal to the cell size of the evidential grid with the smallest cell size. This cell 
size is used to calculate the area of Missing Data in the study area.

2.  ArcMap requires that all raster files (formerly called grid files) have a name of 11 characters or 
less. Because we use these file names in DBF files in the ArcSDM3 processing, we 
require that raster files have names of 9 characters or less.

3.  ArcSDM3 requires that all layers used be permanent.
4.  Change the name of the Data Frame to some appropriate name for the project. ArcMap gives a 

default name of Layers to the first Data Frame and New Data Frame to subsequent Data 
Frames. So it is useful to rename these in the Data Frame properties menus. The name of the 
Data Frame is used to store the ArcSDM modeling parameters.

5.  Save the project in the folder that will be the working folder to store all the tables, etc. for 
the modeling work. This working folder does not have to be the folder containing the input 
rasters.  If you intend to share your project with others on a different computer all the 
data should be in one folder and the MXD File Map Properties should have the Data 
Source Options set to Relative Paths.

6.  After saving your ArcMap project,  the help button on the ArcSDM3 menu can be clicked to read 
the documentation. The first time you click Help on the ArcSDM3 menu, you will be asked to 
find the Documentation folder. Assuming you store it in the ArcSDM3 folder under the ArcGIS 
folder on your drive C, navigate to the Documents folder and click OK. The Documentation 
should now open.

a.  If you want to click Help before adding data and saving your project, the ArcSDM3 Help 
button will ask you to save your map before the Help will activate.

7.  Modeling using ArcSDM3 can now begin by setting the modeling parameters.

Files contained in the source zip files.

Filename Description
Documentation folder Help files for the Extension
setup.exe ArcSDM3 Extension setup for installation
SETUP.LST Used by setup.exe for installation
SDMExtension.CAB Used by setup.exe for installation
sdmlr.exe Executable file that runs logistic regression functions.
DataXplore.exe Executable file that runs the DataXplore neural network module.
mfc42.dll Application extension required by DataXplore.exe.
msvcrt.dll Application extension required by DataXplore.exe.
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GeoXplore.exe Executable file that runs the GeoXplore neural network module

When the ArcSDM3 extension loads:

 
The following items are loaded to the 

project file: ... is /are added to...

 

The Spatial Analyst extension (SA) must 
be loaded before ArcSDM3 can be 
activated.

The ArcSDM3 extension uses classes 
and functionality provided by the Spatial 
Analyst extension and cannot be loaded 
if SA is not installed.

(When installed, Spatial Analyst 
is fully documented in the 
ArcMap on-line help.)

User Interface

All ArcSDM3 menus and functionality are 
contained in the Spatial Data Modeler 
floating tool bar. The Spatial Data 
Modeler drop-down list contains all the 
menus and functionality. The Help button 
starts the ArcSDM3 Documentation. The 
About button provides information about 
the source of the code and the version.

the menu bar to the right of 
Spatial Analyst's Surface menu 
in the View document GUI

"Behind the scenes" DLLs and EXEs used by ArcSDM3 the ArcMap system scripts

Next Section Contents Home

Installation of On-line Documentation

Options:

Using documentation on CD: This method is not recommended.

1.  The first time you invoke the on-line help you will be prompted to specify the location of 
sdmhelp.htm. 

2.  Navigate to the Documentation folder in the ArcSDM3 folder, select sdmhelp.htm and click OK.

Using documentation on your hard drive: This method is recommended.
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1.  Either  
copy the contents of the Documentation directory to a directory of your choice on your hard 
drive.  
or  
download one of the zip files that contains the documentation files from the ArcSDM web site.  
Unzip these files in the ArcSDM3 folder on your hard drive. This will create a new folder, 
Documentation, with the help files. This is the recommended installation of the 
Documentation.

2.  The first time you invoke the on-line help from ArcMap you will be prompted to specify the 
location of sdmhelp.htm. 

3.  Navigate to the file, select and click OK.

Next Section Contents Home
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Methods 

ArcSDM3 provides tools for performing four methods of quantitative mineral potential mapping or spatial modeling in 
ArcMap and Spatial Analyst. This section provides description of each method as well as key terms used in the 
implementation of these methods. (Please refer to the Glossary for additional definition of terms used in ArcSDM3.) 

Key Terms  
References 

Key Terms

Exploration data set. Here we refer to digital data sets, such as digitized geological maps, geophysical images, 
geochemical survey data and remotely sensed images, frequently employed by exploration geologists in the mineral 
exploration process. There is always a process of extracting evidence from the raw data set to be used in prediction. 
This process depends strongly on the exploration model being used.

Exploration model. There are a large number of deposit models that have been defined for the various mineral 
deposit types, based on deposit characteristics. Deposit models help to classify and identify new occurrences, lead to 
an improved understanding of how the deposits formed, and act as an aid to exploration. However, they are usually 
based on characteristics of the deposit and its immediate surroundings, and many of the characteristic diagnostics of 
a mineral deposit type cannot be used with regional exploration data sets. The exploration model, on the other hand, 
refers to the characteristics of a deposit type identifiable in regional data sets, as used in the exploration process. It is 
important to note that the absence of evidence can be equally important as the presence of evidence and data on 
negative associations between deposit and particular types of data are often poorly documented.

Evidential Theme. This is a map or area layer (in either vector or raster format) used for prediction of point objects 
(mineral occurrences). The polygons or grid cells of the evidential themes have two or more values (class values). 
For example, a geological map may have two or more values representing the classes (map units) present. Weights 
of evidence and logistic regression were originally defined for binary evidential themes (also named binary 
patterns in several publications) but they can also be applied to themes with more than two classes. Usually for these 
two methods multi-class evidential themes will be generalized, or simplified, by combining classes to a small number 
of values, facilitating interpretation. Evidential themes used for neural network analysis, however, should retain their 
detail, allowing the neural network algorithms as much information as possible to classify the data. For fuzzy logic, 
the classes in each evidential theme are assigned a fuzzy membership in the range [0,1]. The degree of 
generalization of the theme in this process is based on the user's expert opinion. In multivariate statistical 
terminology, an evidential theme is the same as an 'explanatory' variable.

Data Type of Evidential Themes. For weights of evidence and logistic regression, the user is asked to specify 
whether an evidential theme contains 'ordered' or 'free' data. 'Ordered' describes data that use an ordered 
measurement scale while 'free' describes data that have a categorical or nominal measurement scale. Weights of 
evidence will allow the calculation of cumulative weights tables for ordered data sets only. The logistic regression 
method requires that multi-class 'free' data sets, for example, a geology map with more than two rock type 
classifications, be expanded to a series of binary maps. This expansion is carried out automatically in ArcSDM3.

Training points. A point layer consisting of the locations at which the point objects are known to be either present. 
Weights of evidence (normal option) and logistic regression require a training point theme defining known point 
occurrences. In mineral exploration, the points are the mineral deposits (showings, occurrences, etc.) previously 
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discovered by prospectors, mappers and exploration companies. But in other studies, the point objects may consist 
of locations of seismic events, intersections of faults, locations of springs, and other point types. The neural network 
RBFLN (supervised) method requires training point themes defining both presence and absence of the point 
objects. The terminology in ArcSDM3 has been kept as generic as possible; however, the theme indicating the 
presence of point objects is referred to as a 'deposit training point theme', and a theme indicating absence is referred 
to as a 'non-deposit training point theme'. Databases of locations where mineral deposits are definitely not present 
are not often kept by exploration geologists so ArcSDM3 includes a utility to generate a set of points at locations of 
low probability. See 'Generate Random Points...'. Expert weights of evidence, the fuzzy clustering - 
unsupervised supervised option, and fuzzy logic do not use training points. 

Study area theme. In ArcSDM3, the study area is an integer grid theme that defines the region of interest. It acts as 
a mask on areas of evidential themes and, if they are being used, training points outside the study area are ignored 
during processing. The study area theme is used by all 4 ArcSDM3 methods. It is sometimes referred to as the 'base 
map'.

Figure1. A. Rectangular area showing binary evidential 
theme and training points.

B. Same area trimmed back to study area base map, 
excluding both points and areas outside study area.

Missing Data Integer. An integer is required to define areas of missing data for each evidential theme. Each method 
handles missing data differently (refer to the sections that follow, describing each method). The missing data integer 
is required even if missing data is defined by 'No Data' or the evidential theme does not contain any missing data 
within the study area. Missing data is different from the concept of 'No Data'. (See What is the difference between 
'Missing Data' and 'No Data'.)

Unit cell area. In weights of evidence and logistic regression, each training point is assumed to occupy a small 
unit area, named the unit cell. In order to calculate the probability of a point occurrence, a unit of area must be 
selected. The output from weights of evidence and logistic regression is a map showing the probability that a unit 
area contains a point. Thus the values of probability will change with the choice of unit cell area. The unit cell is a 
constant set at the beginning of a particular computer run, and is the same for all training point and evidential 
themes. The area of the unit cell is unrelated to physical size or influence of points, and is independent of the grid cell 
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size used in raster data sets. The values of the weights in weights of evidence are relatively independent of unit cell 
area, if the unit area is small. Fuzzy logic and neural network methods do not use a unit cell.

Unique Conditions Grid/Table. An important concept used in the ArcSDM3 implementation of weights of 
evidence, logistic regression and neural network analysis is the idea of a "unique conditions" table and 
associated "unique conditions" map. This step is carried out in grid format in Spatial Analyst, regardless of whether 
the evidential themes were input as vector or raster, but the concept applies equally in vector mode. The unique 
conditions table and map are produced by an overlay of the evidential themes selected for prediction. 

A unique condition is the collection of polygons or grid cells in which the same combination of the evidential themes 
occurs in the overlay map. Each row of the unique conditions table corresponds to a unique set of class values, with 
the same characteristics as indicated by the row vector of class values, one column for each evidential theme. If the 
evidential themes are all binary, then the maximum number of unique conditions equals 2n, where n is the number of 
themes. However, the number of unique conditions rises sharply if some of the evidential themes are multi-class. The 
following table illustrates the concept for a combination of 3 binary themes, producing a map with 8 unique conditions.

Table 3. Unique condition table for three binary themes, in which class values are 2=present, 1=absent.

UC Number Area, km2 Theme 1 Theme 2 Theme 3

1 101.7 2 2 2

2 56.2 2 2 1

3 142.1 2 1 1

4 17.0 1 2 2

5 29.8 1 1 2

6 229.3 1 2 1

7 171.2 2 1 2

8 3.8 1 1 1

In the corresponding unique conditions map, the values are the unique conditions number. The unique conditions 
grid is the basis of the response theme.

Response theme. This is an output map that expresses the probability that a unit area contains a point, estimated by 
combining the weights of the explanatory variables (evidential themes). The response map is usually classified into a 
small number of values and depicted as relative favourability. If the training points are mineral deposits of a particular 
type, then the response map show an estimate of mineral potential (also know as mineral prospectivity or mineral 
favourability).

Quantitative Mineral Potential Mapping in GIS

Although this computer package has been designed specifically for mineral potential mapping, it can also be used for 
other types of spatial prediction in which the goal is to predict the probability of occurrence of point objects. The 
remarks in this section are in the language of mineral exploration, but the same general principles guide other 
applications.
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The GIS-based mineral potential mapping process can be broken down into four main steps: (1) building a spatial 
digital database, (2) extracting predictive evidence for a particular deposit type, based on an exploration model, (3) 
exploring each evidential theme individually in order to generalize or classify 
it, (4) combining the evidential themes to predict mineral potential.

This computer package assumes that step 1 has already been completed. This may have been carried out in totally 
different GIS or image processing environments, not necessarily ARC/INFO or ArcMap. Step 2 may have at least 
partially been done prior to doing any processing using ArcSDM3. However, parts of step 2 and all of step 3 are done 
within ArcSDM3 and its associated modules, and comprise in many ways the most useful part of a mineral potential 
study. This is because the examination of the evidential themes, particularly the spatial relationships between the 
training point and evidential themes, is exploratory, yielding measurements of spatial associations that are often 
unexpected. The process of generalization, grouping classes of evidential themes together, identifying breaks in 
continuous variables that maximize spatial associations, or determining the fuzzy membership of classes often leads 
to a better understanding of the data. Finally, in step 4, combining the evidential themes by one or more methods is 
valuable for identifying areas for exploration follow-up. The four methods provided in ArcSDM3 provide a variety of 
measures that facilitate the interpretation of results.

Reference Papers

Copies of the following papers have been provided in order to provide a background to each of the methods included 
in ArcSDM3. The full references for these papers is included in the list of references appearing at the end of this 
section. 

Method:

Weights of Evidence

Weights of evidence modelling: a new approach to mapping mineral potential 
G.F. Bonham-Carter, F.P. Agterberg and D.F. Wright 
WofE1.pdf

Statistical Pattern Integeration for Mineral Exploration 
F.P. Agterberg, G.F. Bonham-Carter and D.F. Wright 
WofE2.pdf

Integration of Geological Datasets for Gold Exploration in Nova Scotia 
G.F. Bonham-Carter, F.P. Agterberg and D.F. Wright 
wofe3.pdf

Conditional Independence Test for Weights of Evidence 
F.P. Agterberg and Q. Cheng 
CI_Agterberg.pdf

Weights of Evidence and Logistic Regression

Weights of Evidence Modeling and Weighted Logistic Regression for Mineral Potential Mapping 
F.P. Agterberg, G.F. Bonham-Carter, Q. Cheng and D.F. Wright 
wlr.pdf
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Logistic Regression

Fuzzy Logic

Fuzzy Logic Method 
pp. 291-302, Geographic Information Systems for Geoscientists: Modelling with GIS 
Graeme Bonham-Carter 
fl1.pdf

Application of fuzzy set theory for integeration of geological, geophysical and remote sensing data 
P. An, W. Moon and A. Rencz 
fl2.pdf

Neural Network Analysis

Lecture notes from neural network session during the ArcSDM training workshop, October 29, 1999, held at the 
Geological Survey of Canada. 
Carl Looney 
neuralnet.htm
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Set Analysis Parameters…

●     Parameters dialog 
●     Study Area Raster Theme 
●     Unit Area 
●     Training Point Themes 
●     Missing Data 
●     Analysis Cell Size 

Guidance Note: The Spatial Analyst/Options are not affected by any of the Set Analysis Parameters 
settings of ArcSDM3. If the user desires to process a raster using the Spatial Analyst functions, the 
Options must be set independent of mask, extent, or cell size set by ArcSDM3.

The table below indicates by a check where each of the parameters is utilized.

Method: Weights of 
Evidence

Logistic 
Regression

Neural Network Fuzzy 
Logic

Parameter Normal Expert  RBFLN 
(Supervised)

Fuzzy 
Clustering 

(Unsupervised)

 

Study Area Raster 
Theme

Unit Area  

Deposit Training Point 
Theme

   

Non-deposit Training 
Point Theme

     

Default Missing Data 
Integer

 

Missing Data Defined individually for each input theme.
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Raster Cell Size Set to the minimum cell size of inputs. Not affected by user inputs to 
Spatial Analyst/Options settings.

 

 

Method uses Unique 
Conditions Raster/
Table

 

Analysis Parameters Dialog

This menu item opens the Analysis Parameters dialog box. Select this option to set and edit 
parameters. Each parameter is described below. Once the parameters are set they remain in effect 
until changed for any analysis done in the active data frame with the following exception:

The extension sets the theme you select for the Study Area Theme as the Mask for the ArcSDM3 
analysis. This is independent of the analysis parameters that the user map set in the Spatial Analysis 
Options menu.
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What happens to the parameters you have set when you change Data Frames or reopen a 
project file

The Data Frame above is for the Data Frame Mar10, as indicated in the text in the blue bar. Each Data 
Frame has its own parameters file. These parameters are saved in a text file in the working area for 
the project. The name of this text file for the Mar10 Data Frame is Mar10_AnalysisParameters.txt. The 
next time the project of MXD file is opened, these parameters will be remembered and do not need to 
be reset. Thus it is important that the user rename each Data Frame.

Next Section Contents Home

Study Area Raster Theme

ArcSDM3 requires that an integer raster theme be specified as a Study Area Theme for all methods. 
The Study Area Theme is a theme based on a raster data set that defines the geographic extent of the 
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analysis study area. It controls the Analysis Extents and Mask but is independent of the the current 
Spatial  Analysis Options. The Study Area layer should have a cell size no larger than the 
smallest cell size of any evidence layer to be used in the analysis. This cell size is used to 
calculate the area of 'Missing Data' in the study area. The Study Area raster must have a attribute 
table. For ArcMap 8.3, a single valued raster made from a 16-byte raster does not have an accessible 
attribute table; a multi-valued raster will have an attribute table. So the Study Area raster can be multi-
valued.

Select Study Area Theme from Combo Box

The combo-box labeled 'Study Area Grid' contains a list of all integer raster themes in the current data 
frame. Select the theme you want to use as the study area theme. The current Analysis Mask, if any, is 
displayed by default. By default, the 'Study Area Grid' is assumed to be the last one in the table of 
contents.

Selecting a new study area theme will cause the controls in the Unit Area Properties dialog to be 
recalculated. 

How the Study Area Raster Theme defines your study area

●     all cells containing a value define the study area
●     all cells containing ‘No Data’ are considered outside of the study area

'No Data' represents a Null cell value. (It corresponds to -9999 in ARC/INFO.)
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Next Section Contents Home

What you can use as a Study Area Raster Theme

If you want to use a data set as both your Study Area Theme and as an Evidential Theme:

ArcMap on-line Help Topic: Cutting, copying and pasting themes

Make a copy of the Raster Theme:

1.  Right click on the desired raster in the data frame's Table of Contents.

2.  Select 'Copy' in the drop-down menu.

3.  Right click on the Data Frame name and select 'Paste Layer'. 

Ensure that the copy has a different name from the 'original' theme by renaming one or both 
themes:

To rename a theme:

1.  Right click on the desired in the data frame's Table of Contents

2.  Select 'Properties' from the drop-down menu
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3.  Select the General tab and edit the name in the Properties window.

You can also copy themes to other Data Frames.

Next Section Contents Home

How you can create or prepare a Study Area Raster Theme:

ArcMap on-line Help Topic: Reclassifying the cell values of a raster theme

Spatial Analyst Analysis-->Reclassify...

Reclassify one or more classes that define areas outside the study area to ‘No Data’

1.  Set the Analysis Extent, Cell Size and Mask under the 'Options' item in the Spatial Analysis 
menu.

2.  Make the Raster Theme you want to reclassify active by clicking on its legend in the data 
frame's Table of Contents.

3.  Select 'Reclassify...' from the 'Spatial Analysis' Menu and fill out the menu to reclassify the 
raster as desired.

4.  This will create a temporary raster. It is necessary to make this raster permanent before ArcSDM3 can use 
it. Right click on the reclassified raster and select 'Make Permanent'. This will allow you to move this 
raster to your working area and give it an appropriate name. The name should not be longer than 9 
characters because evidence layer names are used at attribute names by ArcSDM3 in DBF files.

5.  The raster in the Table of Contents needs to be renamed by right clicking on the layer and selecting 
'Properties'. Then under the General tab, change the name to match the name give.

This will calculate the reclassified raster and add it to the top of the Table of Contents of the current 
data frame, with the name 'Reclass of' <Input Theme Name>.

Creating a Study Area Raster Theme

You can create a raster with cells containing a single value from scratch.

1.  Define the mask, extents, and cell size of the study area in the Spatial Analysis Options dialog. 
A shapefile can be used for the Mask. The Mask is not required if you desire a rectangular 
study area defined by the extent.

2.  Select 'Raster Calculator...' from the Spatial Analysis menu.
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3.  Build the definition of the new raster using the controls in the dialog:

Click one or more digits in the number keypad to define the value you want to fill the 
grid's cells.

Click 'Evaluate'.

You can also type the expression in the display window, although ArcMap is finicky about format 
including spaces.

Convert a set of polygons whose extent defines the study area to a Raster

1.  Define the extents and cell size of the study area in the Spatial Analysis Properties dialog
2.  Make your polygon feature theme active.
3.  If only a subset of the polygons define your study area: Right click the layer and click the 

'Selection menu'  to open the query dialog; define a query to select the polygon subset.
4.  To make a new raster and add it as a Raster Theme to the current data frame. in the Spatial 

Analyst menu, select Convert and then Feature to Raster. Fill in the appropriate attributes, cell 
size, and file name to create the raster.

5.  Make the raster permanent by right clicking on the new raster and select Make Permanent.
6.  Rename the raster in the General tab of the Properties menu. This first requires right clicking on 

the layer to select the Properties menu.

Next Section Contents Home

Defining Area Units

You need to define a unit area that ArcSDM3 will use as the area unit of measurement during 
calculations for weights of evidence, logistic regression and neural network analysis. Input a unit area 
in square kilometers, km2 , in the text input line labeled 'Unit Area (Sq. km):' When you change the unit 
area, the total study area measured in units area will be updated. 

Click the 'Properties' button to display a dialog with more information to assist in the selection of the 
unit area.
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The unit area Properties dialog reports the following information:

●     Total Study Area (Sq. km)
●     Total Study Area (Units)
●     Suggested Unit Area (Sq.km)

The total study area reported in km2 and in unit cell area in the Study Area/Unit Area of the Analysis 
Parameters dialog box are based on the area of Study Area Theme pixels containing values. The area 
reported in the weights area, for example the cumulative area of all classes in an evidential theme, 
may vary from this area because the output cell size differs from the cell or pixel size of the study area 
theme, or because the area of all classes in the evidential theme is less than the study area defined by 
the study area theme. The study area theme area is used as the total area in the weights formulas in 
these cases.

The Suggested Unit Area is calculated using the following equation:

suggestedValue = (totalStudyArea / total TrainingPoints) / 40

This suggested value is a guideline that is normally acceptablely large. Typically your unit area should 
be about the same or smaller than the suggested unit area. This suggested unit area does not typically 
seem appropriate probably because the number of training sites is typically quite small. 

The Expert Weights of Evidence option

This option does not rely on a user specified unit area. Instead, a limiting value of unit area is 
assumed. 
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Next Section Contents Home

Training Point Themes

The Training Point Theme(s) are point data sets. ArcSDM3 deals with two types of training points, one 
that defines the occurrence of a point object, and the other defining the absence of a point object. For 
mineral exploration, each "deposit" training point is a known mineral occurrence or deposit. Each "non-
deposit" training point is the location where there is known to be no mineral occurrence.

Weights of evidence normal option, logistic regression and the neural network RBFLN option require a 
deposit training point theme. Only the neural network RBFLN option requires a 'non-deposit' training 
point theme.

Usable file formats

●     ArcMap shapefiles
●     ARC/INFO point coverages
●     an event theme created from a data set containing (x,y) coordinates

ArcMap on-line Help Topic: Add Event Theme (Dialog box)

NOTE: ArcSDM3 will not work with a multi-point feature type, one of the feature types available in 
ArcMap, nor will it work with the label points from a coverage.. 

A subset of this point data set can also be used for analysis without creating a new data set. 

To use a subset of your theme:

Select a training point theme from the drop-down list.

Click the 'Properties' button beside the drop-down list. The training points properties dialog:
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Number of all Points in Training Point Theme

The total number of points in the specified training point theme is displayed. If you have selected a 
subset of your training points, the total number of points in the subset is displayed. This number may 
be more than the total number of deposits used in weights calculations if one or more of the points fall 
outside the study area as defined by the study area theme. 

Use all of your training points or a subset

You can toggle between 'All' of the points in your training point theme, or a 'Subset' of them by clicking 
the radio buttons labeled 'Select All' and 'Select Subset by:'. Clicking the 'Select Subset by:' applies the 
last defined subset if it is applicable to the currently selected training point theme. The buttons labeled 
'Attributes', 'Random', 'Location' and 'Then' are also enabled with the 'Select Subset by:' button is 
selected.

Clearing a subset

To clear a subset, click the 'Select All' button. You can use any of these options to reduce or select a 
subset of your training point set. 

Next Section Contents Home
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Select a Subset by:

●     Attributes 
●     Random Selection 
●     Weeding 
●     Location 

Attributes

You can define or change a subset of the training points based on its attributes by clicking the button 
labeled 'Attributes'. This displays ArcMap’s Query Builder dialog. 

Build your query and click 'OK'.

ArcMap on-line Help Topic: Selecting Records in a Table

The total number of training points will now display the number of points identified by your query and 
the suggested unit area will also be updated below.

How ArcSDM3 subsets the training point data set

The query will be applied to the training point theme as a 'definition'. All of the features, and their 
attribute records, not included in the definition will be high lighted in your data frame. The definition 
query string is also set as an attribute of the theme's attribute table. 

Random

To make a random subset of training points, click the button labeled 'Random'. A dialog box is 
displayed which allows you specify either the number of records or the percentage of records you 
would like to include in the subset. If the you specify a percentage, you can see how many records this 
will include. Click 'OK' to make the random selection. The random selection of a subset of training 
points is done in two steps:

●     a randomly generated number is appended to each record in the training point theme's attribute 
table

●     a subset records is selected based on values in the random number field

Generating Random Numbers

ArcSDM3 will first look for a field called 'Random' in the attribute table of the specified training point 
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theme. If not found, an integer field with this name will be appended to the data set. A random number 
between 1 and 1000 (ArcMap's random number generator returns integers) will be generated for each 
record in the attribute table and then written to the new field. 

If a field called 'Random' already exists in the attribute table, you will be asked if you want to overwrite 
the files contained in that field. Two things to consider when deciding to overwrite previously generated 
numbers are: 

●     the numbers written to the attribute table are a means of re-establishing a randomly generated 
subset, or simply knowing which points were included in the subset used previously for 
analysis. This source of information will be lost if the numbers are overwritten, not just for this 
theme but also any copies of the theme that are based on these numbers.

●     if any records/features were added to the data set after the random numbers were generated, 
they will not be included in the subset selection. If you want to include them, you should 
regenerate a set of random numbers and overwrite the current ones.

If you choose 'Yes', a new set of random numbers will be generated and written to the 'Random' field. 
If 'No', the selection will be made on existing values.

Thinning

ArcSDM3 will automatically remove some points from the training point theme (not permanently!) so 
that there is no more than one training point per unit area. The algorithm starts with the point defined in 
the first record of the point theme attribute table, calculates the distance to the other points "below" it in 
the attribute table and removes any that are less than the distance defined by:

(Unit Area * 1000000 / 3.14) 0.5

Selecting the Records

Starting at the lowest random number, the next highest random number is added to the subset until the 
number of records in the subset is what you specified. The subset is applied to the training point theme 
as a theme definition. Only the randomly selected features and their attribute records can be seen in 
the data frame and Table documents. 

Actually selecting the subset is like selecting a subset based on attributes. In fact, once the random 
numbers have been written to the theme's attribute table, you can re-establish the selection at a later 
time by clicking the Subset by: 'Attribute' button and querying the 'Random' field using the Selection by 
attributes  (see above).

Location
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You can also interactively select a subset of your training point theme using the 'Select Points By 
Location...' item. A subset definition made this way will persist only for your current ArcMap session.

To subset a point theme by location:

1.  Make the point theme visible and active.
2.  Make any themes you want to use as visual guides during selection visible.
3.  Click the Location button, which will immediately change to Done.
4.  Manually select the points you want to include in the subset. Hold down the Shift key while 

selecting to add to the current selection set.
5.  When you are finished selecting, click the 'Done' button on the dialog box. The Subset dialog 

box will be updated to list the number of training sites selected.

To remove a selection set (select all the points in the theme):

Click 'Clear Selection'

Next Section Contents Home

Maintaining a complete training point theme, as well as one or more subsets

You may want to have your complete training point theme available, as well as one or more subsets in 
your data frames at the same time. For example, say you would like to maintain the complete set of 
training points, a randomly generated subset of the training points, and a second set of the points not 
included in the random subset. You could make these three themes as follows:

Make two copies of your training point theme by making the training point theme active and selecting 
'Copy' and then select 'Paste' from the data frame drop down menu to paste a copy of the layer. 
Rename the copies of the training point theme. 

Open the ArcSDM3 parameters dialog box by selecting 'Analysis Parameters...' from the ArcSDM3 
menu. Make your randomly selected subset using the steps described above and click 'OK'.

You can make an attribute query on the Random field to subset the remaining points. For example, if 
the query defining your random subset is ([Random] < 498) then to select the points excluded from this 
subset you could apply the query ([Random] >= 498).

Next Section Contents Home
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Default Missing Data Value

ArcSDM3 handles areas of missing data in your evidential themes in different ways, depending on the 
method being used. How missing data is handled is discussed in the sections explaining each method. 
Missing Data is an area of No Data in an evidential theme within the study area or 'Missing Data' could 
be a class of an evidential theme that has been generalized to have the 'Missing Data' value.

Generally:

Method Handling of Missing Data

Weights of Evidence ●     calculation of weights for each evidential theme excludes areas with 
missing data and any training points that lie in these areas. These 
areas are given a weight of zero.

●     after combining evidential themes, an uncertainty due to missing data 
is calculated for each unique condition that contains missing data, 
and this is reported in the attribute table of the response theme

Logistic Regression areas with missing data are assigned a value that is the area-weighted mean 
of the known values in the study area for each evidential theme

Neural Network ●     for each evidential theme, areas with missing data are assigned a 
value that is the area-weighted mean of the known values in the study 
area

●     input data to the neural network module is normalized from 0 to 1, so 
the mean is based on these values

Fuzzy Logic areas of missing data are assigned a fuzzy membership value that is an area-
weighted mean of the fuzzy membership values defined for the areas of 
known data

ArcSDM3 requires that an integer value defining areas of missing data be specified for every evidential 
theme, whether or not there is any missing data in the study area. If areas with missing data are 
defined in the evidential theme by 'No Data' or the absence of a data within the study area, ArcSDM3 
will fill them in 'on-the-fly' with the missing data integer. In most cases, this allows the areas to be 
captured in the unique conditions raster and attribute table.

You can specify any integer to define areas of missing data and this can be done at two levels: a 
default value is specified in the Analysis Parameters dialog by entering it in the text input line labeled 
'Default Integer Defining Missing Data:' In the processing for each method, the user is prompted to 
specify or confirm the missing data integer for each evidential theme. Once specified for an evidential 
theme, the value is recorded in an ArcMap table, 'SDM Theme Properties' (DataFrame 
Name_AnalysisParameters.dbf). Users can change this value at any time.
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TIP: While you are able to specify a different missing data value for each evidential theme, it is 
recommended that the same value be used for all evidential themes for the sake of consistency and 
data organization. Be careful, however, that the missing data value does not coincide with an actual 
value in one of your evidential rasters.

What is the difference between 'Missing Data' and 'No Data'

In an ArcSDM3 FAQ, this question would be at the top of the list! 

'Missing Data' is an ArcSDM concept used to identify data within the study area that is to be treated as 
a 'No Data' areas or to identify areas of  actual 'No Data' that are within the study area. This is a useful 
concept when some classes of a raster are to be ignored, for example geologic map units that are 
younger than the deposit type being modeled and thus could be covering a deposit. By treating these 
geologic map classes as 'Missing Data', these areas are weighted either as a weight of zero in weights 
of evidence or a area-weighted mean in the other methods.

'No Data' is a concept used by Spatial Analyst to specify that there is no data value associated with 
one or more cells in a raster. (It corresponds to -9999 in Arc/INFO.) Cells with No Data can be 
symbolized, reclassified, displayed in a legend and handled in different ways, However, they are not 
included in the attribute table of an integer raster theme. In the context of ArcSDM3, cells with 'No 
Data' perform different functions and are handled in different ways:

For the study area raster theme, cells containing 'No Data' define areas that lie within the extent of the 
study area raster theme but which lie outside the study area. This provides a mechanism to create a 
non-rectangular study area and to exclude islands within the study area.

Default symbolizations of new themes generated by ArcSDM3, the 'No Data' class is set to a 
transparent fill.

Cells with 'No Data' in a raster evidential theme (or areas with no cell values, for a feature evidential 
theme) fall within the study area are assumed to define areas where data is missing. In this case the 
concepts of 'No Data' and 'Missing Data' refer to the same areas of an evidential theme. The term 
'Missing Data' is specific to ArcSDM3. Each method in ArcSDM3 handles missing data in an explicit 
way but cannot apply their techniques to 'No Data' cells. In order that 'No Data' areas be handled as 
missing data, they are replaced on-the-fly with a user specified integer value. 

TIP: On the basis of the above definition of Missing Data, do not reclassify any classes of an evidence 
raster that will be used with a cumulative weighting in weights of evidence as Missing Data. This will 
cause the Missing Data class to be generalized to class 0 in the Gen table based on the cumulative 
weight; consequently this class 0 will be treated as a valid class and given a weight other than zero. 
Zero is the weight given an area of Missing Data. Thus the Missing Data value should only appear in a 
Gen table, never as a value in the evidence raster. Areas of No Data in an evidential raster should 
remain as No Data. Then such areas will be properly treated as Missing Data in the weights 
calculations.
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Analysis Cell Size

The analysis, or output, cell size is set by default to the minimum cell size of the evidence layers or that 
of the Study Area raster, which ever is smaller. The user cannot control this except by the cell size of 
the Study Area raster. The cell size of the Study Area raster should be at least as small as smallest cell 
size of any evidence layer used. This cell size is used to compute the area of 'Missing Data'.

Note that the analysis cell size and the unit area are unrelated.

Next Section Contents Home
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Extract Contacts.

Extract Contacts...

The Extract Contacts function allows you to locate the contacts between two sets of classes in raster 
evidence layers and write them to a new raster data set. Your output data set will be a Grid Theme, 
based on a Grid, in which the cells defining the contacts contain 1 and all other cells contain ‘No Data’.

The Extract Contacts... dialog box.

Input Theme – Select the theme of polygons

Select Set 1 – Click this button to display the Query Builder dialog. Build or type a query to define one 
set of polygons. Click ‘OK’ to accept.

Select Set 2 – Repeat the steps for ‘Select Set 1’ to define a second set of polygons.

Extract – This button becomes enabled once two selection sets have been made.

How to extract contacts

1. Make the View containing the Grid theme you want to use active.

2. Select Extract Contacts... from the ArcSDM menu.

3. Select the desired Grid theme.
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4. Click ‘Select Set 1’.

5. In the Query Builder, build a query just as queries are build in the Select by Attribute tools.

More complex queries can be built into a single query. Examples of more complex queries include:

Code = 'Q' OR Code = 'TMV'     This would select all Code values of Q or TMV. Note if an AND was 
used, there never is a Code with both Q and TMV as its value. 

Code Like 'T%'     This would select all Code values starting with T.

Code Like 'T%' AND Code Like '%C'    This would select Code with values beginning with T and 
ending with C.

More information about the operators for such queries can easily be found by opening the ArcMap tool 
Select by Attribute and using the query (?) button to define the various operators.

6. Click ‘Select Set 2’ and build your second query.

8. Click extract contacts.

Top of Section Home
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Add Bearings...

The Add Bearings... option allows you to add the bearing or azimuth of each line in a line feature 
theme to its record in the attribute table. You can subsequently subset the line features by querying the 
attribute table and defining a range of suitable orientations. You can then make a raster from the 
subset by buffering the selected lines using the Spatial Analyst Distance... menu selection.

Azimuth can be used where directed linear features are important; bearing used where non-directed 
linear features are important. Both bearing and azimuth of multi-point lines (polylines) are the 
length-weighted average of their segments. This applies to well-behaved curved lines.

Bearing is reported in the intervals -90 to 90 where -90 is west, 0 is north and 90 is east. Azimuth is 
reported from 0 to 360 measured from north in a clockwise direction; so 90 is east, 180 is south, and 
270 is west.

The bearing and azimuth are stored in an attributes named SDMBearing and SDMAzimuth, which are 
added to the end of the attribute table for the line shapefile.

Note that these definitions are inverted from the usage in ArcSDM3.

To calculate bearings for a line theme:

1. Select Add Bearings... from the ArcSDM3 menu.

2. Select the line theme you want to process from the dialog and select the bearings or azimuths:

3. Click 'OK'.

Top of Section Home
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Fuzzy Logic

Weights of Evidence - Logistic Regression 

●     Set Analysis Parameters 
●     Calculate Theme Weights 
●     Generalize Evidence 
●     Calculate Response Theme 

Set Analysis Parameters

1.  Select 'Set Analysis Parameter...' from the ArcSDM3 menu.
2.  Check the WofE and, if desired the LR options.
3.  Select: 

- a study area grid theme 
- default value for defining missing data

4.  Select a Deposits Training set, a point shape file.
5.  Click the Parameters button to select all or subset of the training sites
6.  Click OK.

See Set Analysis Parameters for details.

Next Section Contents Home
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Calculate Theme Weights…

●     Evidential Theme Weights dialog and its components 
●     Output weights tables 

Select this option to calculate weights for a single evidential theme. A set of statistics, including the 
area, number of training points, W+, W-, Contrast and their standard deviations, as well as the 
studentized Contrast are calculated for each class in the specified class field and written to a *.dbf file 
and added as a Table document to the project. For ordered data, these statistics can also be 
calculated for cumulatively from lowest to highest class (ascending) and highest to lowest class 
(descending). 

The resulting tables can be reviewed and used to determine appropriate generalizations or grouping of 
classes for input to calculations of the posterior probability map.

Charts can also be created based on these tables as additional aid to interpretation.

See the references for detailed examples of all these terms and their application. The Nova Scotia 
paper (wofe3.pdf) is a particularly good first paper.

After making a multiclass generalization using Generalize Evidential Themes, it is sometime useful to 
confirm that the generalized classes have the desired weights and contrast, and the Studentized 
Contrast meets your confidence requirements. An example of this might be for proximity evidence 
where more classes is desired than the binary generalization found with maximum contract in a 
Cumulative Ascending Weights Analysis. If say three classes were defined, it would be desirable that 
the contrast associated with each class reflect the physical process. Thus of the three proximity 
classes, the nearest class should have the highest contrast, the intermediate proximity class might 
have a lower, but still positive contrast, and the farthest class might have a negative contrast. This 
would reflect that being near is better. To test these three classes, a Categorical Weights Analysis will 
provide the weights and contrasts for the individual generalized classes. The Calculate Theme 
Weights will not allow calculation on the joined generalization attributes. So to obtains the 
weights, it is necessary to use the Create Raster tool in ArcSDM Post Processing to create a raster 
with the Value2 attribute from the joined Gen table. This raster from Create Raster will be a floating 
valued raster with values of -99, 1, 2, etc. Using the INT() function in the Spatial Analyst Raster 
Calculator, the floating valued raster will be converted to an integer valued raster that can now be used 
for Categorical Weights in the Calculate Themes Weights tool. Do not forget to rename the integer 
raster to have an appropriate name. 

Calculate Theme Weights dialog and its components
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Whenever there is a new integer raster added to the table of contents, the window below will appear. 
This Weights of Evidence window is getting information to configure the Calculate Theme Weights 
window that follows. It is necessary to know if this new integer raster is an Ordered, click the Ordered 
button, or Free, click the Free button. Then the Calculate Theme Weights window will appear.
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Parameter Display

The following items, displayed at the top of the dialog, are either set by selecting the Set Analysis 
Parameters... menu item, or calculated from these parameters.

●     Study Area Grid Theme
●     Training Point Theme
●     Total Number of Training Points
●     Unit Area (Sq. km)
●     Prior Probability (with its standard deviation following in brackets)

Only the number of points that fall in the study area is reported as the Total Number of Training Points. 
This number may be less than the total number reported in the Analysis Parameters dialog because 
the total number of points in the training point theme is reported there. (To see how many training 
points fall within the study area while setting parameters, click the Deposits Training Sites Properties 
button in the Set Analysis Properties menu.) 

To change one or more of these parameters, close the Calculate Theme Weights dialog box and 
choose Set Analysis Parameters…from the ArcSDM menu.

This Calculate Weights is useful to test the statistical significance of generalized evidence; so 
the Class Field can also select an attribute in a joined table, such as a GEN table.

Parameter Description

Evidential Theme Select the Evidential Theme you want to calculate weights for, from the 
combo box. All of the integer grid themes, other than the study area 
grid, are available for selection.

Class Field Select the field from the Evidential Theme attribute table that contains 
the classes for which you want to calculate a weights table. You are 
able to use string and real number type fields, in addition to integer 
fields. String fields are recommended only for free or categorical data. 
If you would like to include or preserve descriptive strings contained in 
the attribute table (or a table joined to it), you can select a Class 
Description Field below.
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Class Description Field Select a field from the Evidential Theme attribute table that contains 
the text descriptions of the classes you would like to use. Select 
<None> if you don't have or don't want to use a description field. If you 
select a class description field, and there are missing data in the 
evidential theme represented by No Data, the string "Missing Data".

Missing Data Integer Specify an integer used to define areas of missing data. This value is 
persistent with the project file. The default value is one specified in 'Set 
Analysis Parameters'. Refer to Missing Data Integer for more 
information.

Type of Data Specify whether the data should be treated as Free or Ordered. This 
choice affects whether cumulative weights can be calculated for the 
data. This characteristic is also written to a Table named 'Data Type of 
Weights Themes' so that ArcSDM functions 'remember' later and the 
data type does not have to be re-specified.

Once the evidential theme and its data type is written to the 'Data Type 
of Weights Themes' table, you can change its type by editing the table. 
Open the table document, from the Table menu, choose 'Start Editing'. 
Edit the data type, or delete the record. To finish editing and commit 
your changes, choose 'Stop Editing' from the Table menu.

Calculate Weights Tables  

Categorical calculates the weights for each class and writes these value to a table 
based on a dBase file. The default table name is <evidential theme 
name>-CT (dBase file name is the same as the table name with a .dbf 
extension).

Cumulative (Ascending) calculates the cumulative weights from the first class to the last and 
writes these values to a table based on a dBase file. The default table 
name is <evidential theme name>-CA (dBase file name is 
<evidential theme name>-CA.dbf).

Cumulative (Descending) calculates the cumulative weights from the last class to the first class 
and writes these values to a table based on a dBase file. The default 
table name is <evidential theme name>-CD (dBase file name is 
<evidential theme name>-CD.dbf).

Calculate All Calculates and writes all of the above three tables.

Next Section Contents Home

The Output Weights Table
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To view the Weights Table, switch to the Source window, right click the name of the table you specified 
and then select Open the Attribute Table. 

The Weights Table(s) contain the following fields:

Name Name Description

Alias Name the numbers or text identifying the classes or values 
in the attribute field you specified.

<source field name> <source field name> this field will have the same name as the source field 
in the evidential theme's attribute table

Area (sq. km) Area sq km the area of each class given in km2.

Area (Units) Area unit the area of each class given in unit cells. 

#Points #Points the number of training points that fell in the area of 
the class.

Weight + W+ the value of W+

s Weight + S(W+) the standard deviation of W+

Weight minus W- the value of W- (the weight for all other classes 
combined)

s Weight - S(W-) the standard deviation of W-

Contrast C the difference between W+ and W-

s Contrast S(C) the standard deviation of the Contrast

stud Cnt Stud(C) the studentized Contrast: the contrast divided by its 
standard deviation

Equations used to calculate weights and other statistics are discussed in the references.

dBase field names vs ArcMap table field names

The field names in ArcMap table documents can be long and can incorporate special characters while 
field names in the underlying or source file format, dBase, cannot contain special characters and are 
limited to 10 characters. The ArcMap names, as listed above, are only maintained with the ArcMap 
table document. (A Table document can also use INFO and tab or comma delimited text files as its 
source.)

If the source dBase file is opened in another software, such as Excel, or added to another ArcMap 
project as a new table document, the table names will not be available. To be able to take advantage 
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of ArcMap's naming capabilities, yet maintain legibility at the dBase level, both a name and an alias for 
that name have been set for each field.

Next Section Contents Home
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Create Charts…

●     The charting dialog and its components 
●     Chart Management 

The Create Charts... function is designed to let you chart results of your weights calculations quickly. 
You can also use it to chart values in any table in your project. To create a chart choose Create 
Charts… from the ArcSDM Menu. This displays the Charting Parameters dialog box. 

Charting Parameters
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Set the following parameters:

Table Select the table on which you want to base the chart. All of the tables currently 
available in your project are listed. 

NOTE: If the table you select does not have a unique name, the incorrect table may 
be selected for charting.

Class Select the field containing the classes for which you want to chart variables. All of 
the string and numeric fields are available for selection.

Title Type in a title for the chart. A default title will be generated if you leave this line 
blank. 

To change the title once the chart has been created, refer to ArcMap on-line Help 
Topic: Changing the title in a chart
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Chart Type 1.  Specify either a line chart or bar chart. Once your chart has been generated, 
you can easily toggle to the other chart type using a button in the chart 
document interface.

2.  If both the 'Single Theme' or 'Multiple Themes' radio buttons are active, 
select the one you prefer. The 'Multiple Themes' option was designed to 
create a specific style of bar chart based on a weights of evidence table 
(default name: woe<#>.dbf) created using the 'Calculate Response 
Theme...' function, so this radio button will often be disabled.

What to Chart The names of all the table's numeric fields are displayed in a list. Select the fields 
that contain the values you want to chart. To select more than one field, hold down 
the Shift-key while you click on each of the fields you want to use. 

Click the ‘Make Chart’ button to create the chart. The chart will be automatically displayed when 
complete.

The Chart

Charts are a document type in ArcMap. Unlike themes and table, which depend on external data 
sources, the chart document is internal to ArcMap and is saved entirely in your project file.

ArcMap on-line Help Topic: Working with graphics

Chart management 

Charts are saved in the Graph Manager, which is found in the Tools/Graphs drop-down menu. Charts 
can be viewed, deleted, or added to layouts from the Graph Manager menu. Graphs can be printed 
and have their properties changed by right clicking on the title bar at the top of the graph window.

Next Section Contents Home
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Generalize Evidential Themes

●     The Generalize Evidential Theme dialog and its components 
●     Common components of the generalization tool dialogs 
●     Reclassification Tools – Class to Class Mapping Tool 
●     Reclassification Tools – Grouping Tool 
●     Reclassification Tools - Unique Tool 
●     Threshold Selection Tools – common components 
●     Threshold Selection Tools – Class-Cutoff Tool 
●     Threshold Selection Tools – Chart Tool 
●     Threshold Selection Tools – Table Tool 

A set of tools have been developed to facilitate the generalization of data sets. Generalization in 
ArcSDM3 refers to the 'reclassification' of evidential themes. The tools developed for ArcSDM3 all use 
a similar method: the user selects the evidential theme and the field containing the classes to be 
generalized. Using one of the generalization tools, the user interactively specifies how the current 
classes are to be generalized and what the new classes will be. Once specified, the new classes are 
store in a GEN file that is joined to the evidential theme for symbolization and use in calculations. 

A new data set is not created. Instead, the new classifications are joined to the attribute table. New 
descriptive text labels can also be appended during the generalization process.

This submenu selection works the same as in the previous version except in one important aspect. It is 
no longer possible to add additional attributes to a VAT; so the generalization process now creates a 
generalization file, also known as a GEN file. The naming convention for the GEN file is Gen-evidential 
raster weight table.dbf. For example if the kbgeol evidential raster, which uses a weights table kbgeol-
CT.dbf, then the generalization file created would be named GEN-kbgeol-CT.dbf. The characters 
through the evidential raster name, “GEN-kbgeol-“, should not be modified by the user because 
this is what the software uses to associate GEN files with evidence layers. The user is free to 
modify the name following the second dash as they see fit.  

When the Gen table is created, it is joined to the evidential theme. ESRI has not allowed for 
programmatic symbolization on an attribute in a joined table. Therefore it is necessary to interactively 
symbolize by one of the generalization attributes.

It is necessary to understand how ArcMap manages joins. There are many ways that a joined table can 
be unjoined; so it is necessary to be familiar with the join tools. See the join management discussion 
section and the ESRI help to understand joins.

Frequently an evidential theme has been generalized to two classes, creating a binary map in which 
each cell is either on or off a pattern. In some cases, reducing an evidential theme to a binary pattern 
may not be the most appropriate way of handling the data. A geological map, for example, might be 
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more suitably treated as a three or four class map. Any table or chart created with the two previous 
functions can be examined to determine the optimum way of generalizing each of your evidential 
themes. Useful statistical measures of a generalization, particularly when the generalization 
involves more than 2 classes, can be obtained by examining the weights, contrast, and 
confidence from the Calculate Theme Weights tool. Calculate Theme Weighs will not, however, 
calculate weights based on a attribute in the Gen table. See the Calculate Theme Weights 
section for guidance on how to calculate weights of a multiclass generalization.

In the evidential theme's attribute table, the fields added by reclassification record the reduction of 
classes from initial exploration up to the stage of input for calculating a response theme. And in 
conjunction with weights tables and charts based on them, you can see the rationale for the 
generalization, which may be in several stages.

Next Section Contents Home

What you need to specify in the Generalize Evidential Theme dialog box

Below is the Generalization window. This same window is used with weights of evidence and the neural 
networks.
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Evidential Theme – All evidential themes (integer raster layers) in the current view are displayed in the 
combo box. Select the evidential theme theme you want to generalize.

Class Field – Only the value attribute of the evidential theme selected above are displayed in the 
combo box. Select the field in the evidential theme’s attribute table that contains the classes you want 
to generalize. 

Class Descriptor Field – Any string fields found in the attribute table of the evidential theme selected 
above are displayed in the combo box. If you are going to use one of the threshold selection tools (see 
descriptions below), the tool will try automatically to parse strings that define continuous ranges of 
numbers. You will edit any descriptive text that is automatically generated. Select the field containing 
descriptions of the classes. If there is none, select ‘<None>’. Whether you specify a class description 
field or not, you will be able to specify class descriptions for your new generalized classes and a name 
for the field to which they will be written.

Generalization Method – Select one of the following generalization methods or tools. The tools are 
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each described in more detail below.

Group Classification: Map Classes; Define Groups, and Unique. These three tools were designed to 
generalize free or nominal type data. Map Classes or Unique can be used to define a generalization of 
unique values in the theme. Unique is primarily used when no generalization is desired, for example 
with the neural network tools. The Define Group tool can be used for any data to base your new 
classes on queries of the data attributes. 

Define Thresholds by using: Class cut-offs (slider bar/text input); Chart; Table. These tools were 
designed to generalize continuous or ordinal data, based on cumulative ascending or descending 
tables.

Generalize... – Clicking the 'Generalize...' button will display the dialog specific to the generalization 
tool you have specified, along with any ArcView documents, that is a chart or table, to be used in the 
generalization.

Next Section Contents Home

Common components of the Generalization Tool dialogs:

Each of these dialogs have the following controls or elements in common:

The name of the evidential theme you are generalizing is displayed near the top of the dialog. For the 
reclassification tools, class field and class description field, if any, will also be displayed. Typically the 
class field and class description field are described as the 'current' fields. 

Default names for generalization class and class descriptions fields are displayed on all dialogs. The 
default class field name is value2. The default generalization class description field name is S_Value2 if 
no no current field was specified (<None>). If a class description field is specified, which can only occur 
for rasters made from character fields; then the default name is <Character field name>2. Some times 
the default name is 'Descrip' is used in place of S_Value2. You are able to edit the default descriptor 
field names; but always leave the default generalization class name, value2.

Define Reclassifications:

Map Classes – allows you to explicitly map each class to a new one, as well as provide descriptive text 
for each label. Also has an option to make a generalization of all unique map classes. This is especially 
used for the neural networks where no generalization of the evidence is desired.

Define Groups – allows you to assign a group of records/classes to a new class. The group(s) of 
records/classes are defined by applying an attribute query.
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Next Section Contents Home

Class to Class Mapping Tool for generalizing Evidential Themes with Categorical Data

To use the Class to Class Mapping Tool, select Generalize Evidential Theme from the ArcSDM3 menu. 
Select the Evidential Theme, the Class Field (field containing classes you want to generalize) and a 
Class Descriptor Field (field containing strings that describe the classes in the class field). Select the 
'Map Classes' Generalization method (under 'Define Reclassifications'). Then click the 'Generalize' 
button. The following dialog box will be displayed. A description of each of the elements in the dialog is 
described below. 

The contents of the list box display:

Column 1: the classes found in the Class field specified in the previous dialog box are listed.

Column 2: the text strings found in the Class Descriptor Field specified in the previous dialog box. If 
<None> was specified, this column will be blank.
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Column 3: will contain the new generalized class values after you edit them. It initially contains the 
same values as column 1.

Column 4: is initially empty but will contain descriptive text of the new classes if you add it. ( If no text 
labels are added to this column, no new label field will be added to the evidential theme attribute table.)

Editing the values in the list box display to define your new classes

There are two ways to edit values in the list box:

1. a) To select the row to edit, click the left mouse button anywhere in that row to highlight the row.  

    b) To enter a new Class or a new Label, type the entry in the Class or Label box and press enter. 
The new value will appear in column 3 or 4 in the window.

To edit more than one consecutive row at once, hold down the left mouse button while selecting 
adjacent rows or click the left mouse button on the first row and then click the left mouse button while 
holding the shift key. The values entered in the edit dialog will be written to all of the selected cells. This 
tool can only apply to consecutive rows. If alternate rows have the same values, they must be entered 
individually.

2. a) Select the rows  to edit as described above. Enter the new Class or Label value in the text entry 
box. 
    b) Press Enter. The new value will appear in all the selected rows. 

Alternatively, the generalization based on unique map classes that is all classes in the raster attribute 
table can be made by clicking the Unique button. This will make a one to one mapping of all the classes 
for the generalization and activate the Apply Generalization button.

Applying the generalization

When editing is complete, click the 'Apply Generalization' button. The new fields will be added to the 
evidential theme's attribute table.

Next Section Contents Home

Grouping Tool for generalizing Evidential Themes with Categorical Data

To use the Grouping Tool, select Generalize Evidential Theme from the ArcSDM menu. Select the 
Evidential Theme, the Class Field (field containing classes you want to generalize) and a Class 
Descriptor Field (field containing strings that describe the classes in the class field). Select the 'Define 
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Groups' Generalization method (under 'Define Reclassifications'). Then click the 'Generalize' button. 
The following dialog box will be displayed. A description of each of the elements in the dialog is 
described below. Click on any of the elements to jump to its description.

While using the Grouping tool, it may be helpful to view the table containing the attributes that you are 
using to define some or all of the groups. Once the dialog is opened, you select a Table to join and this 
table will be opened to be used to remember the attribute names and to facilitate query construction.

The New Class Descriptor Field is set by default to the descriptor attribute selected in the previous 
Generalization menu with the number 2 appended. Thus previously, code was selected as the 
descriptor attribute; so the New Class Descriptor is called Code2. The user can change this name by 
typing a new name, if desired.

Parameter Display

In addition to the items you selected in the previous dialog, and described previously, the following are 
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also reported:

Number of records to generalize – This reports the number of records in the evidential theme's 
attribute table. You can use this as reference in conjunction with the 'Remaining number of records:' 
reported at the bottom of the dialog. You will only be able to apply your generalization after all of the 
records have been grouped.

Number of classes to generalize – This reports the number of classes contained in the class field, 
which will be the same or fewer than the number of records.

Associated table to join to attributes for queries – This combo-box lists any weights tables that you 
have calculated for an evidential theme (it looks for a field named "Class"). If you want to group your 
attribute records based on weights, contrast, etc., you can calculate the associated table. Once you 
select a table, it will be joined to the attribute table based on matching values between the "Class" field 
and the class field you specified previously. 

Defining a generalization group

New Class Field  – The New Class Field value is set to Value2 and cannot be changed by the user. 
ArcSDM3 assumes the new generalized value in the GEN file is always Value2. 

New Descriptor Field  – The New Class Descriptor Field is set by default to the descriptor attribute 
selected in the previous Generalization menu with the number 2 appended. Thus previously, code was 
selected as the descriptor attribute; so the New Class Descriptor is called Code2. The user can change 
this name by typing a new name, if desired.

New Class Identifier– This is the first control to enter information about a new generalization. The field 
only accepts integers. You cannot enter anything to this line until you have not specified a table to join.

New Descriptor – Type in a string to describe your class integer, if you want. Data in this line are not 
required to create a generalization.

Group Definition and Query Builder  - The user must enter the desired query. The spelling of the 
attributes can be checked by referring to the open table. Query formats are verified by clicking the 

  If the query is valid, the    button will turn green, as shown here. Queries such as C<=0 are 
acceptable.  More complex queries can be used.

There is no longer a need to deal with null records due to the #Points being equal to zero. When 
the #Points is zero, the weights and associated contrast for that record will have a value of zero. 
Be careful that a zero contrast is due to a #Points equal to zero, that is a null, and not a true 
zero.

It is possibly to select a record more than once with ill-formed queries. This situation will be 
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shown by the number of records remaining being negative and the Generalize button will be 
inactive.

Once you have specified a class integer and a query to define the group of records/classes to 
generalize, the 'Add Generalization' button will be enabled. 

Add Generalization  – Click this button to add your group definition to the list of definitions in the 
display window. This button will only turn green if the query is valid. The values you entered in the input 
controls will be appended to the display of group definitions below, and they will be cleared from the 
input controls. The 'Add Generalization' button is enabled only when an integer has been specified as a 
new class value and valid query has been defined to group a set of records for generalization.

Generalization Display Window – Displays the generalization 'groupings' that will be applied to the 
evidential theme attribute table. A group definition or generalization will not be applied to an attribute 
table until it has been moved from the input controls to the display window.

To select one or more rows in the display, drag your mouse over the rows you want to select. Only 
contiguous rows can be selected at one time.

If you would like to edit one of the displayed rows, select it and click the 'Remove' button located below 
the display on the left side of the dialog. This will remove the generalization from the display window 
and display its components in their respective input boxes. You can edit any of the parts and re-add it 
to the display. 

The Class, Description, and Definition that you specified before are written to a new row in the 
generalization display window. In addition, the number of records and the number of current classes 
selected by the query are displayed:

#Records – The number of records in the evidential theme attribute table that are selected when the 
query string/group definition is applied. When the generalization is added to the display, this number is 
subtracted from the number of records remaining to be processed that is reported at the bottom of the 
dialog.

#CurrentClasses – The number of unique classes contained in the class field that are represented by 
the records selected by the specified query. 

Remove Generalization  – The 'Remove generalization' button is enabled when one or more of 
the rows in the generalization display window are selected. Clicking the button removes the selected 
rows from the display. The last row only will be displayed in the input controls, so if you are removing 
rows to edit them, remove them one at a time, edit them and re-add before removing the next.

Reporting the Number of records remaining – The initial 'Number of records remaining:' is the total 
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number of records in the evidential theme attribute table. As you define queries to select groups of 
records for assignment to a new generalized class, and add them to the display window, the number of 
records is subtracted from the number of records remaining. When all of the records in the attribute 
table have been assigned to a group, the number of records remaining will be zero and the 'Generalize' 
button will be enabled. It is possibly to select a record more than once with ill-formed queries. 
This situation will be shown by the number of records remaining being negative and the 
Generalize button will be inactive.

Generalize – Applies the generalization as defined by the new classes, new class descriptors and 
queries of existing classes to the attribute table. Each row in the generalization display window is 
processed in sequence: the query is applied to the attribute table and the specified class and class 
descriptor are written to new fields for the records selected by the query. The selection is removed and 
the next query is applied, until all of the rows have been processed. The Generalize button will only be 
active if the Number of records remaining is zero.

Close – Clicking the close button closes the dialog, unjoins any tables joined to the evidential theme 
attribute table, and joins the new GEN table to the evidence theme. The user can then symbolize the 
evidence based on this generalization..

Next Section Contents Home

Unique Tool for generalizing Evidential Themes with Categorical Data

Unique can be used to define a generalization of unique values in the theme. Unique is primarily used 
when no generalization is desired, for example with the neural network tools or with weights of 
evidence without generalizing the evidence. This function is needed to create a GEN table, which is 
required for Calculate Response or Generate neural network inputs.

Next Section Contents Home

Define Thresholds:

Common components

Three variations of a thresholding tool have been developed. Because these tools are so similar, the 
following description applies to all three. The differences among the three are described briefly 
following this section.

The threshold select tools are designed to define the breakpoints or thresholds between groups of 
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existing classes in continuous or ordered data. When you select thresholds you are defining the upper 
limit of a classification. For example, if you have a data set with values that range from 1 - 10 and you 
specify two thresholds, 4 and 7, the following class grouping will result: 1 - 4; 5 - 7; and 8 - 10. If you 
assigned these grouping to new classes identified by 1, 2 and 3 respectively your attribute table might 
look like the following when the generalization is complete. This approach causes a problem with some 
of the tools if you are using a cumulative ascending weights table. The break point needs to be 
selected at one class higher, not at the value of maximum contrast.

Value Count Value2

0  1

2  2

3  2

4  2

5  3

6  3

7  3

8  4

9  4

Default names for the new fields are provided the same way that they are in the other generalization 
tools. You can edit them by clicking on the text line they are displayed in and typing a more suitable 
name.

The display window – The display window works the same way for all three threshold selection tools. 
When the dialog box is first displayed, the window will contain one row with the following elements:

Column 1: By default '1' will be displayed. Unedited, this will be the new class value.

Column 2: The initial class is the entire range of values found in the class field you specified.
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Column 3: This column will be blank initially.

The threshold selection tool – This tool is a application arrow for the generalization tools that 
interacts with highlighted rows in the table; and thus let you interactively apply the selected thresholds 
in a table and a slider bar/text input line combination in the Class-Cutoff tool dialog. How these tools 
are used is described in the section that follows. In the case of a cumulative-descending weights 
analysis, you apply the selection by first highlighting the rows in the table where you want to 
make breaks. A row is highlighted by clicking on the left end of the row. Then clicking the 
Selection Tool after all of the desired breaks are defined. In the case of a cumulative-ascending 
weights analysis table, you must highlight one row higher to get the break at the desired 
location.

Combining groups (or deleting a classification) – If you have defined a class and would like to 
remove it, you need to add it to the class above or below it. Select one or more 'adjacent' classes by 
clicking on one of the rows in the display window and dragging the mouse across all of the rows you 
want to include. The selected rows will be highlighted. When one or more rows are selected, the button 
labeled 'Combine' will become enabled. To combine the selected rows into a single class, click this 
button.

Editing the Class and Class Descriptor Values – The threshold selection tools automatically provide 
default classes, and class descriptors if an existing class description field was specified. You can edit 
values in either of these columns in the following way:

Select the row whose values you want to edit by clicking on it.

Type a new class in the text input line labeled 'Edit <New Class Field Name>:'. Press Enter to apply the 
change to the value in the display window. If you try to change the class value to the number you have 
specified as defining areas of missing data (during the setting of your analysis parameters) you will be 
asked whether you intend to assign this class the missing data value.

Type a new class descriptor in the text input line labeled 'Edit <New Class Descriptor Field>:'. Press 
Enter to apply the change to the value in the display window.

Apply Generalization – When you have finished defining the generalization, click the button labeled 
'Generalize' to apply it to you evidential theme attribute table.

Next Section Contents Home

Threshold Selection using the Class-Cutoff tool

How to specify a threshold using the slider bar
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When the dialog is opened, the value at the left and right ends of the slider bar indicate the minimum 
and maximum values respectively of the range of classes.

There are three ways that you can specify the threshold using the slider bar on the Class Cut-off dialog 
box, pictured above:

1.  move the marker by clicking and dragging it. As you move the marker, the current value will 
display in the text input line below the slider.

2.  click the arrow symbols at the right end of the slider. As you click the arrows, the marker will 
move and the current value will display in the text input line below the slider.

3.  click on the text input line and type the value you want.

In all three cases, the value that is displayed in the text input line is the threshold value. (When you 
type a value in this line, the slider bar does not respond properly. The marker will move, but not to the 
correct position. This is a limitation of the Dialog Designer's slider control.)

When the correct threshold is displayed, click the button labeled 'Threshold'. This applies the threshold 
to the range of classes and displays the new class ranges in the display window. The slider bar is now 
disabled until one of the rows in the display is selected. When you select a row in the display, the 
minimum and maximum of the class range are updated and the slider bar is enabled again. Repeat the 
selection procedure until you have arrived at the classes you want to apply. 

If you desire to make several breaks for a multi-class generalization, this tool will do that 
correctly if you start with the highest breakpoint and work down.

Removal of a classification from the generalization, and editing of class and descriptor values are 
discussed under the previous general thresholding discussion.

Next Section Contents Home

Selecting Thresholds using a Chart document
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In ArcMap, this generalization simply uses the chart as a simple guide to display the data and assist in 
defining the break points. 

To select thresholds using a chart:

1.  Select Generalize Evidential Themes... from the ArcSDM3 menu.
2.  Specify the evidential theme, class field and class descriptor field, if any, that you want to 

generalize.
3.  Select the chart you want to use from the combo-box to the right of the radio button.
4.  Click the radio button labeled 'Chart'.
5.  Click the 'Generalize' button.

How to select thresholds using a chart

The chart document you selected will be displayed along with the associated table. If the wrong chart 
displayed, ensure that your chart has a unique name so that ArcMap can differentiate between 
documents. The threshold generalization tool will be displayed in the upper right corner of your screen. 
Inspect the chart to define the breaks and highlight the rows in the table where the desired breaks 
occur by clicking on the left side of the row.

Please see the Common Components section for a description of the controls that the threshold 
selection dialogs have in common.

After highlighting the desired breaks in the table, activate the Threshold Selection Tool 

on the dialog by clicking on it. You can change the selection by simply changing 
which combinations of rows are highlighted.

As you select points on the chart by highlighting the row in the table, the class definitions or ranges in 
the dialog display window will be updated.

Next Section Contents Home

Selecting Thresholds using a Table document

To select thresholds using a table:

1.  Select Generalize Evidential Themes... from the ArcSDM3 menu
2.  Specify the evidential theme, class field and class descriptor field, if any, that you want to 
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generalize.
3.  Select the table you want to use from the combo-box to the right of the radio button.
4.  Click the radio button labeled 'Table'.
5.  Click the 'Generalize' button.

How to select thresholds using a table

Selection of thresholds from a table document is very similar to selection using a chart.

When you click 'Generalize', the table document you selected will be displayed with the same threshold 
selection dialog placed in the upper right corner of the display.

To select a threshold: Highlight the rows in the table where break points are desired. The breaks are 
always picked from the highest class to the lowest. If you are working on a cumulative-descending table 
this will select the appropriate break points. If you working, however, with a cumulative-ascending table, 
it is necessary to put the break points one class higher. Thus in a cumulative-ascending table with classes 
1-14 with the maximum contrast in class 8, you should highlight class 9, the next higher class. Then the 
generalized class intervals will be 1-8 and 9-14. For a  cumulative-descending table, if you highlight 
class 9, it will get generalization class intervals of 1-8, 9-14. This is because the generalization starts with 
class 14 and the interval continues to the first break. 

Activate the Threshold Selection Tool on the dialog by clicking on it.

You may encounter problems because the table document is not scaled to fit in ArcMap's display 
window the way a chart document is. For example, if you are selecting your thresholds based on the 
Contrast values they may be hidden under the dialog, or off the screen. A few ways to alleviate this 
problem are:

●     Repositioning the dialog on the screen by dragging it with your mouse. (You are not able to 
minimize the dialog.)

●     selecting Table–>Properties... to display the list of fields in the table. Hide some of the fields you 
are less interested in by unchecking them in the left hand column of the properties dialog.

●     move one or more fields (columns) in the table to a position where they are visible. Click on the 
field name and, holding down the mouse button, drag the column to a new position.

Next Section Contents Home
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Calculate Response Theme

This option is used to:

●     combine a set of evidential themes into a unique conditions grid 

For weights of evidence:

●     calculate weights, variances, a contrast value, and a studentized contrast for a set of evidential 
themes 

●     calculate the posterior probability, normalized posterior probability, posterior logit, sum of 
weights, uncertainty due to weights, uncertainty due to missing data and the total uncertainty 
and join these statistics to the attribute table of the unique conditions grid 

For logistic regression:

●     calculate the posterior probability, student T value and  standard deviation and join these 
statistics to the attribute table of the unique conditions grid

●     report the coefficients associated with each evidential theme

Guidance Note

The response theme will be given a name, such as SDMUC1, but in the Properties/Source this raster 
will be seen to stored in the ~sdmtemp folder in your ArcMap working folder, and this raster will be a 
temporary raster until it is made permanent or the project is saved. Therefore, when the user decides 
that a response theme should be kept and before the project is saved, it is a good practice to make the 
raster permanent, move it to the working folder, and give it the name such as SDMUC1. It is best to 
keep this SDMUC name because all the associated tables will have this prefix in their name. Then if 
the project MXD file is lost or corrupted the response-theme rasters will still have recognizable names. 
All of this can be done simply with the Make Permanent tool, which is available when you right 
click on the raster name in the table of contents.

The evidence rasters selected the Response theme will be recorded in the Description box of 
the General tab in the raster Properties window.

Section Contents:

●     Inputs – Themes 
●     Inputs – Classes 
●     Unique Conditions Grid and Attribute Table 
●     Weights of Evidence Table 
●     Expert Weights Option 
●     Logistic Regression 
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●     Overall Test of Conditional Independence 
●     Symbolization of the Response Theme 
●     Normalizing the Posterior Probability by the Total Uncertainty 

This option performs the same weights calculations as those for individual evidential themes when you 
choose Calculate Theme Weights… but outputs only the W+, Contrast and Variance to tables with a 
format. Values in these summary tables are used to generate and append the output fields to the 
unique conditions attribute table. The output response themes are then produced by visualizing the 
unique conditions gird, symbolized according to attribute fields, such as posterior probability, posterior 
probability normalized by total uncertainty, and so on. Unlike the Calculate Theme Weights, however, 
Calculate Response deals with generalization classes that contain no training sites by adding a 
fractional training site count so the calculation can be completed. This produces an artificial low, but 
appropriate, weight that allows Calculate Weights to finish.

How the response theme is calculated

Each of the components is described in more detail following this section.

1. The user selects the evidential themes and Gen table that contain the classes to analyze.

2. The evidential themes are combined by generating a unique conditions grid and attribute table.

3a. If weights of evidence is being calculated, weights, variances and contrast are calculated for each 
evidential theme and written to two tables, a weights table (the WOE table) and a variances table (the 
WOEVAR table).

Using the previously calculated weights and variances, statistics, including the sum of weights, the 
posterior logit, posterior probability, uncertainty due to weights, uncertainty due to missing data and the 
total uncertainty are calculated for each unique condition and appended to the unique conditions grid 
attribute table. These terms are defined in the papers in the references, particularly WofE3.pdf.

The evidential theme names (field names in the unique conditions grid attribute table) and classes 
occurring in each unique condition (record) are used to reference the weights and variances found in 
the weights and variances tables.

3b. If logistic regression is being performed, the unique conditions grid is modified for processing by:

●     "expanding" any multi-class free evidential themes to a series of binary themes
●     substituting the integer that defines missing data with an area weighted mean of the known data

4. The unique conditions grid is symbolized on one of the attributes to create a response theme. 
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Inputs... - Themes 

This dialog box is also used by the  'Generate Neural Network Input Files...' functions.

When you choose the Calculate Response Theme… option, the Inputs... - Themes dialog box is 
displayed. The title of the dialog will indicate the process for which inputs are being selected, for 
example, 'Logistic Regression, Weights of Evidence' is displayed in the screen capture, preceding. The 
names of all of the evidential themes found in the current View are displayed in the left hand column 
with the exception of the theme specified as the study area theme. Weights will be calculated for all of 
the evidential themes appearing in the right hand column after the ‘Calculate Responses’ button is 
clicked.

Note: For the Calculate Response Theme... option, evidential theme names should be kept to 13 
characters. Grids can have names containing up to thirteen characters. If this totals more than 13 
characters, the name will be truncated. The maximum number of characters a dBase field name can 
have is 10. While the aliases will appear correctly, the underlying field names will be truncated to 
conform with this standard. The tables associated with this unique conditions raster will have the same 
prefix name as the default name to help identify the association.
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Select a theme by clicking on its name. Add to the selection set by holding down the Shift-key while 
clicking on other theme names.

Click... will move from to

any selected themes, or 
the first one if none are 
selected

Available Selected

all themes Available Selected

any selected themes, or 
the first one in the list if 
none are selected

Selected Available

all themes Selected Available

Inputs... – Classes 

When at least one evidential theme appears in the Selected… column, the Specify Table... button is 
enabled. Clicking it displays the Inputs... – Classes dialog.

This dialog box is also used by the 'Generate Neural Network Input Files...'.
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Parameter Description How to specify

Evidential Themes The names of the 
evidential themes 
selected in the 
previous dialog.

N/A

Generalization Tables The list of GEN 
tables for the 
evidential theme. 
In the GEN table, 
the value2 
attribute contains 
the generalization 
to be applied.

Select the table from the 
drop-down box.

Missing Data The integer 
defining areas of 
missing data. 
Defaults to the 
value specified in 
the Analysis 
Parameters 
dialog, if no other 
value has been 
set for the 
evidential theme.

●     If the initial value 
is incorrect or 
blank, enter a new 
value. 

●     If the initial value 
was stored 
previously, you 
will be prompted 
to specify to verify 
the change.

Data Type Either Free or 
Ordered. Initial 
default is 
'Ordered'.

●     Select the correct 
value from the 
drop-down box. 

●     This parameter 
has no effect on 
binary evidential 
themes. 

●     If the initial value 
was stored 
previously, you 
will be prompted 
to verify the 
change.

Generation of a Unique Conditions Grid and Table
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Weights of evidence and logistic regression, as well as other functions in ArcSDM described in their 
respective sections, use a unique conditions table. Within ArcMap and Spatial Analyst, this table is 
also the attribute table of a grid, that can be described as a unique conditions raster. Its cell values 
range from 1 to n, each integer identifying a unique condition or combination of cells values found in 
the input evidential themes. The raster and its attribute table are created by a single ArcMap request, 
Combine.

The table created by the Combine request automatically has a Value and Count field, plus one field for 
each input evidential theme. The field name for each of these fields corresponds to the name of the 
Generalization Theme that is defined in the computation by the computer. An example of this is shown 
below in the Attributes of SDMUC14 table. The relationship of these Generalization Theme names to 
the Evidential Theme name can be found in the WOE (Weigths table), an example is below in a part of 
Attributes of the sdmuc14_woe table.:

Because of the way in which the Combine request works, a temporary raster is created from each 
evidential theme actually input to the process. The characteristics of this temporary theme are 
compared to those source evidential theme in the following table:

 Source Evidential Theme Temporary Evidential Theme

Grid cell values are the... values contained in field 'Value' values contained in the class 
field of the source evidential 
theme, specified by the user
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Grid cells containing 'No Data' 
that lie within the study area 
have the value:

'No Data' Missing Data Integer

Grid cell values lying outside the 
study area have the value:

any value 'No Data'

 

ArcSDM3 also calculates the following for each unique conditions and joins them as attributes to the 
unique conditions table:

Field Alias Field Name Description

Training Points Trngpoints number of training points occurring in that condition

Area (sq. m) Area_sqm area, measured in square metres

This information is stored in a DBF table with a  name such as SDMUC17_Tbl.dbf. This table is joined 
to the unique conditions attribute table.

The unique conditions table is used 'as is' by the weights of evidence scripts. The logistic regression 
code method requires some modifications. These are described in the Logistic Regression section, 
following:

Weights (WOE) Table

The default name for the weights table is SDMUC#_woe.dbf. It has the following structure:

Field Alias Field Name Description

Evidential Theme Evidence_t name of the evidential theme

Generalization Theme  this is the temporary raster that was created for the 
generalization of the evidence and used as input to the 
Combine to make the unique conditions raster. This 
name appears in the attribute table of the unique 
conditions raster.

Generalization Table Class_fiel this records the name (not the alias) of the 
Generalization table for which the weights were 
calculated
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W<#> W<#> this is the template name for each of the fields 
containing the calculated weights, one for each class 
that occurs in any of the input evidential themes. If a 
class of the particular number does not occur in an 
evidential theme, its cell in that field will be blank 
Although it can be easier to read the table if a 
convention, such as 2 = presence and 1 = absence, any 
integer values can be used to identify classes. The 
number of classes that this table format can 
accommodate is very large, however it is recommended 
that multi-class evidential themes be limited to small 
number (typically not more than 5) to facilitate 
interpretation.

Contrast* Contrast_ the difference between the highest weight and the 
smallest weight. Note that the 'true' contrast is defined 
only for binary themes

Confidence Confidence This is the studentized contrast*, which is the contrast 
divided by its standard deviation

The last row:

Several parameters are written to the last row of the weights table, as a convenient place to reference 
them. The name of the training point theme is written to the Evidential Theme field; the total number of 
training points is written to the Generalization Theme field; the total study area in units is written to the 
first weight field; and the prior probability (the total number of training points divided by the total study 
area) is written to the third weight field, or contrast* field. Note that these totals are not the values used 
in weights calculations for an evidential theme that contains areas with missing data.

Variances  (WOEVAR) Table

The default name for the variances table is SDMUC#_woevar.dbf. It has the same structure as the 
weights table with the following exceptions:

1.  The names of fields containing variances have a V<#> template.
2.  Contrast* and Confidence are not reported.
3.  The training point theme and study area are not reported in the final row.

Next Section Contents Home

The Weights of Evidence (WOFE) Table
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ArcSDM calculates the following statistics for each unique condition and writes them to an ArcMap 
table. The table is based on a dBase file with a default name of SDMUC#_wofe.dbf. The table name 
defaults to 'Weights of Evidence <#>'. The table is automatically joined to the unique conditions table.

Field Alias Field Name Description

ID ID Unique condition ID 

Posterior Probability Post_prob the posterior logit converted to a probability

Normalized Probability Pstprbnrm the posterior probability rescaled so that the 
overall measure of conditional independence 
is satisfied *

Posterior Logit Post_logit the sum of weights added to the prior logit 

Sum of Weights Sum_weights the sum of the weights for each evidential 
theme class occurring in the unique condition

Uncertainty Uncertainty the uncertainty due to the calculation of 
weights (standard deviation)

Missing Data Msng_data uncertainty due to missing data (standard 
deviation)

Total Uncertainty Tot_uncrty the combined uncertainty due to weights and 
due to missing data (standard deviation)

* re-scaled probablity by multiplying by Training Points / Sum of (area * probaiblity), where the 
summation is over all unique conditions. This normalization is not applied to the response theme in 
logit units.

How the weights table is used to calculate posterior probabilities

One unique condition, or record, in the unique conditions table is processed at a time. For each 
evidential theme included in the response theme, determined by reading the field names, the class 
occurring in that unique condition is read. The evidential theme name is then located in the weights 
table, and the weights calculated for that class is read and added to the sum of weights. The correct 
weight is identified by the field name in the weights table, i.e. the weight for class 4 in Theme 3 is found 
in the cell located at the intersection of the record where 'Theme 3' is written in the Evidential Theme 
field, and the field named W4.

Missing Data

If any of the data input data sets have areas where data are missing, this should be identified during 
the setting of weights of evidence analysis parameters. Any integer, including zero and negative 
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numbers, may be used to identify areas of missing data. The same number, however, must be used for 
all data sets when creating a response theme or testing conditional independence (i.e., multiple data 
sets are being input). Refer to Integer that defines Missing Data.

If areas with missing data are defined using 'No Data' in a grid evidential theme, these areas will be 
filled in "on-the-fly" with the specified integer.

Weights of evidence handles missing data in the following way:

During the calculations of weights for an evidential theme, the total area is calculated as the total study 
area less any area where data are missing. The total number of training points is calculated as the total 
number of points in the study area less any points located in areas where data are missing.

If at least one input evidential theme contains missing data, a field named W<missing data integer> will 
be included in the weights table. If an evidential theme contains areas of missing data, the cell in the 
missing data class column will contain zero. If a theme has no missing data, the cell will be blank.

Uncertainty due to missing data

ArcSDM requires that missing data be identified by a value (rather than 'No Data', for example) so that 
these areas can be captured in the unique conditions grid and attribute table. With the areas of missing 
data identified in each unique condition, a measure of uncertainty in the posterior probability can be 
calculated. Depending on the number of classes and evidential themes, and therefore number of 
unique conditions, and the number of themes in which data are missing, calculating uncertainty due to 
missing data may be time consuming. An estimation of the length of time it will take to calculate the 
uncertainty is made, and reported to the user if it is longer than one minute. With rapidly increasing 
computer speeds, this is only a crude, often inaccurate estimate that is useful guide. The time estimate 
is based on processing times for a Pentium 133 notebook computer with 48 Mb of RAM. A more 
powerful computer, or a desk-top computer with the same parameters, will usually perform these 
calculations much faster. In some situations, such as processing data located across a network, may 
be considerably slower. 

Expert Weights Option

This option allows the user to manipulate the weights that are generated for one or more of the 
evidential themes input to the model. Instead of using a set of training points to determine weights, the 
user specifies the model weights, either directly or by allocating the proportion of training points that fall 
in each class, or by specifying likelihood ratios for each class. This technique can be useful if the study 
area has not been previously explored, and a set of training points is small or not available. The 
"points" in this case are purely notional. It is often convenient to use 100 points, then estimate the % 
points occurring on the class of a theme as a way of subjectively defining importance. As each 
evidential theme is processed, the user is prompted by the following dialog:
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There is not limit to the number of classes that can be used.

On initial display, the dialog has the following settings:

1.  The evidential theme name appears at the far left of the dialog box title.
2.  The initial number of hypothetical "training points" is set to the number specified by the user, 

such as100, and displayed in a text line in the upper right corner. You cannot change the total 
number of points from this menu. Note that these points are not given any actual location.

3.  Data about the evidential theme is displayed in the following columns:

Class – The classes found in the specified class field in the theme's attribute table.

% Points – The percentage of points allocated to each class. Initially this is set to be 
equal to the percentage of the total study area occupied by each class, resulting in 
weight values of zero. Because the sum of the percentages of points must always add to 
100%, the first class is automatically adjusted to make the total equal 100%. If too large 
of percentages are entered in the higher classes, then this number can become 
negative. When this first class has a negative percentage, the OK button is inactivated. 
The classes symbolized in red can be entered by the user. The first class is symbolized 
in gray to indicate it is not available for user input.

Area – The percentage of the total study area occupied by each class.

Likelihood Ratio – The likelihood ratio calculated based on the specified percentage of 
points and percentage area for the class, as well as the total number of points, and total 
area. Initially this value is set to 1. The W+ value is the natural log of the likelihood ratio.

Weights – The W+ calculated for the current class, based on the specified percentage of 
points and percentage area for the class, as well as the total number of points, and total 
area. Initially this value is set to 0.

Inputting values

You can edit the % Points, Likelihood Ratios or Weights columns by clicking on the associated radio 
button, found in the upper left corner of the dialog and editing the values in the text lines. As you 
change any of these three values, the calculated values for the other two can be updated with the 
Update button. This will activate the OK button. If the Weights of Likelihood Ratio do not accommodate 
a percent of points that added to 100% this column will be grayed out.

Note: Weights are always calculated based on the weights displayed in the dialog.

As discussed above in % Points, if you are entering percentage of points, the sum must total 100% to 
activate the OK button.
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Reading Weights from an Existing Table

You can read weights that have been previously calculated and written to a weights table. To do this:

1.  Select a weights table from the combo-box located above the display area on the right side of 
the dialog.

2.  Click the 'Read Weights' button.
3.  ArcSDM3 will look for the current theme name and field name in the specified weights table 

and, if found, will update the text lines in the Weights column with the values from the table.

You can then modify the weights, and when you are done, click 'Update' and then 'OK' to continue with 
calculations.

Except for the user interaction with this dialog, all of the calculations and output are the same as for the 
'regular' weights option.

NOTE: It is not possible to check for conditional independence in expert weights because the actual 
locations of points is notional.

Next Section Contents Home

Logistic Regression

Evidential Themes and the Unique Conditions Table

Logistic regression handles multi-class evidential themes of ordered data but not multi-class free data. 
This problem is dealt with after the unique conditions grid has been created. ArcSDM determines if 
there are any multi-class free evidential themes and expands them to a series of binary themes in 
preparation for running logistic regression. In this way, the same evidential themes can be input to both 
weights of evidence and logistic regression at the same time.

Actual data sets are not created. A unique conditions table is written. For example, if one of the 
evidential themes was a geology map with three classes, identified by 1, 2 and 3, three binary 
"themes" would be generated with the values mapped in the following way:

Theme Initial Class New Class Initial Classes New Class

1 1 1 2 and 3 0

2 2 1 1 and 3 0

3 3 1 1 and 2 0
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Missing Data

Logistic regression does not process missing data directly. Instead an area weighted mean of the 
known class values within the study area is calculated for each evidential theme that contains missing 
data and substituted for the missing data class. For binary themes that have been generated by the 
expansion of multi-class free data, the area weighted mean is between 0 and 1.

Temporary Files

During logistic regression processing, several temporary files are written to a directory created by 
ArcSDM, ~sdmtemp. (NOTE: Please do not use this directory for any other files.) These files are not 
deleted by ArcSDM but are overwritten the next time that logistic regression is run.

File Name Description

case.dat unique conditions table, processed for input to logistic regression

cumfre.tba cumulative frequencies of probabilties calculated by logistic regression

logco.dat* summary of the coefficients for each evidential theme and their standard deviations

logpol.dat data showing the convergence of the logistic regression coefficients through each 
iteration on the calculations

logpol.tba* the posterior probability as well as a Student-t, standard deviation, chi-square 
coefficient, and deviance coefficient for each probability

* Values from logco.dat and logpol.tba are read to ArcMap tables.

Logistic Regression (LOGPOL) Table

The posterior probability for each unique condition, along with its student-T value and standard 
deviation are written to an ArcMap table. The table is based on a dBase file, default name 
SDMUC#_logpol.dbf and the default name of the table is 'Logistic Regression <#>'. The table is 
automatically joined to the unique conditions table.

Field Alias Field Name Description

ID ID unique condition ID

(LR) Posterior Probability Lrpostprob the posterior probability

(LR) TValue Lrtvalue student-T value

(LR) Std. Dev. Lr_std_dev standard deviation
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Table of Coefficients

ArcSDM automatically creates a table of the final coefficients generated by logistic regression. In the 
example of the following table, the evidential theme 'Geolm' is a multi-class free data type evidential 
theme so it was expanded to three binary theme, each corresponding to the class value reported in 
brackets in the 'Evidential Theme' field. The coefficient for a theme indicates its relative importance in 
determining the posterior probabilities. In this case, class 1 of the Geolm theme is most important. 

Field Alias Field Name Description

Theme ID Theme_id Unique identifier for the evidential themes

Evidential Theme Theme Theme name, field name (class value (if expanded))

Coefficient Coefficien the coefficient

Standard Deviation Std_dev the standard deviation of the coefficient

 

Next Section Contents Home

Overall Test of Conditional Independence

Once the response theme is complete, ArcSDM reports two measures of conditional independence, a 
conditional independence (CI) ratio that can be used as an overall assessment of conditional 
independence among your data sets and the Agterberg-Cheng test of conditional independence.

The CI ratio is calculated as follows:

The product of area and posterior probability summed over each unique condition is the number of 
points predicted by the model. A ratio is calculated by dividing the actual number of training points 
input to the model by this predicted number of points. This ratio will generally be between 0 and 1. A 
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value of 1 (never occurs in practice) indicates conditional independence among the evidential themes 
used in the model. Values much different than 1 indicate a conditional independence problem.

The Agterberg-Cheng test reports the probability that the is not conditionally independent. A large 
probability indicates that the Response Theme has significant conditional dependency. By calculating 
response themes with combinations of evidence, it is possible to identify which combination of 
evidence causes the conditional dependency. Refer to the paper for an explanation of the mathematics.

Next Section Contents Home

Symbolization of the Response Theme

The Response (Raster) Theme (actually the unique conditions raster) is automatically added to the 
current Data Frame but must be symbolized based on the Posterior Probability attribute by the user. 
Natural breaks is often a good way to symbolize the Response theme.

Next Section Contents Home

Making a Confidence Map: Normalizing the Posterior Probability by the Total Uncertainty

You can also normalize the probability values by Total Uncertainty. 

1.  Make the Response Theme you want to normalize active. 
2.  Double-click the theme’s legend to open the properties dialog and click the symbology tab.
3.  From the Value combo box, Select 'Posterior Probability'
4.  From the ‘Normalization:’ combo box, select ‘Total Uncertainty’. 
5.  Click ‘Apply’.
6.  Click the ‘X’ button to close the dialog.

You can change the Theme’s name to reflect the legend by selection General tab in the Properties 
from the Theme menu.

Dividing the posterior probability (not the normalized posterior probability) by the total uncertainty 
provides a map of the informal "studentized" posterior probability. If enough training points are being 
used, then regions with values > about 2 have a high degree of "certainty" (with regard to variances of 
weights and variance due to missing data). This map is useful in a relative sense for highlighting 
regions with low or high confidence that the reported posterior probability is not zero.
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Next Section Contents Home
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Fuzzy Logic

Fuzzy Logic

●     Set Analysis Parameters 
●     Define Fuzzy Membership 
●     Fuzzy Logic 

Set Analysis Parameters

1.  Select 'Set Analysis Parameter...' from the ArcSDM3 menu.
2.  Check the Fuzzy Logic option.
3.  Select: 

- a study area grid theme 
- default value for defining missing data

4.  Click OK.

Next Section Contents Home
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●     Fuzzification Steps for Ordered and Categorical Data Data   
●         Editing Table Entries
●         Process for Free (Categorical Data)
●         Definitions of Fuzzification Function
●             Hedges
●             Small and Large Functions
●             MS Small and Large Functions
●             Near Function
●             Gaussian Function
●             Combinations
●             Spread
●     References     

This tool has been completely redesigned to use functions to define the fuzzy membership for ordered and a table for free data. The 
Ordered Data Fuzzification Functions and their associated parameters use mathematical functions to transform the input data to the 
desired fuzzy membership in the interval [0,1]. Some of these functions do not work with negative values or values of zero; so it is 
required to transform or reclassify your data to positive values before fuzzification. A linear transform made with the Map Calculator 
is often the easiest way to do this transform to positive numbers. Fuzzification can be thought of as the process of assigning fuzzy 
membership values to crisp values. The Free Data Fuzzification Functions are used with free or categorical data and essentially involve 
editing a table. It is necessary to define the number of significant figures that will be used for the fuzzy membership function. Once the 
fuzzy membership function is defined it can be previewed in a graph and stored in a table, which can be reloaded for use again. This table 
is often a useful way to further edit the fuzzy membership for free data where the user may be interested in considering other data while 
defining the fuzzy membership. The Define Fuzzy Membership window is shown below. Following the window is an outline of the steps to 
define a fuzzy membership function and definitions of all the functions.
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Fuzzification of Ordered and Categorical Data

Ordered data indicates a raster for which the value attribute is some sort of measurement. The value attribute has a meaning and can be 
used for meaningful computations. Some of these functions do not work with negative values or values of zero; so it is often useful 
to transform your data to a positive values before fuzzification. To create a fuzzy membership raster follow the following steps:

1. Select the raster in the "Select raster" scrolling window at the top left of the window.

2. Define how many significant figures are desired. If number of significant figures is 1, then the input values will be integers between 
[0,10]. If the number of significant figures is 2, then the input values will be integers between [0,100]. The inputs are always integers with 
appropriate of number of figures. The output, when the fuzzy membership raster is created, will always be a floating point number 
between [0,1] with the number of significant figures selected by the user. The default number of significant figures is 1, which will create a 
fuzzy membership raster with values such as 0.3 by entering 3.

3.  For Ordered data click the radio button for the desired fuzzification function and type in the desired parameters for that functions. This 
will activate the Apply button in the Ordered Data Fuzzification Functions. The method of Categorical data is discussed below.

4. Click the Apply button in the Ordered Data Fuzzification Functions. The mapping of the input values from the selected raster to the 
fuzzy membership values will appear in the Table subwindow as shown below. In this case, two significant figures for a large function was 
selected with the midpoint at 9 and a spread of 5. The fuzzy membership value (FMemShp) for an input of 5 and 9 will be 0.05 and 0.90, 
respectively. The Preview button will be activated, as shown below. 

5. If the Preview button is clicked, a graph of the mapping of inputs to fuzzy membership will be displayed as shown below. This graph is 
first saved as a table with a default name that records the fuzzification function and the parameters. The table is required by ArcMap in 
order to create a graph. The table can also be reloaded later using the Load table button. In this case the input raster was Rclssb2, the 
large fuzzification function was selected, the midpoint was 9, the spread was 5, and the number of significant figures was 2. The graph 
can be closed by clicking the x in the upper right corner. The graphs can be reopened by clicking the ArcMap Tool menu and selecting 
Graphs. A list of all the graphs made will appear for selection.
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6. As stated above a table created by the Preview button, can be reloaded later using the Load Table button.

7. The tabled fuzzy membership values can be edited using the Edit Selected Cells subwindow. Single or multiple rows in the data can be 
edited simultaneously. Also, interpolation between start and stopping values can be done. To edit the fuzzy membership for value 6, which 
is 11.64 in the last view of this window above, click on the row with the desired value. The selected row will be highlighted in blue. Enter 
the new value in the New Value window, such as 13. Then click Set Value. The new value will appear in the fuzzy membership column for 
the selected row.

To interpolate between two value, for example between the value 1 fuzzy membership of 0.00 and the new value 6 fuzzy membership of 
13 as shown in the above window, do the following: Click on the first row, the starting the the interpolation interval. Holding down the left 
button click on the last row of the interpolation interval. In the example below the first and sixth rows were selected. Then click the 
Interpolate button, which will linearly interpolate between the beginning and ending fuzzy membership values. In this case between 0 and 
13 over values 1 to 6.
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After editing a function, it is wise to save the values in a table. This is done by clicking Preview to create a table and graph.

8. For Categorical Data, the Table method is used to assign fuzzy memberships. The method of entering data is the same as editing data 
discussed in item 7 above. The descriptor attribute for the Categorical will be displayed on the right side of the Table window as guidance. 
For categorical data is is useful to replace the Count column with the names of each row. This attribute can be selected in the drop-down 
window with the word Count in the above picture. For example is a categorical shape file with a categorical attribute "Code" were used to 
create a raster, the resulting raster would have a "Code" attribute containing the names. This attribute can be displayed in place of the 
Count attribute to guide the selection of fuzzy memberships.

9. After getting the desired fuzzy membership function, the new fuzzy membership raster can be calculated by clicking the Create button. 
This will first open the Fuzzy Logic Model Tables window shown below. If the user has multiple fuzzy logic models, select the desired 
model, such as Flmdl1 in the window below. If a new model is being created, click the "Make and add a new table row" and the creation of 
a new raster with a default name will be completed. The new fuzzy membership raster will be added to the table of contents with the name 
starting with FM. After FM will be the name of the input raster. For example, in this example the input raster was rclssb2; so the fuzzy 
membership raster will be FMrclssb2. Note this is a temporary raster. The user can delete it or make it permanent by right clicking on the 
raster name in the table of contents and selecting the Make Permanent option.

The Fuzzy Logic Model Tables window below is part of a mechanism to record the fuzzy logic processing steps to ease documentation. 
This window creates a table in which all processing for a model is stored. The default name of the table is Flmdl# for fuzzy logic model 
with a sequential number. This fuzzy model table is added to the table of contents and can be opened to see a record of the model, as 
shown in the Attribute table below. With a fuzzy model with many processing steps will get quite long. This Fuzzy Logic Model Table can 
have additional steps appended to it as the modeling proceeds or multiple Fuzzy Logic Model Tables can be used to develop multiple 
models in parallel. This same table will also store the Fuzzy Logic calculations.

10. When the fuzzification is completed click the Done button to close the Window. Note: The results of this fuzzification process is 
stored as a temporary file in the ~sdmtemp folder with the actual name raster#. It is a good practice to make these temporary 
files into a permenant file, give them a useful name, and store them in your working folder. This will facilitate recovery of your 
work, if you should loose the MXD document.

Definition of Fuzzification Functions

Fuzzication functions include the small, large, near, gaussian, mean-standard deviation large (MS large), and mean-standard deviation 
small (MS small) functions. In addition two hedges, very and somewhat are used to modify these function. These functions are discussed 
in Tsoukalas nd Uhrigh (1997) and Lou and Dimitrakopoulos (2003).
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Hedges

The two hedges implemented are very and somewhat (Tsoukalas and Uhrig,1997). Very is also known as concentration. The hedge 
functions are the fuzzy membership squared, a decreasive function, or the square root of the fuzzy membership, an increasive function. 
The hedges are normally called Very and Somewhat. Thus Very Small, which implies smaller than small, is Small squared; where as Very 
Large, which is larger than Large, is the square root of Large. So the function applied to the hedge depends on the semantic implication. 
The appropriate function for the semantic meaning of the hedge is applied automatically. The user can always verify that the appropriate 
selection has been made by Previewing the results.

Small and Large 

The fuzzification algorithms small and large are used to indicate that small or large values of the crisp set aree larger members of the 
fuzzy set (Tsoukalas and Uhrig,1997). The spread and mid parameters are subjectively defined to reflect the expert opinion. Examples of 
the small and large functions and hedges are shown in Figure 2. Small and Large do not work with negative values or values of zero; 
so the user must transform the data to a positive values before fuzzification. The small fuzzification algorithm is defined as

 

 Where f1 is the spread of the transition from a membership value of 1 to 0 and f2 is the mid point where the membership value is 0.5 
(Tsoukalas and Uhrig, 1997).

 The large fuzzification algorithm is defined as  

 

 Where f1 is the spread of the transition from a membership value of 1 to 0 and f2 is the mid point where the membership value is 0.5 
(Tsoukalas and Uhrig, 1997).

 Note this function works improperly for negative crisp values. To apply these functions to negative numbers, the crisp values need to be 
transformed or reclassified to positive numbers before fuzzification.

  

Figure 2: Examples of small and large fuzzification using a mid value of 5 and a spread of 3.

MS Small and MS Large
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Mean-Standard-Deviation Small (MS Small) and Mean-Standard-Deviation Large (MS Large) are from Lou and Dimitrakopoulos (2003). 
These functions are similar to the Small and Large function with the mid-point and spread controlled by the mean and standard deviation 
of the data. By clicking a radio button, the Log to the base 10 can be taken before the mean and standard deviation are calculated. The 
Log cannot, of course, be used if the values are zero or negative. This is often useful for very skewed data, which is normalized by 
taking the log. The MS Small function is 

 

The MS Large function is

 

Where m = the mean, s = the standard deviation, a = a multiplier of the mean, and b = a multiplier of the standard deviation.

Examples of MS Small and MS Large and hedges are shown below in Figure 3. In this example for MS Small the mean is 30, the standard 
deviation is 20, and both a and b are 1. For MS Large, the mean is 20, the standard deviation is 20, and both a and b are 1. The user can 
change the a and b values to scale the effect of the mean and standard deviation.

Figure 3: Examples of small and large fuzzification using a mid value of 5 and a spread of 3.
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Near

The fuzzification function near is used when some intermediate crisp value is the larger member of the fuzzy set (Tsoukalas and 
Uhrig,1997). The spread and mid parameters are subjectively defined to reflect the expert opinion. Near does not work with negative 
values or values of zero; so the user must transform the data to a positive values before fuzzification. An example of the near 
algorithm is given in Figure 4 . The near function is also known as a sinusoidal membership function (Burrough and McDonnell, 1998). 
The near fuzzification algorithm is defined as  

 

 Where f1 is the spread of the transition from a membership value of 1 to 0 and f2 is the mid point where the membership value is 0.5 
(Tsoukalas and Uhrig, 1997).

  

Figure 4: Example of near fuzzification using a mid value of 10 and a spread of 0.3.

Gaussian

The fuzzification function Gaussian is similar to the near function but has a more narrow spread (Tsoukalas and Uhrig,1997). Gaussian 
does not work with negative values or values of zero; so the user must transform the data to a positive values before 
fuzzification. The Gaussian fuzzification algorithm is defined as

                                  

 Where f1 is the spread of the transition from a membership value of 1 to 0 and f2 is the mid point where the membership value is 1 
(Tsoukalas and Uhrig, 1997).
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Figure 4: Example of the Gaussian fuzzification function compared to the near function using a spread of 0.3 and a mid value of 10.  

Combinations

Combination fuzzification functions can be made by applying multiple fuzzification functions to a integer-grid table and then editing the 
table to piecewise combine the different functions. An example of just a process using the two near functions is shown in Figure 5 

 

Figure 5: Example of a combination of two near functions with spread of 0.9, a mid value of 5 for less than 5, a mid value of 15 for greater 
than 15, and a membership value of 1 between 5 and 15.

Spread

The selection of the appropriate spread value is a subjective process that is dependent on the range of the crisp values. A useful way to 
experiment with different spread values is to use a spreadsheet program with graphs. These graphs can be quickly made using the DBF 
tables created by the Preview button. Then a picture of the effects of different spread functions can be quickly developed. Note as shown 
in Figure 6 and Figure 7 as the spread gets smaller the fuzzy memberships approach zero more slowly.
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Figure 6: Examples of a range of spreads for a small function with a constant mid value of 5.

 

Figure 7: Examples of a range of spreads for a near function with a constant mid value of 50.
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Fuzzy Logic

ArcSDM3 uses a fuzzy logic "calculator" to combine evidential themes using the fuzzy operators described in the reprint 
discussing the fuzzy logic method (fl1.pdf). Each of the "calculations" or operations is recorded in a dBase file that can 
be viewed to provide a record of the operations performed. New rasters created by this method are temporary rasters, 
which can be made permanent by right clicking on them and selecting Make Permanent. This is also a way to rename 
the rasters.

To combine two or more themes using a fuzzy operator:

Select 'Fuzzy Logic...' from the ArcSDM menu.

You are first prompted to select an existing fuzzy logic model file (Flmdl#.dbf). This file provides a record of all the 
processes in a fuzzy logic model. 

To...  

...append a record of the operations to 
be done in this session to an existing file 
(created during a previous session):

select the file and click 'OK'.

...create a new file: 1.  Click 'Make and add a new table'.
2.  When prompted, specify a name and location for the new fuzzy 

logic model file. The default name is flmdl<#>.dbf.

Then the "fuzzy logic calculator" dialog is displayed:
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The listbox contains all of the real-valued rasters from the active Data Frame for which the values grid cells falls in the 
range [0,1]. 

1.  Select two or more evidential themes to combine:

Select a raster by clicking it in the listbox display. 
Select one or more additional rasters by holding down the shift-key and clicking them.  
When two or more rasters are selected, the 'Calculate' button becomes active.

2.  Select a fuzzy operator to use to combine the themes.
3.  Click 'Calculate'.
4.  If the GAMMA operator is selected, you will be prompted to specify a fuzzy gamma operator after you click 

'Calculate'.
5.  When prompted, specify a name and location for the output theme. The default names are as follows: 

The default filename for the output 
grid from a fuzzy ...

... operation is ...

AND AND<#>

OR OR<#>

SUM SUM<#>

PRODUCT PRD<#>

GAMMA GAU<#>

The new raster will be added to the active view and to the top of the raster list in the dialog box for input to a 
subsequent operation.

To view the contents of the fuzzy logic model

1.  Click 'View Model (Text)'.

This displays the contents of the file as in the following example:
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To Select another model file

At any point you can click the button labeled 'Select Model File...' to select another file. Subsequent operations will be 
appended to the newly selected file until the dialog is closed or another file is selected.

Next Section Contents Home
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Neural Network Analysis

Neural Network

●     Setting Analysis Parameters 
●     Generate Random Training Points 
●     Generate Neural Network Input Files 
●     Run Neural Network Module 
●     Read Results from Neural Network Module 

Note: Neural Network Analysis is performed in a Visual C++ program called "DataXplore" and 
"GeoXplore".

RBFLN stands for radial basis functional link network. This method uses a training dataset of "deposit" 
and "non-deposits" combined. This is a type of supervised classification.

The fuzzy clustering method finds clusters of unique conditions in the evidential themes and does not 
use training data (unsupervised).

The Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) uses training sites of "deposits" and "Not deposits" combined 
and allows for a fuzzy membership attribute of these training sites. This is a type of supervised 
classification.

The PNN method is applied to the same files as the RBFLN. The Fuzzy clustering can be trained on 
the class.dta or train.dta tables. Training is limited to 300 exemplars; so if the class.dta table has more 
than 300 unique conditions, use the train.dta for training..

A fuzzy membership attribute between [0,1] can be added to the training points for use with the RBFLN 
and PNN methods. This fuzzy membership provides a way of ranking the training sites. For example a 
model of large deposits could give the Deposits Training sites a fuzzy membership based on the size 
of the deposits. These might go from 0.5 for a small deposit to 1 for a large deposit. Then the "Not 
Deposits" training sites could all have memberships of zero or some other appropriate value.

The evidence rasters used to create the unique conditions raster (SDMUC#) are recorded in the 
Description box of the General tab in the raster Properties window.

Symbolization of the results from GeoXplore have been a problem. It has been found that 
symbolization works best using the quantile method with a larger number of classes. Fifteen to 
20 classes is often a good starting place.

Setting Analysis Parameters

1.  Select 'Set Analysis Parameters...' from the ArcSDM3 menu.
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2.  It is required that a "non-deposit" training point shapefile theme exists before this process can 
be completed. One way to create a "non-deposits' training set, is to use the 'Generate Random 
Training Points' function.

3.  Check the RBFLN (Supervised) and/or Fuzzy Clustering (Unsupervised) options listed under 
'Neural Network Analysis'.

4.  Select:
●     a study area grid theme 
●     unit area
●     "deposit" training point theme (Supervised option)
●     "non-deposit" training point theme (Spervised option)
●     default value for defining missing data

5.  Click OK.

Next Section Contents Home
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Generate Random Training Points

The RBFLN neural network object requires two sets of training points: 

●     one, "Deposits",  that defines the presence of the objects or conditions to be predicted (i.e., 
mineral occurrences) 

●     a second, "Non-Deposits, that defines the absence of these objects (i.e., locations where 
mineral occurrences are known not to occur). 

The two sets of points (locations) are combined as training data.

This second type of data set is often not readily available so this function offers one way of 
approximating such a data set. The idea is to generate a set of points in parts of the study area where 
there is a very low probability of the object occurring. 

One possibility for applying the function is to generate a probability map (response theme) using the 
weights of evidence or logistic regression methods and then generate a set of random points in areas 
of very low probability. Another could be to simply use some data whose low values would indicate that 
such a "Deposits" site would never occur. Then to generate the "Non-Deposits" training sites, the 
following can be done:

1.  Select 'Generate Random Training Points' from the ArcSDM3 menu.

1.  In the 'Non-deposit Training Points' dialog, 
specify: 

●     the name of the raster to be used to 
generate the 'Non-Deposits' training sites.

●     the field containing the values (in this 
example, either (WofE Posterior Probability 
or LR Posterior Probability)

●     a threshold value: all of the points 
generated will fall in areas that have values 
less than this value. 

In this example, the threshold should be lower 
than the prior probability. The prior probability can 
be found in the third column of the last row of the 
weights table associated with the response theme, 

or can be reported by clicking the  button in 
the deposit training point theme properties dialog. 
This dialog is displayed by clicking the 'Properties' 
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button in the 'Analysis Parameters' dialog. 

●     enter the number of points to be generated. 
The default is the number of points in the 
deposit training point set. 

2.  Click OK.
3.  When prompted, specify the file name and 

location for the new point shapefile. A point 
theme is created and added to the top of 
the table of contents of the active view.

General Application

The 'Generate Random Training Points' function can use any integer grid theme in the active view. The 
minimum and maximum values in the grid theme are reported as guidance and the default value is the 
midpoint between these two. An evidence theme, whose low values indicated areas where 'deposits' 
are highly unlikely to occur, can be used to define a 'non-deposits' training set. Another strategy might 
be to create several such sets of 'non-deposits' and evaluate the differences between the resulting 
models.

Next Section Contents Home
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Generate Neural Network Input Files

The first part of this process is the same as Calculating a Response Theme for the weights of evidence 
and logistic regression methods.

1.  Before starting this process, you may want to define the fuzzy membership of the "Deposit" and 
"Non-Deposit" training sites in what is being modeled. If no fuzzy membership is desire, none is 
required. Fuzzy membership is value between [0,1] that reflects how well a particular point 
represents what is being modeled. The attribute containing these values is a real or floating value. 
Simply add this field to the attribute table of the training sites and enter the desired fuzzy 
membership values. For example for mineral deposits, the size of the Deposit may be used to 
define a fuzzy membership. This is an expert decision and offers many opportunities are 
experimentation. 

2.  Select 'Generate Neural Network Input Files...' from the ArcSDM3 menu. This displays the 'Input to 
Neural Network - Themes' dialog.

3.  Select the evidential themes to include in the analysis. The evidence rasters selected will be 
recorded in the Description box of the General tab in the raster Properties window.

4.  Click 'Specify Fields'. This opens the 'Inputs to Neural Network - Fields' dialog.
5.  For each evidential theme, specify the GEN file containing the generalization to analyze, the 

integer that defines areas of missing data and the theme data type, either free or ordered.
6.  Click OK.
7.  Click 'Generate Input Files...'.
8.  Next the Fuzzy Membership windows will appear, as shown below on the left. First window for the 

Deposits Training Sites and then for Non-Deposits Training Sites. The text in the box at the top of 
the window defines which training site is being used. The drop-down list contains all real-valued 
attributes. Select the one containing the fuzzy membership that you previously added to the 
training site shapefile attributes.  If no fuzzy membership is desired, select <NONE> in the drop-
down list. After selecting the fuzzy membership attribute to use as shown on the right version of 
the window below, click Select Attribute.
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9.  When prompted for the tables names, specify the following file names and locations as in the table 
below. These tables are used by the neural network for training and classification.

filename and 
location of the...

Description Default Name

unique conditions 
theme grid

Jump to definition. sdmuc#

training file ●     only generated if the RBFLN 
option is selected

●     text file containing information 
from unique conditions in 
which training points are 
located

●     1 row = 1 unique condition
●     in DataXplore, 1 row = 1 

training vector
●     each unique condition is 

written once, even though it 
may contain more than one 
training point

●     if a training point indicating 
presence of an object and 
another indicating absence 
occur in the same unique 
condition, the training point 
indicating presence takes 
priority

sdumuc#_train#.dta
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data file ●     text file containing complete 
unique conditions

●     1 row = 1 unique condition
●     in DataXplore, 1 row = 1 

feature vector

sdmuc#_class#.dta

After the files have been created, the unique conditions grid theme will be added to the active view with a 
default name of 'SDMUC#'.

Sample output files from Generate Neural Net Input files. 

Neural network input Files

A. Class.dta file from a unique conditions table written to neural network input file, delimited text format

Description of file header: 

Line 1 (5): Number of evidential themes.  
Also called components or features, in the context of neural networks and DataXplore.

Line 2 (151): Number of training points.  
In the context of neural networks, "the number of centres (for clustering) or the number of radial basis 
functions (each with a centre) when our neural networks are used. But the number is not fixed, and 
may be changed by the program or by the user in either the unsupervised (fuzzy) clustering or in the 
supervised training of radial basis function neural networks.

Line 3 (1): Number of output components, or values to be mapped as response themes. 
This is always set to one in the ArcSDM3 application.
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Line 4 (A: 3462) (B: 151): Number of unique conditions. 
In the context of neural networks, the number of target vectors.

Description of data columns:

Column 1: Unique condition number.

Column 2: Number of training points in unique condition (not currently used). In the Train.dta file, as 
described below, this number is the FID of the source point.

Column 3: Area of unique condition (not currently used). In the Train.dta file, as described below, this 
number is the FID of the unique condition.

Columns 4 - 8: Unique condition values or contents of target vectors. 
Values are transformed from the ArcMap unique conditions table in two ways:

1.  the range of an evidential theme's values is normalized between 0 and 1
2.  the missing data integer is replaced with an area weighted mean

Column 9: In the Class file this column is zero. In the Train file this column is the fuzzy membership.

10.  After saving the training file (SDMUC#_train) and classification file (SDMUC#_class.dta) for use by 
the neural network, the Dialog Caption window below will appear. This window allows you to 
preview and print the training set (Train.dta) and unique conditions files (Class.dta) that will be 
used for training and classification by the RBFLN neural network or classificaiton in the Fuzzy 
Neural Network. Note that the number of training records in the sdumuc#_train.dta file will 
typically be fewer than the total number in your shapefiles. This is because training sites 
with duplicate unique conditions have been eliminated. The rule for eliminating duplicates 
is to keep the one with the highest fuzzy membership. 

11.  In the Train.dta file, the second column records the FID of the "Deposits" Training site, and 
if the "Not Deposits" Training sites have a fuzzy membership, the 1000 + (FID*1000) is 
reported . If the training site is a "Not Deposit" site and no fuzzy membership is specified, 
then 1000 reported in column 2. The third column in the train file contains the FID from the 
SDMUC raster of the unique condition that contained the training site. The image below 
shows an example of a Train.dta file where fuzzy membership was selected for both 
"Deposits" and "Not Deposits" training sites.  In this example the 5th record, starting with 1 
in column 1, is from a "Not Deposit" training site with an FID of 4. This point occurs in 
unique condition 1 in the source SDMUC raster. The next record, starting with 2 in column 
1, is a "Deposit" training site with an FID of 24. This point occurs in unique condition 2 in 
the source SDMUC raster.
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Next Section Contents Home
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Run DataXplore Neural Network Module

Much of the documentation found in this section is also available from Dataxplore.pdf, the guide to DataXplore.exe

Guidance Notes

There is a known bug in the Fuzzy neural network that has to do with array sizes. The Fuzzy neural network will not presently work 
with a unique conditions grid that is greater than about 2000 records. This problem is being address by developing a new version 
DataXplore tool. The table below suggests the file naming conventions that are useful while running the Neural Network Module. The 
ordering of the entries in the table reflects the order in which the tables would be created in the neural network module.

File naming convention Definitions

sdmuc1_train.dta
Neural network training input file. Used by RBFLN. Default name generated by Generate Neural Network 
Inputs.

sdmuc1_class.dta
Neural network classification file. Used by RBFLN and Fuzzy Neural Network Default name generated by 
Generate Neural Network Inputs.

sdmuc1_train.par
Training parameters derived by the RBFLN from training on sdmuc1_train.dta. Suggested name for user to 
give to the RBFLN training output from the neural network module..

sdmuc1_class.rbn

Classification results derived by the RBFLN classsification of sdmuc1_class.dta using the training 
parameters in sdmuc1_train.par. Suggested name for user to give to the RBFLN classification results output 
from  the neural network module. This file will be the input for the next step in ArcSDM, Read the Results 
from the Neural Network Module.

sdmuc1_class.cen
Centers of the clusters found by the Fuzzy Neural network in the so called "Training" set using 
sdmuc1_class.dta as the input. Suggested name for user to give to the RBFLN training output from  the 
neural network module.

sdmuc1_class.fuz

Classification results derived by the Fuzzy Neural Network classification of sdmuc1_class.dta using the 
clusters centers stored in sdmuc1_class.cen. Suggested name for user to give to the RBFLN training output 
from  the neural network module. This file will be the input for the next step in ArcSDM, Read the Results 
from the Neural Network Module.

To run DataXplore

Select 'Run Neural Network Module...' from the ArcSDM3 menu.

This will launch DataXplore, which is a separate MS Windows program from ArcMap. 
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While DataXplore is running, ArcMap is fully accessible. 

The remainder of this section describes how to use DataXplore with reference to ArcSDM3 and the input files generated in the 
previous step.

●     Radial Basis Functional Link Network 
●     Fuzzy Clustering 

To perform Radial Basis Functional Link Network analysis (RBFLN)

there are three steps:

●     training 
●     testing 
●     classification 

Training 

Click the 'Train' button to display the following dialog:
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Select the file that contains your training data and click OK. The default name for neural network training data files generated from 
ArcSDM3 is sdmuc#_train.dta.

The RBFLN parameter dialog is then displayed:

The parameters in the box 'RBFLN Parameters From data File' are read from the training data file specified in the previous step. 

Click 'Start Train'. A report in the following format is displayed:
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Contents of the report

No. of Hidden Layers -  
No. of Input Vectors - the number of training vectors (unique conditions at the location of training points) in the training data file 
No. of Unique Targets - this will always be 2, either 0 or 1, representing the presence or absence of a mineral occurrence 
Total iterations - DataXplore parameter set in the parameter dialog. 200 is the default. 
SSE - Sum Squared Error

Guidance Note: An SSE of 1 is considered good.

Result of Training

Column 1: Vector No. - an integer uniquely identifying each vector 
Column 2: Target - contains values of either 0 or 1. 0 indicates the absence of a mineral occurrence, 1 indicates presence. 
Column 3: Actual Output - The actual value that was calculated for each training vector. The range of values is 0 to 1. 
Column 4 - n: The input data. These are the actual values read from the training data file. If the file was generated by ArcSDM3, 
these values were derived from a unique conditions attribute table. The values for each evidential theme have been normalized or 
scaled between 0 and 1, and an area weighted average of known values has been calculated and used to define areas where data 
has been identified as missing.

To save this report to a file

You can optionally save the contents of this report to a text file for later inspection or reporting purposes. To do this, 

1.  Click 'Print ListBox Content to Temporary File'.
2.  Specify a filename and location when prompted.

Save the results of the training session

1.  Click 'Save Result as .par and Return'.
2.  Specify a filename and location when prompted.
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This file must be created for input into the testing and classifying steps that follow. The file name will end with the extension 
par. It is suggested to name this file sdmuc#_train.par

You will be returned to the RBFLN parameter dialog.

Click 'Return to Main Menu'.

 

Testing 

We have not provided a mechanism to provide a separate testing dataset, which should be a test set like the training set but a set that 
was not used for training. Thus the only way to create a testing set is to run the 'Generate Inputs to Neural Networks'  with a different 
'deposits' and 'non-deposits' training sets and possibly a different study area so a different subset of the evidence is used, and thus create 
a new unique conditions raster, train and class files for use in testing. Then testing can be run on the new train or class tables using the 
parameters file from the training. This will provide an independent test of the training and particularly if the training has over trained on 
the data.

Click the 'Test' button.

Select the file that contains the data to be classified and click OK. The default name for neural network training data files generated 
from ArcSDM3 is class#.dta.

You will then be prompted to select an RBFLN Test Parameter (*.par) file

1.  Select the that you just generated in the training step. 
2.  Click 'Open'.
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The test is performed and the following report is displayed:

Report Contents

Input Vectors Dimension - the number of components in an input vector. If the data file was generated by ArcSDM3, this is the 
number of evidential themes. 
No. of Hidden Layers - number of training vectors 
Target Vectors Dimension - this is always 1 
No. of Input Vectors - this is the number of unique conditions written to the data file 
SSE - Sum Squared Error

There are two targets, 0 and 1. In the example of the screen-captured reported above, 2096 vectors (or unique conditions) were 
classified as 0 and 1366 were classified as 1. The assignment of vectors to either class 0 or 1 is done by rounding the value 
calculated by the RBFLN. ArcSDM3 will read the calculated values rather than the classified (rounded) value.

Result of RBFLN Test
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Column 1: Vector No. - an integer uniquely identifying each vector (or unique condition) 
Column 2: Class No. - the class to which the vector has been classified

To save this report to a file

You can optionally save the contents of this report to a text file for later inspection or reporting purposes. To do this, 

1.  Click 'Print ListBox Content to temporary file'.
2.  Specify a filename and location when prompted.
3.  Click 'Save'.
4.  Click 'Return' to return to the main DataXplore dialog.

Classify 

The steps for classifying data are the same as those taken for testing the classification in the preceding section, with the exception 
that results are saved to a permanent file that can be subsequently read by ArcSDM3.

Click the 'Classify' button.

When prompted, select the file containing the data to classify. If generated by ArcSDM3, the default name is sdmuc#_class.dta and 
click 'Open'.

When prompted, select the file containing the parameter file that was the result of the training step. Its extension is .par. Click 'Open'.'

When processing is complete, a report will be displayed with the following format:

The information reported in the report header is the same as shown an described in the preceding section about the testing process. 
The values reported should be identical.

Guidance Note: Typically the SSE from classification will be larger than the SSE from training. This is commonly due the having a 
small number of training sites that do not represent the complete range of unique conditions. One way to improve the classification 
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SSE is to generalize the evidence layers to some small number of classes. This will typically improve the SSE for classification but 
will not change the SSE for training by much.

Additional information is reported in the results section, as follows:

Result of RBFLN Classify

Column 0: Vector No. an integer uniquely identifying each input vector (unique condition). This 
number corresponds to the values in the unique conditions grid and 
attribute table. The values will be used to join the RBFLN results to the 
unique conditions grid theme when they are read by ArcSDM3 in order to 
create a response theme.

Column 1: Classified Class No. the target class that the vector is classified as. The value is either 0 or 1 
and is derived by rounding the actual output value.

Column 2: Target Output The contents of the target output from the data file (all 0's).

Column 3: Actual Output The value calculated by the RBFLN. This value can be read by ArcSDM3 
for mapping.

To save this report to a file

You can optionally save the contents of this report to a text file for later inspection or reporting purposes. To do this, 

1.  Click 'Print ListBox Content to temporary file'.
2.  Specify a filename and location when prompted.
3.  Click 'Save'.

Save the results of the RBFLN classification session

1.  Click 'Save Results as .rbn and Return'. The suggested name is sdmuc#_class.rbn
2.  Specify a filename and location when prompted.

This file must be saved if you want to read the results back into ArcMap via ArcSDM3.

You will be returned to the main DataXplore dialog.

Fuzzy Clustering: Fuzzy (Unsupervised)

There are two steps in doing a classification by fuzzy clustering:

●     Training 
●     Classification 

Although the Fuzzy neural network does not use training the process is done in two steps, clustering to define the cluster centers and 
then classification of all the data based on these clusters. The clustering to define the centers is done by the processes labeled 
Training and then the classification based on these centers is applied by the process labeled Classification. This partition of the 
processes allows the user to apply the centers from one data set to different dataset with the same evidence layers, if desired.

There is a known bug in the Fuzzy neural network that has to do with array sizes. The Fuzzy neural network will not presently work 
with a unique conditions grid that is greater than about 2000 records. This problem is being address by developing a new neural 
network module.

Training 
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Click the 'Train' button located in the box labelled 'Fuzzy (Unsupervised)' on the main DataXplore dialog. 

This will a dialog prompting you to select a 'Fuzzy Train Data File'. The fuzzy clustering algorithm trains using the complete data set 
that is to be classified. If your input files were generated by ArcSDM3, this file is the one that contains the entire unique conditions 
table information. The default name was sdmuc#_class.dta.

Select the file to use.

Click 'Open'.

The following dialog will be displayed:

Accept the default parameters as displayed.

Click 'Start Clustering'.

When the clustering processes are complete, a report is displayed in the following format:
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Fuzzy Clustering Result

Number of Classes - This is the number of classifications that DataXplore defined from the data.

Center[i] - the values that define the center of each cluster. The number of dimensions equals the number of input evidential themes.

For each Class, the following information is reported:

Vectors Number - the number of vectors (unique conditions) belonging to the class 
Weighted Fuzzy Variance (WFV) - the value for the weighted variance of the class 
Vector Index in this Class - a list o1f integers identifying the vectors (unique conditions) that belong to the class 
Clustering Validity (1/XieBeni) - a measure of the validity of the clustering results. A small value indicates better clustering.

Merge

You can merge classes by clicking the 'Merge' button. Often cluster centers are found that are quite close together. So it is a good 
practice to Merge clusters to come up with a minimum set of clusters. When there are no further changes, the minimum number has 
been defined. Often several of the clusters are simply complements of another cluster as seen in the pattern membership display of 
the results.

You may want to do this if:

●     you want to deal with fewer classes in your results
●     the value of the clustering validity measure is too low

When the merge process is complete, the message 'Merge finished' will be displayed at the top of an updated report. There may be a 
point at which the algorithm cannot merge the data into fewer classes than currently exist.

To save this report to a file

You can optionally save the contents of this report to a text file for later inspection or reporting purposes. To do this, 
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1.  Click 'Save ListBox Content to temporary file'.
2.  Specify a filename and location when prompted.
3.  Click 'Save'.

When you are satisfied with the number of classes, click 'Finish'. This will prompt you to save the results of the clustering to a Fuzzy 
Cluster Result Center file (*.cen).

You must save the results of the clustering step for input into the Classify step that follows.

After you have saved the .cen file, click 'Return'.

Classify 

Click the 'Classify' button.

Select the 'Fuzzy Classify Data file'. This is the same file that was selected as the 'Fuzzy Train Data File' in the preceding step. If 
generated by ArcSDM3, it contains the complete unique conditions table information and a name of sdmuc#_class.dta was 
proposed by default.

Click 'Open'.
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When prompted, select the Fuzzy Classify Center file generated in the training step:

The results of the classification are reported in a similar report to the one created during the training step. It can be saved by clicking 
'Save ListBox Content to temporary file' and specifying a name and location for the file.

Click 'Finish'.

You will be prompted to save a Fuzzy Classify Result file (.fuz). Specify the file name and click 'Save'. This file is required to read the 
results of fuzzy clustering back into ArcMap via ArcSDM3. The suggested name for this file is sdmuc#_class.fuz

Next Section Contents Home
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Run GeoXplore Neural Network Module

Much of the documentation found in this section is also available from GeoXplore.pdf, the guide to GeoXplore.exe

Guidance Notes

DataXplore and GeoXplore are very similar in that both provide a Fuzzy Neural Network and the Radial Basis Function Neural Network 
(RBFLN). GeoXplore was created to fix the known bugs in the DataXplore neural networks. As often happens, the research on these two 
neural networks has proceeded since DataXplore was written; consequently the results from these two neural networks in GeoXplore are 
slightly different. So DataXplore and GeoXplore are both provided. DataXplore, however, still has the known bugs discussed in the Guidance 
Notes for DataXplore.

When Fuzzy Clustering is a Good Method: When the classes form groups that fit inside circles of a fixed radius, then fuzzy clustering is an excellent 
method that is somewhat robust by being immune to outliers. However, in some cases the classes may be elongated in shape or a shape that curves like a 
crescent or other irregular object. In this case it is better to cluster the feature vectors into many small circular clusters of which each will be a subclass of a 
class of feature vectors. In such cases it is often simpler to use the RBFLN or the PNN.  

RBFLN and PNN: Both the Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBFLN) and Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) have limitations dictated 
by memory size of the computer. For training, it is best to have smaller training sets. Therefore the maximum training set is limited to 300 
evidence layers represented by 1000 training points. For the training, if two training points have the same unique conditions, one point is 
eliminated. The default is to eliminate the one with the lesser fuzzy membership. If no fuzzy membership of training points is provided then 
the duplicate "Not Deposits" points are eliminated. For classification, the maximum number of unique conditions is set to 200,000. For very 
large unique conditions it is often useful to increase the initial number of RBFLN. The maximum number is set to 1000.

In order to use the neural network tools it is necessary to have two training sets, a Deposits and "Not Deposits" training points. Theoretically, 
we do not need the "Nots"  for the PNN. We use only the training vectors with higher fuzzy beliefs (above the threshold of say, 0.5 or 0.55). 
From these we build a probability density function, which we are using as a fuzzy set membership function (because the value of a 
probability density function at a single point doesn't tell us much, but a fuzzy set membership function tells us the fuzzy truth that the point, or 
vector, is in the class of interest). Further testing of this issue is required, but it does appear that when a PNN is to be used, the "Nots" can 
be a single, exemplar point to allow Set Analysis parameters to complete. Similarly a few "Deposit" points are better than many poor ones. 
There is much to be learned about how to best define fuzzy memberships for the training sites.

Symbolization: There appears to be some scaling-issues in how the fuzzy-membership output from the RBFLN and PNN are scaled 
between 0 and 1. It appears that optimal symbolization of the results are obtained using the Quantile method for symbolization. Because 
there are generally a large number of unique conditions, a larger number of quantiles are useful as a starting point for symbolizatino.

Abbreviations used in the table below are as follows: RBFLN - Radial Basis Function Link Net and PNN - Probabilistic Neural Net

File naming convention Definitions

sdmuc1_train.dta
Neural network training input file. Used by RBFLN and PNN. Default name generated by Generate Neural 
Network Inputs.

sdmuc1_class.dta
Neural network classification file. Used by PNN, RBFLN and Fuzzy Neural Network Default name generated by 
Generate Neural Network Inputs.

sdmuc1_train.par
Training parameters derived by the RBFLN from training on sdmuc1_train.dta. Suggested name for user to give to 
the RBFLN training output from the neural network module..

sdmuc1_class.rbn

Classification results derived by the RBFLN classification of sdmuc1_class.dta using the training parameters in 
sdmuc1_train.par. Suggested name for user to give to the RBFLN classification results output from  the neural 
network module. This file will be the input for the next step in ArcSDM, Read the Results from the Neural 
Network Module.

sdmuc1_train.prb
Training parameters derived by the PNN from training on sdmuc1_train.dta. Suggested name for user to give to the 
PNN training output from the neural network module..

sdmuc1_class.pnn

Classification results derived by the PNN classification of sdmuc1_class.dta using the training parameters in 
sdmuc1_train.prb. Suggested name for user to give to the PNN classification results output from  the neural 
network module. This file will be the input for the next step in ArcSDM, Read the Results from the Neural 
Network Module.
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sdmuc1_class.cen
Centers of the clusters found by the Fuzzy Neural network in the so called "Training" set using sdmuc1_class.dta 
as the input. Suggested name for user to give to the RBFLN training output from  the neural network module.

sdmuc1_class.fuz

Classification results derived by the Fuzzy Neural Network classification of sdmuc1_class.dta using the clusters 
centers stored in sdmuc1_class.cen. Suggested name for user to give to the RBFLN training output from  the neural 
network module. This file will be the input for the next step in ArcSDM, Read the Results from the Neural 
Network Module.

To run GeoXplore

Select 'Run Neural Network Module: GeoXplore.' from the ArcSDM3 menu.

This will launch GeoXplore, which is a separate standalone Microsoft Windows program. 

While GeoXplore is running, ArcMap is fully accessible. 

The remainder of this section describes how to use GeoXplore with reference to ArcSDM3 and the input files generated in the previous step. 
The three neural networks, RBFLN, PNN, and Fuzzy neural network can be used individually or together as the user desires.

●     Radial Basis Functional Link Network 
●     Probabilistic Neural Network 
●     Fuzzy Clustering 
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To perform Radial Basis Functional Link Network analysis (RBFLN)

First click the RBFLN button  to bring up the following menu.

Then there are two steps:

●     training 
●     classification 

Training 

Click the 'Train RBFLN ' button in the main RBFLN window to display the following  RBFLN Training window:
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Select the file that contains your training data by clicking "Load File" and click OK. The default name for neural network training data files 
generated from ArcSDM3 is sdmuc#_train.dta. When the Load File button is clicked, a menu to navigate to the working folder with the files 
to classify is provided.

Select the file that will contain the training results by clicking "Save As". A navigation window will come up in which you type the name of the 
file. Note the full path is provided by this process as in the example above. If the input file for training is sdmuc18_train.dta, then the training 
results file can be named sdmuc18_train.par, where the par is automatically added.

The RBFLN parameter dialog is then displayed:

The parameters in the box 'RBFLN Parameters From data File' are read from the training data file specified in the previous step. These 
parameters are discussed in GeoXplore.pdf and require no user input.

Click 'OK' in the RBFLN Parameters window. A report is displayed in the window of the RBFLN Training window as shown below:
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Window will report measures of the fit of classification of the training set. This Fit to Class measure is a fuzzy belief (truth) measure of the 
classification. It should have a value between zero and 1 with zero indicating no belief and 1 indicating complete belief.

Save the results of the training session

1.  Click 'Save Training Result". This will save the par file with the training results
2.  Click "Return" to get back to the RBFLN window.

This PAR file must be created for input into the classifying steps that follow. The file name will end with the extension par. It is 
suggested to name this file sdmuc#_train.par to indicate that this PAR file is from training on the sdmuc#_train.dta file.

Classify 

Click "Do RBFLN Classification" in the RBFLN window, shown below, to get to the RBFLN Classification window, shown next.
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Click "Load File" in Step 2 to open a navigation window to select the Training results data. Select the PAR file created in the Training  that 
contains the training results. 

Click the "Load File" in Step 3 to load the data for classification. The default name for this file created by ArcSDM3 is sdmuc#_class.dta. As 
shown above all of these files will have their full path indicated in the window. 

Click the "Save As" in Step 4 to name the file to how the results. A typical name might be sdmuc#_class.rbn, where the rbn suffix is 
automatically added.
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When all the files are added, click "Run" in Step 5 to get the results, shown next. The window provides information on the goodness of fit. 
The fix of the classification is a fuzzy belief in the truth of the classification.

Clicking "Return" will return you to the RBFLN main window where clicking "Return" will get you back to the GeoXplore window. The 
RBFLN training and classification is now complete.

Next Section Contents Home

Fuzzy Clustering: Fuzzy (Unsupervised)

There are two steps in doing a classification by fuzzy clustering:

●     Training 
●     Classification 

Although the Fuzzy neural network does not use training points, the process is done in two steps, clustering or training to define the cluster 
centers and then classification of all the data based on these clusters. The clustering to define the centers is done by the processes labeled 
Training. Then the classification based on these centers is applied by the process labeled Classification. This partition of the processes 
allows the user to apply the centers from one data set to different dataset with the same evidence layers, if desired. 

When Fuzzy Clustering is a Good Method. When the classes form groups that fit inside circles of a fixed radius, then fuzzy clustering is an 
excellent method that is somewhat robust by being immune to outliers. However, in some cases the classes may be elongated in shape or a 
shape that curves like a crescent or other irregular object. In this case it is better to cluster the feature vectors into many small circular clusters 
of which each will be a subclass of a class of feature vectors. In such cases it is often simpler to use the RBFLN or the PNN.  
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To start the Fuzzy Neural Network, click "Fuzzy Clustering" from the GeoXplore window, which will open the Fuzzy Clustering window.

Training 
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First the fuzzy centers must be defined by clicking the "Train Fuzzy Clustering" in the Fuzzy Clustering window.

In the Fuzzy Clustering Training window, Step 2 is to click "Load File" to input the training data. This will open a dialog prompting you to 
select a 'Fuzzy Train Data File'. The fuzzy clustering algorithm trains using the complete data set that is to be classified. If your input files 
were generated by ArcSDM3, this file is the one that contains the entire unique conditions table information. The default name is 
sdmuc#_train.dta. If the number of unique conditions is less than 300, it is possible to use the sdmuc#_class.dta file for training. The 
maximum number of records considered for training is 300; so sometimes interesting results can be obtained by training on the class file.

Step 3 is to click  "Save As" to select the path and name of the training results, a file with the extension CEN. A typical name provided by the 
user for this file might be sdmuc#_class.cen, where the cen suffix is automatically added.

Step 4 is to click "Run", which opens the Fuzzy Train Functions window, below.
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Click the Eliminate Small Clusters button next and then click it again. Repeat until the number of clusters does not change on a click. We may 
not know how many clusters K there should be, but we will use the Xie-Bene clustering validity to tell us what value of K gives the best 
clustering.

Now click the Fuzzy Clustering button first to get the results below. Notice the clustering validity number. The greater this number, the greater 
the clustering goodness. While it is usually a good way of determining the best number K of classes, it does not always provide the best 
classification number, so if the we know how many clusters there should be, then we should use that number for K. For example, if a test is 
either benign or malignant, then the correct number of clusters should be K = 2. However, if some data does not fall into either, then there may 
be K = 3 classes: benign, malignant and indeterminate. Classification is an intuitive art as well as a science. 
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Next click the Merge and Fuzzy Clustering button the Fuzzy Train Function window to get the Fuzzy Training Parameter window shown 
below. Here the default parameter is 0.4, but a S value of 1.2 has been selected. This is the proportion of the average distance between cluster 
centers to use as a threshold for merging two clusters. If the average distance between pairs of cluster centers is a, then if any distance between 
a pair of cluster centers is less than 0.4a, the clusters will be merged into one cluster and fuzzy clustering is done again with one less cluster 
center. First use the default 0.4. If the number of clusters reduces, then repeat with the same parameter. Otherwise, increase the parameter from 
0.4 (0.4, 0.5, 0.6,... is usually good). Note the clustering validity value for each value of the number of clusters K. The K value with the highest 
clustering validity is usually the best unless there is other information to override it. Stop at K = 2 clusters and examine the clustering validity 
values, or possibly stop when K is the known value. For our data, when we stop at K = 2, the result is that in The Fuzzy Train Functions 
window below..  
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For this example, we anticipate the number of clusters is 2, deposits and not deposits. Selecting a larger Threshold value in the Fuzzy Training 
Parameter can help reduce the number of clusters. If the number of clusters cannot be reduced further and the clustering validity is as large as it 
will go, then the best result obtainable with the Fuzzy Neural Network has been attained. Click "Save Training Results" and "Return". Training 
to define the cluster centers is now complete. The next step is to do the classification.

Classify 

Click "Return" to get back to the Fuzzy Clustering window and click 'Do Fuzzy Classification' to start the classification process. This will open 
the window below.
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As before, in Step 2 click "Load File" to get the input Fuzzy Centers file, a file with the name sdmuc#_class.cen.

Then is Step 3 click "Load File" to load the data to be classified, a file with the name sdmuc#_class.dta.. 

For Step 4, click "Save As" to define the path and name of the output fuz file, the user supplied name might be sdumuc#_class.fuz, where the 
suffix fuz is automatically added.

Having loaded and defined all of the necessary files, click "Run" to get the results shown above. The Fit to Class measures will give a measure 
of the quality of the classification. This measure is a fuzzy  belief measure between 0 an 1, with zero for no belief in the truth of the 
classification and with one for total belief in the truth of the classification.

Click "Return" to get back to the GeoXplore window.

Next Section Contents Home

To perform Probabilistic Neural Network analysis (PNN)

First click "Probabilistic NN"  in the GeoXplore window to bring up the PNN General window, below.
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Similar to the other neural network methods,  there are two steps:

●     training
●     classification 
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Training 

Click the 'Train PNN' button in the PNN General window to display the following dialog:

There are five steps to the training. Step 1 is to read the instructions, if needed.

Step 2 is select the file that contains your training data by clicking "Load File" of Step 2 in the window. The default name for neural network 
training data files generated from ArcSDM3 is sdmuc#_train.dta. When the Load File button is clicked, a menu to navigate to the working 
folder with the files to classify is provided.

Step 3 is name the path and the file that will contain the training results by clicking "Save As" in Step in the windos. A navigation window will 
come up in which you type the name of the file. Note the full path is provided by this process as in the example above. If the input file for 
training is sdmuc18_train.dta, then the training results file can be named sdmuc18_train.par, where the par is automatically added.

Step 4 is to click the Yes/No radio buttons to indicate if fuzzy membership values are available. Fuzzy membership values will always be 
available in the ArcSDM3 files. The fuzzy memberships will be 1 for Deposits and 0 for Not Deposits, if the user did not provide fuzzy 
membership values. So it is probably best to always click the Yes radio button.

Step 5 is to click "Run", which brings up the parameter window below. The window below will then come up with a proportion parameter as 
shown. This parameter is the proportion of the average distance between training feature vectors to use as a threshold. If any vector is closer to 
another than this proportion of the average distance, it is eliminated as a center of Gaussians to be summed to construct a probability density 
function (pdf) for a class. A larger threshold eliminates more vectors and increases computational speed, but it is a trade-off between speed and 
accuracy up to a point. A small proportion for a large number of training vectors uses too many Gaussians and causes extraneous error to build 
up during computation of the pdfs. The user should experiment with this.  
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Click 'OK' on the PNN Parameters window after making your selection.

. A report is displayed in the window of the Probabilistic Neural Network window as shown below will appear with the Fit to Class measure. 
This Fit to Class measure is a fuzzy belief (truth) measure of the classification. It should have a value between zero and 1 with zero 
indicating no belief and 1 indicating complete belief.

Save the results of the training session

1.  Click 'Save Training Result". This will save the prb file with the training results
2.  Click "Return" to get back to the PNN General window.
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This PAR file must be created for input into the lassifying steps that follow. The file name will end with the extension par. It is 
suggested to name this file sdmuc#_train.par to indicate that this PAR file is from training on the sdmuc#_train.dta file.

Classify 

Click "Do PNN Classification" in the PNN General window, shown below, to get to the PNN Classification window, shown next.
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Click "Load File" in Step2 to open a navigation window to select the Training results data. Select the PRB file created in the Training  that 
contains the training results. 

Click the "Load File" in Step 3 to load the data for classification. The default name for this file created by ArcSDM3 is sdmuc#_class.dta. As 
shown above all of these files will have their full path indicated in the window. 

Click the "Save As" in Step 4 to name the file to how the results. A typical name might be sdmuc#_class.pnn, where the pnn suffix is 
automatically added.

When all the files are added, click "Run" in Step 5 to get the results, shown next. The window provides information on the goodness of fit. 
The fix of the classification is a fuzzy belief in the truth of the classification. The "Run" button will automatically save the results in the 
selected PNN file.

Clicking "Return" will return you to the PNN General window where clicking "Return" will get you back to the GeoXplore window. The PNN 
training and classification is now complete.

 Section Contents Home
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Read Results from Neural Network Module

Select 'Read Results from Neural Network Module...' from the ArcSDM3 menu.

Select the unique conditions grid theme with which you want to associate the results from the neural 
network analysis. This is the same unique conditions grid theme that was used to generate the neural 
network input files. 

Click OK.

You will be prompted to do the following:

1.  select the RBFLN Result File (.rbn) to read. If the RBFLN analysis was not done, click 'Cancel' 
to bypass this dialog.

2.  select the Fuzzy Classify Result file (*.fuz) to read. If a fuzzy classification was not performed, 
click 'Cancel' to bypass this dialog.

3.  select the PNN Results file (.pnn) to read. If the PNN analysis was not done, click "Cancel" to 
bypass this dialog.

4.  specify the name and location to create a dBase file to write the results from the neural network 
analysis. The default name is SDMUC#_nnrslt.dbf.

5.  the user then needs to symbolize of the desired result field of the response theme. The possible 
fields are those of the neural network result file (SDMUC#_nnrslt.dbf). Symbolization of the 
results from GeoXplore have been a problem. It has been found that symbolization works best 
using the quantile method with a larger number of classes. Fifteen to 20 classes is often a good 
starting place.Descriptions of each are provided in the description of the table that follows.

The Neural Network Result file

Field Name Field Alias Data Type Size (Precision) Description

ID ID Long Integer 6 Unique condition identifier. 
Used to join the results to 
the unique conditions 
attribute table.
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RBFLNMmshp Pattern Membership Decimal 10 (6) The result from the Radial 
Basis Function Link 
Network (RBFLN). Values 
fall in the range 0 to 1. 1 
indicates a mineral 
occurrence and 0 indicates 
the absence of a mineral 
occurrence. The higher the 
value the more closely the 
unique condition resembles 
a pattern in which 'deposit' 
training sites are known to 
occur. Values outside the 
range 0 to 1 result when the 
classification SSE is poor in 
DataXplore.

FuzzyClstr Fuzzy Cluster   The result from the Fuzzy 
Classification. The class to 
which the unique condition 
was assigned.

Pat# Pattern <#>   A series of fields, one for 
each class defined during 
the fuzzy clustering. The 
value is a measure in the 
range 0 to 1 of the fuzzy 
membership of closeness of 
the unique condition to that 
particular pattern or class.

PNN PNN Decimal  The results of the 
Probabilistic Neural 
Network (PNN). (RBFLN). 
Values fall in the range 0 to 
1. 1 indicates a mineral 
occurrence and 0 indicates 
the absence of a mineral 
occurrence. The higher the 
value the more closely the 
unique condition resembles 
a pattern in which 'deposit' 
training sites are known to 
occur. Values outside the 
range 0 to 1 result when the 
classification SSE is poor in 
DataXplore.
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Compare Results

Three tools are provided in the Spatial Data Modeller as aids to comparing results obtained from the different 
analytical methods. They are:

●     the calculation of an Area Weighted Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficient 
●     the generation of a Map of Rank Differences 
●     the generation of a Quantile-Quantile Plot 

How to use the Compare Results tool 

Common Freatures

Common to all the methods is the need to define the classes of the posterior probability or fuzzy membership 
values that are used for the comparison. With posterior probability derived in a weights-of-evidence or logistic-
regression model, there will be a limited number of actual values computed because there are a finite number 
of unique conditions from your evidence. From a fuzzy logic model or a neural network model made with a 
unique generalization there is potentially a very large number of fuzzy membership values. Because of 
precision considerations, many of these values map not represent significantly different values.  Furthermore, 
the results from different methods may be scaled over a different ranges. Therefore, the ranks or classes of 
values are compared rather than the raw values. For example, weights of evidence will typically generate 
higher probabilities than logistic regression, particularly for the areas predicted to be most favourable. When 
results are compared relatively, eg. using ranks, the results are very similar. So, for example, in the prediction 
of mineral favourability, the 5% of the study area predicted to be most favourable by one method is compared 
with the 5% predicted to be most favourable by the other method rather than the absolute probabilities 
generated by either method. There are often subjective or expert decisions that must be considered to define 
the significant classes or ranks. To help define the number of significant class see the Area vs. Posterior 
Probability tool.

Having by some process decided the number of significant classes and how to reclassify your data to obtain 
these classes, a common component of each of these Compare Results tools is the ESRI Classification tool, 
typically used in Symbolization, shown below. When you start to compare two response themes, this window 
will appear for each and you can select the method of reclassification and the number of classes, just as is 
familiar in the Symbolization process. ESRI has some process to define the default number, which may or 
may not be appropriate. In order to successfully compare results it is necessary that both of the results 
to be compared have the same number of classes. So in many cases you will have to select the 
appropriate number of classes. Also, if you specify too many classes than the data will allow, the histogram 
window might be empty or the number of classes shown in the Break Values window will not coincide with 
your selected number of classes. Having decided the appropriate number of classes or ranks to use for the 
comparison, you are prepared for this task in the comparison.

Compare Results initially uses four classes (25% range). If the number is reduced to less than 4, then the 
data are very skewed. If the user chooses a larger number of quantile classes, the number of class breaks 
must the same as the number of classes, else the classifier has selected a lower number due to skewness. 
ESRI states the following about the process of selecting the number of classes: Description of Quantile 
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CoClass 
Quantile to create a classification (using IClassify ) that uses the quantile method to create classes. Quantiles 
have an equal (or close to equal) number of features in each class. The quantile method will handle skewed 
data (data where a high percentage of the features have same value, e.g., zero) by reducing the number of 
classes based on the degree of skewedness. 

There is a known bug in Compare Results when used to compare responses within a SDMUC raster, 
for example to compare a logistic regression response with the associated weights-of-evidence 
response in the same SDMUC file. The Spearman's correlation will be reported as 1. While this 
number is generally about right for logistic regression and weights of evidence from the same 
evidence, the correlation between a Fuzzy Neural Network and RBFLN responses are often highly 
noncorrelated. So Compare Response only works properly when comparing between difference 
SDMUC files. A work around is to run a model twice so the weights-of-evidence response and the 
logistic-regression response or Fuzzy Neuraal Network and RBFLN responses are in separate SDMUC 
rasters. 
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Next Section Contents Home

How to use the Compare Results tool

1.  Select 'Compare Results...' from the ArcSDM menu. The following dialog box is displayed:

The box labelled 'Select layers:' lists all of the rasters available for comparison. The format for each item is 
[theme name . field name]. Valid inputs for comparison are the response grid themes in the active view, which 
includes products from WofE-LR Calculate Response, Fuzzy Logic, and Neural Networks Generate Neural 
Network Inputs. If a grid theme is based on a floating point grid, the field name is specified as 'Value' .

1.  Select two theme-field combinations to compare by clicking each of them. 
2.  Check the comparison techniques you want to use. It is necessary to do each comparison individually. 

The OK button will activate.
3.  Click OK.
4.  If the area weighted Spearman's rank correlation is calculated, specify the filename and location of the 

dBase file when prompted. The default file name is wsr#.dbf, but it will be labeled Area Weighted 
Spearman's Rank # in the table of contents in the Source listing.

5.  If the map of rank differences is generated, specify the name and location of the source grid when 
prompted. The default name is diff#. This diff# raster will be added to the table of contents in a Map 
Grouping labeled Map Results Differences with a map in the group reflecting the names of the 
compared response themes. It is necessary to symbolize this raster interactively using the RnkDffrnce 
attribte using a unique symbolization. RnkDffrnce represent the difference between the class ranks.

6.  If a Quantile-Quantile Plot is selected, a chart will be created that is called Quantile-Quantile Plot. The 
chart is saved in the list of graphs able under the Tools menu. The blue line in the chart is the 
Quantile-Quantile line for the two data sets. The Y-axis refers to the name in the chart caption. The X-
axis is labeled with the second file selected. The green line in the plot is a plot of equal values in X 
and Y, a 1:1 line. If the two response themes are exactly equal the blue line will overlay the green line.
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Next Section Contents Home

Area Weighted Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficient

If data in one data set are being compared to data in another data set, the two data sets are combined to 
create a unique conditions grid so that ranks can be compared for the coincident areas. (If data from two 
fields in the attribute table of the same data set (grid them) are being compared this step is not necessary.) 
The data is transformed to ranks. The mean rank is calculated and the area associated with unique condition 
or polygon determined. An algorithm to calculate the following equation is used to calculate the coefficient:

rs is reported in a table based on a dBase file.

rs varies from 1 (perfect correlation) through 0 (no correlation or independence) to -1 (perfect negative 
correlation).

When processing is complete, the location of the table containing the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient 
and the name of the view containing the map of rank differences is reported:

Next Section Contents Home
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Map of Rank Differences

Ranks are generated as specified by the user. The grid themes being compared are reclassified by rank and 
a unique conditions grid is generated that is the basis of the map of rank differences. For each unique 
condition, the difference between the source ranks is calculated and appended to the attribute table, the 
RnkDffrnce attribute. It is this difference that is mapped. The map is primarily a visual tool: areas where the 
input maps match can be coloured grey; the greater the first ranked data is than the second, the greater the 
saturation of, for example, red; and the greater the rank of the second map is than the first, the greater the 
saturation of, for example, green. The user must select the symbolization.
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Next Section Contents Home

Quantile-Quantile Plot

The grid themes being compared are reclassified, typically by the quantile method, and a unique conditions grid is 
generated. The input probabilities or fuzzy memberships of the input ranks are plotted against each other on an X-Y plot 
such as shown below on the left. The title at the top indicates that sdmuc14 wofe.Post Prob is Breaks2, the blue line. 
This file is plotted on the Y axis. The values for the X axis are labeled, in this case sdmuc13 logplo1.LRPost Probs. So 
the blue line is the plot of the responses from the two inputs. The green line is the a plot of equal values, a 1:1 plot. If 
both inputs had equal values, the blue line would be on the green line. The plot on the right below, shows another 
example comparing two logistic regression models. Note some aspects of these plots can be modified using the 
properties of the chart by right clicking on the blue title bar and selecting properties.
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Associate Responses With Point Theme...

This function allows you to determine the final probabilities or fuzzy memberships at the locations of the training 
points you input to any of the models. Or, at some other set of points in the study area. This function creates a table 
that contains information about the locations of a set of points and the probabilities calculated at those points. 

When you select this item from the ArcSDM menu, a dialog appears, prompting you to select a point theme and a 
response theme.

ArcSDM first appends a new field, RecordID, to your point theme's attribute table and writes the number of each 
record to that field. This ensures that each point has a unique identifier. A new .dbf file is created with one record for 
each point. In each record, the unique record number, as well as the x and y coordinates for each point, are written.

ArcSDM then determines in which unique condition (record) in the response theme each point is located and copies 
the posterior probability, posterior logit, sum of weights, etc. from the response theme's attribute table to the new 
table. The final .dbf table contains in one place, the location of each of the points and the responses measured at 
those locations.

How can I symbolize or display the probability information at each point

You can either join the new table to your point theme using the RecordID in both tables as the 'to' and 'from' join 
fields, or you can add the new table to a Data Frame as an XY Data using the Tools/Add XY Data.

To join the associated .dbf table to your point theme: Arc-View on-line Help Topic: joining tables

To create an XY theme: In the Tools menu, select Add XY Data.

Arc-View on-line Help Topic: themes, adding

Next Top Home
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Normalize Grid

This function creates a grid that contains the normalized values of the input grid, that is the values of 
the input grid scaled between 0 and 1. The input grid may be either integer or floating point. In the case 
of an integer grid, the only the cell values (appearing in the 'Value' field) can be normalized. 

The equation to perform the normalization is:

output grid = (input grid - grid of minimum input value) / grid of 
maximum input value

To normalize a grid:

●     Select 'Normalize Grid...' from the ArcSDM3 menu.
●     Select the grid theme to process when prompted. (The first active grid theme, if any, will be the 

default selection.
●     Specify a name and location for the new theme when prompted. The default name is 

'SDMUC#_<Joined table name>.<attribute> in the current working directory. An name of the file 
might be SMDUC9_SDMUC9_wofe.Post_Prob, where the SDMUC9_wofe.dbf table is joined to 
the SDMUC9 attribute table. The posterior probability attribute (Post_Prob) was the selected 
attribute in the joined SDMUC9_wofe.dbf table.

●     The new theme will be added to the active view  where the user can symbolize it.

Next Section Contents Home
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Area  vs

Area  vs. Probability – enabled when a response theme is active.

Reads the areas and posterior probabilities from the attribute table of a response theme. Creates a 
new table (default name is freq<#>.dbf) and writes the cumulative areas and corresponding 
probabilities. Then creates an XY chart of the table values. The table can be opened in software other 
than ArcMap, that reads the dBase file format, to create a more complex chart. A better display is often 
obtained by graphing the freq file in Excel with one or all of the axis in a log scale. See the example 
below. This chart suggests there are 3 classes in this model. The first class includes about 90% of the 
area, the second class is the cluster of points that are much less than 0.01 LR Posterior Probability 
and just below 100%. The final class is the tiny area with a Posterior probability near 0.05.

Home
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Create Raster...

The Create Raster... option allows you to create a new raster based on a joined attribute. This is useful 
when it is desired for example to have a raster with the value attribute equal to posterior probability or 
the total uncertainty. The default name for the new raster is SMDUC17_SMDUC17_wofe.Post_Prob, 
where the first SDMUC17 is the name of the source raster, the SMDUC17_wofe indicates that the 
source table name, that is the joined table, and after the dot the Post_Prob is the selected attribute. 

To create a new raster from a joined attribute:

1. Select Create Raster... from the ArcSDM3 Post Processing menu.

2. Select the raster layer you want to process from the dialog.

3. Select the joined table from the drop-down list of tables already joined. If a joined table is not 
available, you can join the desired table with the Join button. The table to be joined should be in the 
project table of contents.

4. Select the floating- or real-valued attribute in the selected joined table that is to be used for the value 
of the new raster.
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3. Click 'Create' to calculate the new raster..

Home
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Help on Help

This section should probably be unnecessary but here are the main components of the help facilities in 
ArcSDM3.-

●     Installation 
●     Help in the ArcMap interface 
●     ArcSDM3 On-line Help 
●     ArcMap Comments 
●     PDF document 

Installation

The instructions for installing the on-line help documentation are provided in the section for general 
installation instructions. There are a few options but essentially you need to:

Decide where you want to put the help files and copy or unzip them at this location. (You can also use 
them from CD-ROM.)

The first time you invoke the on-line help, tell ArcSDM3 where the sdmhelp.htm file is and whether you 
prefer to use Netscape or Internet Explorer.

Help in the ArcMap interface

ArcMap provides help messages in the application status bar located in the lower left corner of its main 
menu frame. Information is provided about currently running processes or about controls (menu 
choices, buttons and tools) in the user interface. Rest the mouse on a control to view the help 
message, for example the message shown in the following screen capture appears when the mouse 
passes over the 'Open Theme Table' button in the view interface.

Help has been supplied for all of ArcSDM3's interface controls (menu choices, buttons and tools), as 
well as many dialog controls. If further information in the on-line documentation (see next item), the 
message contains a reminder that this help can be displayed by holding down the shift key while 
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clicking or selecting the control.

On-line Help

A set of HTML files provide on-line documentation that is integrated with ArcSDM3. Access this help by 
holding down the Shift key while selecting a control in the ArcSDM3 interface. There are several 
access points from the interface as follows:

the Spatial Data Modeller menu items: select the menu item while holding down the Shift key

button and tool controls: click while holding down the Shift key

selected dialog controls: click or make a selection in the dialog control while holding down the Shift key

ArcMap Comments

ArcSDM3 generates many different ArcMap documents and themes, as well as source files for these. 
To assist in the management of these outputs, all of the ArcSDM3 functions writes comments for each 
document or theme that it generates. These comments include:

●     the ArcSDM3 function that created the document or theme
●     the path and name of the source file of the document or theme, if there is any
●     any associated documents or themes and the paths and names of their source files

These comments can be viewed and edited through the standard ArcMap interface as follows:

For documents:

Open the document.

Select 'Properties...' from the 'document' menu, i.e. the 'Table' menu for a Table document.

For example: ArcMap On-line Help Topic: documenting a view

For themes:

Make a theme active.

Select 'Properties...' from the 'Theme' menu.

ArcMap On-line Help Topic: properties --> Setting a theme's properties

ArcSDM3 Documentation in PDF format
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The ArcSDM3 HTML documentation is also provided in PDF format both to facilitate easier printing 
and the convenience of having all the documentation in one file. 

An Acrobat reader is required to read PDF files. You can download the Acrobat reader for free from 

Click to open sdmhelp.pdf.

Next Section Contents Home
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Files created by ArcSDM2

This is a reference to the files created by various functions in ArcSDM2. In most cases you will be 
prompted for a file name, so you can specify a name other than the default. Several files, including 
temporary files, are created behind the scenes. Text in brackets <> indicates a variable part of the 
default file name. If the Created when box is empty, the file is always generated when the specified 
function is run.

Default Name Format Source Function Created when...

Permanent    

<Data Frame Name>_Data Types of 
Evidential Themes.dbf dBase

Calculate Theme 
Weights... / 
Calculate Response 
Theme.../ 
DefineFuzzy 
Membership.../ 
Check Conditional 
Indepedence.../ 
Generate Neural 
Network Input Files.../ 
Help...

the file does not 
already exist and 
a function is run 
during which the 
user provides 
information about 
the data type 
(ordered or free), 
or the missing 
data integer for 
an evidential 
theme

<Data Frame 
Name>_AnalysisParameters.txt

ASCII text Set Analysis 
Parameters...

the ArcSDM2 
analysis 
parameters are 
changed.

<evidential theme>.txt ASCII text Calculate Theme 
Weights...

the box labeled 
'Write results to a 
text file.' is 
checked

<evidential theme>-CT.dbf dBase Calculate Theme 
Weights...

the calculate 
Categorical or All 
buttons are 
clicked.

<evidential theme>-CA.dbf dBase Calculate Theme 
Weights...

the calculate 
Cumulative 
(Descending) or 
All buttons are 
clicked.
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<evidential theme>-CD.dbf dBase Calculate Theme 
Weights...

the calculate 
Cumulative 
(Ascending) or All 
buttons are 
clicked.

Gen_<evidential theme weights table>.
dbf dBase Generalize Evidential 

Theme...

Generalize 
Evidential Theme 
function is used.

sdmuc<#> RASTER/
INFO

Calculate Response 
Theme... /  
Generate Neural 
Network Input Files...

 

sdmuc<#>_woe.dbf dBase Calculate Response 
Theme...

when the Weights 
of Evidence 
option is selected

sdmuc<#>_woevar.dbf dBase Calculate Response 
Theme...

when the Weights 
of Evidence 
option is selected

sdmuc<#>_wofe.dbf dBase Calculate Response 
Theme...

when the Weights 
of Evidence 
option is selected

sdmuc<#>_logpol.dbf dBase Calculate Response 
Theme...

the Logistic 
Regression 
option is selected

sdmuc<#>_lrcoef.dbf dBase Calculate Response 
Theme...

the Logistic 
Regression 
option is selected

flmdl<#>.dbf dBase
Define Fuzzy 
Membership and 
Fuzzy Logic...

during 
Fuzzification and 
Fuzzy Logic 
calculations to 
store the details 
of the processing 
steps.
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FM<evidential theme> Raster
Define Fuzzy 
Membership

the result of 
Fuzzification, 
process of 
applying fuzzy 
membership

and<#> RASTER
Fuzzy Logic.../  
Process Existing 
Model...

 

or<#> RASTER
Fuzzy Logic.../  
Process Existing 
Model...

 

sum<#> RASTER
Fuzzy Logic.../  
Process Existing 
Model...

 

prd<#> RASTER
Fuzzy Logic.../  
Process Existing 
Model...

 

gau<#> RASTER
Fuzzy Logic.../  
Process Existing 
Model...

 

ndtp<#>.shp Shapefile Generate Random 
Training Points...  

class<#>.dta Text Generate Neural 
Network Input Files...

Either the RBFLN 
or Fuzzy 
Clustering neural 
network options 
are selected

train<#>.dta Text Generate Neural 
Network Input Files...

The RBFLN 
neural network 
option is selected

*.par Text
DataXplore and 
GeoXplore: RBFLN - 
Train

The RBFLN 
training function is 
completed.

*.rbn Text
DataXplore and 
GeoXplore: RBFLN - 
Classify

The  RBFLN 
classification 
function is complete
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*.cen Text 
DataXplore and 
GeoXplore: Fuzzy 
Clustering - Train

The Fuzzy neural 
network training is 
complete.

*.fuz Text
DataXplore and 
GeoXplore: Fuzzy 
Clustering - Classify

The Fuzzy neural 
network 
classification is 
complete.

*.prb Text GeoXplore PNN - train
The PNN training 
is complete

*.pnn Text
GeoXplore PNN - 
Classify

The PNN 
classification is 
complete.

sdmuc<#>_nnrslt.dbf dBase
Read Results from 
Neural Network 
Module...

Combined rbn and 
fuz files in DBF 
format for joining 
to the unit 
conditions. 

wsr<#>.dbf dBase Compare Results...

the Area 
Weighted 
Spearman's Rank 
option is selected

diff<#> RASTER/
INFO Compare Results...

the Map of Rank 
Differences 
option is selected

Pntrsp<#>.dbf dBase Associate Probabilities 
with Points...

 

Nwgrd<#> RASTER/
INFO Normalize RASTER...  

<layer>_<join table name>.<attribute 
name>

RASTER Create Raster... create a new 
raster from an 
attribute in a table 
joined to a raster.

Ctact# RASTER Extract Contacts... extract contacts 
from a RASTER 
Theme
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Ctact#.shp (.dbf/.shx) Shapefile Extract Contacts... extract contacts 
from a Feature 
Theme

Freq#.dbf dBase
Chart Cumulative Area 
vs Posterior Probability 
tool

 

Temporary    

~sdmtemp\<evidential theme> RASTER Calculate Response 
Theme... /  
Check Conditional 
Independence... /  
Generate Neural 
Network Input Files...

 

~sdmtemp\case.dat Text Calculate Response 
Theme...

the Logistic 
Regression 
parameter is 
selected

~sdmtemp\cumfre.tba Text Calculate Response 
Theme...

the Logistic 
Regression 
parameter is 
selected

~sdmtemp\logco.dat Text Calculate Response 
Theme...

the Logistic 
Regression 
parameter is 
selected

~sdmtemp\logpol.out Text Calculate Response 
Theme...

the Logistic 
Regression 
parameter is 
selected

~sdmtemp\logpol.tba Text Calculate Response 
Theme...

the Logistic 
Regression 
parameter is 
selected

~sdmtemp\sdmlr.bat Text Calculate Response 
Theme...

the Logistic 
Regression 
parameter is 
selected
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$AVEXT\param.dat Text Calculate Response 
Theme...

the Logistic 
Regression 
parameter is 
selected

Home
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Statistical Pattern Integration for Mineral Exploration* 

F.P. Agterberg, G.F. Bonham-Carter, and D.F. Wright 
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Geological Survey of Canada Contribution No. 24088 

ABSTRACT

The method of statistical pattern integration used in this paper consists of reducing each set of mineral
deposit indicator features on a map to a pattern of relatively few discrete states. In its simplest form the
pattern for a feature is binary representing its presence or absence within a small unit cell; for example,
with ar ea of 1 km 2 on a 1:250 ,000 map . The featu re of interest n eed not oc cur within  the unit cell; its
"presence" may ind icate that the unit cell occurs within a  given distance from a linear or curvilinear feature
on a geoscience map. By using Bayes’ rule, two probabilities can be computed that the unit cell contains a
deposit. The log odds of the unit cell's posterior probability is obtained by adding weights W+ or W - for
presence  or absenc e of the featu re to the log od ds of the prio r probability . If a binary patte rn is positively
correlated with deposits, W+ is positive and the contrast C=W+-W - provides a measure of the strength of
this correlation. Weights for patterns with more than two states also can be computed and special
consideration can be given to unknown data. Addition of weights from several patterns results in an
integrated pattern of posterior probabilities. This final map subd ivides the stud y region into a reas of unit
cells with different probabilities of con taining a mineral deposit. In this paper, statistical pattern
integratio n is app lied to occurrence of go ld miner alization in Meguma T errane , eastern  mainlan d Nova
Scotia, Canada. 

INTRODUCTION

Geoscience maps of different types are to be integrated for target selection in mineral exploration. The
geologist stacks the se maps an d looks for co mbinations of indicato rs favorable fo r occurren ce of depo sits
of different types. The calculations required for mathematical analysis of digitized patterns for points,
lines, and ar eas have be en greatly aide d by the de velopment o f microcom puter base d geographic
information systems for th e treatment o f map data (B onham-C arter, Agterberg, a nd Wrigh t, 1988). T his
has led us to develop further a new method for statistical pattern inte- gration simulating the practice of
exploration geologists to combine maps for deline- ating favorable areas. This method was proposed
initially by Agterberg (in press) for combining geophysical survey data with prior probabilities of
occurren ce of massive s ulfide depo sits in the Abitib i area of the C anadian Sh ield originally o btained in
1971. The prior probability for a massive sulfide deposit being in a small unit cell was assumed to be
constant within a larger cell. The frequency of massive sulfide deposits had been estimated by regression
analysis from lithological and other variables systematically coded for such larger cells. Other geoscience
data for the same area (B ouguer anomalies, aerom agnetic anomalies, and bo undaries betwee n tertiary
drainage basins) had been quantified later as patterns of two or more mutually exclusive states by Assad
and Favini (1980). The patterns for proximity to aeromagnetic anomalies and bouinlaries between
drainage ba sins were b inary, need ing only two  colors (blac k and white ) for represe ntation. It was  possible
to compute weights W i

+ and W i
- representing the states of presence and absence in the unit cell for each

binary pattern i. 

In Assad a nd Favin i (1980 ), the pa ttern for  the Bouguer an omaly h ad five  distinct states with different
colors. In Agterbe rg (in press), a w eight W j

+ was computed for each color j of this pattern with more than
two states. At any point within the study area, the weights for the geophysical variables were added to the



Figure 1. Artificial example to illustrate concept of combining two binary pat- terns related to
occurrence of mineral deposits; (A) outcrop pattern of rock type, lineaments, and mineral deposits;
(B) rock type and deposits dilatated to unit cells; (C) lineaments dilatated to corridors; (D) super-
position of three patterns.

log odds of the prior probability. This gave the log odds of the posterior probability. Because the patterns
combined with one another all consisted of polygons, the final product was also polygonal with different
colors for classes defined for the posterior probability per unit cell. The addition of weights W+ or W - is
perm itted  only  if the  patte rns being integr ated  are condition ally  independent of occur renc e of d eposits.  In
the Abitibi study it was shown that this condition is satisfied approximately for the geophysical variables.
In this paper, the method will be ap plied to gold deposits in Me guma Terrane, No va Scotia. 

An advantage of the statistical pattern integration method with respect to most existing methods in the

field of regional resource evaluation (e.g., logistic regression) is that a pattern need be available only for

parts of the study region. However, if one or more patterns are missing at a given place, the estimated

posterior probability has less certainty than those based on more or all patterns. This type of uncertainty,

the result of one or more missing pa tterns, will be studied later in the pape r. 

Finally, special attention should be given to verification of the theoretical assumption of conditional
independ ence. Th e simple add ition of we ights for differen t features is pe rmitted only  if this assump tion is
satisfied. In general, the possibility of occur rence of conditional dependence increases with an increasing
number of patterns. Failure of the method in this respect would lead to discrepancies between frequencies
as predicted by the posterior probability map and the corresponding observed frequencies. If the
assumption of conditional independence is not satisfied, the theoretical frequencies would exceed the
observed frequencies in the most favorable parts of the region. At the end of the paper, we provide a
statistical test for comparing the theoretical and observed frequencies with one another. First, the method
of statistical pattern integration will be explained  by using a simple artificial example. 

Figure 1 illustrates the concept of combining two binary patterns for which it may be assumed that they
are related to occurrence  of mineral deposits of a given type. Figure 1A shows locations of six deposits,
the outcrop pattern of a roc k type (B) with which  several of the deposits may be a ssociated (see Fig. 1B),
and two lineamen ts which have been d ilated in Figure 1 C to provide corrido rs (C). Within the corrido rs
the likelihood  of locating dep osits may be  greater than els ewhere  in the study  region. Poin ts situated bo th
on the rock ty pe and w ithin the linea ment corrid ors may ha ve the largest pro bability of co ntaining dep osits
(see Fig. 1D ). In Figures 1B  to 1D, the d eposits are su rrounded  by a small un it area. This a llows us to
estimate the u nconditio nal probab ility p(d) that a u nit area con tains one deposit if it is locate d random ly



Figure 2. Venn diagrams corresponding to areas of binary patterns in Figure 1;  (A) is for Figure 1 B;  (B) is for
Figure 1 C; (C) is  for Figure 1 D.

within the study area, and the conditional probabilities p(d | b), p(d | c), and p(d | be) for occurrences on
rock type, corridors and overlap of rock type and corridors, respectively. These probabilities are estimated
by counting how many deposits occur within the areas occupied by the polygons of their patterns. The
relationships between the two patterns B and C, and the deposits, D, can be represented by Venn diagrams
as shown sche matically in Figure 2. 

METHOD OF STATISTICAL PATTERN INTEGRATION 

For the roc k type (B) an d the corridors (C), the r elative areas as signed to the se ts and their o verlap (BC ) in
the Venn  diagrams are e qual to the c orrespon ding relative area s in the study  region. The  set for depo sits
(D) is show n as a broken  line in Figure 2  to indicate tha t its relative area de pends on  size of the un it cell.
In Figure 2C, D is divided into four su bsets which can b e written as BCD , BCD, BC D, and BC D where
each bar indicates complement or "absence" of B or C. The relative areas of the subsets is equal to the
relative proportions of total number of deposits belonging to the subsets . Suppose th at relative area is
written as Mes (for me asure). Then B a nd C are condition ally independent of D  if 

This is equivalent to assuming either 

The latter two expressions can be readily visualized by comparing Figure 2A to Figure 2C and Figure 2B
to Figure 2C, respectively. Obviously, B and C are not necessarily conditionally independent of D.
Howe ver, this assump tion is consid erably w eaker than as suming that tw o patterns a re statistically
independ ent. For ex ample, if B w ere indepe ndent of C , we wo uld have exactly: 

In our type of  application , Mes(B C) is greater tha n Mes(B ) x Mes(C ) because  both B an d C are po sitively
correlated with D. 



The relatio nship betw een B, C , and D ca n be expre ssed by the  following (2 x2x2) tab le of proba bilities: 

Here B,  C, and D  are regarded  as random  variables wh ich are eithe r present or a bsent in a un it cell.
Absence is indicated by a bar. The eight probabilities in this table add up to one. If the assumption of
condition al indepen dence of B  and C ho lds true, the eigh t probabilities  in the table als o are mutua lly
related by: 

This result fo llows from  combining th e first part of E quation (2 ) with the ide ntities: 

Equation (4) implies that all eight probabilities in the table can be determined from only five individual
probabilities or functions of probabilities. In our approach we 

will use for these five constants, the prior probability p(d) and the weights Wb
+, Wb

-, Wc
+ and Wc

- defined

as: 

Weights of evidence W+ and W - were previously used  by Spiegelhalter (1986). 

Two binary patterns, B and C, give four posterior probabilities for D=d. These are 

  It is convenient to work with odds (O) instead of probabilities

with O= p/(l-p) and p =O/(1+O ). Then: 



This is the extension of Bayes' rule which holds true only if B and C are conditionally independent with 

with di=d (for i=l) or d i=d (for i=O). 

Previous applications of the assumption of conditional independence in mineral exploration include those
by Duda and others (1977) and Singer and Kouda (1988). Even if this assumption is not satisfied, we
always h ave: 

and equiva lent expres sions for O (d | b), O(d | c), and  O(d | c). The  latter are formu lations of B ayes' rule
which has had  many previous geological application s (cf. Harbaugh, Do veton, and Davis, 1977).
Extensio ns of Equ ation (7) to mo re than two  patterns are  readily mad e. For exa mple, if A is con ditionally
independ ent of B an d C, then: 

with seven equivalent expre ssions. 

Part of the u sefulness o f this approa ch for mine ral exploratio n results from  the fact that it can be assumed
that weights such as Wb+ are independent of the prior probability p(d). For example, if there would be as
many undiscovered deposits in the region as there are known deposits, then the prior probability p(d)
becomes twice as large. However, weights such as Wb+ =loge p(b | d)/p(b | d) remain the same even if p(d)
is changed provided that the proportion of new deposits associated with B=b would not change during
exploration in future. 

APPLICATION TO GOLD DEPOSITS IN MEGUMA TERRANE 

Wright, Bonham-Carter, and Rogers, (1988) have used regression analysis to determine the multielement
lake-sediment geochemical signature that best predicts the catchment basins containing gold occurrences
in Meguma Terrane, eastern mainland Nova Scotia (see Fig. 3). Their geochemical signature was reduced
to a ternary pattern (Fig. 4) for this study. Bonham-Carter and others (1988) have coregistered and
analyzed a variety of regional geoscience data sets for this same study area using a geographic information
system. A number of these  data sets also are used in this pap er. 

Bonham-Carter and others (1988) have pointed out that the mechanism of gold mineralization in the study
area is not well understood. Various authors have proposed different genetic models, emphasizing
stratigraphic control, structural control, or importance of the intrusive granites as a source of mineral-rich
hydrothe rmal fluids. D ifferent proc esses have p layed a role  in the formatio n of some o r all of the gold
deposits. By the method given in this paper, the spatial relationships to gold mineralization of patterns
based on different genetic mo dels can be compa red and integrated with on e another. 





The patter ns to be com bined w ith one ano ther are: (1) D rainage basin s classified ac cording to favo rability
index derive d from lake sed iment geoch emistry (Fig. 4); (2 ) Bedroc k geology (see F ig. 3); (3) Proxim ity
to axial traces  of Acadian  anticlines (se e Fig. 5); (4) Pro ximity to NW -trending linea ments; (5) Pr oximity
to Devonian granites (see Fig. 6); and (6) Proximity (within the Goldenville Formation) to the contact
between  Golden ville and Halif ax Forma tions. The  weights estim ated for thes e six patterns  are show n in
Table 1. The final map (Fig. 7) obtained by adding the computed weights to the log prior odds delineates
subareas where  most or all favorable conditions exist an d can be used in gold ex ploration. 

Four of the six patterns integrated with one another are for proximity to linear or curvilinear features.
Binary patterns (e.g., Figs. 5 and 6) were selected in each of these situations after studying how size of
neighborhood influences the contrast C=W+ - W - which provides a measure of the strength of correlation
between  a point 





Table  l. Weigh ts for modeling po sterior p robab ility of a go ld depo sit occu ring in a 1  km2 area.

Map Pattern W+ W -

Geochemical Signature 1.0047 -0.1037

Anticline Axes 0.5452 -0.7735

N.W. Lin eaments -0.0185 0.00062

Granite Contact 0.3150 -0.0562

Goldenville-Halifax Contact 0.3682 -0.2685

Bedrock Geology*

   Halifax Formation -1.2406

   Goldenville Formation 0.3085

   Granite -1.7360

* A ternary pattern where units are mutually exclusive, and weights W - for absence are not used.



pattern and  a binary pa ttern. The e xpected valu e of C is zero  if the depos its are rando mly distribute d with
respect to the pattern. The p roperties of C will be studied  later in this paper. The bedro ck geology pattern
(see Fig. 3) has three states (Goldenville Formation, Halifax Formation, and Devonian granite) and W j

+

values were computed for each of these states. When the feature is unknown in parts of the study region,
no weight is a dded or su btracted for  the unit cells. T he feature th en has a tern ary pattern w ith discrete
states fo r presen ce, absence and unkn own, r espect ively. Th e geochemical fa vorability  index for lake
drainage basins was quantified as a ter- nary pattern (see Figure 4) with W+ for most favorable signature
basins, W - for less favorable basins, and zero  weight (W o=0) for p arts of th e region w ithout la ke draina ge
basins. 

Weights for presences or absences of features obtained from different map patterns can be added if the
theoretical assumption of co nditional independe nce is satisfied. Although it may not be p ossible to verify
this assumption for all pairs of patterns co mbined with one  another, statistical tests can be used to co mpare
theoretical frequencies of deposits with their corresponding observed frequencies for subareas with the
same posterior probab ilities on the integrated pattern. 

PRACTICAL EXAMPLE OF ESTIMATION OF WEIGHTS 

The weights for individual pa tterns in Table 1 used to ob tain the integrated pattern of Figure 7 w ere
obtained from the data w hich are shown  in Table 2. The w idths of the corridors for linear features  were
selected by studying con trasts for different widths as will be ex plained in the next section. 

Table 2 Data used to compute weights W+ and W - of Table 1 and their stand ard deviations s(W +) and 
s(W -)

Map Pattern Corridor

width

Area 

(in km2)

Gold

occ. W+ s(W+) W- s(W-)

Geochemical

Signature

164.9 10 1.0047 0.3263 -0.1037 0.13278

Anitcline Axes 2.5 km 1276 .4 .50 0.5452 0.1443 -0.7735 0.2370

N.W. Lineaments 1.0 km 749.7 17 -0.0185 0.2453 0.0062 0.1417

Granite Contact 1.0 km 3825 .5 12 0.3150 0.2932 -0.0563 0.1351

Goldenville/

Halifax

2.0 km 1029 .4 34 0.3682 0.1744 -0.2685 0.1730

Halifax Formation 441.9 3 -1.2406 0.5793 0.1204 0.1257

Goldenville

Formation

2020 .9 63 0.3085 0.1280 -1.4690 0.4484

Devonian Granite 482.2 2 -1.7360 0.7086 0.1528 0.1248

An example of calculation of the positive weights W+ and the negative weights of one of the features W - is
as follows: Fifty gold occurrences are situated on the corridors of the anticline axes. The combined area of
these co rridors i s 1276 .4 km2. The total study area contains n(d)=68 gold occurrences and measures
2945.0 km2. The total number of unit cells can be set equal to n=2945. It follows that n(i)= n-n(d)=2877.
Our calculations may he based on frequencies (= p×n) instead of on probabilities p. Then:   



From n(bd) = 50 and  = 18, it follow s that  = 1226 and    = 1651. Conse quently, 

The we ights reported  in Table 2 d iffer slightly from th ese numb ers, becau se they w ere based  on slightly
more precise estimates of areas. 

Table 2 also show s estimates of standard deviations of W + and W -. These were obtained from the

variances: 

These formulae are consistent with the asymptotic expression for the contrast to the discussed in the next
section. Spiegelhalter and Knill-Jones (1984) have used similar formula to obtain standard errors of the
weights. The only difference between their formulae and ours is that Spiegelhalter and Knill-Jones (1984)
applied a correction based on the theory of binary data analysis to help remove bias from their estimated
weights as well as from the co rresponding variances. 

Eight of the sixteen weights in Ta ble 2 are more than tw ice as large, in absolute value, as their standard

deviation. These eight weights probably are different from zero, because the 95 percent confidence
interval for hypothetical zero w eight is ap- proximately equal to ±  2s. 

We have used asymptotic maximum likelihood expressions (cf. Bishop, Fienberg, and Holland, 1975,
chapter 14) for s. Such expressions are valid only if a number of conditions are satisfied including the
condition  that the prob abilities in the (2 x2) table are  neither large (=  close to one ) nor small (= c lose to
zero). The latter condition m ay have been violated during estimation  of the relatively large standard
deviations of negative weights for rock types in the lower part of Table 2, because these are based on
relatively few deposits. For example, only two gold occurrences on Devonian granite contribute 0.5 to the
variance of their weight (= -1.7360), and therefore, account for most of the value of s(W+) = 0.7086
(bottom line of Table 2) w hich is probably too large. 

The standard deviation of a posterior probability can he estimated as follows. The variance s2(p) of the
prior probability p satisfies approx imately p/n. For p = 68/29 45 = 0.0231, this yields the  standard
deviation s(p) = 0.0028. The corresponding standard deviation of loge (p/(l-p)) = -3.7 450 is app roximately
equal to s/p =  0.1213. T his follows  from the app roximate ide ntity for any  variable x w ith mean x: 



Suppose that a unit cell has the following features: Its geochemical signature is unknown; it occurs in the
Goldenville Formation not near a granite contact, and in the proximities of an anticline axis, NW
lineament, and Goldenville/Halifax contact. Then the log posterior odds is -2.598 as can be seen when the
appropriate weights are added. The variance of the log posterior odds is derived by adding variances of
weights to the variance of the log prior odds. It follows that the standard deviation of the log posterior
odds amo unts to 0.40 1. The po sterior prob ability of the u nit cell contain ing a deposit b ecomes 0. 069 with
approximate standard deviation equal to 0.069×0.401 = 0.028. In this way, a standard deviation can be
estimated for each of the posterior probabilities on a final integrated pattern. However, it will be shown
later that if one or more patterns are missing, the standard deviation of the posterior probability should be
increased due to the lack of knowledge. Because no information on geochemical signature is available for
the unit cell in preceding examp le, the final standard deviation beco mes 0.042 instead of 0 .028 (see later).
Although this final value (=0.042) is greater than the standard deviation (=0.028) computed from the
uncertainties associated with the prior probability and the weights of Table 2, it is less than the standard
deviation (=0 .087) of the  posterior pro bability (=0. 169) arising w hen the un it cell conside red for exa mple
in this section would ha ve favorable geochemical signature. 

CORRELATION BETWEEN PATTERN AND DEPOSITS 

The con trast Cb=Wb
+ -Wb

-  for a pattern B provides a convenient measure of the strength of correlation
between  B and the  pattern of de posits. The  (2x2) table  of probab ilities with marginal totals for B  and D is: 

If the deposits a re random ly distributed  within a stu dy region, w ithout prefe rence for b  or b, this table

becomes 

By using the previous definitions of Wb
+ and Wb

-, it then is readily  shown th at Wb
+

 = W j and 

C=Wb
+ - Wb

- =0. 

Table 3 for proximity of gold occurrences to anticline axes in Meguma Terrane, Nova Scotia, shows the
contrast C (x) as a func tion of distan ce x by w hich these lin ear features  were dilate d (in both d irections) to
define the binary pattern previously shown as Figure 5. Thus x is equal to one- half the width of the
corr idor s. Inspect ion o f C(x ) as a  func tion  of x p rovid es a u sefu l too l for d ecid ing on  a good valu e of x . It
should be kept in mind, that C(x) will be less precise for smaller values of x. This is because the number
of deposits  n(bd) from which p( bd) is estimate d then may  be small and  subject to co nsiderable
uncertainty. If, as before, total number of unit cells is written as n, we have p(bd)=n(bd)ln with equivalent

expressions for the other elements of the (2x2) table. 

Table 3. Weights and contrast for anticline binary patterns as function of one-half- width of corridor. Total
area sampled =  2945 km 2; total number of gold occurren ces = 68; * denotes ma ximum contrast. 



CORRIDOR

HALF-

WIDTH (in

km)

CORRIDOR

AREA (in

km2)

GODL OCC.

ON

CORRIDOR W+ W -

CONTRAST

C = W+ - W-

STANDARD

DEV. OF C

0.25 257 16 1.033 -0.181 1.213 0.294

0.50 614 31 0.811 -0.382 1.193 0.248

0.75 809 37 0.707 -0.473 1.180 0.247

1.00 995 43 0.648 -0.599 1.246 0.255

0.25 1276 50 0.545 -0.774 1.319* 0.278

0.50 1488 51 0.408 -0.694 1.101 0.283

1.75 1641 54 0.364 -0.778 1.142 0.302

2.00 1838 57 0.303 -0.857 1.160 0.332

2.25 2007 59 0.248 -0.892 1.140 0.360

2.50 2128 60 0.205 -0.872 1.077 0.379

2.75 2226 61 0.176 -0.878 1.053 0.401

3.00 2341 61 0.124 -0.701 0.824 0.402

Writin g " = ec, the following asymptotic result for large n (see  Bishop, Fienberg, and  Holland, 1975, p.
377) can be used: 

If is small compared to ", it follows fro m Equatio n (13) that th e standard  deviation of C  is

approximately equal to 

In the last column of Table 3, it is shown how this asymptotic standard deviation initially decreases as a
function o f distance. O nce the on e-half-wid th exceed s 0.75 km, the  standard d eviation con tinually
increases. An approximate 95 percent confidence interval for C is provided by ±2ô 4(C). From this it may
be concluded that the values of C shown in Table 3 are significantly greater than zero. Table 4 provides
another example of C(x) as a function of x. Both positive and negative values of C occur in Table 4 which
is for proximity to Devonian granites. The standard deviation of C now continues to decrease for wider
corridors and it is likely that none of the values of C are significantly different from zero. The maximum
value of C corresponds to a proximity of 1 km and this binary pattern was selected for use (cf., Tables 1 

Table 4. Weights and contrast for granite contact corridors as function of corridor width. Total area
sample s = 2945 km2; total number of gold occurren ces = 68; * denotes ma ximum contrast. 



CORRIDOR

WIDTH (in

km)

CORRIDOR

AREA 

(in km)

GOLD OCC.

ON

CORRIDOR W+ W -

CONTRAST

C = W+ - W-

STANDARD

DEV. OF C

0.25 121 3 0.074 -0.003 0.077 0.598

0.50 247 6 0.052 -0.005 0.056 0.433

0.75 319 7 -0.051 0.006 -0.057 0.404

1.00 383 12 0.315 -0.056 0.371* 0.323

1.25 478 13 0.167 -0.036 0.203 0.313

1.50 528 13 0.065 -0.015 0.080 0.312

1.75 582 14 0.043 -0.012 0.054 0.304

2.00 670 14 -0.102 0.028 -0.130 0.303

2.25 715 14 -0.168 0.049 -0.217 0.303

2.50 756 14 -0.226 0.068 -0.299 0.303

2.75 799 15 -0.211 0.069 -0.280 0.293

3.00 865 17 -0.170 0.061 -0.226 0.283

and 2). The corresponding weights for proximity to Devonian granite (cf. Fig. 6) are relatively small and
had relatively little effect on the final map (Fig. 7). 
In mathematical statistics, various functions of " have been proposed to express correlation between two
binary variables. Yule's "measure of association" Q=("-1)/ ("+1) (see Bishop, Fienberg, and Holland,
1976, p. 3 78) is comparable to the ordinary product-moment correlation coefficient for two continuous
variables in tha t it is confined to  the interval [-1, 1 ] with E(Q )=0 for unc orrelated bin ary patterns . It is
readily sho wn that 

which is always p ositive. Consequently, (x) as a function of x would reach its maximum at the same
value of x as C(x) (cf. Table 3). It may be concluded that the contrast C=W+ -W- provides a convenient
measure of strength of correlation b etween the patterns B  and D. 

UNCERTAINTY BECAUSE OF ONE OR MORE MISSING PATTERNS 

In the Introductio n, it was po inted out tha t posterior pro babilities do  not all have the  same precis ion if
some of them are based  on fewer patterns than  others. This situation arises wh en data for a pattern are
missing in parts of the study region. For example, the geochemical signature based on lake drainage basins
is only available for parts of our study area (Meguma Terrane, Nova Scotia). Spiegelhalter (1986, p. 37)
has proposed to regard any prior probability p(d) as the expectation of the possible final probabilities 
p(d | x) that may be obtained on observing data x 



In general,  

For the relationship between B, C, and D: 

The corre sponding var iance is: 

If only B is unknown, the information on C can be added to the prior probability in order to obtain
updated prior probabilities Pb(d) with varianc e: 

follows fro m: 

The expressions for the variances F12 (one pattern missing) and F22 (two patterns ,missing) are
independent of any other patterns for which data were available and ised to change the prior probability.
Extensions to situations with three or more missing patterns are readily made. In our example, only one
pattern is incomplete: geochem ical signature for gold deposits in Me guma Terrane. The  ternary pattern
representing geochemical signature (Fig. 4) shows those parts of the area where this feature could not be
determined. In these places, the probability pb(d) on the final map (Fig. 7) has partial uncertainty that can
be expressed by the standard deviation 1[Pb(d)]. This un certainty is pa rtial because  it becomes z ero in
places where all patterns including the geochemical signature are available, although the posterior
probabilities in these places have the ir own uncertainties w hich can be estimated b y using the standard
deviations of the weights (see before). The latter type of uncertainty of the posterior probability increases
when the pattern for geochemical signature is added. Of course, the uncertainty because of a missing
pattern decreases w hen information on the  pattern is added. 

The weights W+=1.0047 and W-=-0.1037 for the geochemical signature (cf., Table 1) were determined
from likelihood ratios for the entire area. Fo r example, W +=loge p(b | d)/p(b | d)=1.0047 was based on (1)
p(b|1 d)=p(b d)/p(d)=n( bd)/n(d) w ith n(bd)=1 0 and n(d )=68; and  (2) P(b | d)=p(b d)/p(d)=n( bd)/n(d) w ith
n(bd)=16 4.9 - 10=1 54.9 and  n(d)=294 5.0-68=2 877.0. As d iscussed b efore, the w eight W + can be
regarded as independ ent of the prior probability. For this ex ample, approximately the  same value of W + is
obtained when (1) the calculation is based on the subarea (=1765.8 km') with known geochemistry; and
(2) the prior probability within the area with known geochemistry is equal to that for the total study area
(=2945.0 km 2) . The seco nd cond ition implies tha t there wou ld be abou t 41 depos its within the  area with
known data. 
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In reality, this sub area conta ins only 24  gold occurre nces. A revised  weight base d on the su barea only
would amount to 1.5444 which is greater than W+=1.0047, because the subarea contains a larger
proportion (=1012 4) of the deposits. The lesse r weight (W+=1.0047) was used in Figure 7 and now will be
employ ed for e stimating F [pb(d)]. 

For example, the modified prior probability p(d), which is based on all patterns except geochemical
signature, will be set equal to 0.05 and 0.10 within the area without definable lake drainage basins. The
log odds of these values are -2.94 44 and -2.1972 , respectively. Addition of W + and W - provides the
required e stimates of p(d  | b)and p(d | b). Fo r  p(d)=0.05 , these cond itional prob abilities are eq ual to
0.1257 and 0.0453, respectively. For p(b) which also is needed to determine F1 the ratio of favorable area
(=164 .9 km2) to know n area (= 1765.8 km2) can be used. This gives p(b)=0.0934 and p(b)=1-p(b)=0.9066.
Consequen tly, F1 (0.05)=0 .024. By  the same me thod, it follow s that F1 (0.10)=0.042. Previously, it was
pointed out that if a unit cell in the Goldenville Formation with unknown geochemical signature is in the
proximity of all linear features exce pt granite contact, then its posterior proba bility is 0.070 with standard
deviation equal to 0.028. Addition of the uncertainty because of the missing pattern results in the larger
standard deviation of 0.042 . 

For both re vised prior pro babilities p(d )(=0.05 an d 0.10), the  standard d eviation exp ressing unce rtainty is
the result of missing information is about on e-half of p(d), or F1[p(d)].0.5 p(d). This indicates that
outside the lake drainage basins where geochemical information is not available, the posterior probabilities
on the final map (Fig. 5) are less precise than would follow from the uncertainties associated with the prior
probability  and the w eights (Table  2). It is convenien t to express u ncertainty d ue to ignoran ce by a single
statistical param eter (standa rd deviation a , in this section ). It should be kep t in mind, how ever, that this
parameter is estimated from a discrete probability distribution approximating an unknown continuous
frequency distribution. 

TEST FOR GOODNESS-OF-FIT 

As pointed out in the Introduction, the final posterior probability map (Fig. 7) provides expected
frequencies that can be compared to observed frequencies for the known occurrences. Suppose that p,
represents the posterior prob ability after classification. For example, p , may be set e qual to the m idpoints
of the classe s of probab ilities used for c onstructing th e map on w hich Figure 7  is based. Sup pose that, in
total, there are  n deposits (n =68 in Fig. 7).  For each p i, the expec ted frequency amou nts to 

where Ai is the joint area of all polygons with posterior probability pi. The corresponding observed
frequency foi is obtained by counting how many deposits actually occur in the polygons with posterior
probability pi. Table 5 shows  that expected and ob served frequencies are  nearly equal to one another for
the pattern of Figure 7. It is possible to apply the chi-square test with 

The num ber of degree s of freedom  for the corre sponding th eoretical P2(<) is not kno wn. Set ting < equal
to number of classes -1 would give P22 0.05(5)=11.1 for level of significance "=0.05. The estimated
value P22 (=9.8) is less than 11.1 suggesting a good fit of the mo del. 
In this type of application, the theoretical frequencies were determined by assuming conditional
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independ ence of all p atterns. Th e test for goodn ess-of-fit use d in this sectio n would  suggest that this
hypothesis is approximately satisfied. Care has to be taken, however, in interpreting these results, because
an upper bound for the number of degrees of freedom (<) was used. Comparison of observed and
expected frequencies in Table 5 suggests that observed values tend to exceed expected values in the upper
part of the table where pi is relatively large an d that the rever se holds tha t in the lowe r part of Tab le 5. This
might indicate a minor violation of the assumption 

Table 5. Comparison of observed and theoretical frequencies for final integrated pattern of Figure 7. 

Class No. Classes of posterior
probabilities

Observed frequency
(O)

Expected frequency
(E)

(O-E)2

    E

1 0.171-0.235 4 1.1

2 0.141-0.171 3 7 4.4 5.5 0.474

3 0.101-0.190 1 2.7

4 0.082-0.100 1 2 4.3 7.0 3.571

5 0.063-0.081 17 23.9 1.992

6 0.032-0.062 23 16.7 2.377

7 0.022-0.031 5 3.3 0.875

8 0.000-0.021 14 11.6 0.497

Sum = 9.786

of conditional independence. If two or more patterns are conditionally dependent with positive "partial
association" (cf. Bishop, F ienberg, and Holland , 1975, p. 32), the expected frequencies would exceed the
observed frequencies when p, is relatively large, whereas they would be smaller when pi is small. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The application of statistical pattern integration to gold exploration in Nova Scotia was performed using
SPANS-A quadtree-b ased GIS. SPANS runs on IBM  PC compatible un der DOS. The  work described here
was carried out on an 80386 machine with 70 mb hard drive. SPANS accepts a variety of inputs of vector
and raster d ata and pe rmits the user to  move readily  in and out o f DOS, so th at other DO S compatible
software can be ex ecuted on mutually sh ared data files. 

This paper is concerned primarily with three problems: (1) Construction of optimum binary patterns for
linear features in order to represent the relationship between these features and occurrence of mineral
deposits; (2) Statistical integration of patterns for linear features and polygon patterns for areal features
representing geochemistry and rock types; and (3) Development of a measure of uncertainty which is the
result of missing information. 

In order to resolve the first problem (1), a sequence of increasingly wide corridors around the linear
features was constructed using SPANS. The choice of optimum width was made on the basis of the
contrast C  which me asures cor relation betw een a bina ry pattern an d a point pa ttern. An asy mptotic
formula was used to estimate. the standard deviation of C. Statistical pattern integration (2) was carried out
by the addition of weights W+ or W - representin g presence o r absence  of features. T he addition  of weights
is based on the assumption of conditional independence of the map patterns with respect to the mineral



deposits. This assumption was tested by comparing the posterior probabilities shown on the final
integrated map pattern with ob served frequencies of gold dep osits. Uncertainty resulting from one  or more
missing patterns (3) was evaluated by considering that no weights for presence of absence of a feature can
be added if it is unknown. A measure of uncertainty was based on differences between posterior
probabilities  computed  without the  feature, and  posterior pro babilities com puted usin g the possible
outcomes for the feature if its presence or absence would be known. Contrary to the propagation of
uncertainty  associated  with the w eights which  increases w hen more p atterns are ad ded, the un certainty
resulting from missing information decrease s when patterns are a dded. 
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ABSTRACT: A variety of regional geoscience datasets from Nova Scotia have been co-registered and analyzed using a
geographic information system (GIS). The datasets include bedrock and surficial geological maps, airborne geophysical
survey data, geochemistry of lake-sediment samples, and mineral occurrence data. A number of line features, including
structural lineaments, fold axes and formation contacts, have also been digitized. The GIS uses a quadtree structure, ideally
suited to a mixture of polygonal-thematic (e.g., geological maps) and continuous "grey-scale" (e.g., remote sensing, airborne
geophysics) raster images. The goal of the study was to create a map showing areas favorable for gold mineralization, based
on the distribution of 70 known gold occurrences. Initially, a multi-element geochemical signature was generated using a
regression analysis to find the linear  combination of  geochemical elements that best predict lake catchment bas ins
containing a gold occurrence. A predicted gold occurrence map, based on the geochemistry alone, was produced. A method
using Bayes' rule was applied to combine other factors important for gold prediction with the geochemical signature. A
unique conditions map shows all those areas where a unique set of overlap between the predictor maps occurs. For each
unique condition, an a posteriors probability was calculated, resulting in a map depicting probability of gold mineralization.
This map confirms that the major known gold districts coincide with areas of high probability. Several new areas of high
potential are indicated by the model, although exploration follow-up has not yet been carried out. 

INTRODUCTION 

A MAJOR ACTIVITY of government geological surve ys
consists of mapping the composition and structure of the
Ear th's  crust using both traditional field methods and advanced
geochem ical and geophysical techniques. The integration of
such surveys, stored as paper maps and digital datasets for the
purposes of mineral resou rce estimation  and explo ration, is a
task tailor-m ade for a geo graphic  informati on system  (GIS). 

Despite the previous development of excellent software for
spatial and statistical analysis of regio nal geologic al datasets.
e.g., SIMSAG  (Chun g, 1983 ), CHAR AN (Bo tbol, 19 71), and
GIAPP (Fabbri, 1985), mathematic al tools for carrying out
mineral  resource assessments have not been widely adopted.
The reasons for this are many, but some important factors have
been the difficulty of importing diverse data types into
geographically co-registered databases, the lack of good
computer graphics, and slow user interaction inherent in many
software packages. We believe that with GIS these factors can
be ove rcome  to a great ex tent. 

In this  pape r we d escri be p roce dure s for integrating
geological  map data (polygonal, thematic ) with structu ral
information (lines), lake-sediment geochemical data (point
data associated with multiple attributes), airborne geophysics
(raster images), and mineral occurrence data (points). We use
both multiple regression analysis and a new method of
combining binary map pattern"sing Bayesian statistics to
create a derived map  showing  areas favorable for gold
explo ration in  part of east m ainland  Nova Sc otia. 

SOFTWARE  

We employed a quadtree*-based GIS (SPANS) for  analysing
regional geological datasets (TYDAC, 1987). SPANS uses a ras ter
data structure with a variable pixel s ize. Raster  images up to a
maximum resolution of 215 by 215 pixels can be handled, although
normally most SPANS universes' use maps with a quad level* of 10
to 12, i.e., with a size between 210 and 212 (1024 and 4096) pixels.
The work described here was carried out on an 80 386 PC w ith
70 mb hard drive, a Number Nine color graphics card, and a
color monitor. SPANS will accept a variety of vector and
raster data  input s ,  al l ows  fo rward  and bac kward
transformations from about 20 projections to geograph ic
(lat/long) coordin ates, and provid es a powerful set of

analytical tools for analysing multiple maps. Because SPANS
permits the user to move readily to DOS, other DOS-
compatible  software (e.g., editors, statistical packages, locally-
developed programs) can be executed on mutually shared data
files.
 

GEOLOGY AND MINERALIZATION 

The study area (Figure 1) is underlain by three major rock
units. The Gold enville and Halifax Formations are Lower
Paleozoic quartz wackes and shales, resp ectively. The y are
intruded by Middle Devo nian granites (Keppie, 1984 ). Gold
occurs  in quartz veins, usually confined to the G oldenville
Formation. Mining of gold has b een carried out intermitten tly
since the mid -19th c entury, to the present day. About 70 gold
occurrences are officially recorded in the study area
(McMu llin et al., 1986). About 30 of them have known
produ ction. 

The mechan ism of gold m ineralization is no t well und er-
stood. Most of the gold-bearing veins are  concordant and
occur at or near the cre sts of folds. The gold occ urs within
quartz-carbonate veins with associated arsenopyrite and/or
pyrrhotite and minor but valuab le amounts of galena,
chalcopyrite, sphalerite, pyrite, and sometimes scheelite and
stibnite. The ve ins are commonly confined to pyrite- or
arsenopyrite-rich black shale horizons, and occur throughout
the Goldenville Form ation (Kontak and Smith, 1987). In some
areas. the gold appears to be related to faults orientated NW-
SE (e.g., Bonham-Carter et al., 1985a) .  Some writers have
suggested that  mineralization may be related to the
Golden ville-Halifax contact (Graves  and Zen tilli, 1982).
Discussion relating to the origins of the deposits are complex,
and no consensu s has been ach ieved. Prop osals includ e (a)
synsedime ntary deposition on the seafloor (b) deposition early
in the geological history of the area from metamorphic fluids
and multicyclic remobilization of compon ents during
deformation and (c) deposition late in the orogenic history
from fluids derived either from granitic magmas or other
sources deep in th e crust. 
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Fig. 1. Location ma p, showing are a in S.E. mainland of  Nova Scotia (inset), an d the principal geological un its and gold occu rrences, from  Wrigh t et a/. (1 988). Thirty-two

of the larg est oc curre nces  are sh own as  open c ircles, f lagged  by nu mber, a nd lis ted to show map sheet number, production and name. Solid squares show minor

occurrences. Large open rectangles indicate major gold-producing districts.

In this paper, GIS is used to examine em pirically the spatial
relationship of the following factors to known go ld
occurrences: multi-e lement l ake se dim ent g eoc hem istry,
lithology, distance to formation conta cts, and distance to
anticlinal  fold axes.  A probabilistic model is then developed
for predicting gold min eralization using  these emp irical
relationships. 

DATA INPUTS 

The data input to the GIS were very diverse (Table 1). The
bedrock and surficial geology maps were raster-scanned using
an Optronics 4040 at Canada Lands Data Systems (CLDS)
(Bonham-Carter et al., 1985b). Manuscript preparation
involved tracing closed polygon bo undaries on to a stable
base, using a 0.006-inch b lack line. Identifying numb ers were
assigned to each polygon, tagged by hand-digitizing, and used

as pointers to an associated attribute file. Output from the
CLDS system con sisted of an  arc-node vector file,
subsequen tly converted to a raster format (Steneker and
Bonh am-Carter, 1988). Geochemical data on lake sediment
samples from about 550 sites were obtained as a samples ×
variables ASCII file, containin g analyses for 16 che mical
elements  for each sample. The catchment area or basin
surrounding each sampl ed lake was taken  as the zone of
influence of the sample. A map of catchment basins, one per
sample, was drawn us ing a topog raphic map  and raster-
scanned as above. Again, each polygon num ber was used as a
pointer to the associated sample reco rd in the attribute file
(Wright et al., 1988 ). 

Fold axes and structural lineaments were table-digitized. The
same method  was used to  enter the lo cations of roads and
towns  for referenc e purp oses. 



TABLE 1. SOURCES AND TYPES OF VECTOR AND RASTER INPUT DATA.

Name of M ap Type Digital Captu re Attributes

Bed rock  geol ogy Polygonal,  thematic Raster-scanning of
polygon boundaries2

Map units

Surficial geology1 Polygonal, thematic Raster-scanning of
polygon boundaries2

Map units 

Lake catchment basins Polygonal, thematic Raster-scanning of
polygon boundaries2

Lake sediment samples, 16
geochemical elem ents

Fold axes Lines Table digitizing3 Anticlines, synclines, age.

Lineaments, faults Lines Table digitizing3 Length, orientation

Airborne radiometrics1 Raster, grey scale Gridded from  digital
flight line data4

K, eTh, eU, plus ratios

Airborne magnetics1 Raster, grey scale Gridded from  digital
flight line data4

Total fie ld, vertical gradient

Landsat MSS Raster, grey scale Comp uter compatible 
tapes 5

4 spectral bands

Mineral occurrences Points Digital database6 Elements, status 

Roads1 Lines Table digitized 3 Major, minor

Towns, cities1 Points Table digitized3 Size

1 not directly used for gold prediction in this study
2 by Canada Lands Data Systems, Environment Canada
3Centian d igitizing table, u sing TYD IG (part of SPANS system ) 
4Gridding by geophysical personnel, Geological Survey of Canada
5Purchased from Canada Centre for Remote Sensing
6CANM INDEX, Natio nal mineral o ccurrence  database, Geo logical Survey of C anada 

Airborne geophysical images were imported in an 8-b it
raster format by down loading from  a VAX mainframe. Each
image (UTM projection) was geo-referenced using the
southwest  corner in UTM coordinates and image dimensions
in metres. A Landsat MSS image was geometrically corrected
on a micro-based  image analysis system (E ASIPACE so ftware
developed by Perceptron Incorporated) to a UTM base and
impo rted to S PANS b y a similar rou te. 

Finall y, point data defining the locations of gold occurrences
were dow nloaded  from CANMINDEX, a mineral occurrence
database maintained at the Geological Survey of Canada
(Pick lyk et al., 1978), updated with data from McMullin et al.
(1986 ). 

MAP CREATION 

Maps in the quadtree structure were created for each of the
polyg onal-thematic inputs (e.g., geology) and grey-scale raster
inputs (e.g., Landsat). A title and legend was created for each
map by using a text-editor to add entries to ASCII dictionary
files. Screen images were saved in a browse* file for future
reference. Re-display of b rowse file images is virtually
instantaneous, and files could be re-ordered for demonstrations. 

It was possible to superimpose any point  or line file as vectors on
to any image for display purposes. Vector files could also be
converted into quadtree maps by creating corridors or buffer zones
around lines. This is particularly important for geological problems,
where "distance to" linear features is oft en significant in studies of
mineralization. For example, 20 corridors  were spaced at 0.25-km
intervals (0 to 5 km) around anticlinal axes, thereby creating a map
showing distance to these structures. As will be shown below, a
significant proportion of gold occurrences lie close to fold axes, and
this corridor map is impor tant for  modeling gold mineralization. In
addition, corridor maps showing distance to northwest t rending
lineaments, distance to the granite contact, and distance to the
Halifax-Goldenville contact were prepared, using the same corridor-
generating routine, permitting an analysis of gold occurrences in
relation to these linear features. 

DATA ANA LYS IS 

INTRODUCTION 

Although gold explo ration has been carried out in Nova
Scotia for over 100 years, the 70 gold "occurrences" represent
only the discovered gold resources of the study area. The
purpose  of spatial data integration was to make a map which
would  predict the location of new deposits. The new map was
based on those  factors that are associated with the location of
know n gold  occurre nces. 

The predictive strategy for mapping areas favorable for gold
mineralization involved two stages. In the first stage, the multi-
element geochemical data (16 elements) were combined into a
single new variab le. As we sh ow be low, this variable
represents the prediction that gold mineralization occurs using
known gold occurrences as a dependen t variable. Each lake
sediment sample is assumed to exhibit a geo chemical response
representative of the rocks and mineralized zones occ urring in
the catchment area of the sampled lake. Regression was used
to combine the geochemical variables into a w eighted su m that
best predicts whether a basin contains a known occurrence.
The resulting map of predicted gold occurrences may be useful
for locating ne w depo sits from the geo chemistry  alone, but it
can only help in those areas covered by the sampled catchment
basins. There are several other factors observable throughout
the region that may be useful guides to gold mineralization.
These  are combined with the geochemical evidence in the
secon d stage. 

Recent work by Agterbe rg (in press) has pro vided a new
method for combining map p atterns using Bayesian statistics.
The simplest kind of map for this exercise is one which shows
only the presence or absen ce of a single theme – a bin ary
pattern. Although the metho d is not confined to  binary maps,
most geologists tend to  think of predictor variables that 
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are either "anomalous" or "background," so the thresholding of
maps into bin ary form is appealing. For example,
"background" levels of a geoch emical elem ent cover a
concentration range believed to be associated with the
particular roc ks an d so ils o f the  area ; "anomalous" levels
would  be above this range, and might be due to mineralization
or other pro cesses. Each binary map is associated with po sitive
and negative weights, depending upon whether or not the
pattern is present. Such weights  are more easily interpreted
than regression coefficients. The weights are determined using
the locations of known deposits, so it is assumed that sufficient
exploration has been carried out to make reliable estimates of
the coe fficients. The final product from th e second stage is a
new predicted gold map that should reflect the locations of
know n min eralizatio n, as well as  provid e new t arget areas. 

MULTI-ELEMENT GEOCHEMICAL SIGNATURE 

Determining the multi-element geochem ical signature th at
best predicts those lake catchment basins containing known
gold occurrences (Wright et al., 1988) in volved ad ding a new
attribute column to the lake sediment file indicating whether
each lake basin contains a gold occurrence (score = 1) or not
(score = 0).  In practice this was achieved using the SPANS
point result* option, thereby attaching the lake sediment basin
number to the gold poin t file, and using this information to
update the geochemic al attribute file. Th is modified  file was
then entered in to SYST AT, a DOS-co mpatible statis tical
package t o carry out  regressio n analysis as il lustrated  below . 

Let Y be a binary variable denoting presence/absence of a
gold occurrence. Let X j, j  = 1, 2,..., 16, be the concentration
values of the 16 geochemical elem ents, log transformed to
stabilize the variance. Then let 

be the predicted gold occurrence at the ith catchment basin,
where  the coefficients, b are determined by ordinary least-
squares regression. In practice, this was carried out by a
stepwise method, reducing the number of variables and
coefficien ts requi ring inte rpretatio n. 

These  regression co efficients represen t a mult i-element
geochem ical signature for predicting gold m ineralizat ion. A
new column for predicted gold  occurrence, Y, was added  to
the lake sediment attribute table. This new attribute column
was converted to a map based on the catchment basins,
subdividing the range of predicted values into discrete classes.
This step was carried out using the SPANS modeling
language, written in a special ASCII file ("equation.inp ")*
reserved  for this pu rpose. 

BINARY MAP ANALYS IS 

In order to combin e other factors with the  geochem ical
signature, the second stage of the analysis employs the new
method described by Agterberg (in press) for modeling
conditio nal probabilities. This meth od is more con venient to
use than multip le regression for several reasons. First, it avoids
the requirement to sub divide the region into  cells, each cell
associated with an attribute list (e.g., geochemical elements,
"distance, to" measures, presence/absence of mineralization,
and rock type). In order to capture the geometrical in formation
about "distance to" linear features adequately, a very large
number of small sampling cells must be created, and this is
undesirable because of the resulting large attribute file and
degree of spatial autocorrelation present in such a dataset.
Secondly, the binary map method  is better able to cope with
the proble m of miss ing data. F or examp le, the lake catchment
basins do not c over the wh ole study area, whereas the other
maps (rock types, "distance to" maps) occur ubiquitously.

Using regression, on e must eith er assume m ean values for
those missing observations, or simply om it those regions with
incom plete d ata. 

The equations for the map pattern analysis are as follows. Let
Pprior be the a priori prob abili ty of a gold deposit occurring
within a small area of arbitrary but known size (e.g., 1 km 2).
The a priori odd s are th en d efine d by 

Oprior = Pprior / (1 - Pprior).

The a posteriori odds can be exp ressed as 

and the a posterior probability of a gold deposit occu rring is

Ppost = Opost / (1 + Opost).

The weights for the jth pattern are determined from

The conditional probability terms are calculated from

where

Adt = numbe r of 1 km2 units containing a deposit in the total
study area, 
Adj = number of 1 km 2. units containing a depo sit in pattern j,
A j = area of pattern j, km2, and 
A t = total study area, km2. 

The a priori prob abili ty Pprior can be estimated as A dt/At.
Bayes' rule assumes that the patterns are cond itionally
independent. This will n ot always be the c ase, and a general
test for conditional independence can be made by comparing
the predicted versus observed number of deposits, as described
by Agterberg et al. (in press ). 

In order to determine the optimum cutoffs for classifying
patterns into binary presence/absence (absence reflects "not
present" as opposed to unknown), the weights W+ and W - can
be calculated for a succession  of cutoffs and, und er normal
conditions, the maxim um value o f (W+ - W -) gives the cutoff at
which the predic tive powe r of the resulting pattern is
maximi zed. 

The numerical area calculations were made in SPANS using
,,area analysis"' of the map in question and a "point result"' of
the map by the gold deposi t point file. We ights for each patte rn
were computed using an extern al program. Th e final map
showing a posteriors probabilities was calculated using the
SPANS modeling language, after creating a "unique
con dit ion s"' map. This map consists of the set of unique
polygons, each one defined as that area with  a unique  overlap
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(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

of the binary patterns being mod eled. Finally,  the a posteriors
probability map can be displayed. A "poin t select"* is useful
to show which patterns are actually present for each gold
occurrence, and the associated a posteriors probab ility value. 

RESULTS 

Figure 2a shows a m ap of the geoc hemical sign ature
obtained using the regression coefficients in Table 2 and
thresholded to a binary pattern. Several cutoff thresholds were
tried, as discussed in Agterberg et al. (in press), to maximize 

(W+ - W -). The coastline, fault contact, and limit of lake
catchment areas were displayed as vector overlays. Figures 2b,
2c, and 2d show  the mapped areas of the three b edrock units.
These  three patterns  are mutual ly exclusive, and together cover
the whole study area. As a consequence, no W- weights were
used, as show n in T able 3, although it is to be noted that the
W+ weight s can actu ally be ne gative. 

FIG. 2. Map patterns used to predict gold (Au) occurrences.  Black dots show locations of known gold occurrences.  (a) Geochemical signature.

Note that, outside the catchment basins, the signature is unknown.  (b) Goldenville Formation. (c) Halifax Formation. (d) Devonian Granites

Figure 3 shows four different types of corridor map patterns.
In each case, successive corr idors were created around a vector
feature, at intervals of 0.25 km out to 5 km. Opt imal  cuto ffs

(Table 3) were calculated by finding the d istance at whic h (W+

- W -) was maximized, as shown in  Agterberg et al. (In press).
Fina lly, the m ap of P post was generated (Figure 4). The

program was set up with interactive prom pts so that seve ral
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

alternatives could be tried experimentally, omitting one or
more maps to evaluate the robustness of the results to changes
in the assumption s of the model.

From the weights in Table 3, it is clear that the presence of
granite stron gly do wnw eigh ts the pro babi lity of gold
mineralization, whereas the presence o f the favorable
geoch emical s ignature  and pro ximity to an ticlinal ax es are, 

strong positive factors. The presence o f the Goldenville
Formation, particularly where in  close prox imity to the Hal ifax
contact, is moderately favorable. The proximity to granite and
proximity to northwest lineaments have little effect on the
probability map, at least in the study area.  

FIG. 3. Map patterns used to p redict gold occurrenc es, based on corridor neigh borhoods rou nd a linear feature. Black dots
show locations of known gold occurrences. (a) Anticline axes with corridors. (B) N.W. lineaments with corridors. (C)
Goldenville-Halifax contact with corrido rs. (D) Granite contact with corridors.

TABLE 2. REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS1 AND THEIR
STANDARD ERRORS GIVING THE MULTI-ELEMENT
GEOCHEMICAL SIGNATURE THAT BEST PREDICTS GOLD
DEPOSITS. 

Element b S.E.b

Au 0.196 0.021

As 0.009 0.009

W 0.037 0.029

Sb 0.005 0.022

Constant 0.1280    0.024

1Stepwise regression was used resulting in the selection of
four out of the original 16 eleme nts, from Wright et al.
(1988).

TABLE 3. WEIGHTS FOR MODELING POSTERIOR
PROBABILITY OF A  GO LD DEPO SIT OCCU RRING IN
A 1 KM2 AREA 

Map Pattern W+ W -

N.W. Lineamen ts -0.0185 -0.0062

Anticline axes 0.5452 -0.7735

Geoche mical Signatu re 1.0047 -0.1037

Goldenville-Halifax Contact 0.3683 -0.2685

Granite Contact 0.3419 -0.0562

Bedrock geolo gy1 :

     Halifax Formation -0.2406 – 

     Goldenville Formation 0.3085 – 

     Granite -1.7360 – 
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FIG. 4. M ap of a posteriori  probability of a gold deposit

occurring in a 1 km2 area. Black dots show locations of known

gold occurrence s.

1A ternary pattern  where units are mutually exclusive, and
no ne gative we ights are u sed. 

DISCUSSION

This study could have been carried out using a mix of
existing computer program s for image analysis and statistical
analysis. However, the advantages of using a GIS were 

• relative ease of importing diverse map inp uts, and creating a
co-re gistere d datab ase; 

• ability to move betwe en GIS and other DOS -compatible
softwar e pack ages; 

• interactive graphics  capabili ty, with window ing, map
overlays, and vector overlays permitting experimen tation not
previousl y practic al; 

• integration of corridor generation, unique conditions
mapping, area analysis, and modeling; and 

• the browse feature, which is very useful for keeping track of
both the development and final stages in a data integration
projec t. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Spatial data integration for mineral resource assessment and
exploration using digital databases is greatly facilitated using a
GIS in associati on w ith o ther  softw are. Ad vanc ed G IS
packages may provide breakthroughs which will bridge the
gap between the traditional manual overlay approach and
mathem atical methods usin g multivariate statistics and image
analysis. The method of combining map patterns using
Bayesian statistics is practical and intuitively appealing
because it is closer to the “seat-of-the-pants” approach of the
exploration geol ogis t than  are sta tisti cal re gress ion  meth ods . In
the Nova Scotia example, the map showing probability of gold
mineralization indicates sev eral areas of favorable mine ral
potential, with no known occurrences. Although the predicted
gold map is useful itself, the real benefit of this study for an
assessment of gold potential in Nova Scotia would derive from
geologists performing their own integration experiments, given
the datab ase and th e GIS with  which  to man ipulate  the data. 

A forthcoming paper (Agterberg et al., in press) discusses
the problem of estimating un certainty of the probability
estimates, and using a goodness-of-fit test for the assumption
of conditional independence. Uncertainty is due to many
factors, but two important sources of error are associated with
the estimates of the weighting factors, and with the incomp lete
coverage  of one o r more d ata layers. 
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GLOSSARY OF SPANS TERMS 

Area Analysis - An operation which produces a table of areas for
each map class. Two-map area  analys is produces a two-way table of
areas of class overlaps. 

Browse File - A directory of screen images saved in compact form
directly from the graphics board. Can be re-ordered and re-displayed
quickly. 

Equation.inp - Text file containing statements to control modeling
and classification of maps . Created by the operator us ing a text
editor. 

Potential Mapping - A series of functions used for, interpolation of
point data. 

Point Result - Used in conjunction with a statement in Equation.inp,
this operation adds one or more att ribute columns to a point file,
indicating the attribute value of one or more maps at point locations. 

Point Sample - Operation to generate new set of points on a grid
with a pre-set spacing. Points may be confined to selected themes.
Used in conjunction with point result to "resample" a series of maps
on a regular grid and produce an attribute file. 

Quad level - Defines the pixel resolut ion of a specific map layer. The
minimum pixel size in metres is determined by dividing the width of
the universe in metres by 2 raised to a power equal to the quad level.
Usually in the range of 9 to 12; must  be < 15. 

Quadtree - A raster data structure that uses a variable pixel size,
depending on the spatial homogeneity of the image. Efficient for data
compression of thematic maps, and allows for fast  search of the
database with Morton coordinates  - a referencing system that  uses
quad level and quad position. 

Unique Conditions - An operation which produces a map where the
polygons are defined by the overlap combinations of up to 15
selected input maps. Used for modeling operations. 
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Weights-of-evidence modeling is a GIS-based technique for relating a point pattern for lo-
cations of discrete events with several map layers. In general, the map layers are binary or
ternary. Weights for presence, absence or missing data are added to a prior logit. Updating
with two or more map layers is allowed only if the map layers are approximately condition-
ally independent of the point pattern. The final product is a map of posterior probabilities of
occurrence of the discrete event within a small unit cell. This paper contains formal proof that
conditional independence of map layers implies that T, the sum of the posterior probabilities
weighted according to unit cell area, is equal to n, being the total number of discrete events.
This result is used in the overall or “omnibus test” for conditional independence. In practical
applications, T generally exceeds n, indicating a possible lack of conditional independence.
Estimation of the standard deviation of T allows performance of a one-tailed test to check
whether or not T-n is significantly greater than zero. This new test is exact and simpler to use
than other tests including the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and various chi-squared tests adapted
from discrete multivariate statistics.

KEY WORDS: Conditional independence; weights-of-evidence; mineral deposits; map layers; signifi-
cance test.

INTRODUCTION

Weights-of-evidence modeling was developed
originally for medical diagnosis, but was applied sub-
sequently to mineral–potential mapping. A pattern
of mineral deposits is related to several map lay-
ers representing geoscience data that may be indica-
tive of occurrence of mineral deposits. A comprehen-
sive summary of the theory with applications is given
in Bonham-Carter (1994). Arc-WofE is a weights-
of-evidence extension for ArcView/Spatial Analyst
users that is available freely on the Internet (Kemp,
Bonham-Carter, and Raines, 1999). It includes docu-
mentation and references.

1 Geological Survey of Canada, Ottawa, Canada.
2 Department of Earth and Atmospheric Science, York University,

Toronto, Canada.
3 To whom correspondence should be addressed at Geological Sur-

vey of Canada, 601 Booth Street, Ottawa, Canada K1A 0E8;
e-mail: agterberg@gsc.nrcan.gc.ca

The number of users of weights-of-evidence is
increasing. Users now include scientists in fields
such as physical geography, epidemiology, ecology,
forestry, and medicine for the study of regional dis-
ease occurrence patterns. Examples of recent pa-
pers using and evaluating weight-of-evidence are
Carranza and Hale (2000, 2002), Cheng and Agter-
berg (1999), Boleneus and others (2001), Harris and
others (2001), Mihalasky and Bonham-Carter (2001),
Raines (1999), Scott and Dimitrakopoulos (2001), and
Venkataraman and others (2000).

Other pattern recognition techniques with sim-
ilar objectives include neural networks (Singer and
Kouda, 1999) and logistic regression (Agterberg and
Bonham-Carter, 1999). Weights-of-evidence also is
compared to other techniques in the book by Pan and
Harris (2000). One of the advantages of weights-of-
evidence is its simplicity, and straightforward inter-
pretation of the weights.

Suppose that n deposits have been discovered in a
study region of N equal-area unit cells. The unit cell is

249
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small. It may be a pixel or simply a relatively small unit
of area. The prior probability, Pd, that a cell selected
at random contains a deposit (or the center of gravity
of a deposit) is set equal to n/N. If NA cells are un-
derlain by binary map layer A representing a theme
favorable for occurrence of deposits, nA/NA > n/N.
This relation can be written as P(d | A) > Pd with
P(d | A) = nA/NA denoting the probability that a cell
on Acontains a deposit.

The probability that a randomly selected cell oc-
curs on A is PA= NA/N. The probability P(A| d) =
nA/n that a deposit cell occurs on A satisfied Bayes’
rule for the relationship between P(d | A) and P(A| d)
that can be derived as follows. If dA denotes presence
of both d and A in a cell, it follows that P(d | A) =
P(dA)/PA and P(A| d) = P(dA)/Pd. Elimination
of P(dA) gives P(d | A) = P(A| d) · Pd/PA (Bayes’
rule). It is convenient to use logits L= loge{P/(1−
P)}. In terms of logits, Bayes’ rule becomes L(d | A) =
W+(A)+ Ld where L(d | A) and Ld correspond to
P(d | A) and Pd. The positive weight of A satisfies
W+(A) = loge P(A| d)/(P(A| ∼d) with ∼ denoting
“not.” The validity of these statements can be veri-
fied readily by using the probabilities P(∼d) = (N−
n)/N and P(∼d | A) = (NA− nA)/NA for cells with-
out deposits. A negative weight W−(A) = W+(∼A)
applies to the N− NA cells not belonging to A.

Suppose that the prior logit Ld is updated using
map layer A. The unit cells are assigned new values
representing posterior logits for presence and absence
of A. In practical applications, information on pres-
ence or absence of A may be missing for a cell. The
pattern of A then is ternary instead of binary. The
prior logit is left unchanged when information on A
is missing.

If XA and X∼A represent binary random variables
for presence and absence of a deposit in a unit cell on
A, respectively, then the two posterior probabilities
satisfy EXA = P(A| d) and EX∼A = P(∼A| d) where
E represents mathematical expectation. This pair of
random variables can be written as XI(I = A, ∼A).

The posterior logits of the unit cells can be up-
dated further using the weights of a second binary or
ternary map layer B if A and B are conditionally in-
dependent of the mineral deposits. This condition im-
plies P(AB | d) = P(A| d) · P(B | d) where AB rep-
resents presence of both A and B. If XA and XB are
binary random variables for deposits on the two map
layers, conditional independence exists if E(XIXJ) =
EXI · EXJ. (I = A, ∼ A; J = B, ∼B).

A characteristic feature of this type of con-
ditional independence is that it does not nec-

essarily imply relations such as P(AB | ∼d) =
P(A| ∼d) · P(B | ∼d). This is because mineral de-
posits occur at points. In this respect, weights-of-
evidence modeling differs from other applications of
discrete multivariate analysis.

The updating process can be continued using
other binary map layers. For example, if a third pair
of binary random variables XK (K = C, ∼C) is added,
conditional independence continues to exist if E(XI

XJ XK) = EXI · EXJ · EXI. The order according to
which updating takes place is immaterial, and weights
for all map layers can be added simultaneously to the
prior logit Ld of a cell. The final posterior logits Lf

can be transformed into posterior probabilities Pf . In
this paper, the sum of posterior probabilities over all
unit cells in the study area is written as T.

As discussed in Agterberg, Bonham-Carter, and
Wright (1990), asymptotic theory of discrete multi-
variate analysis can be used to estimate variances of
the weights; these can be augmented by variances for
missing data and added to the variance of the prior
logit. The result is an estimate of the standard devia-
tion of Lf .

The first derivative of L with respect to P is
{P(1− P)}−1. Multiplication of the standard devia-
tion of Lf by Pf (1− Pf ) provides an approximate
estimate of the standard deviation of Pf . Estimated
standard deviations of all posterior probabilities in
the study area can be combined with one another to
estimate the standard deviation of T.

CONDITIONAL INDEPENDENCE TESTING

The following simple “redundancy” example il-
lustrates that weights-of-evidence modeling can be
sensitive to violations of conditional independence.
Suppose that binary map layer Ahas positive weight
W+(A) = 2 and that its pattern coincides with that of
map layer B. It follows that W+(B) = 2 as well. A
situation of this type could, for example, arise when
contour maps of trace elements are used to predict
occurrences of mineral deposits genetically related to
several trace elements.

Application of weights-of-evidence then would
yield posterior logits that are too large in places where
Aand B are present. When the unit cell area is small,
this implies that the corresponding posterior proba-
bilities are e2 = 7.4 times as large as they should be.
Clearly, situations of this type should be avoided in
practical applications.

In the past, two types of conditional indepen-
dence tests have been applied: (1) contingency table
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Table 1. Contingency Table for 2× 2 Conditional Independence
Test

Observed frequencies Expected frequencies

A ∼A Sum A ∼A Sum

B nAB n∼AB nB nA nB n∼A nB nB

∼B nA∼B n∼A∼B n∼B nA n∼B n∼A n∼B n∼B

Sum nA n∼A n nA n∼A n

tests, and (2), the overall or “omnibus” test possi-
bly supplemented by a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for
goodness-of-fit. If one or more tests fail in a practi-
cal application, new types of map layers can be de-
fined so that there is approximate conditional inde-
pendence verified by new conditional independence
tests. In the preceding example of map layers for in-
tercorrelated trace elements, trace elements would be
combined into a single index, for example by factor
analysis, prior to combination with other, condition-
ally independent, map layers.

Contingency Table Tests

Conditional independence of two map layers A
and B can be evaluated by the chi-squared test or
the G2-test for goodness-of-fit. Table 1 shows ob-
served and expected frequencies for the 2× 2 con-
tingency table for a pair of binary variables XI (I =
A, ∼A) and XJ (J = B, ∼B) (see previous section).
All frequencies in Table 1 are independent of unit
cell size provided that unit cell area is sufficiently
small.

In the chi-squared test, the observed frequen-
cies are changed slightly when the continuity correc-
tion is applied. This well-known refinement consists of
adding 0.5 to observed frequencies that are less than
expected and subtracting 0.5 from those exceeding ex-
pected frequencies. Adding primes as superscripts for
this correction, it is possible to compute

X2 = n{n′A∼Bn′∼AB − n′ABn′∼A∼B}
nAn∼AnBn∼B

This test statistic is distributed as χ2 with a single de-
gree of freedom if the two binary variables are condi-
tionally independent. A different test statistic is used
for the G2-test but the two tests generally produce
similar results. A possible disadvantage of both tests
is that all four expected frequencies of Table 1 should
be at least 5 before these tests can be applied.

The theory of the preceding test and its exten-
sions to discrete multivariate statistics are given in

several textbooks including Bishop, Feinberg, and
Holland (1975). Possible interrelationships between
several map layers can be investigated by model com-
parison. It should be kept in mind, however, that in
the resulting test statistics, the map layers are con-
sidered only at the points of occurrence of deposits.
Consequently, the number of degrees of freedom of
the chi-squared value is 1 instead of 2 for a (2× 2× 2)
contingency table, arising when two binary variables
are tested for conditional independence with respect
to a third binary variable in a nonspatial applica-
tion of discrete multivariate analysis (cf. Agterberg,
1992).

Overall or “Omnibus” Test

The end product of weights-of-evidence model-
ing is a posterior probability map. If p binary patterns
are considered, and there are no missing data, unit
cells with the same posterior probability form classes
that belong to one of 2p possible “unique” conditions.
Suppose that T represents the sum of posterior prob-
abilities for all unit cells in the study area. Ideally, T
should be equal to n representing total number of de-
posits. In practical applications, T may exceed n. It
can be assumed that T > n may be because of lack of
conditional independence of map layers. This is the
rationale of the overall or so-called “omnibus test”
(Kemp, Bonham-Carter, and Wright 1999) for condi-
tional independence. For example, in Bonham-Carter
(1994, p. 316), it is argued that T should not exceed n
by more than 15%.

The cumulative frequency distribution of the pos-
terior probabilities can be subjected to a Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test for goodness-of-fit. This test normally
applies to situations in which the maximum observed
and expected cumulative frequencies are both equal
to 1. If the statistical model for the frequency dis-
tribution is correct, the absolute value of the largest
difference between calculated and observed cumula-
tive frequencies should not exceed the Kolmogorov-
Smirmov test statistic for which statistical tables are
available.

Agterberg and others (1993) applied the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test after dividing all cumu-
lative frequencies by n. In weights-of-evidence ap-
plications, the maximum difference then generally
becomes equal to (T/n− 1) for the unique condi-
tion with the largest posterior probability. This is be-
cause the unique condition with the largest posterior
probability in the study area usually has positive
weights for all map layers considered. If two or more
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of these map layers are not conditionally independent,
this results in overestimation as illustrated in the “re-
dundancy” example at the beginning of this section. It
is not known to what extent the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test statistic can be applied in that situation.

Suppose that T denotes a random variable for
the sum of all posterior probabilities. It would be
better to first test the hypothesis that ET = n before
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is applied to cumula-
tive frequencies multiplied by n/T. This correction
would force the maximum difference to become equal
to zero thus allowing application of the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test. This procedure would be used only
after acceptance of the hypothesis of conditional
independence.

NEW CONDITIONAL INDEPENDENCE TEST

For a single map layer A, the binary random
variable XI(I = A, ∼A) results in posterior proba-
bilities EXA= P(d | A) = nA/NA when A is present,
and EX∼A= P(d | ∼A) = (NA− nA)/NA when A is
absent. The expected value of T representing the sum
of all posterior probabilities in the study area satisfies

ET = NAEXA+ N∼AEX∼A

= NAP(d | A)+ N∼AP(d | ∼A)

It follows that

ET = NA{nA/NA} + N∼A{n∼A/N∼A} = n

The variance is

σ 2(T) = N2
Aσ

2(XA)+ N2
∼Aσ

2(X∼A)

The following results for the sum the four posterior
probabilities resulting from two binary patterns Aand
Bare valid only if the two map layers are conditionally
independent of the deposits:

ET = NABP(d | AB)+ NA∼BP(d | A∼ B)

+ N∼ABP(d | ∼AB)+ N∼A∼BP(d | ∼A∼B)

= nAB + nA∼B + n∼AB + n∼A∼B = n

σ 2(T) = N2
AB σ

2(XAB)+ n2
A∼B σ

2(XA∼B)

+ N2
∼AB σ

2(N∼AB)+ N2
∼A∼B σ

2(X∼A∼B)

In general, ET = n for the sum of 2p terms of the form
NI J K . . . P(d | I J K . . .) = nI J K... if the p binary map
layers with (I = A, ∼A; J = B, ∼B; K = C, ∼C; . . .)
are conditionally independent of the deposits. The
corresponding variance is the sum of all possible terms
of the form N2

I J K...σ
2(XI J K...).

In general, the sum of all posterior probabili-
ties T is probably greater than n. The hypothesis of
conditional independence is equivalent to assuming
ET = n. This hypothesis can be tested because an es-
timate of σ 2(T) is available as well.

Theoretically, it is possible that T is less than n
for map layers that are not conditionally independent.
However, this situaiton is unlikely to arise in practice
because map layers are selected in the first place be-
cause they are believed to provide positive indicators
for the presence of mineral deposits. It is more likely
that indicators of this type are correlated positively
with respect to mineral occurrences than that they
would be negatively correlated.

For this reason, a one-tailed significance test
should be used. Approximate normality of T can be
assumed if s(T) representing the standard deviation
of T is significantly less than T itself. For acceptance
of the hypothesis of conditional independence, the
difference T-n should be less than 1.645·s(T) with a
probability of 95%, or less than 2.33·s(T) with a prob-
ability of 99%.

EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION

This example is based on results previously de-
scribed in Agterberg and others (1993) for 13 occur-
rences of hydrothermal vents on the ocean floor, along
the central axis of the East Pacific Rise near 21◦N.
Map layers and posterior probabilities for the area
(Agterberg and others, 1993, figs. 1–4) were based on
material originally published by Ballard and others
(1981).

Table 2 shows weights and contrasts for five bi-
nary patterns. The contrast C is the difference be-
tween positive and negative weight. It measures de-
gree of correlation between point pattern and binary
map, and can be tested for statistical significance.
Yule’s coefficient of association for binary variables is
a standardized form of the contrast. The correlation

Table 2. Hydrothermal Vents on East Pacific Rise Example (From
Agterberg and others, 1993). Weights and Contrasts With Standard

Deviations for Five Binary Patterns

Map layer W+ s(W+) W− s(W−) C s(C)

Age 2.251 1 −1.232 0.29 3.481 1.041
Topography 2.037 1 −0.811 0.29 2.848 1.041
Rock Type 0.632 0.41 −0.338 0.378 0.97 0.558
Contact 2.259 0.41 −0.57 0.378 2.829 0.561
Fissures 0.178 0.448 −0.097 0.354 0.275 0.571
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between fissures and hydrothermal vents is not statis-
tically significant.

The first map layer (age) listed in Table 2 was
based on relative amount of recent sediments cov-
ering the basaltic rocks. These volcanics are of two
types: sheet flows and pillow flows forming the bi-
nary pattern called “rock type.” Because the 13
vents occur near the linear spreading center, they
are positively correlated with youngest volcanics.
The vents are slightly correlated with occurrence of
pillow flows (and negatively correlated with sheet
flows).

The map layer for “contact” was based on max-
imum contrast proximity to the contact between
youngest sheet flows and pillow flows. Its pattern
strongly resembles the pattern for “age.” There is
probably significant lack of conditional independence
of “contact” and “age.” Because of small sample size
(n = 13) it is not possible to use the contingency table
tests.

Although there are significant changes in depth
of ocean floor below sea level, 12 of the 13 vents
occur within the relatively narrow zone of 2590 m
±10 m water depth. This is probably for hydrostatic
reasons. “Topography” provides a map layer that is
probably conditionally independent of the other map
layers.

It can be concluded that the most likely loca-
tions of hydrothermal vents in this area are in the
immediate vicinity of the linear spreading center, at
about 2590 m water depth, and in the vicinity of pillow
flows.

The study area is 3.7534 km2. Setting this equal
to 37,534 unit areas results in prior probability of
(13/37,534 =) 0.00034635 per 10 m × 10 m cell. Con-
sequently, the prior logit is −7.9677. The sum of all
five positive weights in Table 2 is 7.357. Addition of
this total weight to the prior logit yields posterior
logit of −0.6107 that can be converted into a poste-
rior probability of 0.3519. This would indicate that the
most favorable cell in the 5-layer model is approx-
imately 1000× more likely to contain a hydrother-
mal vent than when the prior probability would be
used only.

However, the sum of positive weights for the first
3 map layers of Table 2 is 4.920. This 3-layer model
would result in posterior probability of 0.0453 that is
only about 130× greater than prior. Posterior prob-
abilities resulting from the 5-layer and the 3-layer
model obviously are different.

Figure 1 shows observed and estimated num-
ber of hydrothermal vents as a function of posterior

probability for the 5-layer model. The sum of all pos-
terior probabilities (T) is 37.59 and T-n = 24.59. The
sum of variances of expected vent frequencies for all
unique conditions is s2 (T) = 109.42. Consequently,
s(T) = 10.46. Multiplication by 2.33 gives 99% con-
fidence limit of 24.37 for T-n = 24.59 indicating that
the conditional independence hypothesis should be
rejected for the 5-layer model.

On the other hand, the sum of probabilities for
the 3-layer model is T = 14.05 with s(T) = 6.45. The
difference T-n = 1.05 is not statistically significant
and the conditional independence hypothesis can be
accepted for the 3-layer model. Details of how T and
s2(T) were estimated for the 3-layer model are pro-
vided in the next section.

EXAMPLE OF ESTIMATION OF T AND S 2(T)

The 3-layer model was analyzed in a separate ex-
periment for a slightly larger study area of 3.985 km2.
Separate areas for eight unique conditions are listed
in Table 3. The first column shows these unique con-
ditions with “1” for presence and “2” for absence of
a binary pattern.

The area of the unit cell was set equal to 0.01 km2

in this experiment. With weights and standard devi-
ations similar to those listed in Table 2 this resulted
in the posterior probabilities Pf with standard devi-
ations s(Pf ) shown in columns 3 and 4 of Table 3.
Multiplication of each Pf by area (number of unit
cells) of its unique condition results in the eight pre-
dicted vent frequencies NI J K Pf . Their sum provides
the estimate T = 14.05 used in the previous section.
The corresponding variance s2(T) is the sum of the
eight values of N2

I J K s2(Pf ) listed in the last column
of Table 3.

Table 3. Estimation of T and s2(T) for 3-Layer Model; I – age,
J – Topography, K – Rock Type; N = 100×Area

IJK Area (km2) Pf s(Pf ) NI J K Pf N2
I J Ks2(Pf )

222 1.344 0.0003 0.0005 0.0403 0.0045
212 0.9007 0.0057 0.0065 0.5134 0.3428
221 0.4351 0.0008 0.0013 0.0348 0.0032
122 0.4187 0.0111 0.0126 0.4648 0.2783
112 0.3415 0.1709 0.0907 5.8362 9.5939
211 0.2223 0.0154 0.0176 0.3423 0.1531
111 0.1771 0.3604 0.153 6.3827 7.3421
121 0.1456 0.0297 0.336 0.4324 23.9332

Sum 3.985 14.0470 41.6511
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Figure 1. Hydrothermal vents on East Pacific Rise example. Estimated and observed numbers of vents in 5-layer model (adapted from
Agterberg and others, 1993, Fig. 2c).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Conditional independence of all map layers im-
plies that the sum of posterior probabilities (T) is
equal to total number of discrete events (= n). In
practical applications, T generally exceeds n and
the difference increases when additional map lay-
ers are included, indicating possible lack of con-
ditional independence. In the past, this result was
used in the overall or “omnibus test” for conditional
independence.

This paper provided formal proof that the ex-
pected value of the sum of all posterior probabili-
ties is equal to total number of discrete event if all
map layers are conditionally independent. Estima-
tion of s(T) representing the standard deviation of
T allows performance of a one-tailed test to check
whether T-n is significantly greater than zero. This
new test is exact and simpler to use than other tests
including the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and various
chi-squared tests adapted from discrete multivariate
statistics.

The new test was applied to occurrence of 13 hy-
drothermal events along the East Pacific Rise indi-
cating that the conditional independence hypothesis
can be accepted for a 3-layer model (age, topography,
and rock type). This hypothesis must be rejected for
a 5-layer model (addition of layers for proximity to
contact between youngest pillow and sheet flows and
proximity to fissures). It is noted that this conclusion
was drawn previously on the basis of the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test approximation (Agterberg and others,
1993). It is also in accordance with the informal 15%
rule of the earlier version of the omnibus test.

This indicates that the new test provides good re-
sults in situations that contingency table tests do not
apply because sample size is too small. For larger sam-
ples (e.g. n = 100), and many map layers, it remains
easy to apply the new omnibus test. During estimation
of the standard deviation s(T) it is tacitly assumed that
several approximate formulas produce valid results.
Possible shortcomings resulting from small sample
size (e.g. approximations based on asymptotic theory)
are diminished when sample size (n) is increased.
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If the map layers are not conditionally indepen-
dent, it is likely that the standard deviation s(T) will be
underestimated because positive association would
result in increased variance. The effect of underes-
timation of s(T) on the significance test would be that
the hypothesis of conditional independence is more
likely to be rejected than accepted.

Other approaches may not be subject to prob-
lems associated with lack of conditional indepen-
dence. For example, in logistic regression the condi-
tion T = n is satisfied automatically and need not be
verified. However, logistic regression generally pro-
duces weights with greater standard deviations be-
cause of approximate linear relationships between
map layers, lack of transparency of calculations be-
cause an iterative process is used for calculating the
coefficients, and it is more difficult to cope with miss-
ing data.

The problem that T may exceed n in weights-of-
evidence is unrelated to possible existence of undis-
covered mineral deposits. The purpose of using this
method in mineral-potential mapping is to locate new
target areas for further exploration. Coloring the pos-
terior probability map may provide a simple way to
achieve this objective. Areas with high density of
known deposits and low-density target areas would
have the same color assigned to polygons with the
largest posterior probabilities.

If there are undiscovered deposits in a region, it
is likely that the prior probability is underestimated.
On average, the weights are not be affected by this
type of bias, provided that associations between de-
posits and map layers remain the same for known and
unknown deposits. Presence of undiscovered deposits
in the study area would imply underestimation of all
posterior probabilities Pf by approximately the same
factor if Pf ¿ 1.
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WEIGHTS OF EVIDENCE MODELING AND WEIGHTED
LOGISTIC REGRESSION FOR MINERAL POTENTIAL
MAPPING* 

F.P. Ag terberg, G .F. Bonham -Carter, Q . Cheng and  D.F. W right 

During the past few years, we have developed a method of weights of evidence modeling for mineral
potential mapping (cf. Agterberg, 1989; Bonham-Carter et al., 1990). In this paper, weights of evidence
modeling and logistic regression are applied to occurrences of hydrothermal vents on the ocean floor, East
Pacific Rise near 21/ N. For co mparison, lo gistic regression is a lso applied  to occurren ces of gold de posits
in Meguma Terra ne, Nova Scotia. 

The volcanic, tectonic, and hydrothermal processes along the central axis of the East Pacific Rise at 21/
N were originally studied by Ballard et al. (1981). Their maps were previously taken as the starting point
for a pilot pro ject on estima tion of the pr obability of  occurren ce of polym etallic massive su lfide depos its
on the oce an floor (Agterb erg and Fran klin, 1987). In the  earlier wor k, presence o r absence  of deposits in
relatively large square cells was related to explanatory variables quantified for small square cells (pixels)
by means of stepwise multiple regression and logistic regression. In this paper, weights of evidence
modeling and weighted logistic regression are applied to the same maps but a geographic information
system (Intera-TYDAC SPANS, 1991) was used to create polygons for combinations of maps. These
polygons can be classified taking the different classes from each map. Probabilities estimated for the
resulting "unique conditions" can be classified and displayed. The vents are correlated with only a few
patterns and it is relatively easy to interpret the weights and final probability maps in terms of the
underlying volcanic, tectonic, and hydrothermal processes. The vents are situated along the central axis of
the rise togethe r with the yo ungest voican ies. They o ccur at app roximately  the same de pth below  sea level,
tend to be associated w ith pillow flows rather than sh eet flows, and with ab sence of fissures whic h are
more prominent in olde r volcanics. 

Contrary to weights of evidence modeling, weighted logistic regression (cf. Agterberg, 1992, for
discussion  of algorithm) ca n he applie d when  the explan atory variable s are not con ditionally ind ependen t.
This metho d was pre viously app lied by Re ddy et al. (19 91) to volcan ogenic mass ive suifide dep osits in
the Snow La ke area of M anitoba.. T he assump tions unde rlying these me thods will b e evaluated in  detail
for the seafloor example. 

The gold deposits in Meguma Terrane, Nova Scotia, were previously used for weights of evidence
modeling (Bonham -Carter et al., 1988; W right, 1988; Agterberg et al., 1990; Bonh am-Carter et al., 1990).
It will be shown in this paper that similar results are obtained when weighted logistic regression is used.
The degree of fit of the different statistical mode ls is evaluated for all applications in this paper. A
difference between the two examples of application is that the number of hydrothermal vents on the
seafloor is small in comparison to the number of Nova Scotia gold deposits. For this reason, the posterior
probabilities have greater relative precision in the N ova Scotia example. 

Hydrothermal Vents on the Ocean Floor 

The maps used  for this example are show n in Plate 1 (color illustrations are grouped  together; Plates 2-5
follow  Plate 1). The volcanos on the East Pacific Rise are of two types. (1) pillow flows, and (2) sheet
flows. There are three age classes. Ballard et al. (1981 ) determ ined rel ative age b y measu ring relative
amounts o f sediments d eposited o n top of the vo leanies. Th e resulting six litho -age units are shown in
Plate la together with the occurrences of 13 hydrothermal vents. The other map patterns of Plate 1 are for



topography (depth to sea bottom, Pl. 1b), distance to contact between youngest pillow flows and youngest
sheet flows (Pl. le), and distance to fissures (Pl. 1d). The first step in weights of evidence modeling
consis ted of co nstruct ing binar y patterns wh ich are r elatively  strongly  correla ted with  the vents . Five
binary patte rns for the se afloor example are shown in P late 2. Each  pattern has  positive weigh t W+ for
presence  of a feature a nd negative w eight W - for its absence. The contrast C = W+-W - is a measure of the
strength of correlation between the vents and a binary pattern. A binary pattern can be constructed by
maximizing the contrast. For example, from Plate lb for topography it can he seen that nearly all (12 of
13) vents belong to a single 20-m topo graphic interval and this prompted the  choice of the binary pa ttern
of Plate 2b. A table of contrast versus c orridor width can be  used for deciding on the bin ary pattern

Plates

Plate 1: Patterns used for example of occurrence of hydrothermal vents on the seafloor (East Pacific Rise,

21/ N; based on Fig. 5 of Ballard et al., 1981). (a) litho -age unit s and hydroth ermal ven ts (dots) ; relative

age classes are 1.0-1.4 (youngest), 1.4-1.7 (intermediate), and 1.7-2.0 (oldest); (b) to pography  (depth

below sea level); (c) corridors arou nd contact betwe en youngest pillow an d sheet flows; (d) corridors

around fissures. 

Plate 2: Binary patterns derived from Plate 1 (study area as in Pl. la). Weights for presence or absence of

feature s were  calcula ted for 0 .01 km 2  unit cell size. (a) age, W+ = 2.251 for presence of youngest

volcanos, W - = -1.231; (b) topography , W+ = 2.037 for presence within zone with water depth between

2580 m and 26 00 m, W - = -0.811; (c) rock type, W + = 0.632 for presence  of pillow flows, W - = -0.338 for

presence of sheet flow s; (d) proximity to contact betw een youngest volcanics, W + = 2.259 fo r points

within 20 m, W - = -0.570; (c) absence/pre sence of fissures, W + = 0.178 for points at distances greater than

110 m, W - = -0.097 for points w ithin 110 m. 

Plate 3: Seafloor example. (a) Posterior probability map with eight unique conditions for the overlap of

first three binary  pattern s of Plat e 2, unit  cell size  = 0.01 km  2; (b) t-value map corresponding to Plate 3a

(t-value is ratio of posterior probability and its standard deviation); (c) posterior probability map with 31

unique co nditions for  the five binary  patterns of P late 2, unit cell size = 0.001 km . 

Plate 4: Weighted logistic regression applied to seafloor example. (a) Posterior probability map with 31

unique cond itions fo r the five b inary patterns o f Plate 2 , unit ce ll size = 0 .001 km 2 (cf. Pl. 3c); (b) t-value

map corresponding to Plate 4a; (c) Posterior probability map with 196 unique conditions for modified

logistic model. See text and caption of T able 3 for further explana tion. 

Plate 5: Weighted logistic regression applied to gold deposits (circles) in Meguma Terrane, Nova Scotia.

(a) Posterior probability map with 91 unique, conditions for seven binary patterns without missing data,

unit cell  size = 1 km 2, (b) t-value map corresponding to Plate 5a. 















Table 1 : Positive Weigh ts (W+), Contrasts (C), and Standard Deviations (s) for

Corridors around Contact between Youngest Volcanics

(Area measured in km2. Last colu mn shows t-value of C[t = C/s(C)]. The 13

corrido rs are disp layed in P late 1c.)

No. Width Area Vents W+ s(W+) C s(C) C/s(C)

1 20m 0.197 6 2.259 0.416 2.829 0.561 5.041

2 40m 0.338 7 1.863 0.382 2.549 0.559 4.557

3 60m 0.532 8 1.538 0.356 2.352 0.572 4.112

4 80m 0.721 8 1.232 0.356 1.989 0.572 3.481

5 100m 0.931 8 0.973 0.355 1.664 0.571 2.912

6 120m 1.097 8 0.808 0.355 1.443 0.571 2.526

7 140m 1.281 9 0.771 0.335 1.564 0.602 2.598

8 160m 1.480 11 0.827 0.303 2.237 0.769 2.908

9 180m 1.660 11 0.712 0.303 2.047 0.769 2.661

10 200m 1.808 11 0.626 0.302 1.896 0.769 2.464

11 220m 2.000 11 0.525 0.302 1.702 0.769 2.212

12 240m 2.164 12 0.533 0.290 2.317 1.041 2.225

13 > 240m 3.984 13

for distance from a linear feature. For example, in Table 1 the contact between youngest pillows and
sheets (Pl. le)  has the largest c ontrast for co rridor no. 1 w hich was  selected for  the binary p attern of Plate
2d. The fissure binary pattern (Pl. 2c) is also for the corridor with the largest contrast. Weights and
contrasts fo r the binary  pat- terns of P late 2 are sum marized in T able 2. Fro m the standa rd deviations  it
can be seen that the co rrelation between fissures a nd vents is probably not significant. T he binary pattern
of Plate 2e is only weakly correlated with the vents. In weights of evidence modeling, the binary patterns 

Table 2 : Weights and  Contrast (with  Standard De viations) for Five B inary

Patterns of Plate 2

Pattern W+ s(W+) W - s(W -) C s(C) C/s(C)

Age 2.251 1.000 -1.231 0.290 3.481 1.041 3.343

Topography 2.037 1.000 -0.811 0.290 2.848 1.041 2.735

Contact 2.259 0.415 -0.570 0.378 2.829 0.561 5.041

Rock type 0.632 0.410 -0.338 0.378 0.970 0.558 1.740

Fissures 0.178 0.448 -0.097 0.354 0.275 0.571 0.481

are combined w ith one another by the a ddition of weights for very small unit cells w here the features are
either present or absent. Fro m a statistical point of view, this addition is only pe rmitted if the binary
patterns are conditionally independent of the vent pattern. Chi-squared statistics for conditional
independ ence testing (A gterberg, 1992 ) cannot be  used here , because th e required  frequenc ies of points
are too s mall. It is likely  that the b inary patterns a re not co ndition ally independ ent. Fo r examp le, the age
(Pl. 2a), rock ty pe (Pl. 2c) a nd contac t corridor (Pl.  2d) pattern s were co nstructed fro m the litho-age  units
of Plate la. This assumption is corroborated by performing the following pattern correlation analysis.
Yule's measure of association Q for binary variables resembles the product-moment correlation coefficient



Figure 1: Seafloor example, analysis of relationship between hydrothermal vents and contact

between youngest volcanics (cf. Table 1). Auxiliary variable y = A . exp(W+) is plotted

against cumulative area A measured in units of 0.001  km 2. The first derivative dyc/DA of

fitted curve yc provides estimates of four values of variable w eight W +(A) that depends on

distance from the con tact. See text for further explan ation. 

in that it is equa l to zero if there  is no correla tion and ca nnot exce ed one (fo r exact linea r relationship ) in
absolute value. It is close to zero for the three pairs: age-topography (0.19), age-rock type (0.18), and
topograph y-rock type (- 0.02). In abso lute value it is relatively  large for con- ta ct corridor c orrelated w ith
age (0.95), topography (0.53), and rock type (0.53), respectively. These results suggest that the contact
corridor pattern may be re dundant, as will be de monstrated later by statistical tests. 

Posterior Probability Maps 

Plate 3a is a posterior probability map for a 0.01-km2 unit cell based on only three binary patterns (age,
topography, and rock type). The prior probability in this application was set equal to 0.033 for number of
vents (= 13) divided by total area (= 398.4 unit cells). The binary patterns of Plate 2 also can be regarded
as posterior probability maps . Presence of single features gives posterior pro babilities of 0.111 (age),
0.073 (topography), and 0.061 (rock type), respectively. These probabilities are for presence of a vent
within  a 0.01-km2 subarea at a particular place where an indicator pattern is present. In general, combining
p binary patterns gives 2P possible combinations for the unique conditions. Plate 3a is based on eight
unique conditions with probabilities equal to 0.000, 0.001, 0.006, 0.011, 0.015, 0.030, 0.171, and 0.360.
The uncertainties of these probabilities are relatively large, as shown in the corresponding t-value map of
Plate 3b where every  posterior probability was d ivided by its standard deviation. 

Plate 3e  is the po sterior p robab ility map  for a 0.0 01-km 2 unit cell using all five  binary patte rns of Plate
2. Although the patterns of Plates 3a and 3e are similar, a more detailed analysis shows that the results of
these two applications of the weights of evidence method are different. Plate 3e is based on 31 unique
conditions (one of the possible 32 combinations of five features is not represented), with probabilities
ranging from 0.000 to 0.352. The unit cell for Plate 3e is ten times as small as the one used for Plate 3a.
Because the posterior probabilities cover approximately the same range of values, this means that the
probability of f inding a ve nt per 0 .01-km 2 unit cell in the unique conditions with the largest posterior

probabilities is about ten times greater in the situation of Plate 3c. We will show later (see sections on
weighted lo gistic regression a nd goodne ss-of-fit test) tha t the model o f Plate 3a pro vides a good fit,
whereas the model underlying Plate 3e overestimates the posterior probabilities in the most favorable areas
because of lack of conditional independence of the contact corridor binary pattern. 



Analysis of Conta ct Corridor P attern 

The contrast in Table 1 has secondary maxima for corridors 8 and 12. Although the positive weights for
these other corridors are less than  that for the first corridor used for Plate 2d , their areas are larger.
Expected number of vents within a corridor is equal to the product of corridor area and posterior
probability. For this reason, a wider corridor (e.g., no. 8) can also be selected as a binary pattern. Another
method of modeling the relationship between vents and contact is to estimate weights for the intersections
of successive corridors ("classes") shown in Plate lc.

Figure 1 was derived from the  data of Table 1 for classes o f contact corridors as follow s. An auxiliary
variable y = A@exp(W +) is plotte d agains t cumula tive area A . Agterbe rg and B onham -Carte r (1990 ) have
shown that the natural logarithm of the first derivative dyc/dA of a curve y, fitted to y may provide a good
estimate of W +(A) representing a variable weight that depends on distance from the contact. Suppose m
distinct weights are calculated for m classes of distance instead of the two weights corresponding to the
two classes of a binary pattern. The observed values of Table 1 (and Fig. 1) are for increasingly wide
corridors. Adjoining classes with the smallest difference in y can be combined repeatedly until only m new
classes are retained. The result of this iterative process for m=4 is shown in Figure 1 as four straight-line
segmen ts appro ximating yc. The slopes of the four straight lines can be used to estimate the following four
weights: 2.259 (for class 1, as before), 0.566 (for classes 2 and 3), -0.043 (for classes 4 to 8), and -1.431
(for remaind er of study a rea). This p attern suggests an approx imately linea r decrease  in weight w ith
distance fro m the conta ct. This, in tur n, implies tha t the probab ility of finding a ven t within a sma ll cell
would d ecrease ex ponentially  with distan ce. It will be sho wn nex t how thes e results can  be incorpo rated in
the modeling. 

Weighted L ogistic Reg ression 

Weights o f evidence mo deling and lo gistic regression w ith the obser vations weigh ted accord ing to their
areas of the correspon ding unique conditions a re different types of application o f the loglinear model (cf.
Andersen , 1990). In w eighted logistic regre ssion, the pa tterns are no t necessarily  conditiona lly
indepe ndent a s in we ights of evidence  modelin g. Plate 4a show s poster ior prob abilities  for a 0.0 01 km2

unit cell using th e same five bin ary patterns  of Plate 3c. T he proba bilities of Plate  4a range from  0.000 to
0.054. For the most favorable unique conditions, they are nearly ten times as small as t corresponding
values that resu lted from app lying the we ights of evidenc e method to  the five binary  patterns. In this
respect, the posterior probabilities resulting from weighted logistic regression are close to those obtained
by applyin g the weights o f evidence me thod to three  binary patte rns only (cf . Pl.. 3a). Th ese results
indicat e that the  large pro babilitie s that aro se whe n the w eights of e vidence  method  was us ed with  the five
binary variables are, indeed, too large because of lack of conditional independence. The logistic regression
coefficients  and their stan dard deviatio ns are show n in Table  3. The t-value  map for Pla te 4a is show n in
Plate 4b. 

Weighted logistic regression can also be used in situations where the explanatory variables have many
classes or are continuous. In the discussion of Figure 1, it was suggested that probability of occurrence of
vents decreases exponentially with distance from contact. In order to incorporate this exponential decrease
in the logistic model, a new explanatory variable was created by assigning values decreasing from 13 to 1
to the 13 classes used for Figure 1 (cf. Pi. le). Combining this new ordinal variable with the previous four
binary variables resulted in an increase in the number of unique conditions (from 31 to 196). Plate 4e
shows the posterior probability map for this new model. In general, the pattern of Plate 4e is close to the
one of Plate 4a. Although the relationship between vents and contact was modeled in more detail, the
overall effect o f this refineme nt become s small whe n it is combine d with the re lationships o f the vents
with age, elevation, and rock type (cf. Table 3).  

Goodness-of-Fit Test 

The degree of fit of several models is evaluated in Figure 2. The posterior probability is plotted in the
horizontal direction. The product of posterior probability and area per unique condition provides
theoretical values for frequency of vents. Corresponding observed frequencies can be obtained by



Figure 2: Seafloor example, goodness-of-fit tests. Observed and estimated relative

frequenc ies versus po sterior probabilities from (a) Plate 3 a, (b) Plate 4a, (c) -P late

3c, and (d) pattern  similar to Plate 3e obtaine d after using c ontact corridor no . 8

instead of no. 1  for the contac t binary pattern. 

Table 3: Regression Coefficients for Logistic Model (B) and Modified
Logistic Model (BN) with Standard Deviations

[The value of x in BN contact between youngest volcanics ranges from 13

(corrido r no. 1) to  1 (corrid or no. 1 3).]

Pattern B s(B) BN s(BN)

Age 2.862 1.076 2.979 1.086

Topography 2.388 1.050 2.458 1.051

Contact 1.114 0.604 0.145 0.579

Rock type 0.2580 0.584 0.420 0.591

Fissures 0.139 0.579 0.062 0.076

 counting the number of vents per unique condition. Theoretical and observed frequencies were converted
to relative frequencies by dividing by total number of vents (= 13). If a model is good, the predicted total
number of vents should be close to 13. This condition is nearly satisfied in Figures 2a (weights of
evidence modeling using three bina ry patterns) and 2b (w eighted logistic regression using five binary
patterns). In the situation of Figure 2a, the model predicts 14.0 vents which is one too many; the model of
Figure 2b pr edicts 12.6  vents-slightly less th an 13. Th e Kolmogo rov-Smirnov (K -S) test can be u sed to
evaluate the largest difference between observed and expected relative frequencies. In Figure 2a, the
absolute value of the largest difference is 0.081. In a two-tailed test with eight observations, this value
should not exceed  0.454 with a prob ability of 95%. Th e corresponding 95%  confidence level for Figure
2b w ith 31 observa tions is 0 .238  which al so is  greater than the observe d valu e of 0 .099  in th is dia gram. It
may be conclud ed that the models tested in Figures 2 a and 2b provide a good  fit. 

On the other hand, the degree of fit of the models underlying Figures 2e and 2d is poor. Figure 2e
correspon ds to Plate 3 e for whic h it was alrea dy show n that the five bin ary patterns  are not con ditionally
independent. Th e predicted total number o f vents is 37.6, which is nearly thre e times too large.  
Moreover, the absolute value of the largest difference (= 1.892) in Figure 2e exceeds the 95% confidence
level (= 0.238) in the K-S test. Figure 2d is for a p robability map (not show n) derived from five binary
patterns in which the contact pattern was for the wider corridor comprising classes 1 through 8 in Plate le.



Figure 3: Goodness-of-fit test applied to logistic model for gold deposits, Meguma

Terrane (Pl. 5a) . The difference betw een observed and  theoretical relative frequenc ies is

plotted against posterior probability. See text for further explanation.

The expected total number of vents then is 28.4, which is more than twice the observed total (= 13). The
absolute value of the largest difference (= 1.184) in Figure 2d exceeds the 95% confidence level (= 0.238)
for a good fit. 

The largest posterior probabilities in Figures 2e and 2d are 0.352 and 0.115, respectively. Differences
between observed and calculated frequencies do not exceed the 95% confidence level of the K-S test
except for the three or four largest posterior probabilities. The models underlying Figures 2e and 2d
provide a good fit except in the mo st favorable unique cond itions where the freque ncies of vents are
overestimated by a wide  margin. 

The preceding application of the K-S test differs from other applications of this test because in our
application the model also predicts total number of discrete events. Normally a non-zero difference
between observed and expected frequencies at the largest value does not arise because the observations
originate from an infinitely large population. In a strict sense, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistics may
only be used when the total number of discrete events is correctly predicted. The approximate K-S test
used in this paper loses its validity whe n the expected relative frequen cy is not approximately e qual to 1.0
at the largest value. Note that in Bonham-Carter et al. (1990) the K-S test was applied, but the theoretical
as well as the observed cumulative frequencies were constrained to reach a maximum of 1.0. This had the
advantage of satisfying the assumptions for the K-S test, but the disadvantage of failing to recognize
theoretical frequencies that are too  large. 

Also note that possible undiscovered deposits are not considered in the goodness-of-fit test. The reason
that results of weights of evidence modeling and logistic regression are useful for mineral potential
mapping is that the estimated weights are approximately independent of undiscovered deposits in a study
region provided that the known deposits can he regarded as a random subset of all (known + unknown)
deposits in th e region. On ly the prior p robability in  weights of evid ence mod eling and the c onstant term  in
logistic regression depend strongly on u ndiscovered deposits (cf. Agterberg, 199 2). 

Gold Deposits in Central Nova Scotia 

In the weighted logistic regression, 68 gold deposits were related to the fol- lowing seven binary patterns
(cf. Bonham-Carter et al., 1990). (1) proximity to anticlinal axes, (2) Au in balsam fir, (3) contact between
Goldenville and Halifax Formations, (4) Goldenville Formation, (5) Devonian granite contact zone, (6)
lake sedimen t signature, and  (7) NW  lineaments.  The assu mption of co nditional ind ependen ce is slightly
violated in this application. For example, weights of evidence modeling for a 1-km unit cell on these seven



binary patterns results in a predicted total number of deposits equal to 75.2, which exceeds the observed
total by nearly 10%. It is noted that patterns (2) and (6) are missing in parts of the area. In weights of
evidence modeling, the we ights can be estimated for patterns w ith missing data by omitting areas that are
unknown from the weight calculations. In logistic regression, this procedure would result in significant
loss of information because coefficients for all patterns are estimated simultaneously; thus, omitting areas
with missing data would eliminate these regions from estimation entirely. For this reason patterns (2) and
(6) were modified so that, in regions where the patterns are missing, they were treated as being “not
present." Logistic regression on the resulting revised data set predicts 64.3 gold deposits-slightly less than
68. 
The we ights, their stand ard deviations, and con trasts of the w eights of eviden ce modelin g are compa red to
the estimated  logistic regression  coefficients  in Table 4.  Plate 5a sho ws the logistic  posterior pro bability
map wh ich is similar to w eights of eviden ce modelin g results previou sly show n in Bonh am-Carter  et al.
(1990). Plate 5b sho ws the posterior prob abilities divided by their standard deviations (t-value ma p). A
significant diffe rence betw een Plate 5 b and the t-va lue maps fo r the seafloo r example (P ls. 3b and 4 b) is
that the values in Plate 5b are relatively large. In an approximate significance test based on the normal
distribution in standard form, a t-value greater than 1.645 indicates that the corresponding posterior

Table 4: Weights and Contrasts  (with Standard Deviations) for Seven 
Binary Patterns Related to Gold Deposits in Meguma Terrane, Nova Scotia 

[Regression coefficients for logis tic model (B) an d their stand ard deviations, 

are shown in last two columns. F irst row (pattern no. 0) is for constant term in weighted logistic regression.] 

Pattern
No. W+ s(W+) W- s(W-) C s(C) B s(B)

0 -6.172 0.501

1 0.563 0.143 -0.829 0.244 1.392 0.283 1.260 0.301

2 0.836 0.210 -0.293 0.160 1.129 0.264 1.322 0.267

3 0.367 0.174 -0.268 0.173 0.635 0.246 0.288 0.266

4 0.311 0.128 -1.474 0.448 1.784 0.466 1.290 0.505

5 0.223 0.306 -0.038 0.134 0.261 0.334 0.505 0.343

6 1.423 0.343 -0.375 0.259 1.798 0.430 0.652 0.383

7 0.041 0.271 -0.010 0.138 0.051 0.304 0.015 0.309

 probability is greater than 0 with a probability of 95%. This greater degree of precision is due to the larger
number of occurre nces for the Nova Scotia ex ample. 

Finally, Figu re 3 is for evalua tion of the goo dness of fit o f the logistic mod el of Plate 5. T he absolu te
value of the largest difference between expected and observed relative frequencies is 0.0775. This is less
than the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic (= 0.1426; 95% two-tailed test) and it may be concluded that the
fit of the logistic model is good. 

Concluding Remarks 

Care should be taken  in weights of evidence mode ling to avoid bias caused by pred ictive patterns that are

mutually inte rrelated, bec ause violation s of the con ditional inde pendenc e assumptio n usually lea d to
overestimation of the largest posterior probabilities. The problem of bias is avoided when weighted
logistic regression is used. In general, the drawbacks of regression are that it cannot be applied without
making assumptions about missing values unless all explanatory patterns are fully known for a study area.
Moreo ver, the standa rd deviations  of regression c oefficients c an be unre asonably  large if there is
multicollinearity. The latter problems are of minor significance in this paper where the logistic model



produced satisfactory re sults in all applications. 

It is suggested in this pa per that both  weights of evid ence and  logistic regression  solutions be  routinely
compared . The we ights of evidenc e method y ields readily  interpreted p ositive and ne gative weights an d is
a straight- forward method for determining optimal cutoffs for the creation of binary patterns and for
handling missing data. On the other hand, logistic regression provides a cheek on the effects of lack of
conditional independence, in addition to the X  2- and K-S tests suggested for the weights of evidence
method. 
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From Bonham-Carter, Graeme F., Geographic Information Systems for Geoscientists,
Modelling with GIS, Chapter 9, Fuzzy Logic section with related tables and figures.

FUZZY LOGIC METHOD 

In classical set theory, the membership of a set is defined as true or false, 1 or 0. Memb ership of a fuzzy set,

however, is expressed on a continuous scale from 1 (full membership) to 0 (full non-membership). Thus

individual measurements of arsenic (As) in lake sediment might be defined according to their degree of

membership in the set called "Arsenic anomaly". Very high values of As are definitely anomalous, with a fuzzy

membership  of 1; very low values at or below background h ave a fuzzy membership of zero; betwee n these

extremes a range of possible membership values exist. Such a membership function might be expressed

analytically as 

where x is the As concentration value in ppm  and :(x) is the fuzzy membership function. Every value of x is

associate d wit h a val ue o f :(x), and th e ordere d pairs [x, :(x)] are known collectively as a fuzzy set. The shape

of the function need not be linear, as in Equation 9-3 and shown in Figure 9-5, it can take on any analytical or

arbitrary shape appropriate to die problem at hand. Fuzzy membership functions can also be expressed as lists or

tables of numbers. Th us in the As case, the discrete representation  of the fuzzy membership functio n shown in

Table  9-7 (for clas s intervals  of 50 pp m), is equ ivalent to  the analytic al expres sion in  Equati on 9-3 . 

Now sup pose that As h as been m apped, with  50 ppm  class intervals, then  the fuzzy mem bership fun ction can

be treate d as an attrib ute tabl e of an arsen ic map, as  shown  in Tab le 9-8. 

The classes of any map can be associated with fuzzy membership values in an attribute table. The level of

measu remen t of the m apped  variable can  be categ orical, ord inal or in terval. 

Fuzzy membership values must lie in the range (0, 1), but there are no practical constraints on the choice of

fuzzy membership values. Values are simply chosen to reflect the degree of membership of a set, based on

subjective judgm ent. Values need no t increase or decrease mono tonically with class number, as in the case of As

above. 

The presence of the various states or classes of a map might be expressed in terms of fuzzy memberships of

different sets, possibly storing them as several fields in the map attribute table. Thus th e As values on  a map

might be considered in terms of their fuzzy membership of a set'”favou rable i ndica tor for g old de posits",  or a

second set "suitab le for dr illing wa ter wells". The m embersh ip function s for these two se ts would lo ok very

different, one reflecting the importance of As as a pathfinder element for gold deposits, the other reflecting the

unde sirability of d rilling a wa ter well in  rocks wi th elevat ed leve ls of As. 

Not only can  a single map h ave more th an one fuzz y membersh ip function , but also several d ifferent maps can

have membe rship values for the same proposition  or hypothesis. Suppo se that the spatial objects (polygons,

pixels) on a map, are evaluated according to the proposition “favourable location for gold exploration” then any

of the maps to be used  as evidence in supp ort of this proposition can he  assigned fuzzy membership  functions.

Table 9-5 sho ws a series of fuzzy membership functions for the m aps used to select a landfill. Ale membe rship

values were chosen arbitrarily (like the index overlay scores) based on su bjective judgmen t about the relative

imp ortanc e of  the  map s and th eir  various sta tes . Th e fuzzy m ember shi p va lue s are  in the f ield label led  "Fuz zy".

Table 9-6 also shows fuzzy membership functions for the mineral potential maps. Note that the fuzzy

mem bers hips assig ned  to ca tego rical m aps (s uch  as the  geol ogic al map  or th e zoning map  in th e landfill s tudy)

do not in crease or dec rease mon otonically with  class numb er, but are assigned  values in the  range (0,1) that

reflect, subjectively, the importance of individual map  units. Thus limesto ne is assigned a value of 0.1 (highly

unfavou rable for a lan dfill), whe reas a shale i s assigned  a very favourabl e value (0 .9). 

Note that the fuzzy memb ership values must reflect the relative importance o f each map, as well as the relative

importance of each class of a single map. Th e fuzzy memberships are similar to the co mbined effect of the class

scores an d the m ap weigh ts of the in dex ov erlay meth od. 



Table 9-6. Attribute tables for mineral potential study, showing scores for class weighting and fuzzy membership
values. Only 4 out of the 1 0 tables used in the study are shown. Tables have been assigned the same names as
their associated maps. 

A. Geolo gy (GEO L) 

Class Score Fuzzy Legend

0 -1 0.0 ‘outside’

1 9 0.8 ‘Goldenville’

2 7 0.7 ‘Halifax’

3 -1 0.1 ‘Granite’

B. Lake Sediment Antimony (LSSB)

0 1 0.1 ‘no data’

1 8 0.8 ‘0.9-1.3 ppm’

2 7 0.8 ‘0.8-0.9'

3 6 0.6 ‘0.6-0.8'

4 5 0.4 ‘0.5-0.6'

5 4 0.3 ‘0.4-0.5'

6 2 0.2 ‘0.3-0.4'

7 2 0.2 ‘0.2-0.3'

8 1 0.1 ‘<0.2'

C. Balsam Fir Gold (BIOAU)

0 0 0.0 ‘no data’

1 9 0.9 ‘24-136 ppb’

2 8 0.8 ‘16-24'

3 8 0.6 ‘12-16'

4 7 0.4 ‘10-12'

5 6 0.3 ‘8-10'

6 5 0.2 7-8'

7 4 0.2 ‘6-7'

8 2 0.2 ‘3-6'

9 1 0.1 ‘<3'

D. An ticlin e dis tance  (ANTI)

Class Score Fuzzy Legend
0 0 0.1 ‘> 6 km’

1 9 0.9 ‘<0.25'

2 9 0.9 ‘0.25-0.5'

3 9 0.9 ‘0.5-0.75'
4 9 0.9 ‘0.75-1.0'
5 8 0.8 ‘1.0'1.25'

6 8 0.8 ‘1.25-1.5'

7 8 0.8 ‘1.5-1.75'
8 8 0.8 ‘1.75-2.0'

9 7 0.7 ‘2.0-2.25'

10 7 0.7 ‘2.25-2.5'
11 7 0.7 ‘2.5-2.75'

12 6 0.6 ‘2.75-3.0'

13 6 0.5 ‘3.0-3.25'

14 6 0.5 ‘3.25-3.5'
15 5 0.5 ‘3.5-3.75'

16 5 0.4 ‘3.75-4.0'
17 4 0.4 ‘4.0-4.25'
18 4 0.4 ‘4.25-4.5'

19 3 0.3 ‘4.5-4.75'

20 3 0.3 ‘4.75-5.0'

21 2 0.3 ‘5.0-5.25'

22 2 0.3 ‘5.25-5.5'

23 1 0.2 ‘5.5-5.75'

24 1 0.2 ‘5.75-6.0'



FIG. 9-5. A graph showing fuzzy membe rship of the set of obse rvations for whic h "arsenic

levels  are anomalous". Fuzzy membership can, in some cases, he expressed as an analytic al

function,  not necessarily linear as shown he re, in other cases  membership  is defined mo re

readily as a table. 

Table 9-7. Fuzzy membership function for As expressed as the ordered pairs [x, : (x)l, and organized
in a table. 

x :(x)

300 1

250 1

200 0.75

150 0.5

100 0.25

50 0

0 0

Table 9-8. Attribute table for a map of As, with the fuzzy membersh ip values shown as on e field. 

Map 
Class

Fuzzy
Members hip

Legend
Entry

1 1.00 ‘>275 ppm
As’

2 1.00 ‘225 - 275'

3 0.75 ‘175 - 225'

4 0.50 ‘125 - 175'

5 0.25 ‘75 - 125'

6 0.00 ‘25 - 75'

7 0.00 ‘< 25'



Table 9-5. Attribute tables for the 10 maps used for landfill site selection.

A. Overburden thickness (OVERTHIK)

Class Fuzzy Legend

1 0.1 “1 m”

2 0.3 “2 m”

3 0.9 “3 m”

4 0.9 “4 m”

5 0.9 “5 m”

6 0.9 “6 m”

C. Surface slope (SLOPE)

1 0.9 “low”

2 0.9

3 0.7

4 0.5 “medium”

5 0.3

6 0.1

7 0.1

8 0.1 “steep”

G. 100-year flood zone (FLOOD)

1 0.1 “100 yr”

2 0.9 “> 100"

H. Suitability for farming (SUITAB)

1 0.1 “good”

2 0.4 “fair”

3 0.9 “poor”

I. Distance from major road (ROADBUF)

1 0.6 “<1 km”

2 0.9 “<2"

3 0.8 “<3"

4 0.7 “<4"

5 0.5 “<5"

6 0.3 “<6"

7 0.1 “<7"

8 0.1 “<8"

B. Permeability (PERMEAB)

Class Fuzzy Legend

1 0.9 “low”

2 0.6 “med”

3 0.2 “high”

D. Geology (GEOLOGY)

1 0.8 “granite”

2 0.5 “sandstone”

3 0.9 “shale”

4 0.1 “limestone”

5 0.2 “conglomera
te”

E. Zoning map (ZONING)

0 0.1 “city”

1 0.3 “indu stria l”

2 0.8 “agricult A”

3 0.7 “agricult B”

F. Distance from city limits (MUNIBUF)

0 0.0 “0 km”

1 0.6 “<1 km”

2 0.8 “<2"

3 0.9 “<3"

4 0.7 “<4"

5 0.5 “<5"

6 0.3 “<6"

7 0.1 “<7"

8 0.1 “<8"

9 0.1 “<9"

10 0.1 “<10"

11 0.1 “>=10"

J. Ecologically sensitive (ECOL)

1 0.1 “sensitive”

2 0.9 “insensitive”



Combining Fuzzy Membership Functions 

Given two or more maps with fuzzy membership functions for the same set, a variety of operators can be

employed to combine the membership values together. The book by Zimmermann (1985), for example,

discusses a variety of combination rules. An et al. (1991) discuss five operators that were found to be useful for

combining exploration datasets, namely the fuzzy AND, fuzzy OR, fuzzy algebraic product, fuzzy algebraic sum

and fuzz y gamma o perator. T hese o perators  are briefly revie wed h ere. 

Fuzzy AND 

This is equivalent to a Boolean AND (logical intersection) operation on classical set values of (1,0). It is defined

as 

(9-4) 

where :A is the m embe rship valu e for map A  at a particu lar locatio n, :B, is the value for map B, and so on. Of

course, the fuzzy memberships must all be with respect to the same proposition. Suppose that at some location

the membership value for map A is 0.75 and for map B is 0.5, then the membership for the combination using

fuzzy AND is 0.5. It can readily be seen that the effect of this rule is to make the output map be controlled by

the smallest fuzzy membership value occurring at each location. Like the Boolean AND, fuzzy AND results in a

conservative estimate of set memb ership, with a tendency to prod uce small values. The AN D operation is

appropriate where two o r more pieces of evidence  for a hypothesis must be present toge ther for the hypothesis to

be true . 

Fuzzy OR
On the other hand, the fuzzy OR is the like the Boolean OR (logical union) in that the output membership values

are controlled by the maximu m values of any of the input maps, for any particular location. The fuzzy OR  is

defined as 

(9-5)

Using this operator, the combined membership value at a location (=suitability for landfill etc) is limited only by

the most suitable of the evidence maps. This is not a particularly desirable operator for the landfill case, but

might in some circumstances be reasonable for mineral potential mapping, where favourable indicators of

min eraliz ation  are rare  and t he p resen ce o f any po sitive evid enc e may b e suffi cien t to su gges t favou rabil ity.

Note that in using either the  fuzzy AND or fuzzy OR, a fuzzy membership of a single piece o f evidence controls

the output value. On the other hand, the following operators combine the effects of two or more pieces of

eviden ce in a "ble nded " result, so th at each d ata sourc e has som e effect on  the ou tput. 



Fuzzy Algebraic Produ ct 
Here, the combin ed memb ership function is defined as 

(9-6)

where : i is the fuzzy membership function for the i-th map, and i=1,2,... n maps are to be combined. The

combined fuzzy membership values tend to be very small with this operator, due to the effect of multiplying

several numbers less than 1. The output is always smaller than, or equal to, the smallest contributing

membership value, and is therefore "decreasive". For example, the algebraic product of (0.75, 0.5) is 0.375.

Nevertheless, all the contributing membership values have an effect on the result, unlike the fuzzy AND, or

fuzzy OR  operato rs. 

Fuzzy Algebraic Sum 
This operator is com plementary to the fuzzy algebraic product, bein g defined as 

(9-7) 

The resu lt is always larger (or equal to ) the largest con tributing fuzzy m embersh ip value. Th e effect is therefore

"increasive". Two pieces of evidence that both favour a hypothesis reinforce one another and the combined
evidence is more su pportive than either piec e of evidence taken individu ally. For example, the fuzzy algebraic
sum of (0.75 , 0.5) is 1-(1-0.75 )*(1-0.5), which e quals 0.87 5. The in creasive effect of com bining sev eral
favourable pieces of evidence is automatically limited by the maximum value of 1.0, which can never be
exceeded. Note that whereas the fuzzy algebraic product is an algebraic product, the fuzzy algebraic sum is not
an algeb raic sum mation . 

Gamma Operation 
This is d efine d in  term s of th e fuzz y algeb raic p rodu ct and the  fuzzy a lgeb raic su m by = (Fuzzy algebra i c sum)

(9-8) 

where (is a parameter chosen in the range (0, 1), Zimmermann and Zysno (1980). When ( is 1, the combination

is the same as the fuzzy algebraic sum; and when ( is 0, the combination  equals the fuzzy algebraic product.

Jud icio us ch oice  of ( produces output values that ensure a flexible compromise between the "increasive"

tendencies of the fuzzy algebraic sum and the "decreasive" effects of the fuzzy algebraic product. For example,

if (= 0.7, then the combination of (0.75, 0.5) is 0.8750.7 *0.3750.3 = 0.679, a result that lies between 0.75 and 0.5.

On th e oth er han d, if (=0.9 5, th en th e combi natio n is  0 .839 , a mil dly in creas ive re sult . If (=0. 1, then the

combin ation is 0.40 8, a result that is less th an the average o f the 2 inpu t function valu es, and is therefore

dec reasive. T he e ffect o f cho osin g diffe rent  value s of ( are shown in Figure 9-6. Note that although the same

tend enc ies o ccu r, the  actual valu es of ( for which the combined membership function becomes increasive or

dec reasive vary with  the i npu t mem bers hip  value s. An e t al. (1991 ) used a val ue o f (=0.975 to combine

geophysical and geological datasets in their stud y of iron and base metal deposits in M anitoba, presumably

because th e increasive effects o f larger values best seem ed to reflect the  subjective  decision -making of typical

explo ration ge ologist s. 



FIG. 9-6. A graph of fuzzy membership, :c , obtained by combining two fuzzy memberships,  :A  and :B , versus (.  This  shows

the effect of variations in ( for the case of combining two values, :A=0.75 and :B =0.5. When, (=-0, the com bination equals

the fuzzy alge braic produc t; when (=l, the combination equals the fuzzy algebraic sum.. When 0.8 < (< 1, the combination

is larger than the large st input mem bership value (in this cas e 0.75), a nd the effect is therefore "increasive". When 0 <(< 0.35,

the combination is smaller than the smallest input membership value (0.5 in this case), and the  effect is therefore "d ecreasive".

When 0.35<(< 0.8, the c ombination is neither inc reasive nor dec reasive, but lies w ithin the range of the inpu t membershi p

values. The limits 0.8 and 0.35 are data dependent. 

Returning to the internal modelling procedure, with the landfill case, the following steps can used to combine

the 10 maps with the fuzzy gamma operation.

‘Pseudocode for fuzzy combination of datasets for landfill site (see Table 9-5)

‘Set value of Gamma

gamma = 0.95

‘ At current locatio n, lookup  fuzzy memb ership value s for each inpu t map

c1 =  OVE RT HIK

c2 = PER MEAB

c3 = SLOPE

c4 = GEOLOGY

c5 = FLOOD

c6 = ZONING

c7 = SUITAB

c8 = MINIBUF

c9 = ROADBUF

c10 = ECOLOG

‘Calculate the fuzzy algebraic product and fuzzy algebraic sum

product = c1 * c2 * c3 * c4 * c5 * c6 * c7 * c8* c9 * c10

sum = 1  - ((1 - c1) * (1 - c2) * (1 - c3) * (1 - c4) * (1 - c5) * (1 - c6) * (1 - c7 ) * (1 - c8) - (1 - c9) *

(1 - c10)

‘Apply gamma operator

result = (sum  ^ gamma) * (produ ct ^ (1 - gamma))



Notice that for each of the 10 inp ut maps, the 'FUZZY' colum n is the field in the correspon ding map attribute

table where the fuzzy membership functions are stored, see Table 9-5.

The output map, after classification with a table of breakpoints called 'FUZTAB', show areas ranked according

the co mbin ed fuzz y memb ership, s ee Figu re 9-2D . 

The proce dure for the mineral poten tial case is similar, except for two features. First, the value of gamma is

specified as keyboard input allowing different values to be selected at run time. Second, the four lake sediment

maps are combine d using fuzzy OR, and the tw o biogeoche mical maps are also combin ed with fuzzy OR. Th is

means the combined effect of the lake sediment geochemical evidence, will take on the maximum fuzzy

membership of the four contributing maps. An anomalous value from any one of the maps is therefore sufficient

to give this factor a large fuzzy score. The effect is the same for the biogeochemical combination. Finally, the

gamma operator is used, as before, for the final combination step. The resulting map is shown in Figure 9-4D.

Supe rficially it loo ks similar to  the ind ex overla y, but careful  comp arison sh ows so me im portan t difference s. 

‘Pseudocode for fuzzy combination for mineral potential 

‘This pro cedure is sh own graph ically as an inference n et in Figure 9 -7

‘Set gamma value

gamma = 0.95

‘At current loc ation, get fuzzy me mbership  values for each m ap

m1 = GEOL

m2 = LSAS

m3 = LSAU

m4 = LSSB

m5 = LS0W

m6 = BIOAS

m7 = BIOAU

m8 = ANTI

m9 = GOL DHAL

m10 = NWLINS

‘Apply fuzzy OR to lake sediment maps

‘Favourable lake sed geochem  is an intermediate hypothesis

favls = MAX(m2,m3,m4,m5)

‘Favourable biogechem  is an intermediate hypothesis

favbio = MIN(m6,m7)

‘Calculate fuzzy product, sum and gamma

‘Favourable location for gold dep osits is a final hypothesis

fprod = m1 * favls * favbio * m8 * m9 * m10

fsum = 1 - (( 1 - m1 ) * (1 - favls) *(1 - favbio)*(1 - m8) * (1 - m9)*(1 - m10))

favloc = fsu m ^ gamm a * fprod ^ (1 - g amma)

Comments on the Fuzzy Logic Method 

In practice, it may be desirable to use a variety of different fuzzy operators in the same problem, as shown for

the mineral potential example. In particular, fuzzy AND and fuzzy OR can be more appropriate than fuzzy

gamma in so me situation s, but not in  others. For exam ple, suppo se that two in put maps  represent evi dence for a

proposition that requires that the evidence occur jointly. To take a slightly contrived example, consider a map of

sulphur conten t and a map of zinc conten t from lithological samples. The co mbination is highly suggestive

evidence for the presence of zinc sulphide (sphalerite), an important mineral in many zinc deposits. Ignoring the

obvious prob lems of concentration u nits and other factors for the sake of simplicity, we can deduce that be cause

the joint presence of the two elements is needed, the importance of the evidence is limited by the lesser

abundance o f the two elements. In this case, fuzzy AND would b e an appropriate comb ination operator, because

at each location the combination would be controlled by the minimum of the fuzzy membership values. In other

situations, fuzzy OR is more approp riate, where for example, the presence of any one of the path finder elements

in abundance might he significant evidence for the presence of a mineral deposit, even though other pathfinder

eleme nts are no t presen t in ano malou s amou nts. 



Fig. 9-2D Fig. 9-4D

Evidence maps can be combined together in a series of steps, as depicted in an inference network, Figure 9-7.

Thus in stead of com bining all th e maps in o ne operatio n, for example w ith the gamm a operator, it may be  more

appropriate to link together some maps with, say the fuzzy OR to support an intermediate hypothesis, other maps

with fuzzy AND to support another intermediate hypothesis, and finally to link both raw evidence and

intermediate hypotheses (now in turn being used as evidence) with a fuzzy gamma operation. Many combinations

are possible. The inference network becomes an important means of simulating the logical thought processes of

an expert. In expert system terminology, the fuzzy membership functions are the "knowledge base" and the

inference network and fuzzy com bination rules are the "inference engine". Fuzzy logic is one o f the tools used in

expert systems where the uncertainty of evidence is important. Even quite complex inference networks can be

implemented in a map modelling language. Fuzzy logic has also been applied to problems of pattern recognition

in geol ogy, see Gr iffiths (198 7). 

Landfill site selection output map: Suitability using
fuzzy logic. The outpu t is ranked according to

memb ership of a fuzzy set, the  set comp rising areas
that satisfy the proposition “This location is suitab le
for a landfill”. The degree with which the proposition
is satisfied is scored on a scale from 0 to 1, then
classified to make a map.

Output maps showing gold potential: Areas ranked
according to fuzzy membership values. The fuzzy set

comprises those locations that satisfy the proposition
“favourable for gold exploration”, and fuzzy
membership  ranges from 0 to 1. Most of the m ain
known gold o ccurrences are predicted b y the model,
and several new prospective areas are suggested.

























Neural Network

Lecture notes presented by Carl Looney as part of a training workshop on Arc-SDM and 
DataXplore, held at the Geological Survey of Canada, Ottawa, October 26-29, 1999.

Neural Network Method

Arc-SDM uses a separate module called DataXplore to perform neural network analysis. (DataXplore 
can also be run separately from ArcView using data from other sources. The file formats required by 
DataXplore are documented in readme.txt as well as this user guide.) This section describes terms and 
concepts in neural network analysis and DataXplore as they relate both to Arc-SDM and mineral 
exploration.

Dictionary of Terms

DataXplore Arc-SDM

Feature or attribute Evidential theme class

Feature Vector Unique condition

Training vector Unique condition at location of training point

DataXplore provides two types of neural network algorithms: a radial basis functional link algorithm 
(RBFLN) and a fuzzy clustering algorithm. The RBFLN neural network requires a set of training vectors 
on which the algorithm trains or learns. The training process results in a series of parameters that 
define a systematic relationship between the input (training) vectors and the target vector. The 
classification part of the algorithm then uses this relationship to classify data for which the target is 
unknown.

In the case of mineral exploration, the target vector consists of the presence or absence of a mineral 
occurrence. The training vectors contain data about the characteristics associated with occurrences, i.
e., the evidence at the locations of, the presence or absence of mineral occurrences. The training 
vectors consist of the values from a set of evidential themes found at the location of two types of 
training points, those of known mineral occurrences and those locations where no mineralization 
occurs. They are determined by generating a unique conditions grid/table from the selected evidential 
themes, then reading the values from the unique conditions attribute table at the location of training 
points and writing the vectors to a text file for input to DataXplore.

The entire unique conditions table is also written to a separate text file. This is the data for which the 
target vector is unknown. In the context of neural network analysis, each unique condition is described 
as a feature vector. The RBFLN algorithm uses what it has learned from the training point data and 
uses it to find patterns and classify the entire unique conditions table. It provides as output a measure 
between 0 and 1 as to the similarity to the 

The unique conditions grid and table generated as input to DataXplore is essentially the same as that 
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generated for weights of evidence and logistic regression. Generally, however, the evidential themes 
used to create the unique conditions grid will be less generalized, in order to allow the neural network 
algorithms as much information as possible to classify the data. As the number of classes in the 
evidential themes is increased, the number of unique conditions can increase exponentially. While 
theortically there isn't a limit on the number of unique conditions, there may be a practical limit when 
processing. The training data is a subset of the unique conditions.

In Arc-SDM, the interface for creating the neural network input files is the same as that for other Arc-
SDM functions that generate a unique conditions grids (i.e., Calculate Response Theme...; Check 
Conditional Independence...). The unique conditions data and training data are automatically written to 
files in the correct format for DataXplore.

The user, however, performs each step for Neural Network anlaysis separately:

1.  generate the input files
2.  run the neural network module, DataXplore
3.  read the results from DataXplore into ArcView

The following section describes the neural network methods used by DataXplore and their algorithms. 
This material was presented by Carl Looney as part of an Arc-SDM and DataXplore training workshop 
held in October, 1999.

1.  Fuzzy Clustering 
2.  A Fuzzy Clustering Algorithm 
3.  Radial Basis Functional Link Nets (Neural Networks) 
4.  Our New Radial Basis Functional Link Algorithm 
5.  The Format of the Input Data Files  

DataXplore contains 2 major functions:

●     the Fuzzy Clustering function
●     the Radial Basis Functional Link Net function

These operate on a table of data to partition the data into useful sets.

1. Fuzzy Clustering 

A feature vector is a vector
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x = (x1,...,xN)

where each component xn is the value of a feature, or attribute. (unique condition) There are N 
features for any object in a population of objects. Each represents a measurement of a certain attribute 
of the objects.

A feature determines a column (or layer) in a data set. For example: suppose there is a set of Q 
feature vectors

{x(1),..., x(q)}

to be tabularized as follows:

x1(1), x2(1),..., xN(1) (feature vector 1) 

x1(2), x2(2),..., xN(2) (feature vector 2) 
........... 
........... 
x1(Q), x2(Q),..., xN(Q) (feature vector Q)

Each vector represents an object (or entity) in a a population of objects. The goal is to partition the 
population into classes (or subpopulations) of objects by partitioning the set of feature vectors that 
represent the objects. 

The objects are rather similar within classes and rather different between classes. A class represents 
objects with certain ranges of feature values (associates with certain class properties). The process of 
partitioning a set of feature vectors into classes is called clustering (also classification).

Consider the following set of vectors in the plane.
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The feature values include errors and measurement noise but in an average sense they fall into 2 
subpopulations (classes) here.

2. A Fuzzy Clustering Algorithm 

The weighted fuzzy expected value (WFEV) of a set of values s1,... sp is obtained by

i) initializing with sample average µ = (1/P)(s1+ ... + sp)

ii) computing fuzzy weights

 (P = 1,..., P)

 (standardize weights)

iii) computing WFEV

 µ = (p=1,P)Wpsp (weighted average)

iv) if (stop_criterion) then stop

The WFEV weights more densely located points more than those farther away and weights outliers 
less. Our fuzzy clustering algorithm uses the WFEV. The goal is to cluster the set of feature vectors 
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{x(1), ..., x(q)}.

i) input a number K of classes that is larger than the expected number (extra classes will be merged)

ii) assign first K of the Q vectors as cluster centers (after MacQueen's K-means algorithm) z (1), ..., z
(K)

iii) for q = 1 to Q do

assign x(q) to closest center z(k) by c[q]=k (after MacQueen's algorithm)

iv) find WFEV of each cluster to obtain new centers {z(k)}

v) if (any center changes more than ) goto Step iii) above 

else, continue

vi) compute weighted fuzzy variance of each cluster and WFEV dWFEV of distances between centers

vii) for k = 1 to K-1 do

for kk = k+1 to K do

if distance(z(k), z(kk)) < dWFEV then merge(k, kk)

3. Radial Basis Functional Link Nets (Neural Networks) 

The radial basis functional link network is one type of neural network. Two others are the multiple 
layered perceptron (MLP) and the radial basis function neural network (RBFN). A radial basis 
functional link net transforms each N-dimensional input feature vector into an output target vector

x = (x1,..., xN) NN  t = (t1,...,tJ)

The target vector t is a codeword that represents a class. This is called supervised learning because 
the network must be told the class for each input feature vector x.

Neural networks have a relative large number of parameters that can be thought of as knobs (or dials). 
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The parameters are also known as weights. During training a set of feature vectors are presented to 
the network and the knobs are adjusted until each feature vector is mapped to its known target vector. 
These feature vectors are called training vectors when used to train the network.

Any input feature vector is mapped into an actual output vector z by the network

feature vector network actual output vector target vector

x = (x1,...,xN)  NN  z = (z1,..., zJ) e  t = (t1,..., tJ)

The error to be minimized over all Q input feature vectors is

A radial basis function (RBF) is a Gaussian function. It has a center vector v and processes any input 
vector x via

y = f(x;v) = exp[-(x - v)2/(22)] (0 < y 1)

Each middle-layer node in a RBFN or RBFLN contains an RBF whose output fans out to each node in 
the output layer.
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For an input vector x, the outputs from the mth node in the middle-layer and jth node in the output-layer 
are

We adjust the weights umj, vmj and bj (the knobs) by steepest descent (with gain ) via to minimize the 
total sum-squared error

,

,

4. Our New Radial Basis Functional Link Algorithm 
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= (1/4)(1/M)1/N ; // set for the RBF width

draw_weights(); // draw random 
weights, -0.5 to 0.5

Eold = evalnet(); // evalnet() updates 
the NN, gets E

do  

for j = 1 to J do // adjust weights on 
input node lines

for n = 1 to N do vnj = vnj - ß1( E/ vnj);
 

Enew = evalnet();
 

if (Enew < Eold) then ß1 = ß1 * 1.24;
 

else ß1 = ß1 * 0.96;
 

Eold = Enew;
 

for j = 1 to J do // adjust weights on 
hidden node lines

for m = 1 to M do umj = umj - ß2( E/ umj)
 

Enew = evalnet();
 

if (Enew < Eold) then ß2 = ß2 * 1.24;
 

else ß2 = ß2 * 0.96
 

Eold = Enew;
 

Iterations = Iterations + 1;  

if (Iterations > I) then exit;  

} while (Enew > 0.02);  

The function draw_weights() draw initial weights and the function evalnet() updates the actual outputs 
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{z(q)} and error E. The biases bj are adjusted similarly (not shown here).

5. The Format of the Input Data Files 

The data that are to be either i) clustered/merged into classes; or ii) used to train the RBFLN or be 
processed by the trained RBFLN are of the same format for convenience. 

NMJQ  
x1(1), x2(1),..., xN(1), t1(1)  
x1(2), x2(2),..., xN(2), t1(2) 
. . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . 
x1(Q), x2(Q), ..., xN(Q), t1(Q) 

 
(input/output pair 1) 
(input/output pair 2)  
.. .. ..  
.. .. .. 
(input/output pair Q)

where

N = number of features in each vector 
M = number of nodes (RBFs) in middle layer 
J = number of components in output codeword (for class no.) 
Q = number of feature vector/output pairs

x1(1), x2(1), ..., xN(1) = first input feature vector 

t1(1) = first target output value (vector, more generally)

Note: Fuzzy clustering does NOT use the outputs {t1(q)} not M.

Because the input data is geological/geographical data, the actual data files contain 3 extra values that 
are not used in both clustering and in training of the RBFLN. The input data files are: 

N M J Q  

g
1
(1), g

2
(1), g

3
(1), x

1
(1), x

2
(1), ..., x

N
(1), t

1
(1) 

g
1
(2), g

2
(2), g

3
(2), x

1
(2), x

2
(2), ..., x

N
(2), t

1
(2) 

................  

................  

g
1
(Q), g

2
(Q), g

3
(Q), x

1
(Q), x

2
(Q), ..., X

N
(Q), t

1
(Q) 
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The first value g1(q) in each row is the ID number of specimen from which the features were obtained.

The outputs after the fuzzy clustering of the RBFLN opeartion have the following output results files 
have format:

g
1
(1), c(1), f

1
(1), ..., f

K
(1) 

g
1
(2), c(2), f

1
(2), ..., f

K
(2) 

....  

....  

g
1
(Q), c(Q), f

1
(Q), ..., f

K
(Q) 

where

g1(q) is the same as in the input file above and c(q) is the class number (fuzzy clustering) or output code 

(RBFLN) that represents the class. The values f1(q), ..., fK(q) are the fuzzy membership values, 
respectively that input vector q belongs to class k = 1, ..., K.
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Abstract

The integration of geo-information from multiple sources and of diverse nature in developing mineral favourability

indexes (MFIs) is a well-known problem in mineral exploration and mineral resource assessment. Fuzzy set theory

provides a convenient framework to combine and analyse qualitative and quantitative data independently of their

source or characteristics.

A novel, data-driven formulation for calculating MFIs based on fuzzy analysis is developed in this paper. Different

geo-variables are considered fuzzy sets and their appropriate membership functions are defined and modelled. A new

weighted average-type aggregation operator is then introduced to generate a new fuzzy set representing mineral

favourability. The membership grades of the new fuzzy set are considered as the MFI. The weights for the aggregation

operation combine the individual membership functions of the geo-variables, and are derived using information from

training areas and L1 regression.

The technique is demonstrated in a case study of skarn tin deposits and is used to integrate geological, geochemical

and magnetic data. The study area covers a total of 22.5 km2 and is divided into 349 cells, which include nine control

cells. Nine geo-variables are considered in this study. Depending on the nature of the various geo-variables, four

different types of membership functions are used to model the fuzzy membership of the geo-variables involved.

r 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Fuzzy sets; Data-driven methods; Mineral favourability index; Resource assessment; Exploration

1. Introduction

Advances in computer technologies play an increas-

ingly important role in the exploration and assessment

of mineral deposits. Geographic Information Systems

are frequently used to evaluate mineral potential in

exploration districts (Bonham-Carter, 1994) and provide

tools to deal with multiple data sets, or layers, of diverse

character from various sources. The combination and

evaluation of these layers may be either visual/qualita-

tive or quantitative. Quantitative integration of diverse

exploration data and evaluation of results is an intricate

task where mathematical/statistical approaches are

employed to: (a) maximize the extraction of information

from the data; (b) effectively combine diverse informa-

tion; (c) provide tools to quantify inherent uncertainties;

(d) rank potential targets; and (e) reduce data processing

and evaluation time. Quantitative integration of diverse

multi-source geo-information, including geological, geo-

chemical, geophysical and remote-sensing data has been

attempted within several mathematical or statistical

frameworks. Notable approaches include regression-

based methods (Sinclair and Woodsworth, 1970; Agter-

berg et al., 1972; McCammon, 1973; Chung and

Agterberg, 1980), characteristic analysis (Botbol et al.,

1978; Sinding-Larsen and Strand, 1981; McCammon

et al., 1983), canonical correlation analysis (Pan and
*Corresponding author.
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Harris, 1992; Pan, 1993a, b) and Bayesian frameworks

(Duda et al., 1978; Harris, 1984; Bonham-Carter et al.,

1988; Singer and Kouda, 1988). Recent trends in

modelling geo-information are based on weights of

evidence (Bonham-Carter et al., 1988; Agterberg, 1989,

1992), the Dampster–Shafer belief and plausibility

functions (Shafer, 1976; Moon, 1990; An et al., 1994),

fuzzy sets (Zadeh, 1965; An et al., 1991; Chung and

Fabbri, 1993), and neural networks (Singer and Kouda,

1996, 1997a, b). Furthermore, comprehensive presenta-

tion of existing methods for quantitative data integra-

tion in mineral exploration and mineral favourability

analysis is available in textbooks (Bonham-Carter, 1994;

Pan and Harris, 2000).

Previous approaches were based on the spatial

mapping of mineral potential or favourability of mineral

occurrence over an exploration play. Although not

always explicitly defined, these approaches are formu-

lated based on the notion of a mineral favourability

index, MFI, yðpÞ; of an exploration cell p defined as

an aggregation, Fð�Þ; of geo-variables xi; i ¼ 1;y; n;
and their transformations gpiðxiÞ such that yðpÞ ¼
F ðgp1ðxiÞ;y; gpnðxnÞÞ: This formulation requires a spe-

cific definition of yðxÞ; the transformation of the

available data to a suitable form, and the definition of

aggregation function F. In predicting favourability, the

various techniques attempt to merge diverse data and

may be challenged in their effectiveness and degree of

integration. For example, most of the statistical

approaches based on regression and characteristics or

canonical correlation analysis transform the available

data to binary or ternary form. Such techniques may be

limited in the type of information that can be quantified.

Bayesian methods and weights of evidence approaches

may be limited by conditional independence require-

ments for the data used. Belief and plausibility functions

may, in practice, be difficult to interpret and assess.

A limitation of the above approaches is that they can be

somewhat inflexible in expressing the different degrees of

favourability of the mineral occurrence for each of the

individual geo-variables considered.

Fuzzy sets provide an alternative framework that

could improve upon some of the limitations in previous

techniques. A fuzzy set-based formulation is used by An

et al. (1991) to integrate geological and geophysical data

from the Farley Lake area, Canada. The study uses the

algebraic-sum and g aggregation operators to outline

favourable areas for base metal and iron deposits, based

on an approach also advocated by Chung and Fabbri

(1993). Although a notable development, the approach

used to combine geo-information does not take into

account the individual relative importance of geo-

variables in quantifying favourability for mineral

occurrence. In addition, the approach is ‘knowledge-

driven’ and as such does not include objective ‘data-

driven’ criteria in the combination of the geo-informa-

tion used. A recent study (Cheng and Agterberg, 1999)

presents a fuzzy set extension of the weight of evidence

approach, which, differing from the approach presented

herein, retains similar limitations to its progenitor.

The present study contributes a new data-driven

approach in deriving a fuzzy mineral favourability index

(FMFI) of mineral occurrence suitable for mineral

exploration and resource assessment.

2. Fuzzy sets

Geological information and data interpretations used

in mineral exploration are inherently ambiguous. The

quantitative precision of expressions like ‘‘relatively

high’’, ‘‘high’’, ‘‘fair’’, ‘‘low’’, and ‘‘relatively low’’ or

‘‘fairly favourable/unfavourable for the mineral occur-

rence’’, as well as the grey areas between these

expressions, is difficult to define. Fuzzy set theory

(Zadeh, 1965; Zimmermann, 1991) provides a mathe-

matical framework to represent the linguistic and data

ambiguities frequently encountered in mineral explora-

tion, geological information analysis and interpretation.

The theory formally associates any statement with a

quantifiable measure indicating the degree of possibility

of the statement.

2.1. Definition and examples

If X is a collection of objects denoted by x; fuzzy set A

in X is the set of ordered pairs

A ¼ fðx; mAðxÞÞjxAXg; ð1Þ

where mAðxÞA is termed the membership function or

membership grade of x in A (Zadeh, 1965). mAðxÞ maps
X to the membership space M: When M contains only

the two points 0 and 1, A is a non-fuzzy set and mAðxÞ is
identical to the characteristic function of a regular, non-

fuzzy, set. The range of mAðxÞ is ½0; 1	; where 0 expresses
non-membership and 1 expresses full membership.

A simple example may be the fuzzy set A; ‘‘the

number of faults is favourable for mineral occurrence’’,

described as

A ¼ fð1; 0:3Þ; ð2; 0:7Þ; ð3; 0:9Þ; ð4; 0:8Þ; ð5; 0:6Þ; ð6; 0:4Þg:

The most favourable situation for mineral occurrence is

when the membership function is the highest. Here, the

membership function is 0.9 and corresponds to the

presence of three faults in an exploration cell. As

another example, the fuzzy set ‘‘distance to a fault is

favourable for mineral occurrence’’ is defined by Eq. (1)

and a membership function mAðxÞ ¼ 1=½1þ ðx=500Þ2	:
The membership function indicates that the closer a cell

is to a favourable fault, the higher the favourability for

mineral occurrence.
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2.2. Aggregation operations

Aggregation operations on fuzzy sets are used to

combine them to a single set (Dubois and Prade, 1985;

Klir and Folger, 1988; Zimmermann, 1991). An

aggregation operation F is defined as the mapping

F : ½0; 1	n-½0; 1	 ð2Þ

for nX2: When applied to n fuzzy sets A1;A2;y;An

defined on X1;X2;y;Xn; the aggregation operation F

produces an aggregate fuzzy set A defined on X ¼
ðX1;X2;yXnÞ; by operating on the membership func-

tions of each x ¼ ðx1;x2;y; xnÞAX in the aggregated set

mAðxÞ

¼ F ðmA1
ðx1Þ; mA2

ðx2Þ;y; mAn
ðxnÞjxiAXi; i ¼ 1;y; nÞ

ð3Þ

for each xAX : Permissible aggregation operations must

satisfy the boundary conditions

F ð0; 0;y; 0Þ ¼ 0 and F ð1; 1;y; 1Þ ¼ 1 ð4Þ

and be monotonic and non-decreasing in all their

arguments, i.e.

ai; biA; ½0; 1	; if aipbi ; i ¼ 1 to n;

then F ða1; a2;y; anÞpF ðb1; b2;y; bnÞ: ð5Þ

Aggregation operations often used in mineral ex-

ploration are outlined in Appendix A.

2.3. Aggregation operations and mineral favourability

Different aggregation operators may reflect different

geological criteria in mineral exploration. For the criterion

‘‘if the measurements of geo-variable X1 AND geo-

variable X2 in a cell p are favourable for mineral

occurrence, then p is favourable for mineral occurrence’’,

the corresponding operator can be selected either as a

Cartesian product or an algebraic product; for the

criterion ‘‘if the measurement of geo-variable X1 OR the

measurement of X2 in cell p is favourable for mineral

occurrence, then p is favourable for mineral occurrence’’,

the corresponding operator can be selected as an algebraic

sum or a bounded sum. If neither ‘‘AND’’ nor ‘‘OR’’ can

represent the favourability of the mineral occurrence in

terms of X1 and X2 (for example, for the criterion ‘‘the

favourability of mineral occurrence is determined by

the favourabilities of X1 and X2’’) a g-operator may be

selected as the corresponding aggregation operator.

3. A fuzzy mineral favourability index

3.1. Definition and estimation

In mineral exploration, an exploration terrain can

be represented by a grid of cells and each cell assessed as

a potential exploration target. The mineral favourability

index of an exploration cell is assessed from the

available geo-variables and characterized by proposition

A: ‘‘Cell is favourable for the mineral occurrence.’’ In

fuzzy set theory, proposition A can be considered as a

fuzzy set with a membership function which can

quantify how good a member the cell is to fuzzy set A:
In the proposition A above, specific values of the

membership function quantify the degree or grade that a

given cell is favourable for mineral occurrence.

The FMFI of cell p is defined as yf ðpÞ ¼ mAðxðpÞÞ; the
membership grade of the fuzzy set A: ‘‘mineral favour-

ability’’ in p: Furthermore, we may consider the fuzzy set
Ai: ‘‘Measurement of geo-variable Xi in a given cell

p; xiðpÞ; is favourable for mineral occurrence’’ with a

membership function mAi
ðxiðpÞÞ: According to Eq. (3),

the FMFI can then be represented as an aggregation

operation on mAi
ðxiðpÞjxiAXi; i ¼ 1;y; nÞ

yf ðpÞ ¼ mAðxðpÞÞ

¼F ðmA1
ðx1ðpÞÞ; mA2

ðx2ðpÞÞ;y; mAn
ðxnðpÞÞÞ: ð6Þ

The definition of the aggregation operation F ð�Þis critical
for derivation of the FMFI. All of the aforementioned

aggregation operations have the following conversion

property:

F ðmA1
ðx1Þ; mA2

ðx2ÞÞ ¼ F ðmA2
ðx2Þ; mA1

ðx1ÞÞ;

where F ð�Þ denotes any of these aggregation operations.

As a result, the relative importance of the individual

fuzzy subset may be neglected; for example, in copper

deposits occurring in gabbros, mineral occurrence is

mostly associated with a gravity anomaly, X1; and also

occasionally associated with a geochemical copper

anomaly in soil, X2: If for a given cell p; due to a

possible deep-seated copper deposit, x1ðpÞ is favourable
but x2ðpÞ is unfavourable for mineral occurrence, then

mA1
ðx1ðpÞÞ ¼ 1; mA2

ðx2ðpÞÞ ¼ 0 and

yf ðpÞ ¼ mAðxðpÞÞ

¼F ðmA1
ðx1ðpÞÞ; mA2

ðx2ðpÞÞÞ

¼F ð1; 0Þ

while cell p could be highly favourable for mineral

occurrence. On the other hand, if for a cell q;x1ðqÞ is
unfavourable (e.g. a local absence of gabbros and

gravity anomalies) while x2ðqÞ is favourable for mineral
occurrence, then mA1

ðx1ðqÞÞ ¼ 0; mA2
ðx2ðqÞÞ ¼ 1 and

yf ðqÞ ¼ mAðxðqÞÞ

¼F ðmA1
ðx1ðqÞÞ; mA2

ðx2ðqÞÞÞ

¼F ð0; 1Þ

while q is unfavourable for mineral occurrence.

This can be expressed as

mAðxðpÞÞ ¼ Fð1; 0Þ > F ð0; 1Þ ¼ mAðxðqÞÞ;
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stressing the importance of the relative contribution of

the information used; it is not generally satisfied by the

aggregation operations previously mentioned.

To overcome the limits of common aggregation

operations and express the degree of importance and

relevance of individual geo-variables to mineral occur-

rence, the following weighted average is suggested as the

suitable aggregation operation for an FMFI:

yf ðpÞ ¼ mAðxðpÞÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1

limAi
ðxiðpÞÞ; ð7Þ

where li is the weight indicating the relative importance

of the fuzzy set Ai for A: Conditions in Eq. (4) lead to

the unbiasness condition

F ð1; 1;y; 1Þ ¼
Xn

i¼1

li ¼ 1:

In addition, for any set of values fmAi
ðxiðpÞÞ; i ¼

1;y; ng; it is required that

F ðmA1
ðx1ðpÞÞ; mA2

ðx2ðpÞÞ;y; mAn
ðxnðpÞÞÞX0

which leads to non-negative weights liX0; i ¼ 1;y; n:
The required aggregation operation is therefore defined

as

mAðxðpÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1

limAi
ðxiðpÞÞ;

Xn

i¼1

li ¼ 1 8liX0: ð8Þ

3.2. An example

Consider the fuzzy set A: ‘‘Cell p is favourable for the

occurrence of a gabbros hosted copper deposit.’’ Cell p

is to be assessed from geological information grouped in

the form of three relevant fuzzy sets:

A1=the gravity survey in p is favourable for mineral

occurrence;

A2=the elemental copper in soil in p is favourable for

mineral occurrence;

A3=the distance between p and a fault system is

favourable for mineral occurrence.

If, for example, the related weights are derived from

Eq. (8) and found to be fl1; l2; l3g ¼ f0:4; 0:2; 0:4g; then
the FMFI is

mAðxðpÞÞ ¼ 0:4 mA1
ðx1ðpÞÞ þ 0:2 mA2

ðx2ðpÞÞ þ 0:4 mA3
ðx3ðpÞÞ:

For cells p and q with measurements it is

p : fx1ðpÞ; x2ðpÞ; x3ðpÞg ¼ f45 mgal; 15 ppm;0:4 kmg

and

fmA1
ð45 mgalÞ; mA2

ð15 ppmÞ;mA3
ð0:4 kmÞg ¼ f0:9; 0:1; 0:8g;

q : fx1ðqÞ; x2ðqÞ; x3ðqÞg ¼ f5mgal; 65 ppm;0:3 kmg

and

fmA1
ð5mgalÞ; mA2

ð65 ppmÞ; mA3
ð0:3 kmÞg ¼ f0:1; 0:95; 0:85g:

Then, the FMFI is mAðxðpÞÞ ¼ 0:7 and mAðxðqÞÞ ¼ 0:57;
indicating p is more favourable for the mineral

occurrence than q:
The definition of membership functions

fmA1
ðx1Þ; mA2

ðx2Þ;y; mAn
ðxnÞg and the derivation of

weights fl1; l2;y; lng are both crucial for the effective-

ness of the FMFI. The membership functions

fmA1
ðx1Þ; mA2

ðx2Þ;y; mAn
ðxnÞg can be defined objectively

based on the characteristics of a geo-variable using the

normal practice in exploration, whereas the weights

fl1; l2;y; lng can be derived through a variety of

optimal methods. All methods must be constrained by

the conditions of unbiased and non-negative weights

(Eq. (8)).

4. Application in exploring skarn tin deposits

4.1. Geology and control cells

The study area is located in southwestern China near

the contact zones of the south margin of the Lugu

granitic body (Yang et al., 1986) as shown in Fig. 1, and

includes several skarn tin deposits. The exposed rocks in

the study area include Presinian slightly metamorphosed

sandstone and carbonate rocks, Triassic/Jurassic sand-

stones, and Quaternary sandstones. Tin deposits occur

exclusively in Presinian rocks.

The Lugu granites are the major magmatic rock

type in the study area, with their outcrop occupying

about 180 km2. The Lugu granites in the study area

are related to skarn tin deposits both in space and

in time. Petrochemically the granites contain high

contents of Sn (58 ppm), Be (8.8 ppm), and B

(1084 ppm) and represent an abundant resource of tin

mineralization in the study area. Tin deposits occur in

all but the external contact zone of the Lugu granitic

body. The width of the external contact zone is

approximately 2 km.

N-E trending faults control the distribution of the ore

deposits, and their ages determine the shape and size of

ore bodies. The tin deposits in the study area are usually

associated with magnetite mineralization; therefore, the

presence of magnetite mineralization can be regarded as

a favourable direct indicator for the occurrence of tin

deposits. Since a magnetic anomaly may also indicate

the presence of magnetite mineralization, it is viewed as

an indirect index for mineral occurrence. Soil geochem-

ical surveys show that a combination of anomalous tin,

copper, lead, and zinc may indicate tin mineralization

near the earth’s surface.

The study area covers a total of 22.5 km2 and is

divided into 349 cells with a unit cell size of 0.64 km2.
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There are nine control cells while tin mineralization

occurs in all control cells.

4.2. Geo-variables and their membership functions

Variables X12X9 are selected in the study area based

on the discussion above. Table 1 shows the selected geo-

variables and their characteristics. The nine geo-vari-

ables are as follows: X1: The average Sn concentration

of soil in a given cell. X2: The average soil Cu content in

a cell. X3: The average Pb concentrations in soil at a

given cell. X4: The average Zn concentrations in soil at a

given cell. X5: The distance between the centre of a given

cell and the boundary of the granite. The variable is

positive if the cell is in the external contact zone or

negative if the cell is in the internal contact zone. X6: The

ratio of area occupying Presinian sandstone-slate at a

given cell. X7: Coded as 1 or 0 based on the presence or

absence of N-E trending faults in a given cell. X8: Coded

as 1 or 0 based on the presence or absence of magnetite

mineralization in a given cell. X9: Coded as 1 or 0 based

on the presence or absence of magnetic anomalies in a

given cell.

For each geo-variable Xi; the corresponding fuzzy set
is proposed as Ai: ‘‘Measurement of Xi in a given cell p;
xiðpÞ; is favourable for the occurrence of skarn tin

deposits.’’ Four types of membership functions are

defined as follows:

(i) Geochemical anomalies in the concentrations of

elements Sn, Cu, Pb and Zn are favourable for the

occurrence of tin deposits. They are recognized in terms

of their average m and standard deviation s; while the

membership function of the corresponding fuzzy set can

be defined from the membership function

mAðX Þ ¼
1�

bs

x � am þ bs
; x > am;

0; otherwise;

8<
: ð9Þ

where constants a; bX0: The properties of this model are

mAðxÞ ¼ 0 when xram

mAðxÞ ¼ 0:5 when x ¼ am þ bs

mAðxÞ-1 when x-þN

mAðxÞ is a monotonic increasing function:

Fig. 1. Geological map of study area. Southern margin of Lugu granite deposit is shown in northwest part of area.

Table 1

Geo-variables used in this study

Geo-variable Definition of geo-

variable

Type of

measurement

X1 Sn Concentration in

soil (ppm)

X2 Cu Concentration in

soil (ppm)

X3 Pb Concentration in

soil (ppm)

X4 Zn Concentration in

soil (ppm)

X5 Contact zone of

granite

Distance to the

boundary (m)

X6 Presinian

sandstone-slate

Ratio of area

covered

X7 N-E trending faults Presence

X8 Magnetite

mineralization

Presence

X9 Magnetic anomalies Presence
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The selection of coefficients a and b depends on the

definition of anomalies. It is highly likely that no

anomaly is present when the concentration is less than

the mean, implying that constant a is 1. The unclear

boundary between ‘‘anomaly’’ and ‘‘background’’ is

around the mean plus one standard deviation, implying

that b is also 1. In the present study, a and b are selected

as 1, which is sufficient for the scope of this analysis. The

function model (Eq. (9)) becomes

mAðX Þ ¼
1�

s

x � m þ s
; x > m;

0; otherwise;

8<
:

where m and s are the mean and standard deviation of

the geochemical measurements in a cell. This model is

shown in Fig. 2.

(ii) The distance to the centre of external contact zones

is recognized as an indicator for possible mineralization.

The smaller the distance, the higher the favourability for

mineral occurrence. The following membership function

can define the corresponding fuzzy set:

mAðX Þ ¼
1

1þ ðx � bÞ=a
� �2; ð10Þ

where a; b > 0; a denotes the range and b expresses the

centre (see Fig. 3).

The properties of the model in Eq. (10) are

mAðxÞ is symmetric to the centre b;

mAðxÞ ¼ 0:5 when x ¼ b7a;

mAðxÞ ¼ 1 when x ¼ b;

mAðxÞ-0 when x-7N:

In the present study, the centre and range of the external

contact zone are all approximately 1 km. Thus, con-

stants a and b are set to 1 and the membership function

in Eq. (11) becomes

mAðX Þ ¼
1

1þ ðx � 1Þ2
:

(iii) The ratio of the area occupying Presinian

sandstone-slate is regarded as favourable for miner-

alization when it is over 90%. The degree of favour-

ability decreases as the ratio decreases and is regarded as

unfavourable when it drops to less than 10%. Accord-

ingly, the membership function of the corresponding

fuzzy set can be defined from

mAðX Þ ¼

1; 1xX0:9;

ðx � 0:1Þ2=ð0:9� 0:1Þ2; 0:1pxo0:9;

0; xo0:1

8><
>: ð11Þ

as shown in Fig. 4.

(iv) The presence of N-E trending faults, magnetite

mineralization, and magnetic anomalies can be ex-

pressed through membership functions which corre-

spond to a ternary model. This model expresses

favourability as a function of existence of the corre-

sponding geo-variable and it is

mAðX Þ ¼

1; x exist;

0:5; x0s existance unknown;

0; does not exist:

8><
>: ð12Þ

a = 10

b = 65 

µ

x
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Fig. 3. Second type of membership function defined in Eq. (10).
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Fig. 2. First type of membership function defined in Eq. (9).
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Fig. 4. Third type of membership function defined in Eq. (11).
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4.3. Control cells

The aggregation operation defined by the system of

Eq. (8) is preferably derived using a set of control cells in

the exploration area under consideration. Control cells

provide key information about the local relative

importance of geo-variables to mineralization and are

selected on mainly two criteria: (a) they must be well

explored; and (b) they must be available to quantifica-

tion by all relevant geo-variables.

Control cells in the study area with examples of

membership function values for tin, magnetite

mineralization, and N-E trending faults are shown in

Figs. 5–7, respectively. The control cells in the study

area have the following characteristics:

(a) All control cells are distributed along the contact

zone of the south margin of the Lugu granitic

body.

(b) Most control cells have high membership values

of the fuzzy set corresponding to the Sn anomaly,

indicating the presence of Sn content in these

cells.

(c) Most control cells exhibit magnetite mineralization.

(d) Most control cells contain N-E trending faults.

4.4. Deriving fuzzy mineral favourability indices

When a set of control cells is well defined and meets

the criteria previously described, the weights of the

aggregation operation in Eq. (8) can be obtained by

Fig. 5. Control cells with membership values for tin.

Fig. 6. Control cells with membership values for presence of faults.
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restricted L1 regression. Consider the following optimi-

zation formulation:

minimize
PK

k¼1 jmAðxðpkÞÞ �
Pn

i¼1 l
0
imAi

ðxiðPkÞÞj

subject to 0pl0i1 8l0i;
ð13Þ

where K denotes the number of control cells and pk

denotes a control cell (k ¼ 1;y;K). The minimization

problem in Eq. (13) can be solved by extending the

techniques of interval linear programming to include

interval constraints on weights (Armstrong and Hultz,

1977; Zanakis and Rustagi, 1982). The desired weights

in Eq. (8) are obtained from

li ¼ l0i=
Xn

i¼1

l0i: ð14Þ

Table 2 shows the weights from restricted L1

regression in the study area using the available control

cells. The weights of the fuzzy sets corresponding to

anomalies in concentrations for the elements Cu, Pb and

Zn are relatively small, implying a weak, distant

relationship between these geo-variables and mineraliza-

tion. The weights of the fuzzy sets corresponding to the

presence of Sn anomalies, N-E trending faults, and

magnetite mineralization are relatively large: l1 þ l7 þ
l8 > 0:5; implying that mineral occurrence is dominated

by these three geo-variables. This result is consistent

with previous exploration experience in the study area.

The recognition of the relative importance and

significance of geo-variables to mineral occurrence is

critical to mineral prediction, as stressed earlier. As a

result, the weighted average operator in Eq. (8) is

superior to other aggregation operators. In the present

study, when measurements of the elements copper, lead

and zinc in a given cell p are favourable and measure-

ments of tin, magnetite mineralization and N-E trending

faults are unfavourable for mineral occurrence, then the

presence of mineralization in p is highly unfavourable.

On the other hand, when measurements of copper, lead

and zinc are unfavourable but measurements of tin,

magnetite mineralization, and N-E trending faults are

favourable, then p is highly favourable for mineral

occurrence. In short, geological consistency is preserved

by the weights shown in Table 2.

4.5. Results for favourability assessment and target

identification

The FMFIs of all 349 cells in the study area are

generated from the aggregation operation in Eqs. (7)

and (8) and use the derivations in Eqs. (13) and (14).

Fig. 8 shows the 20 cells with the highest FMFIs

including the nine control cells. In comparison to

Figs. 5–7, those cells showing the presence of a tin

anomaly, N-E trending faults and magnetite mineraliza-

tion are associated with high FMFIs (yf ðpÞX0:63Þ;

Fig. 7. Control cells with membership values for magnetite mineralization.

Table 2

Weights of fuzzy sets derived from control cells in study area

Fuzzy set A1

(Sn)

A2

(Cu)

A3

(Pb)

A4 (Zn) A5

(contact

zone)

A6

(Presinian

rocks)

A7 (faults) A8 (magnetite

mineralization)

A9 (magnetic

anomaly)

Weight 0.21 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.08 0.12 0.18 0.20 0.11
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reflecting the dominant role of these geo-variables in the

possible presence of tin mineralization. The FMFIs in

the remaining cells not shown in Fig. 8 are substantially

lower: ðyf ðpÞo0:3Þ in their FMFIs and the cells show a

marked, natural split from the cells shown in Fig. 8.

Note that the interpretation of the FMFIs is made in the

context of identifying a sequence of possible exploration

targets in the study area. In general, FMFI values

should not be interpreted in a strict sense; that is, the

chances of tin deposits in cell with FMFI of 0.70 are

higher than those of a cell with FMFI of 0.65; both cells

are highly likely targets.

In the western section of the study area, there is no cell

with high FMFIs except a control cell, suggesting that

the potential mineral occurrence is very limited. In the

eastern section, there are three cells with relatively high

FMFIs (0:49oyf ðpÞo0:56), clustered mostly around a

control cell, showing a high potential for tin occurrence.

The central part of the study area exhibits a large cluster

of high FMFI cells ðyf ðpÞX0:56Þ about the control cells.
N-E trending faults are well developed in this section,

suggesting a relatively high potential for Sn mineral

occurrences. An additional possible target area is

indicated in the southern central section of the study

area.

5. Summary and conclusions

The fuzzy set framework provides the analytical tools

to deal with qualitative and quantitative, multi-source

and multi-character geological information, information

which may be linguistically ambiguous, imprecise, and

incomplete. The present study defines the degree of

mineral favourability in terms of a fuzzy mineral

favourability index. The proposed FMFI combines

favourabilities from individual geo-variables rather than

direct measurements of these variables and characterizes

the degrees of these favourabilities with membership

functions. The character of any pertinent geo-variable is

used to define physically meaningful membership func-

tions for the available observation, as shown in the case

study.

The key element of the proposed approach is the

use of an unbiased, weighted average aggregation

operator to define the favourability grade of an

exploration cell. The data-driven determination of

weights for the contribution of individual geo-variables,

that is their membership functions, is based on

supervised training using control cells and restricted L1

regression. The use of weights emphasizes the discrimi-

nation of the importance of each geo-variable in the

mineral favourability of a cell, as well as its geological

appropriateness.

The case study shows the practical aspects of the

proposed fuzzy mineral favourability index in identify-

ing exploration targets for skarn tin deposits in the

vicinity of the Lugu granite body in southwestern China.

The proposed method identifies eleven geologically

consistent targets for further detailed exploration.

Several improvements of the proposed approach may

be considered in the future. When deriving weights for

Eq. (7), additional optimality criteria may be developed,

whereas in the situation of large numbers of control

cells, the fuzzy approach may be extended to include

spatial dependencies in geo-variables. An additional

consideration could be the introduction of a relative

confidence measure associated with the FMFI through

the definition of a companion fuzzy set ‘‘information

confidence in cell p’’.

Fig. 8. Twenty cells with higher FMFIs, including control cells.
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Appendix A. Common aggregation operations on fuzzy

sets

Some common aggregation operations on fuzzy sets

used in mineral exploration are given below. Additional

information for aggregation operations used in mineral

favourability analysis may be found in Bonham-Carter

(1994) and Pan and Harris (2000):

(a) The Cartesian product of a series of n fuzzy sets

A ¼ A1 � A2 �?� An has a membership func-

tion defined by

mAðxÞ ¼ minfmA1
ðx1Þ; mA2

ðx2Þ;y; mAn
ðxnÞg:

The aggregated membership value mAðxÞ is the

minimum value and not affected by others.

(b) The algebraic sum A ¼ A1 þ A2 þ?þ An has a

membership function defined by

mAðxÞ ¼
Yn

i¼1

ð1� ð1� mAi
ðxiÞÞ:

The aggregated membership value mAðxÞ is not

smaller than maxfmA1
ðx1Þ; mA2

ðx2Þ;y; mAn
ðxnÞg and

not greater than minf1;
Pn

i¼1 mAi
ðxiÞg:

(c) The algebraic product A ¼ A1 � A2 �y � An has a

membership function defined by

mAðxÞ ¼
Yn

i¼1

mAi
ðxiÞ:

The aggregated membership value mAðxÞ is not

greater than the minimum value and tends to be

very small due to the effect of multiplying values

less than 1; this operator decreases more rapidly

than the Cartesian product.

(d) The bounded sum A ¼ A1"A2"?"An has a

membership function defined by

mAðxÞ ¼ min



1;
Xn

i¼1

mAi
ðxiÞ
�
:

This operator increases more rapidly than the

algebraic sum.

(e) The g-operator defines a membership function

mAðxÞ ¼

 Yn

i¼1

mAi
ðxiÞ

1�g

! 
1�

Yn

i¼1

ð1� mAi
ðxiÞÞ

g

!
;

where gA½0; 1	: The g-operator is a combination of the

algebraic product and the algebraic sum. When g is 1,

this operator is the same as the algebraic sum; and when

g is 0, this operator is the algebraic product. The choice
of g provides a balance between the strong effects of the

algebraic sum and the weak effects of the algebraic

product.
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Special Software Development for Neural Network and Fuzzy Clustering
Analysis in Geological Information Systems

by

Prof. Carl G. Looney and Han Yu
Computer Science Department

University of Nevada
Reno, NV 89557

Executive Summary.

These algorithms perform: i) a new type of fuzzy clustering to partition data sets into classes that
either contain a mineral or do not; and ii) a new type of neural network training on mineral data
sets so as to recognize the presence or absence of a mineral of interest. The software module was
developed for use with the GIS ARCView software package, bit it can be run independently as
well.

1. Introduction

The purpose of this project was to develop a software module for use with Arc-SDM. 
The module implements: i) a fuzzy clustering algorithm for unsupervised (self-organizing)
classification of data; and ii) a neural network algorithm for training on known data so that it
could then classify unknown data. Both algorithms are new and are not yet in use in the technical
community. The software module performs data analysis in combination with Arc-SDM and with
other software from other sources. This project, however, concerns only the development of the
software to perform the fuzzy clustering on data and to train and apply radial basis functional link
net neural networks to data, where the data was to be in the format required for Arc-SDM.

The programming was performed by Mrs. Xiangyin Yin and Mr. Han Yu, who worked as
research assistants under the direction of Prof. Carl G. Looney in the Computer Science
Department, University of Nevada, Reno, NV 89557.

This report includes the description of the two algorithms, respectively, for the fuzzy
clustering and for the radial basis functional link net. It also includes the operation of the
software. 



2. The Fuzzy Clustering Algorithm

2.1 Classification and Clusters. The classification of a set of entities by a learning system based
on their vectors of features (measured attribute values) is a powerful tool for acquiring
knowledge from  observations stored in data files. Given a set of  feature vectors, a self-
organizing process clusters them into classes with similar feature values, either from a top-down
(divisive) or bottom-up (agglomerative) process. Classes can also be learned under a supervised
training process where each input vector is labeled and the process parameters are adjusted until
the process output for each input vector matches the target output (label, or codeword). Artificial
neural networks learn with labeled data under supervised learning. In this section we develop an
agglomerative self-organizing (unsupervised), or clustering, approach.

The major problems in clustering are:  i) how do we find the number K of clusters for a
given set of feature vectors {x(q): q = 1,...,Q} when K is unknown?  ii) how do we assess the
validity of a given clustering of a data set into K clusters?  iii) how do we permit clusters to take
their own natural shape rather than forcing them into the shapes of normed unit balls?  iv) how
do we assure that the clustering is independent of the order in which the feature vectors are
input?  and v) how do we assure the independence of the order in which clusters are merged? In
what follows, {x(q): q = 1,...,Q} is a set of Q feature vectors that is to be partitioned (clustered)
into K clusters {Ck: k=1,...,K}. For each kth cluster Ck its prototype (or center) is designated by
c(k). The dimension of the feature vectors x(q) = (x1

(q),...,xN
(q)) and centers c(k) = (c1

(k),...,cN
(k)) is N.

The feature vectors are standardized independently in each component so that the vectors belong
to the N-cube [0,1]N.

2.2 Clustering Validity. A ball of uniformly distributed vectors has no cluster structure. But if a
set of vectors falls into multiple subsets that are compactly distributed about their centers and the
centers are relatively far apart, then there is strong cluster structure. We say that such clusters are
compact and well-separated. These are criteria for well clustered data sets when the clusters are
contained in nonintersecting normed balls. Not all data sets have strong cluster structure.

A clustering validity measure [12, 19] provides a goodness-of-clustering value. Some
general measures for fuzzy clusters are the partition coefficient (PC), the classification entropy
(CE) and the proportional exponent (PE). The uniform distribution functional (UDF) is another
measure that was proposed in 1982. These are not as independent of K as is the Xie-Beni [19]
clustering validity that is a product of  compactness and separation measures. The compactness-
to-separation ratio � is defined over K clusters by

     � = {(1/K)�(k=1,K) 1k 
2}/{Dmin}2;    �k

2 = �(q=1,Q) wqk�x
(q)  - c(k)�2,   k = 1,...,K (1)

where Dmin is the minimum distance between the prototypes (cluster centers) and �k
2 is the

(fuzzy) weighted variance of the kth cluster over all Q vectors (even those in other clusters, which
have very little influence). A larger Dmin value means a lower reciprocal value. Any �k

2 is smaller
for more compact clusters. Thus a lower value of � means more compactness and greater
separation. 
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We modify the Xie-Beni fuzzy validity measure by summing over only the members of
each cluster rather than over all Q exemplars for each cluster. We also take the reciprocal � = 1/�
so that a larger value of � indicates a better clustering and we call � the modified Xie-Beni
clustering validity measure. 

2.3 The New Fuzzy Clustering Algorithm. The weighted fuzzy expected value (WFEV) of a set of
real values x1,..,xP  was defined by Schneider and Craig [15] to be a prototypical value that is
more representative of the set than is either the average or the median. It uses the two-sided
decaying exponential but we use the bell shaped Gaussian function instead in Equation (3) below
because it is a canonical fuzzy set membership function for the linguistic variable
CLOSE_TO_CENTER. After computing the arithmetic mean µ(0) of a set of real values x1,..,xP as
the initial center value, we employ Picard iterations to obtain the new value 

     µ(r+1)  =  �(p=1,P) �p
(r) xp,       (�

2)(r+1) =  �(p=1,P) �p
(r) (xp  - µ

(r))2    (2)

      �p
(r)  =  exp[-(xp - µ

(r))2/(2�2)(r)] / {�(m=1,P) exp[-(xm - µ(r))2/(2�2)(r)]} (3)

The value µ = µ(�) to which this process converges is our modified weighted fuzzy
expected value (MWFEV). Usually 5 to 8 iterations are sufficient for 4 or more digits of
accuracy. For vectors the MWFEV is computed componentwise. The �2  in Equations (2, 3) is the
weighted fuzzy variance (WFV). It changes over the iterations also and an initial value (for the
spread parameter �) can be set at 1/4 of the average distance between cluster centers. An open
question currently is that of guaranteed convergence of the MWFEV and WFV. Our preliminary
investigation shows empirically that the WFV can oscillate with increasing iterations, but that a
subsequence converges (this is true of the fuzzy c-means weights). Therefore we substitute a
fixed nonfuzzy mean-square error (variance) for the WFV in our algorithm.

The MWFEV method weights outliers less but weights the central and more densely
distributed vectors more heavily. It provides a more typical vector to represent a cluster. Figure 1
at the end of Section 2 shows an example of the MWFEV versus the mean and the median for a
simple 2-dimensional example. The 5 vectors are (1,2), (2,2), (1,3), (2,3) and (5,1). The outlier
(5,1) influences the mean (2.2,2.2) and the median (2,2) too strongly. The MWFEV vector
(1.503,2.282), however, is influenced only slightly by the outlier in the y-direction and even less
in the x-direction.

We first standardize the Q feature vectors of a sample by affinely (linearly plus
translation) mapping all Q values of the same component into the interval [0,1] (we do this
independently for each nth component over n = 1,...,N). The standardized vectors are thus in the
unit N-cube [0,1]N. We circumvent the problem that the order of input vectors will affect the 
clustering by using a large number K of uniformly distributed initial prototypes to spread out the
initial cluster centers.
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To cluster the sample {x(q): q=1,...,Q} we employ a relatively large initial number K of
uniformly randomly drawn prototypes to start with a large number of initial cluster centers. Then
we thin out the prototypes that are not useful and do our special fuzzy clustering, followed by
fuzzy merging. The initial large number K and the thinning to a much smaller number ensures
that we find reasonable centers for all clusters. The large initial K is empirically derived as
shown in Table 1 by K = max{6N + 12log2Q, Q}. For example, for N = 32 and Q = 256 the
computed K would be 288. In the main loop we compute the fuzzy weights and the MWFEV
(componentwise) for each kth cluster to obtain the prototype c(k). We also compute the mean-
squared error �k

2 for each kth cluster.  Then we again assign all of the feature vectors to clusters
based on the minimum distance assignment. This process is repeated until the fuzzy centers do
not change. The fuzzy clustering algorithm follows.
���������������������������������������������������������

  Fuzzy Clustering Algorithm
Step 1:  I = 0; input I0; /*Set current and max. iteration

numbers. */
      input N and Q; /*N =  no. components;  Q = no. feature vectors.

*/
      compute K; /* K = max{ 6N  + 12 log2 Q, Q}. */    

              for q = 1 to Q do  input x(q); /*Read in Q feature vectors in file to be
clustered.*/

      for k = 1 to K do /* Generate uniform random prototypes in [0,1]N

.*/ 
    c(k) = random-vector();

      for k=1 to K do  count[k] = 0; /*Initialize number of vectors in each cluster*/
      � = 1.0/(K)1/N; /*Threshold for prototypes being too close. */

Step 2:   repeat
                 dmin = 9999.9; /*Parameter for smallest distance between

centers. */   
         for k=1 to K-1 do /*Check all distances between prototypes */
 for kk=k+1 to K do /*to obtain minimum such distance. */

   if (�c(k) - c(kk)� < dmin) then
dmin = �c(k) - c(kk)�;
kmin = kk; /*Index for possible deletion. */

         if (dmin < �) then /*If deletion criterion is met then */
for k= kmin to K-1 do /*remove prototype too close to another

one */
     c(k) = c(k+1); /*by moving all higher prototypes down

one place. */
K = K-1; /*Decrement K upon each removal. */
again = true; /*Do process again if prototype is too close. */

         else again = false; /*Do not repeat if smallest distance is too large
*/

      until (again = false); /*in which case “again” is a false boolean
variable. */
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Step 3:  for i = 1 to 20 do /*Do 20  k-means iterations. */
for q = 1 to Q do /*Assign each x(q) via  nearest prototype  c(k). */ 
    k* = nearest(q); /*c(k*) is nearest prototype to x(q). */   
    clust[q] = k*; /*Assign vector x(q) to cluster k*. */
    count[k*] = count[k*]+1; /*Update count of cluster k*. */

      for k=1 to K do
    c(k) = (0,...,0); /*Zero out all prototypes (centers) for averaging.

*/
    for q = 1 to Q do /*For each feature vector, check if it belongs */
        if (clust[q] = k) /*to cluster k, and if so, then add it to the sum*/
              c(k) = c(k) + x(q) /*averaging to get new prototype

(componentwise). */
 c(k) = c(k)/count[k];

Step 4:  eliminate(p); /*Eliminate clusters of count � p (user given p).
*/

Step 5:  for k = 1 to K do /*Begin fuzzy clustering. */
fuzzyweights(); /*Use Eqn. (16), compute fuzzy wts. in kth

cluster. */
�k

2 = variance(); /*Get variance (mean-square error) of each
cluster. */

c(k) = fuzaverage(); /*Fuzzy prototypes (Eqn. 15a. */
      for k=1 to K do  count[k] = 0; /*Zero out counts for reassignment.*/

Step 6:   for q = 1 to Q do /*Assign each x(q) to a Ck via minimal distance.
*/

k* = nearest(q); /*Assign x(q) to nearest c(k*). */
clust[q] = k*; /*Record this with index clust[q] = k*. */
count[k*] = count[k*]+1; /*Increment count for assigned vector. */

      I = I + 1; /*Increment iteration number. */
Step 7:  if (I > I0) then /*Check for stopping criterion. */

compute �; /*Compute modified Xie-Beni validity measure.
*/

merge(); /*Call function to merge, eliminate empty
results. */

stop; /*Stop if stop_criterion = TRUE*/
      else go to Step 5; /*or if number of iterations is exceeded, else

repeat loop*/
��������������������������������������������������������

��������������������������������������������������������

  Elimination Algorithm (eliminate(p) in Step 4) /*For each cluster k, eliminate it if its */
      for k = 1 to K-1 do /*count � p (empty clusters also). */
           if (count[k] � p) then /*First, test for size < p. If so, then move*/

   for i = k to K-1 do /*all count indices down by 1. */
        count[i] = count[i+1];
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        for q = 1 to Q do /*Move assignment indices down by 1 */
  if (clust[q] = i+1) then /*for any vector in kth cluster. */
      clust[q] = i;

                K = K - 1: /*Decrement no. clusters on elimination. */
      if (count[K] � p) then K = K - 1; /*Check to eliminate last cluster center. */

���������������������������������������������������������

2.4 Fuzzy Merging of Clusters. We first find the R = K(K-1)/2 distances {d(r): r = 1,...,R}
between unique pairs of prototypes. For each such distance, the indices k1(r) and k2(r) record the
two cluster indices for which the distance d(r) was computed, ordered so that k1(r) < k2(r). Each
rth prototypical pair k1(r) and k2(r) is merged only if  the following condition is met: d(r) < �D,
where D is the WFEV of all of the distances {d(r): r = 1,...,R} and � satisfies 0.0 < � < 1.0, where
� = 0.5 is a good empirically derived first trial value). There are optional criteria as well. One is: 
the ball of radius (�k1(r) +  �k2(r))/2 centered on the midpoint vector  y = ½[c(k1(r)) + c(k2(r))] between
the cluster centers contains at least 20% of the vectors in each cluster (the default percentages can
be changed).

���������������������������������������������������������

    Merging Clusters (merge())
Step 1:  r = 1; /*For every one of the K(K-1)/2 unique */

 for k = 1 to K-1do /*pairs of prototypes, get the distance*/
        for kk = k+1 to K do /*between them and get the indices for*/

d[r] = �c(k) - c(kk)�; /*the prototypical pairs (k1() and k2(). */
k1[r] = k; k2[r] = kk;
r � r + 1; /*Increment r (rth pair), 1 � r � R=K(K-1)/2. */

      for k=1 to K do Merge[k] = 0; /*Zero out merge indices. */
Step 2:  D =  MWFEV({d[r]}r); /* Find MWFEV of the d(r) values. */
Step 3:  r* = 1;

 for r = 2 to K(K-1)/2 do  /*Over all inter-prototype distances */
if d[r] < d[r*] then  r* = r; /*find a pair with least distance for merge test.

*/

    [Step 4:  K1 = 0; K2 = 0; /*Optional: Zero out counters 1 and 2. */
       y = ½[c(k1[r*]) + c(k2[r*])]; /*Compute midway vector between prototypes.

*/
      � = �k1(r*) +  �k2(r*) ; /*Compute 1 for ball centered at y. */
      for q=1 to Q do /*Find feature vectors in overlapping ball. */

if (�x(q) - y� < �) then /*x(q) must be close to y and also be in either */  
    if (clust[q] = k1[r*]) then K1 = K1+1; /*cluster k1(r*) or cluster k2(r*).

*/
    if (clust[q] = k2[r*]) then K2 = K2+1;

      P1 = K1/count[k1[r*]]; /*Compute proportion of Ck1(r) points in ball, */

      P2 = K2/count[k2[r*];  ] /*proportion of Ck2(r)   points in ball (optional).*/
Step 5:  if  (d[r*] < �D)  /*Test merging criteria (try � = 0.5 first). */
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[ AND  ((P1 �0.2 AND P2 �0.2)  ] /*Optional criteria for merging. */ 
for q = 1 to Q do /*Check each qth feature vector: is it  in Ck2(r*)?

*/
     if (clust[q] = k2[r*] then /*If so, then reassign it to Ck1(r*) (Class k1(r*)).

*/
         clust[q] = k1[r*]; /*k2(r) > k1(r) is always true for same r.

*/
         count[k1[r*]] = count[k1[r*]]+1; /*Increment count of Class k1(r)*/
         count[k2[r*]] = count[k2[r*]] - 1; /*Decrement count of Class k2(r)*/
Merge[k2[r*]] = [k1[r*]]; /*Record  merger. */
z(k2[r*])  = c(k2[r*]); /*Save old prototype. */
stop_criterion = false;

      else
stop_criterion = true;

Step 6:   eliminate(0); /*Eliminate empty clusters (p = 0). */
      if (stop_criterion) stop; /*Test for stopping( no previous merging). */
      else goto Step 1; /*If no stopping then repeat merge test. */

���������������������������������������������������������

This algorithm merges successfully with or without the optional criteria in Steps 4 and 5.
When cluster k2(r) is merged with cluster k1(r) we record that as Merge(k2(r)) = k1(r). It is
always true that k1[r] < k2[r]. 

2.5 Computer Test Results.  To show the affects of ordering on the standard  (Forgy [3] and
MacQueen [10])  k-means algorithm we used the data file testfz1a.dta shown in Figure 2 (at the
end of Section 2). The numbers 1 through 15 are the vector indices that give their order of
presentation to the algorithm. The file testfz1b.dta was formed by exchanging feature vector
number 1 with feature vector number 8 in the ordering. With K = 5 the different results are
shown in Figures 3 and 4. Other changes in the ordering caused yet other clusterings. The shown
clusterings are not intuitive. Our merging algorithm applied to the clusters in both Figures 3 and
4 with � = 0.5 yielded the identical results shown in Figure 5, which agrees more with our
intuition of the classes. It is known that the k-means algorithm convergs to a local minimum
[16], but it may not be a global minimum.

Figure 6 shows the respective results of our new fuzzy clustering and fuzzy merging
algorithms on the file testfz1a.dta. The results were the same for testfz1b.dta. The modified Xie-
Beni validity values were also identical for the two files. This, and other tests, showed that the
strategy of drawing a large number of uniformly distributed prototypes and then thinning them
out to achieve a smaller number of more sparsely uniformly distributed prototypes prevented the
order of inputs from affecting the final clustering in these cases. The initial K was 59, which was
reduced to 8 by eliminating empty clusters and then to 5 with p = 1. K was reduced to 3 by
merging with � = 0.5. Figure 7 shows the K = 5 results. 
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The second data set is Anderson’s [1] well-known set of 150 feature vectors of that are
known to be noisy and nonseparable. The data is labeled as K = 3 classes that represent  3
subspecies (Sestosa, Versicolor and Virginica) of the iris species. The given sample contains 50
labeled feature vectors from each class for a total of Q = 150. The feature vectors have N = 4
features:  i) sepal length;  ii) sepal width;  iii) petal length; and  iv) petal width. Table 1 presents
the results of our complete fuzzy clustering and fuzzy merging algorithm. Our modified Xie-Beni
clustering validity measure shows that K = 2 classes are best, which coincides with the PC and
CE validity values, but the PE gave the best value for K = 3 rather than K = 2 [6]. This yields 3
votes out of 4 that K = 2 is the best number of clusters for the iris data set. We have reduced the
dimensions from 4 to 2 by taking ratios of petal width to length and sepal width to length, which
reduces the noise due to size of the specimen and the plotted results show clearly that there are
two classes. We note that in each clustering of Table 1 the Sestosa class contained the correct
number of 50 feature vectors (underlined) and the same weighted fuzzy variance (underlined).
The second class therefore has two subclasses that are not well separated.

Initially, our value for K was 150, but after deletions (due to close prototypes) it was
reduced to 57. K was further reduced to 16,  9 and then 7 by elimination with p = 2, 6 and 10,
respectively. After 40 fuzzy clustering iterations, the fuzzy merging with � = 0.5 reduced K to 4
as shown in Table 1. This was followed by further fuzzy merging with � = 0.66 to yield K = 3
clusters, and then with � = 0.8 to yield K = 2. The modified Xie-Beni validities are also shown in
Table 1.

Table 1. Fuzzy Clustering/Merging the Standardized Iris Data.
Data File No. Clusters K Validity Cluster Sizes �k      

iris150.dta 4  0.5766 50, 40, 29, 31         0.192, 0.174, 0.182,
0.227

3  1.1520 50, 51, 49            0.192, 0.248, 0.215
2  5.8216 � 50, 150        0.192, 0.323

Our third data set is taken from Wolberg and Mangasarian [17, 18] at the University of
Wisconsin Medical School (also see [11]). We randomly selected 200 of the more than 500 
feature vectors of that contained 30 features. As usual, we standardized each feature separately to
be in [0,1]. The vectors are labeled for two classes that we think are benign and malignant. One
label is attached to 121 vectors while the other is attached to 79 vectors. Our radial basis
functional link net (neural network) “learned” the two groups of 121 and 79 vectors “correctly”. 
However, the vectors do not naturally fall precisely into these groups because of noise and/or
mislabeling (a danger in supervised learning with assigned labels). Table 2 shows that K = 2
(with sizes of 128 and 72) has the best clustering. 
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Table 2. Results on the Wolberg-Mangasarian Wisconsin Breast Cancer Data.
Data File No. Clusters K Validity Cluster Sizes
wbcd200.dta 5  0.1050 30, 53, 69, 22, 26

4  0.2575 35, 117, 22, 26
3  0.4114 54, 109, 37
2  1.1442 � 128, 72

The original K was 272, which was not reduced by deletion of close clusters with the
computed � (N = 30 features provided a large cube). Eliminations with p = 1, 7, and 11 and fuzzy
clustering and  merging with � = 0.5, 0.66, 0.8 and 0.88 reduced K 5, 4, 3, and 2, respectively.
We conclude from the validity values that the data contains extraneous noise and does not
separate into compact clusters.

The fourth data set was geological data provided by Dr. Gary Raines of the US
Geological Survey. It is labeled for K = 2 classes. Each data vector has 4 feature values and a
fifth component that is the class label. There were Q = 70 feature vectors in the noisy sample
where the labels were made by humans who assigned 35 vectors to one class and 35 to the other.
Our neural network “learned” the labeled classes “correctly,” which shows that neural networks
learn what they are instructed to learn, whether or not it is correct. The clustering showed that the
data did not fall into equal sized classes.

For fuzzy clustering, the large initial number K of class prototypes was 98, but this was
reduced to 33 by deletion of close prototypes and then respectively reduced to 13 and 8 by
elimination with p =1 and p = 4. After 40 fuzzy clustering iterations, the fuzzy mergings with � =
0.5, 0.66, 0.8 and 0.88 brought it down to the respective K values of 7, 5, 3 and 2. Other paths
through the deleting, eliminating and merging also yielded the same results as are shown in Table
3..

Table 3. Results on the Geological Labeled Data.
Data File No. Clusters K Validity Cluster Sizes
geo70.dta 5  0.6267 14, 26, 7, 16, 7

3  1.0112 17, 13, 40
2  2.1545 � 51, 19
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                  Figure 1. MWFEV vs. mean and median.

                   Figure 2. Original sample.
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          Figure 3. K-means, original order, K = 5.

        Figure 4. K-means, 1 and 8 exchanged, K = 5.
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          Figure 5. Fuzzy merging of k-means clusters.

            Figure 6. Fuzzy clustering/merging.
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         Figure 7. New method, thinned to K=5.

3. The Radial Basis Functional Net Algorithm

3.1 Radial Basis Functions. Radial basis functions (RBFs) originated in 1964 as potential
functions [7]. The architecture and training algorithms for RBFNNs are simple and they train
more quickly than do multiple layered perceptron (MLP) networks. Unlike MLPs, they allow for
explanation when interpreted as fuzzy rule-based systems. We use RBFs with the random vector
functional link nets (RVFLNs) of Pao et al. [13] to obtain a more general and powerful radial
basis functional link net (RBFLN).

Figure 8 presents a radial basis function (RBF) on the vectors x in the plane. An RBF
with center vector at v is generally defined on N-dimensional feature vectors x by 

y = f(x;v,�) = exp[-�x - v�2/(2�2)] (4)

with spread parameter �. The name radial indicates that all points x equidistant from v yield the
same value y. A number M of these radial basis functions can be centered on M center vectors so
that the circular balls of radius �m cover a bounded region of interest in the feature space.  We
consider v as the prototype, or center, of a cluster of radius �-ball.

Figure 9 shows a slice through the center of an RBF and its receptive field, also called the
response region. Figure 10 presents an RBFNN that implements the composite mapping x � y �
z. Each node in the hidden (center) layer represents an RBF. An input feature vector x activates
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(fires) a unique vector y. The weights {umj} at the nodes in the output layer are trained (adjusted)
to force the outputs z to approximate their targets t very closely (the targets are the labels that
humans supply). Generalized Gaussian basis functions with inverse covariance matrices C-1 may
be used in hidden nodes, especially where C is diagonal so that the diagonal of C-1 contains the
reciprocals of the diagonal elements of C. Such elliptical Gaussian RBFs are radial with respect
to the Mahalanobis distance (e.g., see [7]) and satisfy

y = exp[-(x-v)tC-1(x-v)] (5)

3.2 Radial Basis Functional Link Nets. The RBFNN of Figure 10 has an input layer of N nodes,
a hidden layer of M neurodes (neural nodes rather than biological neurons) and an output layer
of J neurodes. Feature vectors x are fed to the input layer. The respective outputs from the mth

neurode of the hidden layer and from the jth node of the output layer for the qth input exemplar
vector x(q)  are

     ym
(q) = exp[-�x(q) - v(m)�2/(2�m

2)],          zj
(q) = (1/M)[�(m=1,M)umjym

(q) + bj] (6a,b)

where m = 1,...,M and j = 1,...,J. The weights umj are gains on the lines from the hidden layer to
the output layer. The usual bias bj is included at each output node as shown in Figure 10 to model
translations.

Figure 11 presents three types of feedforward neural networks: a) a multiple layered
perceptron (MLP) with sigmoid functions in the hidden and output layers; b) an RBFNN with
RBFs in the hidden layer and sums in the output layer; and c) our radial basis functional link net
(RBFLN) with extra lines from the input nodes that connect directly to the output neurodes with
another set of weights {wnj} on these lines (wnj weights xn at the jth output node). This is an
RBFNN when the extra weights are set to zero.
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Fig. 9. A radial basis function slice.Fig. 8. An RBF defined cluster center.

An RBFNN  represents a nonlinear model while our RBFLN includes that nonlinear
model as well as an additive linear (affine) model due to the direct lines from the input to the
output nodes. Such parts of a transformation being modeled do not need to be approximated by
the nonlinear RBFNN. Thus the RBFLN is a more complete model of a general nonlinear
mapping than is the RBFNN. Multiple layered perceptrons (MLPs) [9] and RBFNNs, and thus
RBFLNs (which include RBFNNs) are universal approximators [4, 5, 14] and can approximate
any mappingof N-dimensional space into J-dimensional space as closely as desired provided that
a sufficiently large  number of neurodes is used.

The training is done with a sample of Q input exemplar feature vectors and a set of Q
associated output target vectors, designated respectively by

{x(q): q = 1,...,Q},      {t(q): q = 1,...,Q}

The training of an RBFLN consists of the following two stages: i) initialization of the
centers, spread parameters and weights; and ii) weight and parameter adjustment to minimize the
output total sum-squared error (TSSE) E defined as the sum of the partial sum-squared errors
(PSSEs) in

E = �(q=1,Q){E(q)} = �(q=1,Q){�(j=1,J)(tj
(q) - zj

(q))2} (7)

The RBFLN output components differ from Equation (6b) for RBFNNs and are given by

zj
(q) = [1/(M+N)] {�(m=1,M)umjym

(q) + �(n=1,N)wnjxn
(q)} (8)

Training on the weights is extremely quick via steepest descent iteration per
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Fig. 10. An RBFNN.

umj �  umj - �1(�E/�umj) = umj + (�1/(M+N))�(q=1,Q)(tj
(q) - zj

(q))ym
(q) (9)

wnj �  wnj - �2(�E/�wnj) = wnj + (�2/(M+N))�(q=1,Q)(tj
(q) - zj

(q))xn
(q) (10)

Each center and spread parameter can also be updated with steepest descent via

vn
(m) �  vn

(m) - �3(�E/�vn
(m))  = 

      vn
(m) + [�3/�m

2]�(q=1,Q){�(j=1,J)(tj
(q) - zj

(q))umj}ym
(q)(xn

(q) - vn
(m)) (11)

�m
2 �  �m

2  -  �4(�E/�(�m
2)) =  

     �m
2 + (�4/�m

4)�(q=1,Q){�(j=1,J)(tj
(q) - zj

(q))umj}[ym
(q)�x(q) - v(m)�2] (12)

The learning rates �i absorb factors
of ½ in certain of Equations (9-12). Instead
of training over epochs with a single qth

input feature vector at a time as does
backpropagation, we input all Q feature
vectors and use steepest descent on the
TSSE error E rather than on each PSSE in
Equation (7). We call this technique
fullpropagation. [8, 9].Our adjustment of
each weight is influenced by all Q input
feature training vectors, which is more
stable and substantially more efficient than
epochal training.
 
3.3 The Full Training Algorithm for
RBFLNs. We present here the full training
(FT) algorithm for RBFLNs where the
centers and spread parameters are adjusted

as are the weights. The quick training (QT) algorithm is included in this upon omitting the
adjustments of the spread parameters and the RBF center vectors. FT and QT for RBFNNs are
included when the lines from the input nodes to the output nodes have zero weights (all wnj = 0).
QT is fast with a single global minimum [2].
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Fig. 11. Three feedforward architectures.

    Full Training Initialization

Step 1:   Given randomly ordered
exemplar training vectors {x(r): r =
1,...,R} of dimension N, select Q < R
vectors for training and save the R - Q
remaining ones for testing (validation) of
the training.

Step 2:   Choose a large M so that there
are M small balls of radius � that
essentially cover the feature space. Put
v(m) = x(m) if M � Q, else put v(q) = x(q), q =
1,...,Q and draw the remaining M - Q
centers at random in the feature space.

Step 3:   Compute initial � =
(1/2)[1/M]1/N and put �m = � for m = 1,...,M.

Step 4:   Select all weights {umj} and {wnj} randomly between -0.5 and 0.5 for j = 1,...,J; m =
1,...,M; and
n = 1,...,N. Specify I iterations (e.g., I = 100).

    Full Training Iteration

Step 5:   Compute ym
(q) from Equation (6a) for each m = 1,...,M and q = 1,...,Q.

Step 6:   Compute zj
(q) from Equation (8) for each j = 1,...,J and q = 1,...,Q.

Step 7:   Update weights in Equation (9) and adjust the learning rate �1 up on success, else down.

Step 8:   Update weights in Equation (10) and adjust the learning rate �2 up on success, else
down.

Step 9:   Update centers in Equation (11) and adjust the learning rate �3 up on success, else
down.

Step 10:  Update spread parameter in Equation (12) and adjust the learning rate �4 up on success,
else down.

Step 11:  Every Pth iteration (e.g., P = 20), put the test vectors through the network and record the
validation TSSE Eval. If Eval increases for the first time and all training and test vectors are
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mapped into the correct targets, then stop.

Step 12: If I iterations are done, then stop, else go to Step 5 above.
Some refinements yield improved performance. Our en route technique [9] adapts the

learning rates {�k} of Equations (9 - 12) during iteration via an auto-adjustment mechanism that
speeds up convergence considerably. It multiplies a learning rate � by a number greater than 1,
say, 1.04, whenever a step of weight adjustments is successful in reducing the TSSE E, or else it
multiplies �k by a number less than 1, say 0.94. We let the learning rates �1 and �2 grow very
large, which yields a greedy algorithm (it takes chances to converge quickly, but may have to
recover if it jumps too far). In contrast, backpropagation algorithms must keep the learning rate
small, which causes slow convergence.

Training on all Q input feature vectors on each iteration (fullpropagation) also increases
the learning efficiency by eliminating thrashing (learning and unlearning over a sequence of
PSSEs in backpropagation). QT omits Steps 9 and 10 and loops from Step 12 back to Step 6
rather than Step 5 because the outputs of the RBFs do not need to be recomputed (there are no
changes in their values because neither the centers nor the spread parameters are changed). This
yields a dramatic increase in convergence speed.

3.4 Comparative Training Runs on Noisy Data. In all of our runs the learning rates �1 and �2 
were adjusted every 10th iteration, as was the single spread parameter �. The centers were not
adjusted. Thus we used a  modified QT for both RBFLN and RBFNN runs.

Table 4 presents the first data set that contains geological feature vectors from which
explorations can be made. There are R = 69 feature vectors of N = 4 dimensions and each has an
assigned target vector of a single component (0 or 1 for absence or presence of the desired
substance). There were 70 original vectors but we deleted one because it affected the training
adversely (it appears that it was too noisy and also had an incorrect label).

We selected 10 feature vectors at random to be used only for testing, which left Q = 59
feature vectors to be used for training. We used both M = 120 and M = 96 hidden neurodes for
the training runs on this data. Q feature vectors were used as RBF centers and M - Q centers were
drawn randomly as additional centers. The RBFLN was trained on the 59 training vectors for a
number P of iterations and the training total sum-squared error (TSSE) E was recorded. Then the
10 test vectors were put through the RBFLN and the validation TSSE Eval and classification
results were retrieved. This two step process of obtaining E and Eval was repeated for various
numbers of iterations. No training was done on the test vectors, which were used only to show at
what point the generalized learning was completed and the specialized learning [7] was starting
(to minimize Eval approximately). 
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Table 4. Some Geological Data

     x           t   x           t
____________________    ___  ____________________    ___
0.6     0.6     0.2     0.2          1* 0.5     0.0     0.1     0.6           1
0.5     0.2     0.2     0.3          1 0.9     0.1     0.3     0.3           1
0.7     0.2     0.3     0.3          1 0.7     0.2     0.3     0.3           1
0.8     0.5     0.5     0.3          1* 0.8     0.5     0.5     0.3           1
1.0     0.6     0.7     0.3          1 1.0     0.7     0.7     0.3           1
1.0     0.7     0.7     0.3          1 1.0     0.7     0.7     0.3           1
1.0     0.3     1.0     0.3          1 1.0     0.5     0.9     0.3           1*
1.0     0.7     1.0     0.3          1 1.0     0.3     1.0     0.3           1
1.0     0.1     1.0     0.3          1 0.5     0.0     0.4     0.8           1
0.4     0.6     0.6     0.6          1 0.4     0.2     1.0     0.3           1
0.4     0.5     0.8     0.3          1* 0.6     0.0     0.2     0.3           1
0.4     0.0     0.4     0.8          1 0.8     0.2     0.1     0.6           1
0.8     0.1     0.1     0.6          1 0.4     0.7     0.1     0.5           1
0.5     0.2     0.1     0.3          1 0.4     1.0     0.4     0.3           1*
0.4     0.6     0.5     0.3          1 0.2     1.0     0.2     0.7           1
0.2     0.9     0.3     0.7          1 0.2     1.0     0.3     0.7           1
0.2     0.8     0.1     0.6          1 0.6     0.7     0.3     0.7           1
0.4     0.0     0.2     0.5          0* 0.2     0.0     0.1     0.2           0
0.2     0.0     0.1     0.5          0 0.2     0.9     0.1     0.2           0
0.2     0.0     0.1     0.8          0 0.2     0.0     0.1     0.2           0
0.2     0.0     0.1     0.5          0 0.2     0.0     0.1     0.5           0*
0.1     0.0     0.3     0.8          0 0.2     0.0     0.1     0.2           0
0.2     0.5     0.1     0.2          0 0.2     0.7     0.1     0.2           0
0.1     0.0     0.1     0.2          0 0.1     0.3     0.1     0.5           0
0.2     0.0     0.1     0.2          0* 0.2     0.4     0.2     0.2           0
0.2     0.0     0.2     0.2          0 0.2     0.0     0.1     0.8           0
0.9     0.0     0.1     0.8          0 0.2     0.0     0.1     0.5           0
0.1     0.0     0.1     0.5          0 0.1     0.6     0.1     0.2           0*
0.2     0.0     0.1     0.2          0 0.2     0.7     0.1     0.5           0
0.4     0.0     0.1     0.5          0 0.2     0.0     0.1     0.5           0
0.2     0.6     0.1     0.2          0 0.1     0.0     0.1     0.2           0
0.2     0.0     0.1     0.2          0* 0.7     0.0     0.2     0.8           0
0.4     0.0     0.2     0.5          0 0.2     0.0     0.1     0.2           0
0.2     0.4     0.1     0.8          0 0.2     0.0     0.1     0.5           0
0.2     0.0     0.1     0.8          0

        * used only for testing, not training
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Table 5. RBFLN Runs on the Geological Data
________________________________________________________________________________

Training            Training     Test
Iterations             Error Test-Error     1²      �1     �2  Misses    Misses
_________________________________________________________________________________
M = 120
  150 1.2397  0.4407 0.0526 292.67  805.19      0       0   
  180 1.0988  0.4107 0.0423 398.67  821.43      0       0
  200�� 0.9863  0.4023�� 0.0335 423.96  755.95            0       0��
  210 0.9247  0.4025 0.0304 543.09  838.00      0       0
  230 0.8342  0.4433 0.0265 499.80  771.20      0       0

M = 96
 130 1.2835  0.4869 0.0418 238.15   490.70       0       0
 140�� 1.2196  0.4770�� 0.0404 228.46   543.96       0       0��
 160 1.0713  0.5013 0.0587 130.92   202.02       0       0

Table 5 presents the RBFLN results. The training on 200 iterations for M = 120 hidden
neurodes gave the lowest TSSE Eval on the test feature vectors. The best generalized learning for
M = 96 took 140 iterations. The output values were considered to be incorrect (misses) if they
fell strictly between 0.42 to 0.58 or yielded the wrong class.

The famous iris data set contains 150 each of 4-dimensional feature vectors from 3
classes. We assigned the 3 target codewords (-1,0), (0,1) or (1,-1) for the respective classes 1, 2
and 3. These targets differ by at least one unit in each of two components. These feature vectors
are known to be noisy and very difficult to classify. We extracted 18 vectors for a test set and
trained on the remaining ones. Table 6 shows the results for our RBFLN and Table 7 shows the
results for an RBFNN, both on the iris data. Neither the RBFLN nor RBFNN could  learn with M
= 60 RBFs, but did better as M increased until they did very well at M = 160.  The RBFLN had a
smaller TSSE than did the RBFNN and learned with fewer iterations. Our fullpropagation MLP
had a difficult time on this data and did not learn all vectors correctly with any of M = 8, 12, 16,
20, 32 and 50. 

Table 6. RBFLN Results on the Iris Data with M = 160
_______________________________________________________________________________

No. Iterations  Error Test Error Training Misses Test Misses
    480  1.1933  0.3620 0        0
    500��  1.1764   0 3603�� 0        0��
    520  1.1578   0.3617 0        0
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Table 7. RBFNN Results on the Iris Data with M = 160
______________________________________________________________________________

No. Iterations  Error Test Error Training Misses     Test Misses
    730   7.1979    0.6379  0     0
    750� 7.1130   0.6345� 0     0�
    770   7.0530   0.6356 0     0

The next data set is a subset of 200 normalized vectors taken from the Wisconsin Breast
Cancer Data (Mangasarian et al. [11] and Wolberg et al. [17, 18]. The data we used has 30
features in each feature vector and a single output component as target that codifies two classes:
benign and malignant (we set these to 0.1 and 0.9). We used a training file of 178 of these 200
vectors and a test file of 22 vectors. The respective results for RBFLNs, RBFNNs and MLPs are
presented in Tables 8, 9 and 10. 

Table 8. RBFLN Results on the WBCD Data
______________________________________________________________________________
_
 M No. Iterations      TSSE Test Error    � Training Misses Test Misses
220    200       0.7658 0.6631 0.0643 2        0
220    220�       0.6383  0.6789� 0.0587 0*        0*�
220    240       0.5473   0.6927 0.0549 0        0*

Table 9. RBFNN Results on the WBCD Data
______________________________________________________________________________
__
 M No. Iterations      TSSE   Test Error    � Training Misses Test Misses
220    300 (could not learn)
260    300 (could not learn)
300    300 (could not learn)

Table 10. MLP Results on the WBCD Data
______________________________________________________________________________
_
 M No. Iterations      TSSE   Test Error  Training Misses Test Misses
 20   1400 (could not learn)
 50     850      1.3773     0.0440 0       0
 50     900      1.3437     0.0407 0       0
 50     950�      1.2736     0.0265� 0       0�
 50   1000      1.1704     0.0450 0       0
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4. DataXplore Software Description

The software developed for user friendly running of these two algorithms was done in
Visual C++ and is called DataXplore. Mr. Han Yu programmed the interfacing so that the user
can select either the fuzzy clustering algorithm or the radial basis functional link network by
clicking on the appropriate button in the main window.  After selecting one of these, the user can
click to select a file from a menu of directories and files. The parameters are set for automatic
operation, but are shown in text boxes and may be changed by the user. In each case, when the
user is ready to run the selected algorithm on the selected data, one clicks on the “Run” button.

The DataXplore system includes two major software modules, which respectively
implement: i) a fuzzy clustering algorithm for unsupervised (self-organizing) classification of
data; and ii) a neural network algorithm (the RBFLN) for training on known data so that it can
then classify unknown data. The GIS package ARCView used by the Geological Survey of
Canada can call external programs and DLLs and so can call the DataXplore program to perform
data analysis on data in the format specified by the GS of Canada. 

4.1. Starting and Stopping DataXplore. The user can start DataXplore by either of  two
methods. First, from Windows Explorer,  double-click DataXplore.exe. Second, select Run from
the Windows Start menu, then type in the full path to the “DataXplore.exe” file or use Browse to
find the location of the DataXplore.exe  file, click on it and then click OK. Then select “Open”
from the popup menu. The Main Work Interface will appear to prompt the user as shown in Fig.
12 below. 

          Fig. 12. The Main Work Interface menu.
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Fig. 12 shows that DataXplore includes two major modules shown on the left and right of
the Main Work Interface: i) RBFLN for radial basis functional link net supervised learning of data
(on the left); and ii) the FUZZY unsupervised learning process (on the right). The details of each
function are discussed in the following sections. The user can click on the Quit button in the
center of the menu to exit the system.

4.2 The RBFLN (Supervised) Function. In Fig. 12, the RBFLN module includes three functions
designated by the buttons with captions Train, Test and Classify. Train uses known data that
includes both input vectors and target (labeled) vectors to train the RBFLN neural network so that
it can perform  automatic classification operation on unknown (unlabeled) vectors after training.
Test is used after a partial or full training segment on the RBFLN network that yields a set of near
optimal weights. It is used to classify a set of known (labeled) vectors to determine whether or
not the training is good. These vectors have not been used in any training operations and are
novel to the network and so provide a test. The Classify procedure uses the trained (and tested)
weight parameters in the RBFLN in the on-line operational mode to process unknown data files
of (unlabeled) vectors for the purpose of classifying them. After training and satisfactory testing,
the RBFLN and its learned weights are called by the GIS to operate on other data sets of vectors
with the feature values from the same population of objects as used in the training and testing to
classify them into the appropriate classes that indicate the presence or absence of a desired
mineral (or other uses). 

 
 Fig, 13. Selecting a data file for RBFLN training. 

To train, the user clicks on the Train button of the RBFLN module (left side of the Main
Work Interface menu of Fig. 12) to bring up the OpenFile dialog box of Fig. 13 below that
prompts the user to select the data file to be used in the training stage (the default file name suffix
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is dta for vector data sets). The user can browse and select the desired data file to use for training
by clicking Open on the bottom right. A click on the Cancel button returns to the Main Work
Interface.

A click on Open above brings up the RBFLN Train Parameters dialog box as shown in
Fig. 14 to prompt the user for the content of the current initialization parameter set for the
RBFLN training procedure and also to enable the user to make custom modifications. The upper
part of this dialog box (Fig. 14) shows the file name in the Training Data text area and also
shows four other parameters used to define the scale of the current RBFLN network. These are: 
No. of Input Dimension, No. of Unique Conditions, No. of Hidden Layers and No. of Outputs.

           Fig. 14.  The RBFLN Train Parameters dialog box. 

The lower part of this dialog box permits the user to custom modify any initialization
parameters, including the learning rates ( eta1, eta2, eta3 and biases ), initial iteration number
and initial sigma values. The default values given are reasonable for essentially all cases and
should usually be accepted. A user can also select which method in the Centers and Weights Init.
Section toward the bottom will be used:  Initialize randomly to 0~1 or Input from the center file
(the center file has a suffix of .par to denote that it is a file of parameters (weights and centers of
the RBFs) learned from the previous training.  The default configuration is the first (left) radio
button selection and is used for initial training.  

Using this dialog box, the user can define parameters once, then use them repeatedly for
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later training, i.e., the user can make the training accumulative by the following operation: before
the next segment of training, select Input from the center file and then locate the parameter .par 
file of  the last training segment for the same training data file. During this procedure, the user
can modify any other desired parameters to make the individual training stage more efficient.

In the RBFLN Train Parameters dialog box of Fig. 14, users can make parameter
modifications based on previously completed training to start training again, or select “Return to
Main Menu” to accept the current parameter file as optimal parameters for the RBFLN network
so that it can be used for later “Test” and “Classify” stages. 

After pressing Start Train, the RBLFN Training function starts. The RBFLN Train Status
dialog box will pop up as shown in Fig. 15 below. Three areas are used to show the training
status: i) Status Description, which gives textual information about which step of  RBFLN
Training is under processing;  ii) Current Iteration; and  iii) Current SSE, which is used to show
the output’s variance from the set of targets (the sum squared error of Equation (7)). 

        Fig. 15. The RBFLN Train Status dialog box. 

After the training procedure finishes, the RBFLN Train Result dialog box of Fig. 16
comes up, which shows the RBFLN network general parameters, SSE for evaluating the results as
the training proceeds, and Vector No. / Target  / Actual Output / Input for each input feature
vector. The user can print all mirrored content of the dialog box to a txt- format  file. When the
user decides that the result is optimal enough for use in classification of novel input feature
vectors, one can save the parameter set to a parameter result file (with suffix .par) and return to
RBFLN Train Parameters dialog for further training. The two buttons at the bottom of the dialog
box allow these capabilities. 
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    Fig. 16. The RBFLN Train Result dialog box. 
4.3 RBFLN  Test. Upon pressing the Test button in the RBFLN part of the Main Work Interface
of Fig. 12, the user will get the same data file selection dialog box as  in the RBFLN Train stage
for selecting a data file to be used in the RBFLN Test stage (the default file suffix is also .dta). 
One can browse and select the training data file desired to use in the test and then select from
another dialog box that comes up the appropriate parameters file used for the network being
tested (the default suffix for parameter files is .par) as shown in Fig. 17 below. Here we see the
iris.par parameter file. 

     Fig. 17.  Selecting a .par parameter file for RBFLN Test.
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After the test procedure finishes, the RBFLN Test Result dialog box pops up  to show the
RBFLN network general parameters, the SSE of Equation (7) for evaluating the testing, and
information as shown in Fig. 18. The user can print all mirrored content to a. .txt format file via
the Print ListBox Content to temporary file button or return directly to the Main Work Interface
via the Return button. These buttons are on the bottom of the dialog box of Fig. 18..  

          Fig. 18.  RBFLN Test Result dialog box. 

4.4 RBFLN  Classification. When the user presses the Classify button of the  RBFLN  module in
Figure 12, the same data file selection dialog box as we saw in the RBFLN Train function comes
up (see Figure 13). One selects the data file to be used in the RBFLN Classification stage (the
default file suffix is also .dta). The user can browse and select the desired data file. Then another
dialog box comes up that is the same as the parameter file selection dialog box shown in the
RBFLN Test function above. The purpose of this dialog box is for the user to select a parameter
file to be used in the RBFLN Classification stage (the default file suffix is also .par).  The user
can browse and select the desired parameter file.

The classification procedure then begins. After it finishes, an  RBFLN  Classify Result
dialog box as shown in Fig. 19 below prompts the user and shows the RBFLN network general
parameters, SSE, Total Targets No., Valid Target No., the Capacity, feature vector and target
vector, and Vector No./Classified Class No./Target Output/Actual Output. The user can print all
mirrored content in the dialog box to a .txt format file or save the classification results to a special
RBFLN classification results file (with default suffix as .rbn). The user can return  to the Main
Work Interface by clicking the Return button. 
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Fig. 19. The RBFLN Classify Result dialog box. 

4.5 The Fuzzy (Unsupervised)  Module. As shown in Fig. 12, the FUZZY (Unsupervised)
module  includes the two functions Train and Classify. Train uses unknown data (the data file
may be the same as that used for the RBFLN training and may include target (labeled) outputs,
but the targets are ignored). The fuzzy clustering finds the prototypes, or centers for K clusters.
After  gaining the optimal parameter set of these centers (saved as a .cen file), other unknown
data files can be passed to the fuzzy clustering procedure based on this optimal parameter set.
However, the fuzzy clustering procedure is a complete and independent self-organizing,
unsupervised, learning algorithm and works very well on any set of unknown vectors by setting
its own parameters. Thus it does not need any parameter files.

4.6 Fuzzy Training. Here one presses the Train button of the FUZZY module in Fig. 12 to get an
OpenFile dialog box for the purpose of selecting a data file to be used in the Fuzzy Train stage
(the default file suffix is .dta and the same files may be used as were used for the RBFLN
training). Here we see the iris.dta file in Fig. 20 below.

The Fuzzy Train Parameters dialog box of Fig. 21 prompts the user by showing the
content of current initialization parameter set for the FUZZY training procedure and it also
enables the user to make custom modifications.  The parameters include Training Data File
Name, No. Data Categories K, Closeness and Iterations (the number of iterations desired). The
default parameters are reasonable for essentially all cases. Also the training procedure is
accumulative.
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        Fig. 20. Selecting a data file to be used in Fuzzy Train. 

     Fig. 21. The Fuzzy Cluster Parameters dialog box. 

After clicking the Start Clustering button, the fuzzy clustering procedure starts. The Fuzzy
Train Processing Information dialog box then prompts the user as shown in Fig. 22, which also
presents the user with information as to which step of the fuzzy clustering algorithm is in process. 
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         Fig. 22. Fuzzy Train Processing Information dialog box.

After the training procedure finishes, a Fuzzy Train Result dialog box comes up as in Fig.
23. It shows the No. of Classes, each center vector, the details of each class ( including Vectors
No., WFV for the current class, and the indices for all vectors contained in each class), as well as
the important  clustering validity value (the larger it is, the better is the clustering) the reciprocal
Xie-Bene measure. 

     Fig. 23. The Fuzzy Train Result dialog box. 

The user can now press the Merge button to further merge clusters that are close to each
other. When the user is satisfied with the result, one can print all mirrored content of the dialog
box to a .txt format file, or click the Finish button to save the current parameter set to a parameter
file (the default suffix is .cen) for later classification use. Fig.24 shows the iris.cen parameter file
as an example. Finally the user returns to the Main Work Interface to quit or do further
processing. In the usual case, the training is the classification for fuzzy clustering, so any
unknown data can be used to classify it merely by putting it through the fuzzy training as given
above. Nothing further is required.
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 Fig. 24.  Saving the Fuzzy Train Result parameter file. 

4.7 Fuzzy Classification. In the process shown here, a trained fuzzy classifier is used to classify
data other than that data which was trained on. This is not the usual or recommended process, but
can be used in special cases. The user presses the Classify button in the FUZZY module in Fig. 12
(Main Work Interface) to get the same data file selection dialog box as in the Fuzzy Train
function (the default file suffix is also .dta). The user can browse and select the desired data file
for classification. The example we use is the iris.dta file. Another dialog box for selecting the
parameter file saved from previous fuzzy clustering appears and prompts the user as shown in
Fig. 25. Here one can browse and select the parameter file (default file affix is .cen) desired.  We
show the iris.cen as example that contains the centers from previous training.

     Fig. 25. Selecting a parameter file for further fuzzy classification. 
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After the classification procedure finishes, a Fuzzy Classify Result dialog box prompts the
user as shown in Fig. 26. It also shows No. of Classes, each class center vector,  details of each
class (including Vector No., WFV for current class, and all vectors index contained in this class).
It also shows the clustering validity (higher values are better). Clicking Finish returns to Main
Work Interface.

The user can print all mirrored content in the dialog box to a .txt format file, or save the
classification result to special Fuzzy Classify Result file (with default suffix  .fuz). Fig. 27 shows
the file iris.fuz as an example.

   Fig. 26. The Fuzzy Classify Result dialog box.

      Fig. 27. Saving Fuzzy Classification Result data. 
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G e o X p l o r e  Documentation

0. What is GeoXplore?

GeoXplore is a program that contains 3 different systems of which each can be trained on
input data to learn to classify data from a similar source. They are: i) Fuzzy Clustering of feature
vectors into a number of classes; ii) a Radial Basis Functional Link Network (RBFLN) that is
an efficient and accurate new type of neural network that trains on feature vectors for which the
class is known; and iii) a Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) that trains on feature vectors with
known classes to provide the maximum standardized probability density function value of the
correct class. After training, any of these systems can process new unknown feature vectors from
a similar source as the training vectors and recognize the class to which they belong.
 

1. Running GeoXplore

1.1 Starting GeoXplore.  Here we assume Geoxplore is located in the directory d:\path. To start
the program, either of the following mehods can be used. 

Method 1. Bring up a command line window (also called a DOS window) and change to the
directory d:\path. Then type the underlined part below to start the program.

d:\path> GeoXplore <ENTER>

Method 2. Click Start at the bottom left of the screen,  click on Run,  then click on Browse,
and then go to the directory (designated by d:\path here) and click on GeoXplore.exe or click on
GeoXplore (if the suffix .exe does not show). Figure 1 comes up.

Figure 1. The first and main window of GeoXplore.
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1.2 Choosing a System for Training.  The program is now running and the window shown in
Figure 1 is visible on the computer screen where the first row of buttons allow selection of one
of fuzzy clustering, radial basis functional link net (RBFLN, which is a neural network), or
probabilistic neural network (PNN). The 3 different systems are described below. They all give
approximately the same results, but one may do better or worse than the others depending on the
data and the user given parameters during the training. They can be used to check each other and
the best results used.

  A. Fuzzy Clustering - this system clusters the input vectors of features (attributes) in an
input training file into clusters. The class memberships of the feature vectors need not be known
because this clustering decides the classes from the data only (if the classes for the feature
vectors are given, they will not be used). Each cluster represents a class. A center, or prototype
vector is computed for each class by a new fuzzy clustering method that is immune to outliers.
When an unknown feature vector is put into the system after training (learning), it is assigned to
the class to whose prototype it is closest. Goodness of classification values are computed.

B. Radial Basis Functional Link Net (RBFLN) - this special new type of neural network
trains a set of parameters so the network yields the correct class number as an output value when
a feature vector is input. The training is done on the training files of input vectors on which the
fuzzy clustering system trains, but here, unlike fuzzy clustering, the class memberships for the
training data must be included in the file and will be used. This system is like a radial basis
function neural network except it has extra lines from the input nodes to the output nodes to
model the linear parts of an input-output mapping as well as the nonlinear parts. Thus it is more
accurate and it trains more quickly.

C. Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) - This is a modification of the standard probabilistic
neural network that builds a Gaussian mixture probability density function for each class, which
is a sum of Gaussians that is standardized appropriately to have a volume (N-dimensional for N
features) of unity. Our modification reduces the number of Gaussians by eliminating those
whose centers are too close to another Gaussian center. Thus it is faster than a standard PNN.
This also reduces the extraneous error that builds up when lots of feature vectors in the same
class are close together (too many Gaussians). 

1.3 The Training (Input) Data File Format. There are two types of input files: 1) training data
(usually relatively small, up to a few hundred); and 2) classification data to be classified as
being in the default class or not (may be very large, up to hundreds of thousands of feature
vectors). The single format for all input data files is described below with comments after the
pound sign (such comments do not appear in the data files and must not be put there). Note that
the data are in comma delimited rows with no spaces allowed anywhere (a space will cause a
misread and invalidate all computation). There is a carriage return at the end of each row (be
sure there is no space before the carriage return). The last column is the fuzzy belief (0 to 1) that
the input feature vector is in the default desired class. Here we only designate the degree to
which it is thought that an input feature belongs to the single desired (default) class. If it is not in
the default class then it is outside that class, so we have a yes or no tempered with a fuzzy belief
where 1.0 is absolute yes and 0.0 is absolute no of membership.
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       Training File Row Data            Comment on Training Data                       
N   #no. features (components) in input feature vectors (integer)

M   #dummy number, but necessary (integer)

J   #always set to 1 in this version (integer)

Q   #no. feature vectors in this file (integer)

1,c1,d1,x11,x21,...,xN1,D1   #first column is vector no., necessary but not used here (integer)

2,c2,d2,x12,x22,...,xN2,D2  #second col. contains user values unused here, but necessary (integer)

: : :   #third column necessary dummy values (integer or float)

Q,cQ,dQ,x1Q,...,xNQ,DQ   #fourth to fourth+N columns are N feature values (integer or float)

  #last col. is fuzzy belief for default (desired) class (integer or float)

As examples, consider the training data in the two files below.

         Training File 1

2

18

1

20

1,1,1.1,1,1,0.8

2,1,1.1,2,1,0.8

3,2,1.1,2,5,0.1

4,2,1.1,3,5,0.2

5,3,1.1,5,2,0.1

6,3,1.1,6,2,0.2

7,4,1.1,5,8,0.1

8,4,1.1,6,8,0.1

9,5,1.1,8,5,0.1

10,5,1.1,9,5,0.2

11,1,1.1,1,2,0.8

12,1,1.1,2,2,0.8

13,2,1.1,2,6,0.2

14,2,1.1,3,6,0.3

15,3,1.1,5,3,0.1

16,3,1.1,6,3,0.1

17,4,1.1,5,9,0.2

18,4,1.1,6,9,0.1

19,5,1.1,8,5,0.3

20,5,1.1,9,5,0.2

         Training File 2

2

20

1

32

1,1,2,0.244898,0.902655,0.100000

2,0,4,0.346939,0.902655,0.90000

3,0,8,0.244898,0.893805,0.90000

4,0,9,0.183673,0.893805,0.90000

5,1,11,0.183673,0.920354,0.100000

6,1,19,0.530612,0.893805,0.200000
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7,0,22,0.244898,0.884956,0.900000

8,0,24,0.387755,0.893805,0.860000

9,1,26,0.0,0.902655,0.100000

10,1,28,0.755102,0.902655,0.24000

11,1,29,0.755102,0.893805,0.100000

12,0,35,0.714286,0.893805,0.93000

13,1,36,0.265306,0.911504,0.16000

14,0,37,0.346939,0.893805,0.89000

15,1,43,0.265306,0.902655,0.17000

16,1,55,0.755102,0.920354,0.11000

17,1,60,0.755102,0.911504,0.10000

18,1,61,0.755102,0.982301,0.21000

19,1,71,0.755102,0.938053,0.10000

20,1,72,0.755102,0.964602,0.18000

21,1,74,0.755102,1.0,0.08000

22,0,83,0.530612,0.884956,0.88000

23,0,87,0.163265,0.902655,0.900000

24,1,90,0.530612,0.955752,0.15000

25,1,92,0.755102,0.955752,0.10000

26,1,108,0.571429,0.920354,0.21000

27,0,118,0.571429,0.884956,0.90000

28,0,128,0.77551,0.893805,0.87000

29,1,137,0.897959,0.893805,0.24000

30,0,154,0.040816,0.893805,0.91000

31,0,159,0.183673,1.0,0.88000

32,0,179,0.040816,0.884956,0.93000

1.4 The Classification (Input) Data File Format. The format of the classification input data files

(data of unknown class to be classified) is like the training data file, but the last column here is not

known. It is thus a dummy variable here, so no training can be done on these files (only classification

with an already trained RBFLN or PNN algorithm, or fuzzy clustering can be done).

       Classification File Data     Comment on Classification Data                   
N  #no. feature components in input vector (integer)

M  #dummy number, but necessary (integer)

J  #always set to 1 (integer)

Q  #no. vectors in this file (integer)

1,d1,dd1,x11,x21,...,xN1,D1 #first column is vector number (integer)

2,d2,dd2,x12,x22,...,xN2,D2 #second and third columns are dummies

: : :  #fourth to fourth+N  columns are N features (integer or float)

Q,dQ,ddQ,x1Q,x2Q,...,xNQ,DQ #last column is a dummy (unknown) column (integer or float)

        An example of a classification file is given next.

2

22

1

40

1,0,1722.625,0.244898,0.911504,0

2,0,4736.0625,0.244898,0.902655,0
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3,0,681.375,0.183673,0.902655,0

4,0,254.0,0.346939,0.902655,0

5,0,114.25,0.387755,0.902655,0

6,0,227.4375,0.020408,0.902655,0

7,0,89.125,0.020408,0.911504,0

8,0,14485.6875,0.244898,0.893805,0

9,0,1926.375,0.183673,0.893805,0

10,0,330.4375,0.183673,0.911504,0

11,0,179.6875,0.183673,0.920354,0

12,0,119.1875,0.183673,0.929204,0

13,0,58.25,0.183673,0.938053,0

14,0,47.5625,0.183673,0.946903,0

15,0,119.1875,0.346939,0.911504,0

16,0,22.125,0.183673,0.955752,0

17,0,648.75,0.244898,0.920354,0

18,0,219.1875,0.530612,0.902655,0

19,0,506.1875,0.530612,0.893805,0

20,0,309.0,0.244898,0.929204,0

21,0,176.0,0.244898,0.938053,0

22,0,1981.0,0.244898,0.884956,0

23,0,207.625,0.387755,0.884956,0

24,0,1185.0625,0.387755,0.893805,0

25,0,1143.75,0.0,0.893805,0

26,0,323.0625,0.0,0.902655,0

27,0,144.4375,0.0,0.911504,0

28,0,1121.3125,0.755102,0.902655,0

29,0,2610.8125,0.755102,0.893805,0

30,0,0.25,0.102041,0.911504,0

31,0,69.0,0.346939,0.920354,0

32,0,17.75,0.183673,0.964602,0

33,0,16.125,0.183673,0.973451,0

34,0,17.1875,0.387755,0.911504,0

35,0,2084.5,0.714286,0.893805,0

36,0,138.5,0.265306,0.911504,0

37,0,1241.8125,0.346939,0.893805,0

38,0,31.875,0.346939,0.929204,0

39,0,5.375,0.183673,0.99115,0

40,0,126.0,0.244898,0.946903,0

After training, the text box on the screen shows the vector number, the input fuzzy belief (of default

class membership), and the training fuzzy beliefs of the trained network for each training vector.

1.5. The Fuzzy Clustering Classification (Output) Results Data Files. The fuzzy clustering
output differs from the RBFLN and PNN. Below is shown the RBFLN and PNN output format.

Data Comment on RBFLN and PNN Results Data            
  1,1,0.847 #first column is vector number (integer)

  2,1,0.216 #second col. is the default class number that is 1(integer)

   :       :

  Q,1,0.769 #third col. is belief (fuzzy truth) of membership in default class (float)
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For the Fuzzy Clustering algorithm, the classification output data is written to the output file
as shown below.

Data            Comment on Fuzzy Clustering Results Data             
1,2,0.1,0.93,0.23,...0.17 #first column is vector number (integer)
2,1,0.88,0.26,0.17,...,0.08 #next column is the class number (default class or not, e.g.,

1 is default class, 2 is not default class)
: : :
Q,2,0.2,0.79,0.01,0.27,...,0.11 #next K columns are fuzzy beliefs for memberships in the

K classes, respectively

2.  Using the Fuzzy Clustering System

2.1 Training the Fuzzy Clustering System.  Here we click the Fuzzy Clustering button in the
window of Figure 1. The new window shown below in Figure 2 comes up on the click. The top
button gives brief instructions. The first thing to do is to train the fuzzy clustering system on a
training (input) data file. We will go through the steps here. Click the Train Fuzzy Clustering
button now to bring up the window of Figure 3.

Figure 2. The first Fuzzy Clustering window.

We now click the Load File button of Figure 3 and select the path and filename of the
training file to use to train this system. A window will come up and allow the selection of a data
file for training. Its name has the format  *.dta . Either click twice on the file name or click once
on it and then click Open on the lower right. That file will be read and closed. 

Next, click the Save As button of Figure 3 to provide a filename for the file that will hold
the training results, that is, the parameters that were learned during training. In this case, this file
holds the centers of the clusters (classes) and the sigma values for the Gaussians centered on
these centers. These files have the name format *.cen to indicate that the cluster centers are
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stored here. Now click on Run at the bottom (Fig. 3) and  the program runs and shows the
window in Figure 4.

Figure 3.  The Fuzzy Clustering Training window.

Click the Eliminate Small Clusters button (Fig. 4) next and then click it again. Repeat until the
number of clusters does not change on a click. The results of this are shown in Figure 5. We may
not know how many clusters K there should be, but we will use the Xie-Bene clustering validity
to tell us what value of K gives the best clustering, although this may not be the number K that
we want.

Next click the Merge and Fuzzy Clustering button of Figure 6 to get the window shown in
Figure 7. Here a default parameter of 0.4 is shown. This is the proportion of the average distance
between cluster centers to use as a threshold for merging two clusters. If the average distance
between pairs of cluster centers is a, then if any distance between a pair of cluster centers is less
than 0.4a, the clusters will be merged into one cluster and fuzzy clustering is done again with
one less cluster center. First use the default 0.4. If the number of clusters reduces, then repeat
with the same parameter. Otherwise, increase the parameter from 0.4 (0.4, 0.5, 0.6,... is usually
good). Note the clustering validity value for each value of the number of clusters K. The K value
with the lowest clustering validity is usually the best unless there is other information to override
it. Stop at K = 2 clusters and examine the clustering validity values, or possibly stop when K is
the known value. For our data, when we stop at K = 2, the result is that in Figure 8.
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Figure 4.  The preliminary results of clustering.

Figure 5. The results of eliminating small clusters.
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Now click the Fuzzy Clustering button (Fig. 5) to get the results in the window of Figure 6.
Notice the clustering validity number. The smaller this number, the better the clustering
goodness. While it is usually a good way of determining the best number K of classes, it does
not always provide the best classification number, so if the we know how many clusters there
should be, then we should use that number for K. For example, if a test is either benign or
malignant, then the correct number of clusters should be K = 2. However, if some data does not
fall into either, then there may be K = 3 classes: benign, malignant and indeterminate.
Classification is an intuitive art as well as a science. 

Figure 6. The results of fuzzy clustering with clustering validity.

Figure 7. The fuzzy merging parameter.
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Figure 8. The final results of merging and fuzzy clustering.

Figure 8 shows the results and the clustering validity is lower than for K = 3 or 4, so 2 is the
correct number of clusters for this synthetic data (see Figure 6 where the clustering validity is
33.889 for 5 clusters). After returning and training again with K = 5, we click on the Save
Training Results button in Figure 8 to save the training parameters in the file (*.cen) whose
name we provided before. We use these parameters next when we classify unknown feature data.

2.2 Classifying Unknown Data with the Trained Fuzzy Clustering System.  Now we click
Return at the bottom of Figure 8 and then click another Return to return to the window of Figure
2. This time we click the Do Fuzzy Classification button to bring up the window shown in
Figure 9. Here we first load the file of training parameters that we saved as a *.cen file. Then we
load in the data file (*.dta) of unknown feature vectors to be recognized as belonging to  a
particular class. The last file we must select is the file for saving the results of the classification.
This file must have the name of the form *.fuz and can be sent to the printer or examined by an
editor or use of Microsoft Excel spreadsheet (the input data files can also be viewed or entered
by use of MS Excel. The overall goodness of classification numbers are also shown in Figure 10.

We click Run at the bottom of Figure 9 to let the fuzzy clustering system recognize the
input feature data by assigning it to the appropriate class. Figure 10 shows the results of this
click. The results file (*.fuz) is shown next in Figure 11 where in each row the first number is the
vector number, the next is the winning class number, the third is the fuzzy belief of classification
in Class 1, and the fourth is the fuzzy belief of classification in Class 2.
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Figure 9. Loading the training parameters and the data for classification.

     Figure 10. The results of running the fuzzy clustering classification function.
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The classification results of fuzzy clustering (in a file with the *.fuz name) are shown below.

1,1,0.527,0.171

2,1,0.657,0.208

3,2,0.594,0.727

4,2,0.703,0.820

5,1,0.980,0.363

6,1,0.991,0.324

7,2,0.451,0.928

8,2,0.457,0.828

9,1,0.744,0.464

10,1,0.644,0.327

11,1,0.556,0.262

12,1,0.693,0.320

13,2,0.509,0.817

14,2,0.602,0.922

15,1,0.981,0.516

16,1,0.992,0.461

17,2,0.331,0.825

18,2,0.334,0.736

19,1,0.744,0.464

20,1,0.644,0.327

16,2,0.476,0.964,0.646

17,3,0.087,0.201,0.654

18,3,0.065,0.194,0.732

19,3,0.147,0.572,0.907

20,3,0.085,0.425,0.811

Now we click Return in Figure 10 and click Return again as necessary to get back to the
window of Figure 2, and click Return again to go back to the window of Figure 1. From there
we can select RBFLN or PNN to train and classify with one of those systems.

2.3 When Fuzzy Clustering is a Good Method. When the classes form groups that fit inside
circles of a fixed radius, then fuzzy clustering is an excellent method that is somewhat robust by
being immune to outliers. 

However, in some cases the classes may be elongated in shape or a shape that curves like a
crescent or other irregular object. In this case it is better to cluster the feature vectors into more
smaller circular clusters of which each will be a subclass of a class of feature vectors. In such
cases when there is one class of interest versus all the others but the class of interest does not fit
into a circle, then multiple subclasses of the default class are needed - it may be simpler in this
case to use the RBFLN or the PNN.
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3. The Radial Basis Functional Link Net (RBFLN)

3.1 Training the the RBFLN System.  When GeoXplore is run as described in Section 1.1, the
window in Figure 1 comes up. We click on the RBFLN button in that figure to get the window
shown in Figure 11. 

Figure 11. The first RBFLN window.

Figure 12. The Train RBFLN window.
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We now click the Train RBFLN button of Figure 11 to bring up the window in Figure 12. Next,
we click the Load File button and browse to select the path and filename of the training file to use
to train this system. A window will come up and allow the selection of a data file for training whose
name has the name format *.dta. Either click twice on the file name or click once on it and then click
Open on the lower right. That file will be read in and closed. 

Next, click the Save As button to provide a filename for the file that will hold the training
results, that is, the neural network parameters that were learned during training. In this case, this file
holds: i) the fuzzy centers and the sigma values for the Gaussian radial basis functions; 2) the
weights on the lines from the Gaussians to the output  nodes; and 3) the weights on the extra lines
from the input nodes to the output nodes that bypass the Gaussians at the middle layer of neurodes.
These files have the name format *.par to indicate that the parameters for the trained network are
stored here.

We are now ready to train, so click the Run button in the bottom section of the window of
Figure 12. The window of Figure 13 comes up with the run variable values shown. The top two
parameters are for the users information and can not be changed. The third value can be changed,
but it should not vary too much from the suggested value given in the second value. For a larger
number M of radial basis functions, the neural network will slower but more accurate up to a point.
However, an M value that is too large will have extraneous error building up. For important training,
the user may need to experiment by using a smaller M and a larger M and noting the overall
measures of training goodness, where a higher belief between 0 and 1 is better (1.0 is perfect).

Figure 13. The run parameter window for RBFLN.
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The number of iterations also affects the quality of training. If the training data set is small, then
100 iterations may be sufficient. The default of 200 is a good trade-off between under training and
over training (where the noise is learned), but for larger training data sets 400 to 600 iterations are
better. The user can use, say 100, then 200 and then 400 and examine the results.

Click the OK button in Figure 13  next for the training with the number of iterations and the
number of radial basis functions selected. This will run the training and bring up the results shown
in Figure 14. The minimum and maximum fit to class show the fits for training vectors not in the
class and in the class, respectively. The mean-square and sum-square errors are also given of the fit
to the default and other classes.

Figure 14. The results of training the RBFLN.

    The training may be repeated multiple times with different run parameters (Figure 13) until the
overall measures of goodness of training are near optimal. At this point the user should save the
training parameters by clicking on the Save Training Results button in Figure 14. At this point, the
user should click the Return buttons to go back to the window shown in Figure 11. Unknown feature
vector data from similar sources can now be classified by use of the the trained RBFLN.

2.2 Classifying Unknown Data with the Trained RBFLN System.  To start the classifying process,
click the Do RBFLN Classification button of Figure 11. This will bring up the RBFLN classification
window as shown in Figure 15. Now we click the top Load File button and select the file of
parameters that was saved during the training, which has a name of the form *.par. Next we click
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the lower Load File button and select the file of data to be classified whose name has the form *.dta.
Now we must provide a file name for the file where the results of the classification will be stored
in a file with name  format *.rbn, so click the Save As button and provide a file name. Then click
the Run button.

Figure 15. Loading the training parameters and data for RBFLN classification.

  
     The RBFLN network executes with the loaded training parameters and processes the
classification input data into a class for each input unknown feature vector. The results are written
to the file with name format *.rbn selected above and can be viewed or printed out with an editor
program.  The window now appears like the window shown in Figure 16.

The goodness of fit (classification) numbers are shown at the bottom of the textbox in the form
of a minimum goodness of fit and an average goodness of fit, both of which are fuzzy beliefs in the
classification of this data with the training parameters loaded previously. The classification results
file will have the same format as in Section 1.5.
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Figure 16. The results of running the RBFLN classification function.
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4. The Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN)

4.1 Training the the PNN System.  When GeoXplore is run as described in Section 1.1, the window
in Figure 1 comes up. We click on the Probabilistic NN button in that figure to obtain the window
shown in Figure 17 below that is similar to the window for the RBFLN shown in Figure 11.

Figure 17. The first PNN window.
  
  

We now click the Train PNN button to bring up the window in Figure 18. Next, we click the
Load File button and select the path and filename of the training file to use to train this system. A
window will come up and allow browsing for the selection of a data file for training. The file name
usually has the format  *.dta . Either click twice on the file name or click once on it and then click
Open on the lower right of the browsing window. That file will be read in and closed. 

Next, click the Save As button to provide a filename for the file that will hold the training
parameters, that is, the parameters that were learned during training. In this case, this file holds the
fuzzy centers and the sigma values for the mixed Gaussian probability density functions. These files
have the name format *.prb to indicate that the parameters for the PNN network are stored here.

We are now ready to train, so click the Run button at the bottom of the window. The window
of Figure 19 will then come up with a proportion parameter as shown. This parameter is the
proportion of the average distance between training feature vectors to use as a threshold. If any
vector is closer to another than this threshold, it is eliminated as a center of Gaussians to be summed
to construct a probability density function (pdf) for a class. A larger threshold eliminates more
vectors and increases computational speed, but it is a trade-off between speed and accuracy up to a
point. A small proportion for a large number of training vectors uses too many Gaussians and causes
extraneous error to build up during computation of the pdfs. The user should experiment with this.
The choices suggested are quite good usually.
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Figure 18. The Train PNN window.

    
Figure 19. The run parameter window for PNN.
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Click the OK button of Figure 19 for the training with the proportion selected. This will run the
training and build the probility density functions as mixed sums of Gaussians. The results are shown
in Figure 20. The overall goodness of training measures are at the bottom of the textbox and are: 1)
mininum fit to the default (desired) class; 2) maximum fit to the default class; and 3) the mean-
square and sum-squared errors. Each fit value is a maximum aposteriori pdf value (that also serves
as a fuzzy truth of membership of a vector in the default class).

Figure 20. The results of training the PNN.

      
The training may be repeated multiple times with different proportions until the overall

measures of goodness of training are near optimal. These measures are shown at the bottom of the
textbox displayed in Figure 20. When the user is ready to accept this training, then the training
parameters can be saved by clicking on the Save Training Results button. Click the Return buttons
of Figure 20 and 18 to go back to the window shown in Figure 17. Unknown feature vector data from
similar sources can now be classified by use of the the trained PNN.

4.2 Classifying Unknown Data with the Trained PNN System.  To start the classifying process,
click the return buttons to get back to Figure 17 and then click the Do PNN Classification button
of Figure 17. This will bring up the PNN classification window as shown in Figure 21. Now we click
the top Load File button and select the file of parameters that was saved during the training, which
has a name of the form *.prb. Next we click the lower Load File button and select the file of data
to be classified whose name has the form *.dta. Now we must provide a file name for the file where
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the results of the classification will be stored in a file with name format *.pnn, so click the Save As
button and provide a path and file name. Then click the Run button.

Figure 21. Loading the training parameters and data for PNN classification.

         
The PNN network executes on the loaded training parameters and processes the data input for

classification into a class for each input unknown feature vector. The results are written to the file
with name format *.pnn selected above and can be viewed or printed out with an editor program.
The window now appears like the window shown in Figure 22.

The goodness of classification numbers are shown at the bottom of the textbox in Fiugre 22 in
the form of a minimum goodness of fit and an average goodness of fit to the default class. These
should be close to zero (failure to belong to the default class) and close to unity (strong membership
in the default class). The classification results file have the same format as shown in Section 1.5.
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Figure 22. The results of running the PNN classification function.
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